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The Conference belongs to the series of official biennial joint meetings
of the Plant Physiology Societies of Spain and Portugal. FV2015 gathered
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countries, representatives from the Argentinian Plant Physiology
Society and researchers from Chile, Venezuela and Brazil attended this
conference.
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The XXI Reunión de la Sociedad de Fisiología Vegetal is the central
meeting for our Society. We proudly support this meeting efficiently
organized by the organizing committee leaded by Prof. Carmen Fenoll to
whom we are really thankful.
This meeting is much more than a great scientific event for SEFV
members; it is a unique opportunity to share our professional experiences
with close colleagues, to meet new scientists, to renew collaborations
and to initiate new scientific adventures. In the current situation in Spain,
characterized for a blatant reduction of public funding for science, it is
essential to have a wide network of colleagues to share techniques and
knowledge. This congress is the best place to meet the more active plant
scientists from our country.
Our society also pursues involving young researchers in our activities;
for this reason, SEFV will cover up to 30 registration fees for graduate
students. This is a considerable financial effort, taking into account
that SEFV is exclusively supported by membership fees. However, we
think that the only way to maintain our group strong, active and make it
perdurable is to invest in the youngest generations. For this, besides the
well-established ‘Sabater’ award to the most promising young scientist,
the best poster and oral presentations from young researchers will be
also acknowledged.
On behalf of the Spanish Society of Plant Physiologists, I welcome you
all to this meeting at Toledo, hoping that it will be full of scientific and
personal achievements for each one of the attendees.

Aurelio Gómez Cadenas
Presidente de la Sociedad Española de Fisiología Vegetal
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FV2015 AT A GLANCE
SUNDAY, June 14
12.00 - 16.00

Registration

HALL

18.00 - 19.15

Opening Conference

AUDITORIUM

19.30 - 21.00

Welcome cocktail

GARDEN

MONDAY, June 15
09.00 - 10.45

Session 1. Applied Plant Physiology
Plenary Conference
Keynote lectures
AUDITORIUM

10.45 - 11.15
11.15 - 13.30

Coffee Break
Session 2. Mineral Nutrition
Keynote lectures
Oral Communications
AUDITORIUM

13.30 - 15.30

Session 3. Biotic Interactions
Keynote lectures
Oral Communications
SALA RONDA

Lunch Break and poster viewing

15.30 - 17.45

Session 4. Plants and the
Environment
Keynote lectures
Oral Communications
AUDITORIUM

Session 5. Metabolism,
Biochemistry & Synthetic Biology
Keynote lectures
Oral Communications
SALA RONDA

17.45 - 18.45

Poster Session I (uneven) and
snacks
EXHIBITION HALL

BIOVEGEN Session

18.45 - 19.00

Transfer to the University Campus (UCLM).

19.15 - 20.45

Public conference

20.45

Free time for “tapas” or dinner at Toledo

FV2015
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SALA RONDA

FV2015 AT A GLANCE

TUESDAY, June 16
09.00 - 10.45

Session 6. Emerging Themes and Techniques in Plant Physiology
Plenary Conference
Keynote lectures
AUDITORIUM

10.45 - 11.15

Coffee Break

11.15 - 12.30

Session 1. Applied Plant
Physiology (cont.)
Oral Communications
AUDITORIUM

Session 6. Emerging themes and
techniques (cont.)
Oral Communications
SALA RONDA

12.30 - 13.45

Round Table Women in Science
AUDITORIUM

Round Table Education & Outreach
SALA RONDA

13.45 - 15.30

Lunch Break and poster viewing
Session 8. Systems Biology and
Omics
Plenary Conference
Keynote lectures
SALA RONDA

15.30 - 17.45

Session 7. Photosyntesis and
Water Relations
Plenary Conference
Keynote lectures
AUDITORIUM

17.45 - 18.45

Poster Session II (even) and snacks
EXHIBITION HALL

19.00 - 20.00

General Assembly SEFV

21.00 - 00.00

Chill-out , drinks & Official Dinner at the “Cigarral de las Mercedes”

WEDNESDAY, June17
09.45 - 11.00
11.00 - 11.30

Session 9. Abiotic stress
Plenary Conference
Keynote lectures
AUDITORIUM

Session 10. Development
Plenary Conference
Keynote lectures
SALA RONDA
Coffee Break

11.30 - 12.30

Session 9. Abiotic stress (cont.)
Oral Communications (cont.)
AUDITORIUM

12.30 - 14.00

Closing Session
Sabater Conference, FV2015 awards and announcements

14.00 - 15.30

FV2015

Session 10. Development (cont.)
Oral Communications (cont.)
SALA RONDA

Buffet lunch and end of the Congress
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FV2015 AT A GLANCE

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM
SUNDAY, June 14
12.00 - 16.00

Registration

18.00 - 19.15

Opening Conference:
Ben Scheres “Auxin: dealing with signal and noise”

19.30 - 21.00

Welcome cocktail

MONDAY, June 15
Session 1. Applied Plant Physiology
AUDITORIUM
Chairs: Ignacio Zarra & Francisco Cánovas
Plenary Conference I:
Dominique van der Straeten
09.00 - 10.45 “Folate biofortificacion of staple crops”
KEYNOTE LECTURES
- Epigenomic traits and biotechnological tools for UV-tolerant genotypes
selection and cloning in Pinus radiata D. Don. María Jesús Cañal
- Genomics and biotechnology of nitrogen metabolism in forest trees.
Francisco Cánovas
Coffee Break

10.45 - 11.15

Session 2. Mineral Nutrition

Session 3. Biotic Interactions

Chairs: Javier Paz-Ares & Marta
Vasconcelos

Chairs: Pablo Vera & Carmen
Castresana

AUDITORIUM

SALA RONDA

KEYNOTE LECTURES
11.15 - 12.30

- Phosphate starvation signaling in
plants. Javier Paz-Ares
- The ins and outs of iron uptake
and remobilization: towards
a better understanding of the
mechanisms underlying iron
nutrition in soybean. Marta
Vasconcelos

- Activities of oxylipins as
regulators of cell wall-based
defense. Carmen Castresana
- Integrated responses of
arbuscular mycorrhizae to
nutritional and biotic stresses:
new challenges in metabolic and
molecular studies. Victor Flors

ORAL COMMUNICATIONS
1. Ethylene and reactive oxygen
species (ROS) may be involved in
the induction of the high-affinity
12.30 - 12.42
K+ uptake system LeHAK5 of
tomato. Reyes Rodenas Castillo

FV2015
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1. Analysis of a plant complex
resistance gene locus underlying
immune-related hybrid
incompatibility and its occurrence
in nature. Ruben Alcazar
Hernandez

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM

2. MtNramp1 is responsible for
iron uptake by rhizobia infected
12.42 - 12.54 cells in Medicago truncatula
nodules. Manuel González
Guerrero

2. Early Arabidopsis responses to
Tetranychus urticae feeding: local
vs. systemic responses. Cristina
Rioja

3. Possible role of glutamine
synthetase of the prokaryotic type
12.54 - 13.06 (GSI-like) in nitrogen signaling
in Medicago truncatula. Helena
Carvalho

3. Studying gene repression
mechanisms in the galls
induced by phyto-endoparasitic
nematodes. Javier Cabrera

13.06 - 13.18

4. The problems of living in the sea:
the uptake of inorganic carbon and
nutrients in Posidonia oceanica (L.)
Delile. Lourdes Rubio

5. Roles of Boron during the
evolution of photosynthetic
eukaryotes: is the micronutrient
13.18 - 13.30 required for N-glycosylation?
Isidro Abreu Sánchez

5. Zinc synergistically enhances
the JA-ET dependent signalling
pathway in compatible and
incompatible interactions of
Arabidopsis with Alternaria
brassicicola. Catalina Cabot
Bibiloni

Lunch Break and poster viewing

13.30 - 15.30

Session 4. Plants and the
Environment
AUDITORIUM

Session 5. Metabolism,
Biochemistry & Synthetic
Biology
SALA RONDA

Chairs: Juan J Irigoyen & José I.
García Plazaozola
15.30 - 16.45

4. Viral strain-specific differential
alterations in Arabidopsis
developmental patterns. Fernando
Ponz Ascaso

Chairs: Albert Boronat & M.
Angeles Pedreño

KEYNOTE LECTURES
- Cell wall thickness and
chloroplast distribution at the
crossroad: an evolutionary tradeoff between photosynthesis and
desiccation tolerance? Jaume
Flexas
- Towards a new plant cuticle
model. Victoria Fernández

- Saffron as a colorful tool for
biotechnological applications.
Lourdes Gómez-Gómez
- The initiation of the starch
granule in plants. Angel Mérida

ORAL COMMUNICATIONS
1. Assessing the role of a Quercus
suber omega-3 fatty acid
desaturase in the response to
16.45 - 16.57 biotic and abiotic stresses. Ana
Leal

FV2015
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1. Plant cell factories as
biological platforms to obtain
insights into plant secondary
metabolism: a new gene encoding
a b-phenylalanine-CoA ligase
involved in taxol biosynthesis.
Karla Ramírez Estrada

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM

2. CO2 enrichment inhibits
N assimilation and leads to
photosynthetic acclimation in
nitrate deficient durum wheat
16.57 - 17.09
grown hydroponically. Rubén
Vicente Pérez

17.09 - 17.21

3. Early, non-destructive
evaluation of drought tolerance in
soybean. Luis Aguirre

2. Plastidic phosphoglucose
isomerase is an important
determinant of starch
accumulation in mesophyll cells,
growth, photosynthetic capacity,
and biosynthesis of plastidic
cytokinins in Arabidopsis.
Abdellatif Bahaji
3. Respiratory processes in nonphotosynthetic plastids. Marta
Renato Sánchez

4. The nutraceutical quality of
differently pigmented lettuce
17.21 - 17.33 cultivars can be changed growing
at high light or elevated CO2
conditions. Usue Pérez López

4. S-sulfhydration: a new posttranslational modification in plant
systems. Angeles Aroca

5. Understanding shade tolerance
in plants: comparative genetic
analyses of plant responses
17.33 - 17.45
to vegetation proximity. Jaime
Martinez Garcia

5. Transcriptional analysis of
ascorbic acid accumulation during
development and maturation
of Valencia orange fruits (Citrus
sinensis L.). Lorenzo Zacarias
Garcis

Poster Session I (uneven numbers) and snacks (EXHIBITION AREA)
BIOVEGEN Session: Opportunities for collaboration with companies
SALA RONDA
- Use of extremophile microorganisms as bio-stimulants in agriculture.
Borja Torres. XTREM BIOTECH.
Use and valorization of wood board manufacture by-products: Wood
17.45 - 18.45
extract concentrates for agricultural applications. Rosa Arcas.
BETANZOS HB.
- Plant pathogens diagnostics service and biotechnology project
development à la carte. Magda Cervera. VALGENETICS.
- Technological solutions for life sciences, biotechnology and genetic
identification. Montse Aparicio. PROMEGA BIOTECH IBERICA.
18.45 - 19.00

19.15 - 20.45

Transfer to the University Campus (UCLM)
“Cambio climático y producción mundial de alimentos: retos para la
investigación en plantas “
José Manuel Moreno-Vicepresidente del IPCC
José Pío Beltrán-Presidente de EPSO

20.45

FV2015

Free time for “tapas” or dinner in Toledo
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SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM

TUESDAY, June 16
Session 6. Emerging Themes and Techniques in Plant Physiology
AUDITORIUM

Chairs: Salomé Prat & David Alabadí
Plenary Conference II
09.00 - 10.45 Holger Puchta “Breaking DNA: they key to plant genome engineering”
KEYNOTE LECTURES
- A Role for telomeres in plant stem cell development. Ana Caño
- Reshaping the (epi) genetic landscape of the male gametophyte for
genome stability and transgenerational inheritance. Jörg Becker
Coffee Break

10.45 - 11.15

11.15 - 11.30

Session 1. Applied Plant
Physiology (cont.)
AUDITORIUM

Session 6. Emerging Themes
and Techniques (cont.)
SALA RONDA

ORAL COMMUNICATIONS
1. 5-azacytidine improves
microspore embryogenesis
initiation by decreasing global
11.30 - 11.42
DNA methylation while it impairs
embryo progression in rapeseed
and barley. Mayte Solís Gonzalez

1. Linking genotypes to
phenotypes using non-invasive
phenotyping technology. Marcus
Jansen

2. Free Amino acid profile
in glyphosate-resistant and
11.42 - 11.54 susceptible Amaranthus palmeri
populations after glyphosate
treatment. Ana Zabalza Aznárez

2. Shotgun proteomics: a tool
to investigate changes in
subproteomes of plants grown
under stress. Javier Abadía
Bayona

11.54 - 12.06

3. Impact of Rav1 engineering on
biomass production of a poplar src
field trial. Alicia Moreno Cortés

4. Interplay between reactive
nitrogen species (RNS) and the
12.06 - 12.18 ascorbate metabolism in pepper
fruits (Capsicum annuum L.) Marta
Rodriguez Ruiz

3. Evolution by gene duplication of
Medicago truncatula PISTILLATAlike transcription factors. Edelín
Roque Mesa
4. Phenotyping of plant mutants
using fluorescence and thermal
imaging. Matilde Baron Ayala

5. The role of BdNAC80 in the
regulation of secondary cell
12.18 - 12.30
wall synthesis in Brachypodium
distachyon. Ignacio Zarra

FV2015
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Round Table
Education & Outreach
Chair: Dolores Rodríguez
José Antonio Hernández
Joaquín Herrero
José Manuel Palma

Round Table
Women in Science
Chair: M. Carmen Risueño
12.30 - 13.45
Pilar Carbonero
Matilde Barón
Ana Caño

Lunch Break and poster viewing

13.45 - 15.30

Session 7. Photosyntesis
and Water Relations

Session 8. Systems Biology
and Omics

Chairs: Cristina Echevarría &
Margarida Vaz

Chairs: Roberto Solano & José
Luis Micol

AUDITORIUM

SALA RONDA

KEYNOTE LECTURES
15.30 - 16.45

- Using greenhouses to simulate
climate change scenarios
and applications in studies
of photosynthesis and water
relations. Fermín Morales
- Disruption of cFBP and cyFBP
genes reveals metabolite
changes and different levels of
gene and protein regulation in
Arabidopsis thaliana. Mariam
Sahrawy

- The draft assembly and
annotation of the cork oak
(Quercus suber L.) genome.
Marcos Ramos
- Towards deciphering the
transcription factor bindome in
plants. José Manuel Franco

ORAL COMMUNICATIONS

16.45 - 16.57

- 1. Effect of irrigation on desert
truffle mycorrhizal plants in field.
Asun Morte Gomez

- 1. Progress on ecophysiological
and metabolomic studies of
Vochysia tucanorum Mart. grown
in soils with different availability
of aluminum. Marcelo Claro de
Souza

16.57 - 17.09

- 2. Energy sinks in
Trebouxiophyceae microalgae.
Alfredo Guéra Antolín

- 2. A transcriptomic analysis
of tomato plant sensitivity to
ethylene and its response to
two different Plant GrowthPromoting Rhizobacteria (PGPR)
strains. Pablo Ibort Pereda

- 3. Liquid interactions and
physico-chemical properties of
17.09 - 17.21
holm oak leaf and elm samara
surfaces. Paula Guzmán Delgado

FV2015
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- 3. GAPCp contribution to plant
development: how very cellspecific expression can drive
growth. Djoro Armand Anoman

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM

- 4. Partitioning changes in
- 4. Genetical genomics of
stomatal conductance and leaf
adventitious root formation in
water potential into contributions
carnation cuttings. Jose Manuel
17.21 - 17.33
from hydraulic and non-hydraulic
Pérez Pérez
factors. Celia M. Rodríguez
Domínguez
- 5. Physiological and ornamental
aspects of tolerance in
Callistemon laevis plants exposed
17.33 - 17.45
to salinity, deficit irrigation and
both stresses combined. Sara
Alvarez Martin

- 5. Antioxidant profile of a pioneer
plant species colonising mine
tailings in southeast Spain.
Antonio López Orenes

(EXHIBITION AREA)

17.45 - 18.45

Poster Session II (even numbers) and snacks

19.00 - 20.00

Asamblea de la SEFV / General Assembly SEFV

21.00 - 00.00

Chill-out , drinks & Oficial Dinner at the “Cigarral de las Mercedes”

WEDNESDAY, June 17
Session 9. Abiotic stress

Session 10. Development

Chais: Aurelio Gómez Cadenas y
Margarida Oliveira

Chairs: Jaume Martínez García &
Isabel Allona

AUDITORIUM

SALA RONDA

KEYNOTE LECTURES
09.45 - 11.00

- Cross-talks between the control
of flowering time and the
response to salinity stress in
Arabidopsis. José Manuel Pardo
- Novel post-transcriptional
mechanisms involved in plant
tolerance to abiotic stress. Julio
Salinas

- Nitric oxide (NO), phytohormones
and the control of early plant
development. Oscar Lorenzo
- Dynamics of strigolactone
perception and signaling during
Arabidopsis development. Pilar
Cubas

Coffee Break

11.00 - 11.30

Continuation Session 9
AUDITORIUM

Continuation Session 10
SALA RONDA

ORAL COMMUNICATIONS
- 1. C1A peptidases actively
participate in the barley leaf
senescence events driven by
11.30 - 11.42
abiotic stress. Mercedes Diaz
Mendoza

FV2015
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- 1. Down-regulation of a pectin
acetylesterase gene modifies
strawberry fruit cell wall pectin
structure and increases fruit
firmness. Antonio Javier Matas
Arroyo

SCIENTIFIC PROGRAM

- 2. Cd induces antioxidant
enzymatic response and
11.42 - 11.54
phytochelatin synthesis in
Spinacea oleracea plants. Filipa
Pinto

- 2. Novel gene functions
required for adventitious root
development. Ana Belen Sánchez
García

- 3. Role of peroxisomes and
reactive oxygen species in abiotic
11.54 - 12.06
stress perception. Luisa Maria
Sandalio Gonzalez

- 3. POTENT is a regulator of
postembryonic organogenesis
in Arabidopsis thaliana. Juan
Periañez

- 4. Unraveling the complexity of
drought response: ZmSTOP1
transcription factor identified
12.06 - 12.18
as OST1 substrate affects root
growth and stomatal regulation
in response to ABA. Elena Nájar

- 4. The hypomorfic spch-5
allele reveals novel features
of a master positive regulator
of stomatal development in
Arabidopsis. Alberto de Marcos
Serrano

- 5. Water stress promotes ABA
transport from leaves to roots in
12.18 - 12.30
Citrus plants. Matías Manzi

- 5. Tissue-specific molecular
mechanisms of gibberellin
signalling during seed
germination. Luis Oñate Sánchez

Closing Session
12.30 - 14.00

Sabater Award Conference
Miguel de Lucas “Epigenetic dynamics during plant development”
FV2015 congress awards, announcements and closure

14.00 - 15.30

FV2015

Buffet lunch and End of the Congress
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OPENING CONFERENCE

Auxin: dealing with signals and noise
Ben Scheres, Luca Santuari, Gabino-Sanchez-Perez, Renze Heidstra.
Wageningen University Research, The Netherlands.
In Arabidopsis roots, the phytohormone auxin and PLETHORA transcription factors control
many aspects of developmental progression. Coordination of this progression defines zones
of cell division, cell expansion and cell differentiation. We combined experiments and
computational modelling to unravel a dynamic interplay between auxin and the PLT proteins.
High and prolonged auxin concentrations generate a narrow PLT transcription domain, and a
PLT protein gradient extends outward from this domain exploiting growth dilution and cell-tocell movement.
What are the consequences of this transcription factor gradient with maximum expression
values in the stem cell region? We show that different PLT levels define two distinct
meristem zones and the expansion/differentiation boundary1. We provide evidence that slow,
auxin-dependent PLT thresholds stabilize developmental progression from stem cell to
differentiated cell, while rapid PLT-independent auxin action allows fast tropic responses
without disturbing the meristem boundary. I will discuss how this mechanism compares to
another second noise-filtering mechanism utilizing the RETINOBLASTOMA protein that we
found to be important for the control of asymmetric cell division2.
How can a transcription factor gradient encode properties such as stemness and
differentiation? We have approached this question by investigating the direct and indirect
targets of PLT transcription factors using induced expression and ChIP-seq approaches. The
results indicate that division and differentiation control through PLT transcription factors can
be separated at the level of induced and repressed target genes.
1. Mähönen et al., Nature 515, 125-129, 2014
2. Cruz-Ramirez, A. et al: Cell 150, 1002-1015, 2012.

FV2015
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OPENING CONFERENCE

NOTES
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SABATER AWARD CONFERENCE

Epigenetic dynamics during plant development
Miguel de Lucas1, Li Pu1, Gina Turco1, Ana Karina Morao2, Allison Gaudinier1, Dahae
Kim1, Mily Ron1, Francois Roudier2, Siobhan M. Brady1
1
Department of Plant Biology and Genome Center, University of California, Davis, Davis,
CA 95616
2
Institut de Biologie de l'Ecole Normale Supérieure (IBENS), Centre National de la
Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) Unité Mixte de Recherche (UMR) 8197 and Institut
National de la Santé et de la Recherche Médicale (INSERM) U1024, Paris, France.
mdelucas@ucdavis.edu
The main focus of my scientific career has been the analysis of the molecular mechanism by
which different signaling pathways are connected to regulate gene expression. The mutual
regulation between DNA-binding transcription factors and chromatin remodeling elements is
key to providing an optimal expression level under different circumstances.
My thesis work at Salomé Prat’s lab (CNB-CSIC) primarily focused on how plants adapt their
growth under varying environmental conditions. We studied how Phytochrome Interacting
Factors (PIFs) function as key components of a signaling network that coordinates plant
development in response to light and the gibberellin (de Lucas Miguel et al., 2008) and
brassinosteroids hormones (Bernardo-Garcia et al., 2014). My recent postdoctoral research at
Siobhan Brady’s lab (UC Davis) was focused on investigating the temporal and spatial regulation
of gene expression, with the characterization of two main networks using Arabidopsis root as
model:
a) Characterization of a protein-DNA interaction network between transcription factors and
secondary cell wall metabolic genes. This model allowed us to develop and validate new
hypotheses about secondary cell wall gene regulation under different conditions. Distinct
stresses are able to perturb targeted transcription factors or promoters to potentially promote
functional adaptation. These interactions will serve as a foundation for understanding the
regulation of a complex and integral plant component. (Taylor-Teeples et al., 2015)
b) Description of the spatiotemporal expression and function of the Polycomb Repressive
Complex 2 (PRC2) in cellular patterning, proliferation and differentiation. The PRC2 catalyzes
H3K27me3 deposition, which acts as a repressive chromatin mark. Our research indicates that
transcriptional regulation is important in determining PRC2 complex specificity. Consequently
we mapped a cell-type specific transcriptional regulatory network that determines expression
of the PRC2 genes. We further identified vascular-specific targets of the PRC2 and determined
that PRC2 regulates a subset of these genes. Such regulation is essential for regulating the
balance between cellular proliferation and differentiation in distinct cell types. Together, this
multi-layered Transcriptional Regulatory Network (TF-PRC2-H3K27me3) will contribute in the
understanding of how epigenetic modifications are dynamically regulated in space and time to
control cell type and tissue specification, differentiation and function.
Throughout my scientific career I realized how important is the proper deposition of the
epigenetic marks during development. My future research at the University of Durham will aim
to understand when and in response to what the different histone marks are placed.

FV2015
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PLENARY CONFERENCE

Folate biofortification of staple crops
Dieter Blancquaert1, Jeroen Van Daele2, Simon Strobbe1, Filip Kiekens2, Oana
Saracutu1, Sergei Storozhenko1, Hans De Steur3, Xavier Gellynck3, Willy Lambert2,
Christophe Stove2, Dominique Van Der Straeten1,#
1

01

Laboratory of Functional Plant Biology, Department of Physiology, Ghent University, K.L.
Ledeganckstraat 35, 9000 Ghent, Belgium
2
Laboratory of Toxicology, Department of Bioanalysis, Ghent University,
Ottergemsesteenweg 460, 9000 Ghent, Belgium
3
Division Agri-Food Marketing & Chain Management, Department of Agricultural
Economics, Ghent University, Coupure Links 653, 9000 Ghent, Belgium
#

dominique.vanderstraeten@ugent.be

Improving nutritional health is one of the major socio-economic challenges of the 21st century,
especially with the continuously growing and aging world population. Biofortification holds great
promises to tackle nutrient deficiencies by providing balanced levels of vitamins and
micronutrients in staple crops. Folate deficiency is an important and underestimated problem
of micronutrient malnutrition affecting billions of people worldwide. Several countries are
adapting policies to fight folate deficiency, mostly by fortifying foods with folic acid. However,
there is growing concern about this practice, calling for alternative or complementary strategies.
Additionally, fortification programs are often inaccessible to remote and poor populations,
where folate deficiency is most prevalent. Enhancing folate content in staple crops by metabolic
engineering is a promising, cost-effective strategy to eradicate folate malnutrition worldwide.
Over the past decade, major progress has been made in this field. Nevertheless, engineering
strategies have thus far been implemented on few plant species only, and need to be transferred
to other, highly consumed staple crops to maximally reach target populations. Moreover,
successful engineering strategies appear to be species-dependent, hence need to be tuned to
biofortify different staple crops with folate. Last but not least, several factors affecting vitamin
stability lower the beneficial effect of metabolic engineering. We recently adapted our
engineering strategy to further increase in folate levels in biofortified rice, together with an
enhancement of folate stability.
BLANCQUAERT, D., et al. (2014). Present and future of folate biofortification of crop plants. J. Exp.Bot., 65
(4): 895-906.
BLANCQUAERT, D., et al. (2013). Enhancing pterin and para-aminobenzoate content is not sufficient to
successfully biofortify potato tubers and Arabidopsis thaliana plants with folate. J. Exp.Bot., 64:3899–
3909.
DE STEUR, H. et al. (2010). Health impact in China of folate-biofortified rice. Nature Biotech. 28: 554-556
STOROZHENKO, S., et al. (2007). Folate fortification of rice by metabolic engineering. Nature Biotech. 25:
1277-1279.
This research was funded by Ghent University and the Research Foundation Flanders (FWO).
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Epigenomic traits and biotechnological tools for UV-tolerant genotypes
selection and cloning in Pinus radiate D. Don.

01

Jesús Pascual1, Sara Alegre1, Luis Valledor1, Mónica Escandón1, Mónica Meijón2
María Jesús Cañal1,
1
Plant Physiology, Departament B.O.S., Faculty of Biology, University of Oviedo,
Oviedo, Asturias, Spain.
2
Regional Institute for Research and Agro-Food Development in Asturias (SERIDA),
Experimental station “La Mata”, Grado, Asturias, Spain.
mjcanal@uniovi.es
Forests are systems of great economic and ecological importance. In the current context of
climate change, increasing the pressure of abiotic stresses, in some areas forests are
experiencing regression and/or significant decreases in productivity. UV-radiation is one of the
major stressing factors, as it causes extensive damage to macromolecules and generates
reactive oxygen species even at a low dosage.
One of the main forest species, considering worldwide plantation areas, is Pinus radiata.
However its future growth and wood quality could be compromised as major plantations are in
regions expected to suffer significant increases in UV radiation incidence. Therefore,
deepening in the understanding of the molecular mechanisms involved in their
response/adaptation to UV stress will be capital to design forest production and conservation
strategies.
To fill this gap, Pinus radiata plants were exposed to non-lethal UV doses during a time course
stress-recovery experiment under controlled environmental conditions. Mature needles were
sampled aiming to capture short, long-term and recovery responses. Plant physiology
metabolome, and proteome were studied employing whole needles to obtain a
comprehensive picture of the system. Furthermore, isolated nuclei were analyzed to depict
nuclear regulatory mechanisms triggered by UV. Once candidate proteins were defined,
transcriptomic and epigenetic analysis were performed to add a new regulatory layer into our
integrative approach. For achieving these goals we had set up new analytical methods:
universal method for the combined isolation of biomolecules, custom pine database
construction and annotation, MS-based workflows, multivariate statistics, and ELISA platform
for a quick quantitation of specific epigenetic marks.
UV-stress induced a complex photoprotective response, involving the reprogramming of the
metabolome and cell epigenome, consequence of an active remodeling of the proteome. This
response affects most of the cell metabolism, from primary to secondary, being
photoprotective and regulatory mechanisms one of the most responsive. Multivariate analyses
pointed some novel proteins allowing the definition of new regulatory players and pathways
related to stress-response/tolerance. The implication of these candidate genes, like CSK, was
tested using Arabidopsis mutants.
Developed findings and methodologies were adapted for the evaluation of a high number of
individuals in a short time, enabling its quick translation to breeders. Furthermore, we have
also advanced in the ulterior cloning step of candidate trees, developing efficient somatic
embryogenesis and cryopreservation protocols that can be used both for plant propagation
and stress-resistance evaluation.
Project financed by the Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness (AGL2011-27904) and FEDER
(COMPETE:UID/AMB/50017/2013).
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Genomics and biotechnology of nitrogen metabolism in forest trees
Francisco M. Cánovas, Concepción Avila, Angel García-Gutiérrez, Fernando de la Torre,
Rafael A. Cañas , Mª Belén Pascual, Vanessa Castro-Rodríguez, Jorge El-azaz
Departamento de Biología Molecular y Bioquímica, Facultad de Ciencias, Campus Universitario
de Teatinos, Universidad de Málaga, 29071-Málaga, Spain
(canovas@uma.es)
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Forests are essential components of the ecosystems covering approximately one-third of the
Earth's land area and playing a fundamental role in the regulation of terrestrial carbon sinks.
Forest trees are also of great economic importance since they provide a wide range of
products of commercial interest, including wood, pulp, biomass and important secondary
metabolites. A sustainable management of forest resources is needed to preserve natural
forests and to meet the increasing international demands in the production of wood and
other forest-derived products. New advances and developments in biotechnology may
contribute to accelerate the domestication of important traits for forest productivity.
Nitrogen assimilation and recycling play a key role in tree growth and biomass production
and we firmly believe that knowledge on nitrogen metabolism will lead to approaches aimed
at increasing forest productivity. In our laboratory, we are interested in studying nitrogen
metabolism and its regulation in maritime pine (Pinus pinaster) and poplar (Populus sp).
Current research efforts are focused on improving the understanding of the response of
forest trees to nitrogen availability and the regulation of nitrogen assimilation into amino
acids. An overview of our research programme will be presented and discussed. Research
supported by Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness and Junta de Andalucía
(Grants BIO2012-33797, PLE2009-0016, BIO2012-0474 and research group BIO-114).
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5-azacytidine improves microspore embryogenesis initiation by
decreasing global DNA methylation while it impairs embryo progression
in rapeseed and barley
María-Teresa Solís, Ahmed-Abdalla El-Tantawy, Vanesa Cano, María C. Risueño, Pilar
S. Testillano
Biological Research Center, CIB-CSIC. Ramiro de Maeztu 9, 28040 Madrid, Spain.
testillano@cib.csic.es
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Microspores are reprogrammed by stress treatments in vitro, changing their developmental
pathway to embryogenesis; the process, microspore embryogenesis, represents an important
tool in plant breeding to obtain double-haploid plants. DNA methylation is a major epigenetic
modification which changes during plant cell differentiation and proliferation, regulating gene
expression. Recently, we have shown modifications in global DNA methylation that accompany
the microspore reprogramming to embryogenesis. 5-Azacytidine (AzaC), known analog of 5cytosine, cannot be methylated and leads to DNA hypomethylation in eukaryotic cells,
constituting a useful demethylating agent to study DNA epigenetic dynamics, with potential
application to improve the efficiency of microspore embryogenesis.
This work analyzes for the first time effects of short and long AzaC treatments on microspore
embryogenesis induction and progression in two species, the dicot Brassica napus (rapeseed)
and the monocot Hordeum vulgare (barley). Quantitative analyses of pro-embryos formed
after induction and embryo production, quantification of global DNA methylation levels, 5mdC
immunofluorescence at confocal microscope were performed in 2.5 µM AzaC-treated and
untreated cultures. Short AzaC treatments produced significant increases of embryogenesis
induction rates, by decreasing global DNA methylation levels and modifying 5mdC distribution
patterns. In contrast, longer AzaC treatments dramatically diminished embryo production.
Similar effects were found in both species indicating that DNA demethylation favors
microspore reprogramming, totipotency acquisition and embryogenesis initiation, while
subsequent embryo differentiation requires de novo DNA methylation and is impaired by AzaC.
Results give new insights into the role of epigenetic mark dynamics by epigenetic inhibitors,
like AzaC, in stress-induced microspore embryogenesis, improving its efficiency in
biotechnology and agronomic breeding programs.
Solís et al. (2015) Frontiers Plant Sci. In press.
Solís et al. (2012) J. Exp. Bot. 63, 6431-6444.
Work supported by projects (BFU2011-23752 and AGL2014-52028-R) funded by the Spanish Ministry of
Economy and Competitiveness (MINECO) and the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF/FEDER)
of the European Commission.
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Free Amino acid profile in glyphosate-resistant and susceptible
Amaranthus palmeri populations after glyphosate treatment
Manuel Fernández-Escalada, Miriam Gil-Monreal, Ana Zabalza and Mercedes
Royuela
Departamento de Ciencias del Medio Natural, Universidad Pública de Navarra, Campus
Arrosadia s/n, 31006, Pamplona, SPAIN
ana.zabalza@unavarra.es
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Glyphosate is currently the most widely used herbicide in the world and it inhibits the
biosynthesis of aromatic amino acids (tryptophan, tyrosine and phenylalanine) by the specific
inhibition of the enzyme 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate synthase (EPSPS).
Amaranthus palmeri is one of the most important glyphosate resistant weeds whose mechanism
of resistance has been described to be the amplification of the EPSPS gene (Gaines et al. 2010).
This study was performed to compare how glyphosate affects amino acid profile of two
populations of A. palmeri (susceptible (S) and resistant (R)) that were originally collected from
North Carolina (NC) in USA.
The shikimate accumulation in leaf-disks submerged in different glyphosate concentrations was
analyzed in both populations in the glyphosate range of 1-170 mg L-1. Quantitative real-time
PCR was used to measure the EPSPS genomic copy number relative to acetolactate synthase
(ALS) in untreated plants of NC-R and NC-S. Plants of both populations were grown in aerated
hydroponic culture and sprayed with glyphosate at recommended field rate (FR) and 3 times FR
(3FR). Plants were harvested 3 days after the application of treatment. Free amino acid profile
was analyzed in roots and leaves of these plants using capillary electrophoresis equipped with a
laser-induced fluorescence detector.
Shikimate accumulation was similar in leaf disks of NC-S plants incubated with 5 mg L-1 and NCR plants with 170 mg L-1 of glyphosate, confirming resistance. Genomes of the NC-R plants
contained a mean of 55-fold copies of the EPSPS gene than did genomes of NC-S plants. Despite
the different copy number of the EPSPS gene, non-treated plants presented the same content
of total free amino acid and specifically the same content of aromatic amino acids.
In the NC-S population total amino acid and aromatic acid contents were increased after
glyphosate application, as has been previously described and related to increased proteolysis
(Zulet et al., 2015). In the NC-R population the aromatic amino acid content remained almost
constant despite the glyphosate treatment and only a weak increase in total amino acid content
was observed with 3FR. The maintenance of the content of aromatic amino acids in glyphosatetreated or untreated NC-R plants, even though their elevated EPSPS copy number, indicates a
tight control of the biosynthesis of aromatic amino acid at EPSPS expression level.
Gaines, T. et al., (2010). PNAS, 107:1029–34.
Zulet, A. et al., (2015) J Plant Physiol, 175:102–112.
Proyect funding: MINECO (AGL-2013-40567-R).
FellowshipsMF-E and MG-M:Universidad Pública de Navarra.
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IMPACT OF RAV1 ENGINEERING ON BIOMASS PRODUCTION OF A POPLAR SRC
FIELD TRIAL
Alicia Moreno-Cortés1, Tamara Hernández-Verdeja1, Pablo González-Melendi1, Jose M.
Ramos-Sánchez1, M. Mario Sánchez-Martín2, Mercedes Guijarro2, José Carlos
Rodrigues3, Hortensia Sixto2, Isabel Cañellas2, Isabel Allona1
1
Centro de Biotecnología y Genómica de Plantas (CBGP UPM-INIA). Biotecnología y
Biología Vegetal, Universidad Politécnica de Madrid. Campus de Montegancedo, E-28223
Pozuelo de Alarcón (Madrid), Spain
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2
Centro de Investigaciones Forestales (CIFOR INIA). Selvicultura y Gestión de los
Sistemas Forestales, Instituto Nacional de Investigación y Tecnología Agraria y
Alimentaria, E-28040 Madrid, Spain
3
Centro de Florestas e Produtos Florestais. IICT Instituto de Investigação Científica
Tropical Tapada da Ajuda, 1349-017 Lisboa, Portugal

Key words: field trial, poplar, syllepsis, biomass, RAV1
Plantations of Populus spp, Salix spp. or Eucalyptus spp. are established to produce
wood. Poplars are cultivated with cycles of 15-18 years to obtain saw timber and peeler
logs and, when grown for biomass production as short-rotation coppice (SRC), cutting
back/coppicing cycles are reduced to 2–5-years intervals. Syllepsis and winter dormancy
are among the valuable traits that can be targeted to enhance biomass yield of SRCs.
Syllepsis, i.e. the outgrowth of lateral buds into branches the same season in which they
form without an intervening rest period, increases carbon fixation and allocation in the
shoot and hence the general growth of the tree. A high degree of sylleptic branching is
known to be positively correlated with biomass yield when these plantations are grown
under optimal conditions. In 2012 we established in Madrid (Spain) a SRC field trial with
genetically engineered poplars, previously shown to develop sylleptic branches when
cultivated in growth chambers, under optimal conditions. The aim of starting up this field
trial was to test whether a plastic trait as syllepsis was maintained over the time under
natural conditions and eventually resulted in an enhanced biomass production. During two
growing seasons after the establishment year, we have monitored the evolution of several
productivity determinants (stem dimensions, syllepsis, phenology). After a first coppicing
cycle, we have analyzed the anatomy and chemistry of the wood of these trees, and have
determined their aerial biomass yield and calorific value. We will discuss whether RAV1
may become a target gene to be used as biotechnological tool to enhance biomass yield
of poplar SRC plantations.

Acknowledgements
This work was funded by the Spanish Ministerio de Ciencia e Innovación AGL201122625/FOR and by the European KBBE Tree for Joules PIM2010PKB-00702. A.M-C. was
partly supported by the JC postdoctoral program from the Universidad Politécnica de
Madrid (JC/03/2010). JM.R-S is supported by the FPU program from the Ministerio de
Economía y Competitividad (FPU12/01648).
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Interplay between reactive nitrogen species (RNS) and the ascorbate
metabolism in pepper fruits (Capsicum annuum L.)
Marta Rodríguez-Ruiz, Verónica Codesido, Francisco J. Corpas and José M. Palma
Group of Antioxidants, Free Radicals and Nitric Oxide in Biotechnology, Food and
Agriculture, Department of Biochemistry, Cell and Molecular Biology of Plants, Estación
Experimental del Zaidín, CSIC, Apartado 419, Granada, Spain
josemanuel.palma@eez.csic.es; marta.rodriguez@eez.csic.es
Nitric oxide (NO) is a radical gas from which a series of derived molecules are formed including
S-nitrosoglutathione (GSNO) and peroxynitrite (ONOO–), and framed within the term reactive
nitrogen species (RNS). It has been reported that RNS can mediate post-translational
modifications (PTMs) of proteins which can modulate physiological processes through
mechanisms of cellular signaling (Corpas et al., 2014). NO is a key signal molecule involved in
the defence response to both biotic and abiotic stress, and also participates in processes such
as germination, flower setting and development, growth and development of roots, and
senescence. NO has been reported to prolong the lifespan of certain vegetables and to delay
flower and leaf senescence. Recently, it has been shown in our laboratory that NO delays
ripening of pepper fruits, and this event is characterized by an enhancement of protein
tyrosine nitration (Chaki et al., 2015).
Pepper (Capsicum annuum L.) plants are originally from tropic regions and their fruits contain
high levels antioxidants such ascorbic acid (vitamin C), carotenoids, and phenolic compounds.
In fact, pepper fruits are one of the richest vitamin C sources for human diet and also one of
the most consumed vegetable worldwide.
In this work, the effect of NO in the lifespan of pepper fruits and its involvement in the
metabolism of ascorbate levels in ripe and unripe fruits was investigated. Pepper fruits from
Californian type were treated with exogenous NO gas, and it was found that these fruits
displayed longer lifespan and higher fresh weight than those untreated. Treatment with NO
promoted an increase of ascorbate levels in fruits concomitant with greater galactono-lactone
dehydrogenase (GalLDH) activity, the last enzyme of the ascorbate biosynthesis in plants. In
order to test if GalLDH is modified by a potential PTM favored by NO treatment, in vitro assays
of GalLDH in the presence of diverse agents were performed.
Results indicate that GalLDH undergoes potential post-translational modification by RNS, so
interplay between the RNS metabolism and the ascorbate biosynthesis may take place in
pepper fruits at ripening and post-harvest stages. This study, which proves the improvement of
the fruits quality through innovative approaches, could be envisaged as a strategy that might
contribute to impact the agricultural sector.
Chaki et al. 2015. Annals Bot. DOI 10.1093/aob/mcv016.
Corpas et al. 2014. Front. Plant Proteom. 4. Article 29.
[Supported by the ERDF-cofinanced grant AGL2011-26044 (Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness
and BIO192 (Junta de Andalucía), Spain].
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The role of BdNAC80 in the regulation of secondary cell wall synthesis in
Brachypodium distachyon
Ignacio Zarra, Elene Valdivia, Antonio Peteira, Cristina Gianzo, Gloria Revilla and
Javier Sampedro
Depto. Fisiología Vegetal, Fac. Biología, Universidad de Santiago de Compostela, 15782
Santiago de Compostela
Ignacio.zarra@usc.es
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Grasses could play an important role as future biofuel crops and Brachypodium distachyon is
an emerging model for understanding the regulation of secondary cell wall biosynthesis in
grasses. Secondary Wall NAC (SWN) genes in Arabidopsis act as master switches of this
process. We have shown that estradiol-inducible expression of BdSWN5 in Brachypodium
seedlings results in accelerated vascular development and ectopic secondary wall deposition in
both roots and shoots (Valdivia et al., 2013). These results demonstrate that SWNs can also act
as master switches in grasses and we are currently trying to identify additional players in this
process.
Through microarray hybridization we have identified more than 1500 up-regulated genes after
induction of BdSWN5 expression. Among them are three secondary cell wall cellulose
synthases, as well as several genes likely involved in xylan synthesis. We have obtained
promoter-reporter constructs for several of these genes. The secondary cellulose synthase
BdCESA8, for example, is specifically expressed in xylem, sclerenchyma and trichomes.
Among the transcription factors up-regulated by BdSWN5 is a MYB gene expressed in cells
forming secondary walls that is closely related to, but not an ortholog, of AtMYB46 and
AtMYB83. In Arabidopsis both genes act as secondary wall master switches and are directly
activated by SWNs. In contrast transactivation assays suggest that BdSWN5 needs to interact
with BdNAC80, possibly forming a heterodimer, to activate the promoter of the MYB gene.
BdNAC80 is an ortholog of AtVNI2, which interacts with Arabidopsis SWNs. However AtVNI2
includes a repressor domain that is not conserved in BdNAC80. We are currently studying the
interaction between SWNs and BdNAC80 in yeast. We have also obtained lines overexpressing
BdNAC80 under the BdCESA8 promoter, which appear to have enhanced production of
secondary wall, as well as dominant repressor lines that are currently being analyzed.
Valdivia et al. (2013) J. Exp. Bot., 64, 1333-1343
Regulación de la síntesis de la pared celular secundaria y sacarificación de la biomasa. PLANT-KBBE,
EUI2008-03693 (MICINN).
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Abscisic acid and pyrabactin improve vitamin C contents in raspberries
Javier A. Miret1 and Sergi Munné-Bosch1
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Avinguda Diagonal 643, 08028 Barcelona, Spain
javiermiret@ub.edu
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Abscisic acid (ABA) is a plant growth regulator with very well-known roles in abiotic stress
tolerance/adaptation, seed dormancy, senescence and fruit ripening, among other
physiological processes. Pyrabactin (pyr) is a non-photosensitive ABA agonist proved to be
effective in modulating stomatal closure as well as leaf and flower senescence,1 but its role in
fruit ripening is still unknown. Many harvesting and postharvest conditions and practices
inﬂuence the nutritional quality of fruits and vegetables, vitamin C contents being especially
sensitive to pre- and postharvest practices.2 The application of plant growth regulators is one
of the practices with potential to enhance fruit antioxidants and vitamins contents, and
therefore affect fruit quality and added value. The effects of applications of ABA and pyr on
fruit development and ripening of raspberry (Rubus idaeus L. cv ‘Heritage’) were studied, with
a focus on vitamins and antioxidant metabolism.
Application of ABA and/or pyr just after fruit set did not affect the temporal pattern of fruit
development and ripening. Neither provitamin A (carotenoids) nor vitamin E contents were
modified by ABA or pyr treatments. In contrast, ABA and pyr altered the ascorbate (vitamin C)
redox state at early stages of fruit development and more than doubled vitamin C contents at
the end of fruit ripening. Treatments containing pyr—alone or combined with ABA—caused
the same effect on vitamin C contents and redox state, but additionally reduced protein
content. ABA and pyr effects on the redox state of ascorbate were partially explained by
changes in enzymatic activity, including changes in ascorbate oxidation (AO, ascorbate oxidase;
APX, ascorbate peroxidase) and recycling (DHAR; dehydroascorbate reductase; MDHAR,
monodehydroascorbate reductase).
In conclusion, ABA and pyr applications just after fruit set more than doubled vitamin C
content of ripe fruits, thus increasing fruit quality and value. However, treatments with pyr—
combined with ABA or alone—had an undesirable effect on the protein content, thus limiting
its potential applicability in the market.

(1) Arrom and Munné-Bosch (2012). Jour Plant Physiol, 169:1542-1550
(2) Lee and Kader (2000). Postharvest Biol Tec, 20:207-220
This study was founded by the ICREA Academia prize awarded to SM-B by the Generalitat de Catalunya.
JAM holds a FPU fellowship from the Spanish Government. We are very grateful to Serveis de Camps
Experimentals and Serveis Científico-Tècnics of the University of Barcelona for technical assistance.
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Agrobacterium-mediated transformation of cork oak somatic embryos
with a gene encoding for a thaumatin-like protein
1
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Heavy mortality and decline of evergreen cork oaks (Quercus suber L.) has occurred across the
south-east of the Iberian Peninsula, in a syndrome denominated “La seca” (in Spanish) and “A
secca” (in Portuguese). During the 1990s, studies by Portuguese and Spanish research groups
indicated Phytophthora cinnamomi Rands as the possible main cause of the disease. In
conventional breeding programmes, genetic improvement of trees is a slow process. Tree
improvement can also be achieved more quickly by biotechnological techniques involving
genetic transformation, although this depends on the availability of a reliable in vitro plant
regeneration procedure and prior knowledge of plant defence genes. As the genes involved in
the resistance of oak plants to fungal attack have not yet been identified, another possible
approach is to induce overexpression of pathogenesis-related (PR) proteins such as chitinases
and thaumatin-like proteins. PR proteins are deﬁned as host plant encoded proteins induced
under pathological or related conditions. The isolation of PR-proteins from chestnut seeds
provides an opportunity to produce transgenic cork oak plants with genes encoding these
proteins from a species in the same family (Fagaceae). Genetic transformation of cork oak has
been achieved with marker genes and with genes conferring herbicide resistance (Alvarez et al.
2006; 2009). The objective of the present study was to define a protocol for transforming cork
oak somatic embryos with the chestnut thaumatin-like protein (CsTL1) gene.
Explants, consisting of small clumps of two to three somatic embryos at globular or earlytorpedo stages isolated from three cork oak embryogenic lines, were co-cultured for 5 days
with Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain EHA105 harbouring the pK7WG2D-CsTL1 binary vector.
This plasmid contains the neomycin phosphotransferase (nptII) as selective gene and the green
fluorescent protein (egfp) as reporter gene.
In a previous study, somatic embryo clumps were inoculated onto proliferation medium
supplemented with different concentrations of kanamycin to determine their sensitivity to
kanamycin (selective agent). Secondary embryogenesis was found to be inhibited in cork oak
somatic embryos by the presence of kanamycin at a concentration of 100-125 mg/l.
The transformation efficiency, determined on the basis of the percentage of kanamycin
resistant explants and the fluorescence of surviving explants, was clearly genotype dependent.
The present findings on the overexpression of a thaumatic gene in cork oak somatic embryos
can be considered a first step towards the production of fungal-disease tolerant cork oak
plants.
Álvarez et al. (2006). Agrobacterium protocols, Wang K (ed.), Humara Press Inc., Vol 2:113-123.
Álvarez et al. (2009). Biotechnol Lett 31:1477-1483.
This research was partly supported by MINECO (Spain) through project AGL2013-47400-C4-3-R. The
authors thank Dr I. Allona and Dr C. Aragoncillo for providing the CsTL1 gene.
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Anthocyanin content of grains as affected by N availability and sourcesink ratios in a purple wheat
Nicolás A. Gualano1, Gustavo A. Slafer1,2, and Roxana Savin1
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Anthocyanins are healthy food components, with considerable antioxidant activity, antitumor
and antimutagenic properties, and positive effects on diabetes and heart diseases. Therefore,
anthocyanin-rich wheat cultivars could be considered as a massive way to increase
anthocyanin intake. To apply breeding and management strategies to increase anthocyanin
content it becomes relevant to understand in more in detail how these compounds are
accumulated and which factors may alter their accumulation. There are available few wheats
with high anthocyanin content (purple wheat) but they were seldom characterized and their
responses to the availability of resources has not been sufficiently studied. We studied the
anthocyanin accumulation dynamics throughout grain filling under different pre- and postanthesis soil nitrogen (N) availabilities, and for contrasting source-sink ratios in grains of a
purple wheat variety. A two-year field experiment was conducted at University of Lleida, NE
Spain (41°37’50’’N, 0°35’27’’E). Pre- and post-booting soil N availability treatments were
applied: the former at tillering stage (N0=unfertilized; N1=200 kgN ha-1; only in year 2) and at
booting stage (N0= unfertilized; N1=80 kgN ha-1; both years). Increased assimilate availability
(i.e. higher source-sink ratio) during grain filling was generated by halving spikes 10 days after
anthesis. Twice a week 4 main shoot spikes were harvested per experimental unit to
determine grain dry weight. Grain anthocyanin concentration was determined at the following
stages: 25, 50, 75, and 100% of grain dry weight at physiological maturity; and at final harvest.
Anthocyanins were quantified by method followed by Abdel-Aal and Hucl (1999). In year 1,
neither post-booting N availability nor source-sink ratio treatments produced differences in
absolute grain anthocyanin content at physiological maturity. In year 2, however, elevated N
availability in pre-booting reduced, while high source-sink ratio increased, the anthocyanin
content by 46% (from 33.4 to 18.1 µg grain-1) and 47% (from 20.8 to 30.6 µg grain-1),
respectively. Differences between treatments in rate of anthocyanins accumulation, timing of
deposition of these compounds, and its relationship with other main grain components will be
discussed.
Bustos et al. (2012). J. Cereal Sci., 55: 257-264
Abdel-Aal & Hucl (1999). Cereal Chem. 76 (3): 350-354
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Approach to the mode of action of the phenolic compound transcinnamaldehyde
David López-González, Elisa Graña, Carla Díaz-Tielas, Ana Martínez-Peñalver, Aitana
Costas-Gil, Manuel J Reigosa and Adela M Sánchez Moreiras
Faculty of Biology University of Vigo, Campus Lagoas-Marcosende s/n, E-36310, Vigo,
Spain
davidlopezg@alumnos.uvigo.es
The phenolic compound trans-cinnamaldehyde (TC) is naturally found in species of the
Lauraceae family like Cinnamomun osmophloeum and C. zeylanicum. This secondary metabolite
is used as flavoring in the industry and it has recognized fungicide, cytotoxic and antimicrobial
activity1. Therefore, the aim of this work is doing an approximation to the mode of action of this
phenolic compound in the model species Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Col-0. Arabidopsis seedlings
were treated with different concentrations of the compound (from 0 to 1250 μM) to establish
the IC50 and IC80 (TC concentration needed for 50% or 80% inhibition, respectively) for
germination (46 μM and 87 μM) and root elongation (367 µM and 671 µM). The morphology of
IC50 and IC80 TC-treated roots for 7, 14 and 21 days was completely different to the control
seedlings. While control seedlings showed a long main root and some secondary roots, IC 50 and
IC80 TC-treated seedlings showed more root hairs and a batch of shorter roots with several
secondary root primordial, which made difficult distinguish the main root of the secondary
roots. This morphology suggests an alteration of the auxin balance, with a possible increase in
the synthesis of auxin or an alteration in the transport. A potential increase in the auxin content
was measured through a GC-MS protocol and the mitochondrial potential was also measured
by confocal microscopy with JC-1 fluorochrome in control, positive control (valynomicin), and 7
and 14 days IC50 and IC80 TC-treated A. thaliana seedlings. Seedlings treated with transcinnamaldehyde showed altered mitochondrial potential, which suggests the compound could
be affecting the functioning of mitochondrial apparatus.
Taking together, results seem indicate that trans-cinnamaldehyde causes alterations on
phytohormonal balance, mainly affecting auxin; and produces depolarization of the
mitochondrial membrane potential.
1. Gill AO, Holley RA (2004) Appl Environ Microbiol 70(10):5750-5755.
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ASSOCIATION MAPPING OF CANDIDATE GENES FOR QTLs FOR ADAPTATION TO
ENVIRONMENT, QUALITY AND YIELD IN ARGENTINEAN BREAD WHEAT
CULTIVARS
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4
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According to Gupta et al. (2005), association mapping consists on the identification of significant
associations between molecular markers and the genes involved in the control of a quantitative trait,
and utilises linkage disequilibrium, understood as the non-random association of two markers, of two
genes/QTL or of a marker and a gene/QTL, that can have various causes involving linkage and/or
population phenomena such as migration, self-fertilisation and selection (Flint-Garcia et al., 2003).
The objective of this work was to perform association mapping of quantitative trait loci (QTLs) related to
components of adaptation, yield and quality in wheat, using a set of genes of known function in order to
propose candidate genes for these QTLs.
During 2014 a field trial was performed at the Experimental Farm of the Faculty of Agronomy of the
UNCPBA (Lat.: 36º45'S Long.: 59º50'W and 132 mAMSL), Province of Buenos Aires, Argentina. The trial
consisted of a random complete blocks design, in which 102 Argentine bread wheat cultivars from a
mapping population developed at INTA Marcos Juárez (Lat.: 32º42'S Long.: 62º07'W and 110 mAMSL)
were grown and phenotypically evaluated.
The phenotypic data were linked with genotypic data via a mixed linear model using the programme
TASSEL (Trait Analysis by Association, Evolution and Linkage), version 3.0.168, applied to 20 candidate
genes (Glu-A1, Glu-B1, Glu-D1, Lr34, Lr24, Lr10, Vrn-A1, Vrn-B1, Vrn-D1, Ppd-D1, Ppd-B1, Rht-B1, RhtD1, Pina-D1, Glu-A3, Wx-A1, Wx-B1, Vp1-B3, Ppo-D1 and Ppo-A1).
Phenotypic variables evaluated included time to heading, to anthesis and to maturity, grain filling phase
length, nutrient sufficiency index (N) in the flag and penultimate leaves, spikes per m2, harvest index,
fertile tiller number per m2, plant height, spike length, grain number per m2, thousand grain weight,
grain number per spike, number of total, fertile and sterile spikelets, fresh and dry biomass, spike
fertility index and protein content, amongst others.
Statistical analysis is currently being carried out and is expected to find several loci with direct effects on
the phenotypic variables evaluated that will help to identify candidate genes for better adaptation and
higher yield and quality.
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Blackberry (Rubus spp. var. Lochness) quality and yield improvement by
PGPR in field conditions for immediate technology transfer
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Berries are gaining importance in our diet because of their benefits for health, especially in
terms of preventing disease rather than healing (Paredes-López et al., 2010). These benefits
rely on the secondary metabolites contained in fruits, and it is well known that secondary
metabolism is inducible by biotic and abiotic stimuli in plants. Therefore, identification of those
stimuli is key to improve fruit quality. Interestingly, the ability of beneficial bacteria to trigger
plant secondary metabolism has been described (Pieterse et al 2014), and this stimulation
extends to the fruits as shown in blackberry by the beneficial bacteria Pseudomonas
fluorescens N21.4 (Garcia Seco et al 2013). Therefore, the rationale of the present study is to
evaluate the ability of 6 beneficial strains, from 3 different genus (Pseudomonas,
Stenotrophomonas and Bacillus), to trigger blackberry metabolism in plants under field
conditions, in order to detect effective candidates to develop inoculants to improve yield and
quality under real conditions for immediate technology transfer.
Experimental greenhouses were marked within the production plot from July through
November. Plants were inoculated with 6 strains and kept under the regular agrochemical
treatments. Photosyntesis was recorded at flowering and fruiting. Fruits were sampled at
three time points and nutritional parametres (pH, citric acid, ºBrix) and bioactive contents
(total phenolics, flavonols, anthocyanins) were determined. Total yield was recorded.
In general, photosynthesis was improved by enhancing photochemical quenching and
decreasing non photochemical quenching. Fruit yield increases up to 1 kg/plant were detected
on treatments associated to increases in the number of flowers. Regarding fruit quality,
nutritional parametres were barely affected. Among the bioactives, striking effects on
flavonols for most strains with a two fold increase, while anthocyanins showed a trend to
decrease. Outstanding results were obtained with one Bacillus strain.
Garcia Seco et al (2013). Enhanced blackberry production using Pseudomonas fluorescens as
elicitor. Agronomy for sustainable development 33 (2): 385- 392. DOI: 10.1007/s13593-0120103-z (2012)
Pieterse et al (2014). Induced systemic resistance by beneficial microbes. Annual review of
phytopathology., 52, 347-75.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: IDI-20130185, BES-2010-038057, AGRICOLA EL BOSQUE S.L. "LA
CANASTITA".
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Citral: an essential oil component that alters water status and avoids
seed formation in Arabidopsis thaliana
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Citral is a well known monoterpene aldehyde constituent of different plant essential oils. It has
been found to show biological activity, reason why is highly appreciated in medicine and
pharmaceutics.
In previous experiments carried out by our group, citral showed strong phytotoxic effects on
Arabidopsis seedlings (Graña et al., 2013) and, to deepen the knowledge of its biological
activities, this study is focused on understanding its mode of action in citral-watered
Arabidopsis thaliana adult plants.
Clear evidences of water status alteration were found just 7 days after the beginning of citral
treatment: plants treated with 1200 and 2400 µM citral showed leaf rolling, reduced stomatal
opening, decreased relative water content (RWC), reduced Ψw, increased Ψs, and higher
anthocyanin and carotenoids content, among others.
Contrary, plant protection signals, as leaf rolling or elevated carotenoids and anthocyanins
content, were absent after 14 days of assay, while cell damage and death symptoms were
found in these plants.
The emergence of flowering stem and the development of floral structures were delayed in
citral-watered plants compared to control ones. Moreover, flowers from control plants
showed healthy morphology and bright white petals, resulting in siliques 28 days after the
beginning of the experiment, while flowers from citral-treated plants withered just before the
beginning of the silique development. Consequently, no siliques were developed in any citraltreated plant.
In this way, and presumably as result of the water stress suffered in the early days of the
treatment, reproductive success of citral-treated plants was critically compromised.
Taken together, these results show citral as a strong plant growth regulator, not only affecting
plant vegetative phase, but also avoiding seed development and reducing the viable number of
seeds in the soil seedbank.

2400 M Citral

Control

Floral structures
from control and
citral-treated
plants.

Graña et al., (2013). J Chem Ecol, 39(2): 271-82.
This research was supported by the Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitivenes, Project No.
AGL2013-41281-R.
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Comparing patterns of aryltetralin lignan accumulation in five
biotechnological systems of Linum album.
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Mercedes Bonfill1
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The herbaceous plant Linum album, besides its use in the food and textile industries, is also of
pharmacological interest due to its content of podophyllotoxin (PTOX), an aryltetralin lignan
with anticancer activity [1].
Previous studies in our laboratory showed that cell suspension cultures of a L. album cell line
produced more PTOX than methoxypodophyllotoxin (6-MPTOX). These two lignans share the
same precursor, being formed after a divergence towards the end of the biosynthetic pathway.
In contrast, hairy roots from this cell line produced more 6-MPTOX than PTOX [2].
With the aim of comparing the lignan accumulation patterns in different in vitro systems of this
L. album cell line, we established five biotechnological platforms: in vitro plantlets, wild type and
transformed cell suspension cultures, adventitious roots and hairy roots. The production of five
aryltetralin lignans, PTOX, 6-MPTOX, deoxypodophyllotoxin (dPTOX), β-peltatin and yatein, was
determined using an HPLC-MS technique.
It was found that in vitro plantlets and wild type cells predominantly produced PTOX, production
being 45-fold higher in the plantlets. Otherwise, the adventitious roots, hairy roots and
transformed cells predominantly produced MPTOX, the hairy roots being the most productive,
with MPTOX levels 17-fold and 400-fold higher than in adventitious roots and transformed cells,
respectively. On the other hand, β-peltatin was found in all systems, above all in adventitious
roots and plantlets, while dPTOX and yatein were not detected at all.
Levels of total lignans were highest in the hairy roots (675 µg/gDW), followed by plantlets
(620µg/gDW), adventitious roots (51µg/gDW), wild type cells (15µg/gDW) and transformed cells
(3µg/gDW).
We can infer from these results that in the studied cell line, both cell differentiation and
transformation events favoured the production of MPTOX over PTOX.
[1] Malik S et al. (2014). Phytochem Rev, 13: 893-913
[2] Chasmi et al. (2013). Med Chem Res, 22: 745-752
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Chloroplast disruption and photosynthetic alteration induced by transchalcone on Arabidopsis shoots
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As previously demonstrated by our group (Díaz-Tielas et al., 2012), the secondary plant
metabolite trans-chalcone induces root length inhibition and programmed plant cell death
through the alteration of the mitochondrial membrane potential in Arabidopsis roots. As well,
the main observable effect of trans-chalcone in Arabidopsis thaliana shoots was the complete
degreening of the aerial parts, but no further studies were previously done to elucidate the
reason for this degreening. Therefore, the present study is focused on the mode of action of
trans-chalcone in the aerial parts of Arabidopsis seedlings. After transmission electron
microscopy of the shoots, chlorophyll a fluorescence measurements and HPLC quantification
of photosynthetic pigments were done with and without trans-chalcone supplemented with
NaCl or KCl in order to know whether this secondary metabolite is inducing or not an
alteration in the cation channels of the chloroplastic membrane in a similar way to what we
found for the root mitochondria. Our results showed a clear and dramatic effect of chalcone in
the chloroplastic function resulting in the dilation and consequent disruption of the thylakoid
membranes and, consequently, the degradation of the photosynthetic pigments. The presence
of NaCl but no KCl partly reverted this effect, suggesting the partial restore of the osmotic
pressure in the cellular compartments. In this way, it is rational to assume that chalcone may
affect the chloroplast mechanisms of osmoregulation and/or pH regulation leading to the
swelling and rupture of the thylakoids and the degradation of all the containing pigments.
Díaz-Tielas et al. (2012). Plant Cell Environ, 35: 1500-1517
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Ectopic expression of zinc finger transcription factors increases tomato
production and fruit quality through changes in C and N metabolism
1
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The DNA binding with one finger transcription factors (ZFs) are specific for the plant kingdom
and are involved in the control of multiple processes, from seed physiology to light responses
or hormone signaling. ZFs from this group have been reported to participate in the control of
genes involved in carbon fixation and nitrogen assimilation, and in responses to abiotic
stresses in different plant species (Yanagisawa et al. 2004; Corrales et al. 2014).
Our previous work revealed increased photosynthetic rate and biomass production under
growth-chamber conditions in tomato plants overexpressing ZF3 genes from tomato and
Arabidopsis. In this work we have investigated the effect of overexpressing these genes in
plants grown in greenhouse conditions and the physiological changes responsible for the
increased biomass production.
Higher biomass production of the transgenic lines was related to a higher crop yield
irrespective of the origin of the ZF3 gene (Arabidopsis or tomato). The higher production was
due mainly to increased fruit number, although bigger fruit size was also observed.
The increased vegetative and reproductive growth observed could be related to changes in
both C and N metabolism. Lower diffusional limitations to CO2 in the leaf and increased
photosynthetic capacity could explain the higher CO2 fixation rates observed in plants
overexpressing the AtZF3 gene. Furthermore, metabolomic and gene expression analyses of
these lines pointed to changes in TCA cycle and nitrogen assimilation pathways. In the fruit,
alterations in the organic acids and sugars content indicated a slightly improvement in fruit
quality.
Taken together, our results highlight the great utility of these ZF transcription factors to
control carbon and nitrogen metabolism leading to crop improvement in tomato.
Yanagisawa et al. (2004). PNAS USA, 101: 7833-7838.
Corrales et al. (2014). J. Exp. Bot., 65: 995-1012.
This work was supported by grants from the Instituto Nacional de Investigación y Tecnología Agraria
(INIA; RTA2009-0004 and RTA2012-0008).
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Effect of Benzylaminopurine and cuttage treatments on in vitro mass
clonal propagation of Leucocoryne spp., a Chilean ornamental geophyte.
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The horticultural industry is in constant demand for new cultivars or species, particularly in the
case of ornamental crops where new shapes and colors of flowers are always sought.
Leucocoryne (Alliaceae) is a genus of geophyte plants endemic to Chile, nationally known by
the common name "Huilli" and internationally as "Glory of the Sun". This genus has
exceptional qualities to be used as cut flower, potted plant and in landscaping, because it has a
long vase life and wide variety of shapes, designs, colors and aromas. There are about 12-20
species distributed in the central regions of Chile. Plants of this genus have small tunicate
bulbs and umbel inflorescence type with 3-12 flowers. Their life cycle is slow, as it takes 3-4
years from seed to floral bulb production. Its ornamental value has determined studies and
marketing in Japan, the Netherlands and New Zealand. Due to the interest and the threat of
some of their natural habitats, a Chilean breeding program has been developed for the
conservation and commercial production, which up to date has patented three Leucocoryne
cultivars. This research focuses on the development of in vitro techniques to support breeding
programs on these species because one of the main challenges still pending is to develop and
optimize protocols for mass clonal propagation for future commercialization of new cultivars.
Therefore, we are testing different in vitro culture systems, media, growth regulators and the
response of different types of explants (intact bulb, scoring and sectioning) on a several
Leucocoryne genotypes to fulfill such goals. By an adequate disinfection process it has been
possible to establish in vitro Leucocoryne material. We also observed different multiplication
rates of the bulbs assessed to some of the treatments. Genotype is an important factor in the
obtained response. The addition of BAP generally resulted in a higher percentage of
multiplication, but it was observed a lower weight of bulbs when the BAP concentration was
increased. By breaking the apical dominance using treatments of bulb cuttage it was possible
to obtain high multiplication rates. This study is a contribution to the optimization in the
development of protocols for in vitro mass clonal propagation of the Leucocoryne genus.
Acknowledgments: PhD Program in Agricultural Sciences PUC; FIA Grant “Improvement of in vitro
propagation techniques for commercial production of Leucocoryne spp., a Chilean native plant”, and
CONICYT Graduate Fellowship.
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Effect of irrigation and crop level on skin peroxidases from Vitis vinifera
L. cv Tempranillo.
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Grapevine (Vitis vinifera L.) is the most important fruit crop in the world, and viticulture and
enology play an important role in the economy of many developed and emerging countries.
The biochemical properties of the grapes are subjected to genetic, environmental and
viticultural conditions, which determine the final quality of the berries and their derived
products. In the case of the skin, its composition plays an important role in determining the
color, aroma, astringency and the sourness of grapes.
Knowing the effect of different agronomic practices applied to a vineyard is fundamental for
obtaining good grapes and wines. Among agronomic practices, irrigation is a key factor that
determines the productivity of the vines and the quality of the grapes, as the water deficit
induces changes on the composition of phenolic compounds and physical characteristics of the
berry tissues. In addition, water deficit and crop level can affect growth, yield, fruit quality,
physiology and even alter the source-sink relationship.
Peroxidases have an important role in maintaining and acquiring biochemical properties of skin
berries, since they are capable of using a wide range of natural compounds as substrates, such
as ferulic acid, benzoic derived acids, stilbenes, flavonols, cinnamyl alcohols and anthocyanins.
Their localization in cell walls and vacuoles is in accordance with their key role in determining
either the final cell wall architecture or the turnover and degradation of vacuolar phenolic
metabolites. Although peroxidase is a constitutive enzyme in grapevines, its levels are strongly
modulated during plant cell development and in response to both biotic and abiotic
environmental factors.
Here, we evaluate the joint influence of water deficit and the level of production in peroxidase
activity and its expression profile during development of the grapes ‘Tempranillo’. Berries at
different development stages (green berries, veraison and ripening) were collected and skin
berries were separated from mesocarp. Total protein was precipitated using acetone and was
further reconstituted. In addition, a subcellular fractionation was performed in order to obtain
the protein fraction ionically bound to cell walls. Peroxidase activity was evaluated in the
different fractions using both physiological and non-physiological substrates related to
phenolic content previously determined in the berries.
Acknowledgements: Project funded with support from the Spanish MINECO (INIA-RTA2012-00029-C0202). ENU holds a JdC grant from MICINN, Spain.
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ABSTRACT
The effect of application of Ozone dissolved in water in the control of Black Sigatoka in banana
cultivation in two agricultural areas with different soil and climatic conditions, in the canton Baba and
another in the canton Jujan was studied. Evaluations were made in two climatic periods (winter and
summer) from March to November 2014, combined with traditional cultural practices defoliated,
deshija, fertilization, and monitoring, using the scale of visual signs 6 points Stover and Early notice of
the method. The variables evaluated were: stem diameter (D / F), leaves per plant (H / P), youngest
diseased leaf (YDL) and weighted percentage of infection (PPI) for each frequency of application
evaluated. The variable stem diameter had no significant difference, number of leaves, H / P, in most
treatments started with a minimum of 3 sheets up to 14 healthy leaves or parts of it to harvest, YDL, in
most treatments began in the number 3 and the PPI sheet, all treatments started with a minimum of
0.10 to a maximum of 2.1%. In the control values for the variables was evaluated 3-9 leaves per plant,
youngest diseased leaf number 2 and the infection rate ranged from 0.3 to 2.6%. PPI these values,
across all treatments, are equivalent to grade 2 Stover scale (less than 5%). The experimental design was
randomized complete block (BCA), with four replications. The relationship between concentration and
frequency of application of the Ozone damage level of the Black Sigatoka was established. The
synergistic effect of oxidation of mineral elements in soil in treatments where ozone was used was
demonstrated; the highest yields were found in bunch weight, number of cluster and better quality fruit,
demonstrating the influence of ozone on the solubility of nutrients. Comparisons by orthogonal
contrasts were used to assess the frequency of engagement with the dose used, making a total infection
control was achieved and harvested fruit quality and an average of 11 leaves at harvest with a cluster of
40 kg at harvest.
KEY WORDS.
Ozone, solubility, Sigatoka Black, banana
BIBLIOGRAFIA
Jiménez, M. (2008). Effect of the nutritional status of banana (Musa sp.) on leaf disease infestation by
Mycosphaerella fijiensis Morelet in Ecuador. Universidad Católica de Leuven.Bélgica.138 p.
Martínez, I., Villalta, R. Soto, E., Murillo, G. Guzmán, M.(2011). Manejo de la Sigatoka negra en el cultivo
del banano. CORBANA. Hoja Divulgativa n.o 2-2011. Recuperado de
http://www.infoagro.net/programas/Ambiente/pages/adaptacion/casos/Sigatoka.pdf
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Effects of Olive Paste Organic Acid Content on paste pH, and Virgin Olive
Oil Phenolics
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The composition of olives has been extensively studied because of this fruit's economic
importance and health properties. However, there is still insufficient data on some of the
components, the organic acids (OAs), for example, which, according to Cerratii et al. (2008;
AgroFood, 16: 64-66), are possibly favourable for the phenol content of Virgin Olive Oils
(VOOs). To evaluate the possible role of OAs, they were assayed in olives (cv. Manzanilla de
Sevilla) from two groves located in Ribera del Fresno (Badajoz, Spain), one rainfed and the
other irrigated, in the three campaigns of 2010 to 2012. In each campaign, 7 samples were
assayed in triplicate, determining the fruit's ripeness index, the paste's OA content and pH, and
the phenolics in the VOOs.
The total OA concentration varied from campaign to campaign, being highest in 2011
(1205.7 mg/kg in irrigation and 1911.7 mg/kg in rainfed), and lowest in 2010 (408.8 mg/kg in
irrigation and 308.5 mg/kg in rainfed). The main OAs in the paste were citric, malic, and
succinic. The pH values varied depending on the campaign between 4.84 and 4.88 in the
irrigated case, and 4.69 and 4.96 in the rainfed case, with the mean values being lower in the
irrigation case. The VOO phenol content was strongly correlated (Pearson's r) with the orthodiphenol and secoiridoid derivative concentrations in both the rainfed (r=0.846, p<0.0001;
r=0.888, p<0.0001; respectively) and irrigated (r=0.632, p=0.0021; r=0.606, p=0.0036;
respectively) cases. With respect to the relationship between the phenolics and the OAs, for
the irrigation case there was a strong relationship between the phenolics and malic acid, while
for the rainfed case the best result corresponded to citric acid.
These results show that the OA content determines the olive paste's pH, and this in turn
influences the final phenol content of the VOOs.
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Farnesene alters the gravitropic response of Arabidopsis thaliana by
hormonal unbalance and microtubules disorganization
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Farnesene is a semiochemical involved in both plants- and insects- communication. The
application of Farnesene immediately after germination was proved to affect Arabidopsis
thaliana primary root morphology and anatomy causing a phenomenon called left-handedness
and the loss of the gravitropic response (Araniti et al., 2012). Despite of the evidences, was not
clear if the tropism loss was due to the lack of the stimulus perception or to anatomical
alteration.
The present work was focused on the effect of farnesene on Arabidopsis root apex curvature
through a hormonal (ethylene and auxin quantification) and ultrastructural approach (TEM
microscopy on cortical microtubules and columella cells). In order to evaluate the root
response to gravitropic stimulus two independent experiments were carried out. In the first
experiment, germinated Arabidopsis seeds (cropped on 0.8% agar medium) were immediately
transplanted on new medium containing farnesene (0 and 250 µM). After one week, Petri
dishes containing the vertically grown seedlings (treated and untreated) were rotated 90° to
gravistimulate the roots. In the second experiment, one-week-old vertically grown untreated
seedlings were transferred to treated Petri dishes (0 and 250 µM) and then rotated 90°. On
both experiments, root curvature was monitored for 96 hours.
Interestingly, in both experiments the treated seedlings were able to perceive in a relatively
short period (6h) the gravitropic stimulus, which was successively lost. But while the seedlings
treated after germination recovered and immediately lost the gravitropic curvature, those
treated after one week of growth were able to maintain it for many days before losing it again.
In 7 days untreated seedlings was observed that the trait of the root formed immediately after
the treatment pointed out the same anatomical alteration (handedness) showed by the
seedlings treated immediately after germination. Moreover, the ultrastructural observations
(strong microtubules alteration and no excessive effects on the amyloplast integrity and
structure) and the hormonal quantification (ethylene and auxin content increased in treated
plants) suggest that the treated seedlings are still able to perceive the gravitropic stimulus but
the alteration of the cellular shape in combination with the auxin and ethylene accumulation
could mediate the loss of the gravitropic response. In fact, as observed by Lee et al. (1990) high
accumulation of ethylene could interfere with the ability of the auxin transport system to
adapt to gravistimulation, which could prolong the downward auxin movement resulting in
exaggerated curvature.
Araniti et al. (2013). Natural Prod. Res., 27(24): 2297-2303
Lee et al. (1990). Plant Physiol., 94(4): 1770-1775
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Fermentative metabolism and the added-value of high CO2 on strawberry
quality during postharvest storage
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The aim of our studies was to assess the metabolic responses induced by different high CO2
levels to reduce fungal decay and water loss during storage at low temperature. When we
analyzed the beneficial effect of high CO2 treatment for strawberry fruit, based on its tolerance
to high CO2, we also considered that it might be more advantageous to add sufficient CO2 to
induce moderate fermentation. Moreover, the activation of fermentative metabolism should
be connected with the ability to maintain high sucrose levels in order to avoid a marked
reduction of postharvest storage life but preserving an acceptable flavour. The results of gene
expression analysis indicate that PDC and ADH induction is low-temperature specific, and the
up-regulation of fermentative gene expression was not directly correlated with the
accumulation of ethanol and acetaldehyde. Fruit stored under atmospheric CO2 at low
temperature underwent the highest changes in the expression of PDC and ADH and the lowest
fermentative volatile levels, even lower than in those after harvest. The activation of
fermentative metabolism by high CO2 was associated with a low energy charge, an increase in
the levels of bound water fraction and a lower lipid peroxidation. Nevertheless, the
accumulation of fermentative products above a certain threshold potentially caused a loss of
bound water fraction, which resembled a cellular water stress excess, and also accelerated
oxidative damage.
Blanch et al. (2015). J. Agric. Food Chem. 63: 761–768
Blanch et al. (2014). Food Bioprocess Technol. 8:875–884
This work was financed by CICYT Project AGL2011-26742.
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Floret development dynamics in Ppd NILs: impact on wheat yield
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Wheat is a critical crop for food security and its production needs to be raised due to increases
in food demand. As there are spatial and management limitations, genetic improvement of
yield must improve its efficiency. Yield is linearly related to grain number per m2, which
depends on the number of fertile florets produced as a result of floret initiation/death
dynamic. Understanding the physiological mechanisms that modulate this dynamic and
ascertaining the role of particulars alleles might play on them may be useful to assist breeding
for yield.
Photoperiod genes have been shown to affect the duration of all pre-flowering phases in
wheat including that when florets develop. We aimed to evaluate changes in the dynamics of
floret development among different wheat NILs for Ppd genes and to integrate these
developmental patterns in the dynamics of floret initiation/death establishing (i) the relevance
of this rate in the genotypic differences in fertile florets and grains and (ii) the effects of
particular Ppd alleles on these dynamics and on setting a particular level of spike fertility. For
this purpose, two field experiments (2012 and 2013) were carried out in Bell·lloc (Lleida, NE
Spain) in which we grew wheat NILs differing in Ppd alleles produced at the John Innes Centre
(Norwich, UK). Treatments were arranged in a completely randomized design with three
replications. From the onset of stem elongation onwards, plants were sampled frequently, the
spikes dissected and then within central spikelets floret primordia were counted and their
stages of development determined. At anthesis and maturity, a sample of each plot was
harvested, biomass and partitioning determined, and the number of fertile florets and grains
was counted, respectively.
In the first year, in all NILs carrying the photoperiod insensitive alleles the duration of floret
development was shortened causing a decrease in the spike fertility through increasing floret
primordia mortality (floret initiation was largely unaffected by the different Ppd alleles), which
in turn resulted in decreasing the number of fertile florets per spike. Consequently the number
of grains per spike at maturity and yield were also reduced in most of the NILs. Although this
pattern was generalised across the different NILs, the magnitude of the effects showed
variation among the different alleles studied. We are now processing the data for the second
season, which will be also presented.
Funding was provided by ADAPTAWHEAT, an EU project. PP held a University of Lleida fellowship.
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Genetic diversity of wild hop plants in Galicia inferred from
microsatellites and cryopreservation by vitrification
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Historical data confirm the existence of hop in Galicia in the early years of the XX century.
Galician hop was cultivated in small exploitations specialized in English cultivars, such as
Golding and H-3 and H-7. These small production areas have disappeared in the last decades
due to the concentration of the Spanish hop production in the Órbigo riverbank (León). There
is a growing interest in restoring hop production in Galicia. In recent years some cultivars have
been tested in experimental plots, but despite their good results in lupulin content, they were
affected by mildew. However, in Galicia wild hop can be found spontaneously growing in
riverbanks, showing no symptoms of being affected by mildew. Identification of plants able to
survive the endemic pathogens of a given region is an initial step towards sustainable
practises, as the reduction of pesticide by the usage of new cultivars resistant to locally
adapted pests. To do it, seven loci microsatellite and a baseline of cultivars, wild European and
wild American plants have been employed (1).
A high diversity was found among the accessions, despite the highly clonal reproductive
frequency characteristic of hops (2). Out of the 84 analysed wild accessions of Galician hops,
over 70 % (60) had a unique genotype. The dioecious nature of the specie and the
maintenance of clonal lines have influenced the genetic composition of nowadays cultivars,
with molecular studies showing high heterozygous level. This high variability makes difficult to
statistically differentiate the cultivated accessions from their wild European counterparts. So it
is not surprising that using SSR and a Bayesian approach all wild Galician plants have being
identified as members of the combined European and cultivated pools. We can confirm that
the Galician populations are not escapes from the commercially cultivated hops nowadays in
the Leon area, sited 300 Km away, as the analysed samples are easily distinguishable from the
most prevalent cultivar in Spain, Nugget.
To preserve the selected wild hop plants growing in Galicia a vitrification cryopreservation
procedure using the PVS2 cryoprotective solution has been developed for the first time in this
plant species, Humulus lupulus L.; an increase in the survival after cooling and thawing was
obtained when the in vitro plants used as shoot-tips source were previously cultured under
cold conditions.

[1] Peredo EL, Revilla MA, Reed BM, Javornik B, Cires E, Prieto JAF, Arroyo-García R (2010). Gent Resour
Crop Evol 57: 575-586.
[2] Horreo JL, Peredo EL, Olmedo JE, Valladares JE, García E, Revilla MA (2014). BrewingScience 67: 132136.
Acknowledgements. This research was funded by European Agricultural Fund for Rural Development
(EAFRD) Nº 2012/34, through Conselleria do Medio Rural e do Mar de la Xunta de Galicia.
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Involvement of auxin in the late stages of receptacle development of
strawberry (Fragaria × ananassa) fruits
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Strawberry is a false fruit composed of an engrossed flower receptacle that bears on its surface,
connected to it by vascular bundles, the true fruits, the achenes. Receptacle and achenes, although
highly interconnected throughout their developmental programs, particularly at early stages, are very
different in terms of cell diversity and function. The underlying regulatory processes occurring during
development and ripening are expected to differ for each organ. To gain insight into the mechanisms
that control the development of these two organs, we have performed expression analysis by RNAseq of
developing achenes and receptacle at four developmental stages, from small green to red ripe as well as
some vegetative tissues. Using this comprehensive dataset we have identified and analysed the
expression of genes involved in auxin biosynthesis, transport and signaling. It is known that during the
first stages of strawberry development, the growth of the receptacle depends on the auxin delivered by
the achenes. We found that genes encoding auxin transporters of the PIN family showed their highest
expression in the green receptacle, when the delivery of the hormone from the achenes is highest.
Genes of the Aux/IAA and ARF families, involved in auxin signaling, also show an expression pattern that
is dependent on the organ and developmental stage. Surprisingly, several of these genes displayed their
highest expression also at later stages of receptacle development. In addition, two genes encoding
tryptophan aminotransferases, that catalyze the first step in the Trp-dependent auxin biosynthetic
pathway, FaTAA1 and FaTAR2, showed a peak of expression at the red stage, when changes associated
to receptacle ripening are occurring. The expression data suggest that the ripening receptacle
synthesizes auxin and has an active signaling pathway. We examined the functionality of these genes
and their responsiveness to auxin by transient silencing of the auxin biosynthetic genes in the ripening
receptacle and by changing endogenous auxin concentrations. These genes were indeed responding to
auxin, further supporting the involvement of auxin at late developmental stages of receptacle. The
results provide novel clues to continue the investigation of the role played by different hormones in the
strawberry fruit developmental program, where the information is still very scarce.
Funding BIO2013-44199-R (MINECO, Spain). YK was financed by an ERASMUS (Placement, Bet For Jobs)
fellowship, EE by a FPI fellowship (MINECO, Spain), SO by Ramón and Cajal program (MINECO, Spain)
and CM by a U-Mobility Marie-Curie fellowship (EU-UMA)
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Leaf and spikelet initiation and leaf and tiller appearance in Ppd NILs of
wheat
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Flowering time is essential to determine adaptation of wheat to wide agronomic
environments. Alleles for insensitivity to photoperiod (Ppd) play a major role in genotypic
differences in time to flowering. Time to flowering is comprised by different sub-phases, when
particular source- and sink-organs are being formed. However, Ppd effects on duration of
these particular sub-phases and on dynamics of organ initiation/appearance have been
scarcely studied. In this study we evaluated the impact of different Ppd alleles (i) on duration
of vegetative and reproductive phases, and (ii) on dynamics of (a) initiation of leaves and
spikelets and (b) leaf and tiller appearance. For that purpose, two field experiments were
carried out at NE Spain during two growing seasons (2012-2013 and 2013-2014) using near
isogenic lines (NILs) with photoperiod-insensitive alleles introgressed in chromosomes 2A, 2B
and/or 2D of Paragon (a cultivar with photoperiod-sensitive alleles in the three chromosomes).
In both seasons, all NILs reduced flowering time compared with Paragon, having NILs with
triple insensitivity the strongest effects. However, the strength of the particular alleles in
accelerating flowering time was not consistent between experiments. The effects of the
insensitivity alleles on the duration of the vegetative phase were clear and consistent between
years, while the effect on reproductive phases seemed less clear and not consistent. Reduction
in time to flowering by these alleles was mostly due to a reduced final leaf number (FLN), but
in some cases, some lines carrying Ppd-insensitive alleles did also reduce phyllochron. There
was not a consistent effect of these alleles on the dynamics of tillering; in some cases there
was a reduction in tillering capacity but this was then compensated by a lower tiller mortality
rate and consequently there were no major differences between NILs in number of spikes per
plant. Although the effect on the duration of the spikelet initiation phase was not consistent,
there was a clear reduction in the number of spikelets initiated in NILs with insensitivity alleles
introgressed. Mostly, the rate of spikelet initiation tended to be accelerated by the
introgression of Ppd-insensitive alleles in both growing seasons. The results indicated that
different photoperiod-insensitive alleles reduced the vegetative phase and consequently the
organs generated on it.

Funding was provided by ADAPTAWHEAT (an EU project) and the Spanish Ministry of Science and
Innovation, HO held an FPI scholarship from the Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation.
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Morpho-physiological responses of Panicum virgatum L. seeds during
germination under salinity and water stress
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Switchgrass (Panicum virgatum L.) is a perennial grass (C4) from the central plains of North
America. Many reasons are given for using switchgrass as a biomass crop for energy, including
the high net energy production, low nutrient requirements, water use efficiency, ease seed
establishment and its adaptation to marginal lands (Alexopoulou et al., 2008). The aims of this
study were to evaluate the germination and the root structure of P. virgatum under salinity
and water stress conditions. The seeds were sown in Petri dishes of 9 cm diameter, on two
layers of filter paper wetted with the indicated solutions: control (distilled water), NaCl (-0.8
and -1.2 MPa) and Polyethylene glycol (PEG8000 -0.8 and -1.2 MPa) respectively. Germination
conditions followed the ISTA (International Seed Testing Association)(2012) standards for this
species and the number of germinated seeds was recorded for 28 days. At the end of the trials,
the seeds that did not germinate were tested for the recovery capacity; placing them on the
control solutions. Cross-sections of roots were examined and imaged under light microscopy to
study anatomical responses. Preliminary results show that there were no significant
differences between germination percentages (GP) of control and NaCl treatment -0.8 MPa
(93%), meanwhile the PG of PEG8000 -0.8 MPa treated seeds was reduced by 11 %.
Treatments with NaCl and PEG 8000 (-1.2 MPa) reduced the GP, 37 % and 9 % respectively.
During the recovery period, seeds increased the GP and reached similar to the control: the
NaCl treatment -1.2 MPa recovered a 57% and the one of PEG 83%. The anatomical structure
of roots was affected by both types of stress. In presence of NaCl and PEG8000 -0.8 MPa the
total area of cross sections was reduced by 33.3% and 58.6% respectively, mainly due to a
reduction in the number of layers of parenchyma cortical cells. In addition, salt stress seems
to induce disintegration of parenchyma cortical cells. In both situations, the endodermis
showed a marked thickening on the radial and inner tangencial walls (tertiary stage).
Interestedly, Panicum virgatum L. seems to be more tolerant to salinity than to water-stress,
suggesting a better agronomic performance in soils with this level of salinity due to anatomical
changes experienced by the roots during early growth.
- Alexopoulou E., et al. (2008). Biomass and bioenergy, 32: 926 – 933.
- International seed testing association ISTA (2012). International rules for seed testing. Seed Sciences
and Technology. 21: 288.
Project funded by OPTIMA: Optimization of perennial grasses for biomass production in the
Mediterranean environment. Reference: FP7-KBBE-2011-5.
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other long-shelf-life tomatoes in relation to water availability during
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Identifying the determinants of extended shelf-life phenotypes in tomato fruit is a challenge.
Studies of mutants for different ripening regulatory genes (e.g., rin, nor, Cnr, alc, dfd, etc.) have
revealed important genetic bases for this trait. Several Mediterranean tomato cultivars, such as
Penjar from the eastern Iberian Peninsula and Ramellet tomato (TdR) from the Balearic Islands, as
well as the dfd (delayed fruit deterioration) mutant, have a long shelf-life phenotype (LSL), and this
has been related to the alc mutation.
TdR has been selected over many generations based on cultivation without irrigation. However,
current productive practices and the use of improved tomato lines based on TdR involve cultivatoin
without water restrictions. In TdR lines homozygous for the alc mutation, the shelf-life of some
lines, but not others, was found to be dramatically diminished when cultivated without water
deficit (Conesa et al. 2014). Thus, the aim of this study is to detect the morpho-physiological
determinants of such variation in LSL within TdR, and to compare it with other extended shelf-life
tomatoes.
We cultivated several TdR lines showing variation in LSL due to the irrigation regime during
cultivation, under well-watered (WW) and irrigation limited (WS) treatments, together with other
extended shelf-life tomatoes (dfd and nor mutants, and a Colgar tomato cultivar). We evaluated
fruit weight loss under controlled conditions, amount of cuticle, and the content of the major
metabolites in the cuticle and the pericarp. Detailed metabolome profiles and cuticle biomechanics
are also being studied.
Preliminary results show structural and composition differences within TdR that could explain the
different shelf-life behavior regarding irrigation during cultivation. This also seems to coincide with
differences observed among the different tomato cultivars and mutants. Therefore, the outcomes
from this experiment will allow the detection of key traits that quantitatively or qualitatively
underlie extended shelf-life in TdR, irrespective of the irrigation regime during cultivation. This
may also determine, for other extended shelf-life tomatoes, the sensitivity of this trait to the
cultivation method.
Conesa et al. (2014). Postharvest Biol. Technol., 93: 114-121
Funding: Plan Nacional AGL2013-42364-R from the Spanish Government.
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Phytotoxic activity of methyl cinnamate from flowers of Acacia
dealbata: a potential ecofriendly herbicide?
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Acacia dealbata Link is an invasive and allelopathyc plant. Generaly this plant accumulates
metabolites from secondary metabolism that can be phytotoxic. The study of these
metabolites provides an opportunity to find compounds that could function as herbicides
friendly to the environment.
Our research aims to identify some of these phytotoxic compounds presents in flowers of A.
dealbata. After extraction in a solution of 90% of methanol in water compounds were
separated by HPLC and the structure was resolute with NMR H1 and C13. Bioassays on Lactuca
sativa were carried out to determine the toxicity of the different identified compounds.
Methyl cinnamate was identified as toxic to germination and growth. To test the toxicity of
methyl cinnamate on germination and early growth, solutions of different concentrations (0,
0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1 mM) were bioassayed on agricultural species Lactuca sativa, Triticum
aestivum and a weed (Lolium rigidum). Alpha amylase, catalase and peroxidase activities and
total protein content were evaluated on seedlings. To make an overall assessment of the
methyl cinnamate effect we also evaluate the amount of H2O2, guaiacol peroxidase activity and
and proline on one-month plants.
Results show that the effects of methyl cinnamate are species and concentration dependent
with a threshold of 0.5 mM. Germination rate is reduced at the same methyl cinnamate
concentration that growth. These secondary effects are related to enzymatic activities and
oxidative plant responses.
The positive results encourage developing further work to evaluate the full effect of methyl
cinnamate naturally present in A. dealbata and its potential use as bioherbicide.
This work was funded by the Spanish Ministerio de Economía y Competitividad and the Fondo Europeo
de Desarrollo Regional (Project: CTQ2012-37734-C02-01). PL is supported by a post-doctoral grant from
the Portuguese Foundation for Science and Technology (FCT) and cofunded by the European Social Fund
of the European Union (SFRH/BPD/88504/2012). SRE is also supported by FCT with a Development
Grant (IF/00462/2013)
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Plant interaction helps transient expression in Brachypodium seedlings
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Plant interaction is not yet a widely used tool in plant biotechnology. In this present study we show
that seedlings of different cereals crops can express a transient gene expression in intraspecific or
interspecific scenarios, while the model plant, Brachypodium, expresses the gene only in interspecific
scenarios. These results offer new evidence of the importance of plant interaction in order to
understand cereal properties. The explants used in this work are easily available, and the method of
transient transformation worked out constitutes a rapid and flexible procedure for a functional
analysis of constructs harboring monocot promoters and genes in native or near-native
environments. The putative compounds involved in the changes observed and the perspectives that
augur plant facilitative interaction in plant biotechnology are also discussed.

The authors thank Oumaya Bouchakbe-Coussa for providing the biological material as well as different
Brachypodium accessions and URBV of the University of Namur for providing facilities needed for the project.
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Yield and quality of sunflower (Helianthus annuus L.) grains result from the combination of its
genetic characteristics, the mother plant and the environment. Thus, final grain composition
results from the overlapping of the kinetics of development and growth of both the plant and
the grain. Environmental factors change grain composition both by directly affecting their
metabolism and indirectly by altering mother plant functioning.
Most of the knowledge on environmental effects on grain composition has been obtained
studying mature grains composition. This approximation does not allow separating maternal,
grain and environmental effects. Information of how the environment affects kinetics of plant
and grain development and growth is scarce and the relationships between them have not
been studied so far.
Solar radiation intercepted by the plants is one of the main drivers of grain weight, oil
concentration and quality (in terms of fatty acid composition). Its effects are mediated by
changes in the assimilate availability for the grains (i.e. source/sink ratio). On the other hand,
changes in intercepted radiation modify the onset and/or rate of leaf senescence.
The aim of the present work is to explore the relationships between the response of oil
concentration and quality of sunflower grain and the vegetative organs functioning under
different source/sink ratio conditions.
For this, sunflower hybrid MG2 (Dow Agrosciences) was grown in the field at Unidad Integrada
Balcarce (Argentina). Treatments meant to increase source/sink (grain excision, E) or decrease
it (shading, Sh) were applied. Vegetative organs functioning was evaluated along grain filling by
measuring: photosynthesis, leaf area duration, profile of leaf N and chlorophyll, intercepted
radiation per plant, NDVI and dry weight. Grain filling was characterized through oil yield
components (grain weight and oil concentration) and grain chemical composition (fatty acid
composition, C, N).
Increasing source/sink increased intercepted solar radiation accumulated by increasing leaf
area duration and slowing leaf senescence rate. E treatment reduced photosynthesis
suggesting lower assimilate availability for the grains. Although it did not substantially affect
grain weight, it decreased oil concentration and increased oleic acid percentage. Sh treatment
decreased all the traits analyzed. C and N showed different partition to the grains depending
on treatments. These results will be integrated in a conceptual model that will shed some light
on the relationship between the performance of the mother plant and sunflower grain filling.
This work was supported by CONICET (PIP0632), INTA (PNCyO) and UNMdP.
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The system of propagation of orchids by seed or vegetatively processes are usually very slow.
The propagation through tissue culture techniques is shown as a promising alternative. These
techniques have led to major advances in basic research, especially in physiology, biochemistry
and genetics of plants, providing tools for action in practical areas, such as plant breeding,
micropropagation and germplasm conservation. The most research on plant propagation of
orchids is based in the production of in vitro organogenesis protocols. Many studies have been
developed using leaf segments, shoot tips, protocorms, floral stems, stem segments and root
apexes. Several of these explants, when subjected to in vitro micropropagation formed clusters
of meristematic cells, with well differentiated tissues and two discrete bipolar structures called
"protocorm-like bodies" (PLBs). This study, were used as explants, leaf plants Cattleya tigrina
cultured in vitro, obtained by successive subcultures in culture medium devoid of growth
regulators. The culture medium used for induction of PLBs was formed by saline formulation
Murashige and Skoog, 1962 modified, having half concentration of macro and micronutrients
and supplemented with Morel vitamins, soy peptone, NaH2PO4, sucrose, TDZ and Phytagel.
PLBs were used to quantify total protein and starch content after zero, seven, 14, 21, 28 and 35
days of cultivation. The protein content to zero and seven days of culture was low and did not
differ statistically. At 14th and 21th days of culture, there was an increase in total protein
content, reaching 106,2 μg g-1FW, followed by a decrease on the 28th and 35th days of this
content (73,8 and 35,3 μg g-1FW). The peak protein synthesis coincides with the elevated
proliferation of PLBs, as the decrease occurs concomitantly with the reduction in cell division
and increase in volume of cells, suggesting then role of the meet the demand of the process of
cell division. The starch content was the highest at 14th of cultivation (3901,5 μg g-1FW)
coinciding with the beginning of the formation of PLBs. The subsequent decrease of starch
content occurred on 35th (2099,8 μg g-1FW) and can be probably related to the degradation of
this compound for the maintenance of cell growth. In the initial stages is indispensable a large
amount of carbon in order to provide required for maintenance of ATP metabolism during cell
division.
Murashige, T. and Skoog, F (1962). Physiologia Plantarum, vol: 15, Page 473-497.
Funding: CAPES - PROEX
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Transcriptional changes associated to a diminished responsiveness to
ethylene of strawberry (Fragaria × ananassa) fruits
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The fruit of the strawberry (Fragaria × ananassa) has traditionally been classified as nonclimacteric because its ripening process is not governed by ethylene. To unravel the role
played by this hormone in the ripening process of strawberry fruits, we generated
independent lines of transgenic strawberry plants overexpressing the Arabidopsis etr1-1
mutant ethylene receptor. A number of genes involved in ethylene perception, flavonoid and
volatiles biosynthesis, and pectin metabolism were differentially expressed in transgenic lines
compared to the control lines. Metabolomic analysis of transgenic fruits also revealed clear
changes in primary metabolites, particularly in the Krebs Cycle intermediates. We concluded
that ripening of the receptacle partially resembles the climacteric ripening of fleshy fruits. We
have further investigated the global transcriptional changes, associated to the ethylene
reduced sensitivity of the transgenic lines, by RNAseq profiling. The analysis has been
performed in the receptacle, at the turning stage, in two independent transgenic lines
overexpressing Arabidopsis etr1-1. MapMan analysis of the genes differentially expressed in
transgenic lines in comparison to control lines were abundant in the functional categories of
hormone metabolism, response to stress, RNA, proteins and signalling. Regarding the
regulatory genes, the higher number of differentially expressed genes corresponded to
transcription factors, protein modification and degradation, and receptor kinases, as well as
hormone signalling, including ethylene, auxin and abscisic acid. Clustering of genes in relation
to cellular response, the highest number corresponded to genes involved in the plant response
to biotic stress. In this response were included genes involved in hormone signalling, cell wall
modification and degradation, protein degradation, receptor kinases signalling, pathogenesisrelated proteins, and transcription factors of the AP2/ERBP, b-ZIP, WRKY and MYB families.
Notorious was the change in the expression of genes related to the flavonoids biosynthetic
pathway. Thus, some genes encoding key steps of the pathway were down-regulated in the
transgenic etr1-1 lines. This was accompanied by changes in the expression of select members
of the MYB, bHLH, and WD40 gene families. In strawberry fruit the regulation of the
anthocyanins pathway is under the joint control of members of these three families of
transcription factors. Changes in the expression of genes encoding enzymes feeding the TCA
pathway, i.e. pyruvate dehydrogenase, pyruvate carboxylase and phosphoenolpyruvate
carboxylase, would account for the changes previously found in the citric and malic acids.
Funding BIO2013-44199-R and AGL2012-40066-CO2. EE was financed by a FPI fellowship (MINECO,
Spain), SO by Ramón and Cajal program (MINECO, Spain)
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Use of olive mill waste compost in the culture of pepper (Capsicum
annuum L.): impact in the antioxidant metabolism.
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José Manuel Palma1
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Olive oil industry in Spain releases yearly tons of organic wastes which accumulate and are
difficult to manage and to discard, especially the two-phase olive mill waste called alperujo
(AL). Composting is a low-cost technology that provides a feasible strategy for beneficial use of
AL by recycling it into commercial organic amendments and fertilizers (Tortosa et al., 2012).
Pepper (Capsicum annuum L.) is one of the most consumed vegetable with Spain being one of
the leader countries in the world crop production. Due to the extended culture of pepper,
either as sweet or hot, throughout Spain, the potential use of AL compost as substrate or
fertilizer for pepper culture could be a good synergistic practice to remove organic wastes
from the olive oil industry and to favor pepper crops. The metabolism of reactive oxygen
species (ROS), including a series of antioxidant systems, is commonly used as an index to
detect changes in the plant physiology due to crop alterations that may affect the quality of
the final products. Antioxidants investigated in those cases are ascorbate, glutathione, and the
enzymes catalase, superoxide dismutase and those from the ascorbate-glutathione cycle,
among others.
In this work, pepper plants of California type were grown using several treatments with AL
compost compared to mineral fertilizers. Growth and some physiological parameters were
determined in pepper plants (fresh and dry plant weight, carbon and nitrogen contents in
leaves, number and weight of fruits, etc.) in order to test the influence of using AL compost as
a potential fertilizer. Likewise, its effect of on the profile of some leaf antioxidants (ascorbate
and glutathione contents, catalase, superoxide disumutase) and oxidative stress parameters
(lipid peroxidation) was investigated as a preliminary approach to accomplish the influence of
using AL compost in the quality of pepper fruits.
Tortosa G. et al. (2012). J. Clean. Product., 26: 48-55.
This work was supported by the ERDF-cofinanced grant AGL2011-26044 from MINECO. Authors thank
Junta de Andalucía for continuous support to groups BIO192 and CVI275.
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Vegetative and reproductive development in wheat as affected by
photoperiod sensitivity genes (Ppd-1)
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In order to raise wheat yield potential, it has been suggested to increase the length of spike
growth period, during which number of fertile florets is set (LRP: Late Reproductive Phase)
while thermal time to anthesis remains unchanged. To achieve that, previous phases (VP:
Vegetative Phase and ERP: Early Reproductive Phase) should be shortened in exchange.
Relatively independent regulation of photoperiod sensitivity (by Ppd genes) of each of the subphases would allow optimising the duration of each phase. Therefore, in this study, we
assessed the effect of Ppd-1 genes on: i) thermal time to anthesis and the length of the subphases, and ii) the number of structures generated during each sub-phase. For this purpose,
near isogenic lines (NIL’s) with one dominant allele (Ppd-D1, Ppd-B1 or Ppd-A1) on Paragon
spring wheat cultivar (triple recessive) were sown during 2013-2014 growing season at INTA
(National Institute of Agricultural Technology) Pergamino Experimental Site, Argentina. Time to
anthesis varied amongst NIL’s (p<0.0001) mainly due to differences in LRP length (p=0.0001),
but also in previous sub-phases’ length (VP+ERP, p=0.0001). Final leaf number differed
amongst NIL’s (p<0.0001), while Paragon tended to have more spikelets per spike (p=0.0614).
Number of fertile florets per plant ranged from 68 to 122, Paragon showing the highest value
(p=0.0024). A second year of experiment is needed, in order to explore shorter photoperiod.

Project funding: ADAPTAWHEAT 289842 (FP7 EU), PNCYO-1127042 (INTA). Fellowship: TPG held a
scientific encouragement scholarship from CIN (Consejo Interuniversitario Nacional – Universities’
National Council) at the moment when experiments were carried out and data was analysed.
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Oxidant/Antioxidant Enzymes and Phenolic Compounds in Olive Fruit at
Three Ripening Stages under Rainfed and Irrigated Conditions
Inmaculada Garrido1, Juan Antonio Sáinz2, Alfonso Montaño3, José Luis LLerena1,3,
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A study was made of the evolution of the oxidant (NADH oxidation, O 2-· production, and
polyphenol oxidase -PPO) and antioxidant (superoxide dismutase -SOD, and peroxidase -POX)
systems, phenolics (total phenylpropanoids, flavonoids, and phenols), and antioxidant power
(FRAP) during ripening of olives. Also determined were the main organic acids (OAs) in the
olive paste and the major phenolic compounds in the final virgin olive oils (VOOs). The olives
used were of the cv. Manzanilla de Sevilla from two groves in Ribera del Fresno (Badajoz,
Spain), one rainfed and the other irrigated, and at three stages of ripeness: green (S1),
changing colour (S2), and ripe (S3).
For both the irrigated and the rainfed cases, from S1 to S2 there was greater NADH oxidation
and O2-· production (with an increase in reactive oxygen species – ROS), followed by a decline
at S3. The increased ROS induced higher levels of SOD and POX activities from S1 to S3, with
the two enzymes presenting similar behaviour. In the rainfed case, total phenols, flavonoids,
and phenylpropanoids increased from S1 to S3, but they fell from S1 to S2 in the irrigation
case, with total phenols at S3 returning to the initial S1 levels while the flavonoids and
phenylpropanoids presented lower levels. PPO activity rose from S1 to S3, with similar levels in
the two growing conditions. Lastly, the FRAP increased steadily in the rainfed case, but, under
irrigation, fell at S2 to recover values similar to S1 by S3. The rainfed oxidant and antioxidant
activities were at higher levels than those of the irrigated case. The evolution of these
activities and compounds is indicative of olives great antioxidant capacity, neutralizing the
strong increase in ROS during ripening.
In the olive paste also, the OA content was greater in the rainfed than in the irrigation case,
with there being a marked increase in the amount of malic acid. There was no difference in
citric acid levels, while succinic acid was slightly lower in the rainfed case. With respect to the
phenolic composition of the VOOs, the rainfed total phenols were significantly lower, and
there was a predominance of secoiridoid derivatives and ortho-diphenols, with the levels being
higher under irrigation.
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Vertical coordination among different subjects in the Agronomical
Engineering Degree
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The aim of this work was re-consider the teaching-learning process. This project tries to
achieve coordination among subjects in the same year (horizontal coordination) and among
subjects of different years (vertical coordination) highly recommended for the students to
achieve the competencies and learning results proposed for each subject.
To avoid duplications, in a first step, it will be necessary to work in the coordination among
professors of the same subject; in a second step, coordination will be among professors of the
same year and, in a superior level, coordination will ideally involve professors of the same
degree (teaching in different years).
It is also important, to emphasize the connection between the matters. There are numerous
common points between the contents of the different subjects within the academic degree
schedule, so with the coordination approach, the student will easily find the interrelation
between the matters, which contributes to a better understanding of the existing cohesion in
the program that the student follows. This, logically, will positively influence his/her formation.
The main points to work will be: i) check the contents and teaching methods used, to modify
and/or improve them, ii) Implement the use of methods of active learning, iii) develop
common evaluation evidence adapted to each subject, and iv) Establish an objective and
reliable method of assessing generic competencies.
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Phosphate starvation signaling in plants
Maria Isabel Puga, Isabel Mateos, Laura de Lorenzo, Charukesi Rajulu, Miguel
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Plants have evolved an array of responses that allow them to cope with growth under low
availability of phosphate (Pi), the form in which phosphorus is taken up by plants. These
adaptive responses, collectively conforming the Pi starvation rescue system, involve
morphological and physiological changes aiming to increase Pi acquisition and use efficiency
and to protect the plant from the starvation stress. In this communication I will refer to recent
work of our group on PHR1, a master transcription factor regulating Pi starvation responses,
which allowed the identification its targets in vivo. We found that target recognition by PHR1
occurs via two different motifs each involving a different binding mode (monomer and
dimmer) and reflecting a dual regulatory logic implemented by PHR1. I will also refer to our
studies aiming to get insights on how the activity of PHR1 is regulated, leading to the
identification of SPX1, a nuclear protein which has the characteristics of a component of the Pi
sensor. Indeed, we found that SPX1 is a Pi dependent inhibitor of PHR1 activity, and this
inhibitory effect and its Pi dependence can be recapitulated in vitro with purified proteins
indicating that Pi acts as a signal on SPX1/PHR1.
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The ins and outs of iron uptake and remobilization: towards a better
understanding of the mechanisms underlying iron nutrition in soybean
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Iron (Fe) is an essential mineral nutrient for plant growth. Albeit present in the soil in high
concentrations, it is often deficient for plant uptake in calcareous conditions, because it is
mostly present in an oxidized state. Like most crops, soybean (Glycine max. L) is prone to
developing Iron Deficiency Chlorosis (IDC), a condition that severely affects plant development.
Understanding the mechanisms underlying Fe uptake, trafficking and homeostasis is essential
in order to prevent IDC and enhance plant productivity. An in silico analysis in the USDA
soybean collection allowed the identification of a set of novel efficient and inefficient soybean
accessions. In a first experiment, plants with contrasting efficiencies were grown in hydroponic
conditions simulating iron-deficient soils and several physiological, biochemical and molecular
IDC-related aspects were studied. At an early growth stage, Fe-efficiency was associated with
higher chlorophyll content, and higher Fe reductase activity. The removal of the unifoliate
leaves alleviated IDC symptoms, increased shoot:root ratio and trifoliate leaf area 1. Efficient
plants were able to translocate Fe to the aboveground parts, whereas the inefficient plants
accumulated more Fe in the roots. In a second experiment2, a better understanding of the role
of the Fe reductase was targeted. Soybean plants constitutively expressing the AtFRO2 iron
reductase gene were analyzed for root and leaf iron reductase activity, as well as the effect of
this transgene's expression on root, leaf, pod wall, and seed mineral concentrations. High Fe
supply, in combination with the constitutive expression of AtFRO2, resulted in significantly
higher concentrations of different minerals in roots (K, P, Zn, Ca, Ni, Mg and Mo), pod walls
(Fe, K, P, Cu and Ni), leaves (Fe, P, Cu, Ca, Ni and Mg) and seeds (Fe, Zn, Cu and Ni). Also,
citrate and malate levels in the roots and leaves of transgenic plants were significantly higher
than in wild-type, suggesting that organic acid production could be related to the increased
accumulation of minerals in roots, leaves and pod walls, but not in the seeds. All together,
these results suggest that the Fe efficiency trait results from a combination of several
parameters, that once integrated are responsible not only for enhanced IDC resistance but
ultimately to crops which can be nutritionally richer.
References
(1) Santos et al. (2015) Front. Plant Sci. - Plant Nutrition. DOI: 10.3389/fpls.2015.0032
(2) Vasconcelos et al. (2014) Front. Plant Sci. - Plant Nutrition 5: 1-12
Acknowledgments
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Ethylene and reactive oxygen species (ROS) may be involved in the
induction of the high-affinity K+ uptake system LeHAK5 of tomato.
Reyes Ródenas, Teresa C. Mestre, Rosa M. Rivero, Francisco García-Sánchez, Vicente
Martínez and Francisco Rubio
Centro de Edafología y Biología Aplicada del Segura-CSIC. Campus de Espinardo. 30100
Murcia, Spain
r.rodenas@cebas.csic.es
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High-affinity K+ uptake in tomato roots is mediated by the K+ transporter LeHAK5. As in other
plant species, this system is specifically induced in roots after subjecting the plants to K+
starvation, mainly by transcriptional regulation of the gene encoding the transporter. Little is
known about the elements that compose the signal cascade that links the perception of K+
deprivation to gene induction. Ethylene and oxygen reactive species (ROS) are proposed as
elements of that signal cascade (Jung et al., 2009; Hernandez et al., 2012). In the present work,
we have studied the effect of the presence of inhibitors of ethylene synthesis (Ag+) or the
NADPH oxidase (DPI) involved in ROS production, on the induction of LeHAK5 and high-affinity
K+ uptake. It is observed than when K+ starvation occurs in the presence of these inhibitors,
high-affinity K+ uptake capacity is reduced. In addition, LeHAK5 expression is decreased. These
results suggest that ethylene and ROS are involved in plant responses to low K+ in tomato
plants.
Hernandez, M., Fernandez-Garcia, N., Garcia-Garma, J., Rubio-Asensio, J.S., Rubio, F., and Olmos, E.
(2012). J Plant Physiol 169, 1366-1374.
Jung, J.Y., Shin, R., and Schachtman, D.P. (2009).Plant Cell 21, 607-621.
This work has been funded by grant AGL2012-33504 from Ministerio de Economia y Competitividad and
an FPU Predoctoral Contract to R.R. from Ministerio de Educacion, Spain
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MtNramp1 is responsible for iron uptake by rhizobia infected cells in
Medicago truncatula nodules.
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Iron plays an essential role in symbiotic nitrogen fixation (SNF), as the key cofactor of many of
the proteins mediating this process. SNF is mostly carried out in differentiated legume root
structures, the nodules, where endosymbiotic bacteria (rhizobia) convert N2 into NH3 that is
transferred to the plant. The iron cofactor is provided by the host plant through the
vasculature and released in the apoplast of the infection/differentiation zone of the nodule,
the region where rhizobia differentiate and synthesize many of the ferroproteins required for
SNF. From there, metal transporters must mediate iron uptake from the apoplast into the
cytosol of the infected nodule cells. Our results indicate that MtNramp1, a Medicago
truncatula member of the Nramp family of metal transporters, enables this transport.
MtNramp1 is upregulated by nodulation with an expression maximum in the
infection/differentiation zone of the nodule. Reporter gene and immunolocalization data
indicate that it is localized in the plasma membrane of cells in the root endodermis and in the
infection/differentiation zone of the nodule. There, it introduces iron into the cytosol.
Functional analyses in null mutant nramp1-1 showed that MtNramp1 plays a critical role in
SNF. Under symbiotic conditions, nramp1-1 plants had reduced growth, a smaller nodule size,
and diminshed iron-dependent nitrogenase activity when compared to the wild type plants. All
these phenotypes reverted when nramp1-1 was transformed with a plasmid expressing
MtNramp1 or watered with a nutritive solution fortified in iron. These results are consistent
with a model in which MtNramp1 is responsible for iron loading of rhizobia infected cells in the
nodule.
This work was supported by ERC Starting Grant (ERC-2013-StG-335284) and MINECO Grant (AGL-201232974) to M.G-G
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Possible role of Glutamine Synthetase of the Prokaryotic Type (GSI-like)
in Nitrogen Signaling in Medicago truncatula
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Genes encoding glutamine synthetase of the prokaryotic type (GSI-like) are widespread in
higher plants, but their function is currently unknown. Interestingly, it has been reported that
the expression of GSI-like genes responds to the nitrogen status in root nodules of Medicago
truncatula (Ruffel et al, 2008; Seabra et al, 2012), suggesting a function related to nitrogen
sensing and/or signaling. To gain insights into the possible role of GSI-like proteins, we
characterized the GSI-like gene family of M.truncatula and investigated the functionality of the
encoded proteins by heterologous complementation assays.
M.truncatula contains two expressed GSI–like genes, MtGSIa and MtGSIb, encoding
polypeptides of 454 and 453 amino acids, respectively. The two M.truncatula GSI-like proteins
were expressed in E.coli and functional studies indicate that they do not retain GS activity.
Gene expression was investigated by qRT-PCR and western blot analysis in different organs of
the plant and under different N regimens and localized using transgenic plants expressing
MtGSI-like-promoter-gusA fusion. The two MtGSI-like genes were found to be preferentially
expressed in the vascular bundles of roots and root nodules. In the root, the expression was
localized in specific cells of the pericycle and found to be related to nodule/ LR organogenesis.
In root nodules the expression is restricted to the uninfected cells of both the infection and the
nitrogen fixation zone.
Taken together, the tissue-specific pattern of expression, the differential response to distinct N
regimens and the finding that GSI-like proteins do not retain GS activity support an
involvement of GSI-like proteins in nitrogen sensing and/or signaling.
Ruffel et al. (2008). Plant Physiol, 146: 1-16.
Seabra et al. (2012). MPMI, 25: 976–992.
This work was funded by FEDER funds through the Programme COMPETE and by national funds through
FCT project FCOMP-01-0124-FEDER-028335 (PTDC/BIA-PLA/2291/2012).
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The problems of living in the sea: the uptake of inorganic carbon and
nutrients in Posidonia oceanica (L.) Delile.
Lourdes Rubio, Delia García-Pérez, María Jesús García-Sánchez and José Antonio
Fernández
Dpto. Biología Vegetal. Facultad de Ciencias. Universidad de Málaga. Campus de
Teatinos s/n. 29071 Málaga (Spain)
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The genus Posidonia exhibits a peculiar geographical distribution. It is composed by nine
species, eight of which are distributed along the Australian coasts and only one, Posidonia
oceanica (L.) Delile, is a Mediterranean endemism. Like other angiosperms, P. oceanica has
adapted secondarily to the marine environment, and has developed anew mechanisms to face
a liquid and alkaline medium (pH 8.2) that contains a high salt concentration (0.5 M NaCl). The
liquid environment limits the diffusive flow of CO2 and nutrients and, furthermore, CO2
dissolves in water and forms HCO3-, the more abundant chemical species of inorganic carbon
at pH 8.2.
Like other green plants P. oceanica uses CO2 for photosynthesis. In addition, this species shows
a transport system in the plasma membrane for the direct uptake of HCO3-, that uses H+ as the
driving ion. The addition of HCO3- provokes a transient hyperpolarization of the plasma
membrane followed by a depolarization; at the same time, the cytosolic pH (pHc) becomes
transiently acidic and next it gets alkaline, and remains alkaline throughout the HCO3- pulse.
The alkalinization of the pHc is due to the cytosolic accumulation of HCO3- and OH- and it is
sensitive to the addition of ethoxyzolamide, an inhibitor of the internal carbonic anhydrase.
The increase of negative charges in the cytosol triggers the release of Cl- to recover the values
of the resting membrane potential. The plasmalemma of P. oceanica exhibits a reduced Na+
permeability and shows a H+/Na+ antiporter activity that keeps low and relatively constant the
cytosolic Na+ concentration (17 mM Na+). The inside negative membrane potential (-178 mV)
and the low [Na+]c generate a tremendous Na+-motive force that this plant uses for the high
affinity transport of NO3- (Km= 21 µM), and of the amino acids alanine (Km= 37 µM) and
cysteine (Km= 10 µM). The uptake of these compounds shows a strict dependence on the
presence of Na+ in the medium. Moreover, the addition of micromolar concentrations of NO3-,
alanine or cysteine gives rise to millimolar increments of [Na+]c. Experiments with external LIX
pH mini-electrodes show that the uptake of glucose is not Na+ but H+ dependent. Thus, the
model for the ion transport energization in this species seems to be mixed, with a H+-ATPase as
the primary pump and a series of carriers that use H+ (HCO3-, Na+, glucose) or Na+ (NO3-, amino
acids) as the driving ion.
Project Funding: CTM 2011-30356 (MEC)
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Roles of Boron during the evolution of photosynthetic eukaryotes: is the
micronutrient required for N-glycosylation?
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Luis Bolaños
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Boron (B) was initially described as an essential micronutrient for plants. Until now, the only
demonstrated function of B in plants is the maintenance of the cell wall structure, acting as a
linker in the dimerization of Rhamnogalacturonan II (RGII) pectin, through the formation of an
ester bond between borate and the apiosyl residues of two RGII molecules. This
polysaccharide has been detected in significant amounts in tracheophytes but at trace levels in
bryophytes. Interestingly, bacteria and animals also need B, pointing to a B biological function
beyond its structural role at the cell wall in plants. Boron is susceptible to interact with cis-diol
groups-containing molecules (including nucleotides, glycolipids, glycoproteins and other
glycoconjugates) what opens the possibility of B functioning in other biological processes.
In the present work, we explore the requirement of B in several photosynthetic eukaryotes:
the unicellular algae Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, the primitive plant model Marchantia
polymorpha, and in Arabidopsis thaliana as a dicot model plant. Under our experimental
conditions, B is not essential for C. reinhardtii, that was able to grow in B deficient (–B) media.
However, we consistently observed alterations when M. polymorpha and A. thaliana were
growing in –B plates, including growth arrest and abnormal cell differentiation. Previous
analysis done on the symbiotic legume-rhizobia interaction revealed that B deficiency causes
changes in the nodule glycoprotein profile. We used SDS-PAGE followed by affinodetection
with concanavalin A to analyze the Mannose Rich N-Glycoproteins (MRNGs) patterns, which
are characteristic of the Endoplasmic Reticulum (ER) and are highly conserved among
eukaryotes. MRNGs were accumulated in -B samples extracted from A. thaliana and M.
polymorpha, but not from C. reinhardtii. The phenotypes observed under B deficiency in
Arabidopsis (growth arrest and MRNGs accumulation) resembled the phenotypes of the
Arabidopsis mutants in N-glycan processing enzymes, like the mutants in ER-glucosidase II
(rsw3) and in the class I Golgi-α-mannosidases (mns1mns2 and mns3), suggesting that B
nutrition might affect ER function. Further experiments are needed to confirm whether B is
required for N-glycosylation protein synthesis or processing, and to determine how these
changes affect development of eukaryotes.
Redondo-Nieto et al. (2008). Plant Sig. Behav., 3: 298-300.
Strasser, (2014). Front. Plant Sci., 5: 363
This work was supported by MINECO BIO2012-32796. I. Abreu is the recipient of a FPU fellowship
(FPU2010-4786). M. Reguera is a Juan de la Cierva Postdoctoral Fellow.
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Ammonium overcomes photosynthetic acclimation of wheat plants
exposed to elevated [CO2]
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Exposure to elevated [CO2] has been widely described to induce a down-regulation in
photosynthetic performance (An) of plants. Such diminishment has been frequently linked to
depleted Rubisco (and other soluble protein) content derived from impaired N assimilation.
During the last decade, new approaches suggest that N fertilization form might be involved in
the lower leaf protein availability. The main goal of the current study was to analyze the
impact of N fertilization form (NO3- versus NH4+) in N status and photosynthetic performance of
wheat plants exposed to elevated (400 versus 700 ppm) [CO2]. For this purpose, during 5
weeks, wheat plants were hydroponically grown in a phytotron under both [CO2]. During this
period plants were fertilized with a NO3- containing solution. At this stage, photosynthetic
rates confirmed that exposure to elevated [CO2] decreased An as a consequence of their lower
Rubisco content. In order to test the role of N source in leaf N assimilation and consequently in
protein content and An, during the following two weeks, in half plants, N was provided in the
nutrient solution as NH4+, whereas in the other half we kept the fertilization with NO3-. Gas
exchange parameters revealed that, while, in plants fertilized with NO3-, exposure to 700 ppm
continued diminishing Rubisco content, in plants fertilized with NH4+, no [CO2] effect was
detected in Rubisco content. The larger glutamine synthetase (GS) and especially the enhanced
glutamate dehydrogenase amination activity (NADH-GDH) rates detected in plants fertilized
with NH4+ and 700 ppm [CO2] confirmed that (compared with the corresponding NO3treatment) those plants improved N assimilation. Such aspect was confirmed by the larger
total amino acid and soluble protein content analyses. Moreover, obtained data also revealed
that compared with the corresponding NO3- treatment plants, N assimilated in NH4+ fertilized
plants exposed to elevated [CO2] favored the synthesis of leaf proteins.
Acknowledgements. This work was funded by the projects AGL2011-30386-C02-02 and AGL201237815-C05-02 (Spanish Economy and Competiveness Ministry). I.A. was the recipient of a Ramón y Cajal
Research grant and F. T by the BES 2013-065418.
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Arabidopsis root secretion of phenolics as affected by iron deficiency and
external pH
Patricia Sisó-Terraza, Adrián Luis-Villarroya, Javier Abadía, Anunciación Abadía, Ana
Álvarez-Fernández
Department of Plant Nutrition, Aula Dei Experimental Station (CSIC), P. O. Box 13034,
50080 Zaragoza, Spain
aluisvillarroya@eead.csic.es
Iron (Fe) is an essential micronutrient for plants and the 4th most abundant element in the
lithosphere. However, the concentration of Fe in the soil solution decreases exponentially for
each pH unit increase. The minimum solubility of Fe occurs at pH values typical of calcareous
soils (7.4-8.5). The Fe concentration in these soil solutions is ca. 10-10 M, considerably lower
than those required by plants (10-8 M). Since calcareous soils constitute one-third of the
world’s agricultural land, Fe deficiency is one of the most important factors limiting crop
production worldwide. Phenolics root secretion is associated to Fe deficiency tolerance in
different plant species. Recently, the root synthesis and secretion of coumarin-type phenolic
compounds has been identified as a key component of the Fe acquisition machinery in
Arabidopsis thaliana growing under Fe deficiency (Rodríguez-Celma et al., 2013; Fourcroy et
al., 2014; Schmid et al., 2014). In the present work, A. thaliana plants were grown for 1-3
weeks in half-strength Hoagland solution buffered at pH 5.5 or 7.5, including either 0 (Fedeficient plants) or 20 μM Fe (Fe-sufficient plants). These growth conditions led to plants
having different levels of Fe deficiency-induced chlorosis in leaves. Root extracts and exudates
of all plants were analyzed for phenolic compounds by liquid chromatography (HPLC) coupled
to UV/VIS spectroscopy and high resolution time-of-flight mass spectrometry [MS(TOF)]. In
order to identify unknowns occurring preferentially in Fe deficient samples, further analyses
were done using HPLC coupled to quadrupole-TOF MS or ion trap MS. The concentration of
coumarins (e.g., fraxetin) in roots and exudates increased with Fe deficiency, being higher in
samples from plants grown at pH 7.5 than in those of plants grown at pH 5.5. Also, we found
that the roots of Fe-deficient plants, and especially those from plants grown at high pH,
accumulate and secrete coumarinolignans derived from fraxetin. Further work is required to
ascertain the possible roles of all these coumarin-type phenolic compounds in Fe uptake by
Arabidopsis.
Rodríguez-Celma et al. (2013). Plant Physiol, 162: 1473-85.
Fourcroy et al. (2014). New Phytol, 201: 15-67.
Schmid et al. (2014). Plant Physiol, 164: 160-72.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: Supported by the Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness (projects
AGL2012-31988 and AGL2013-42175-R, co-financed with FEDER) and the Aragón Government (Group
A03). P.S.-T. and A.L.-V. were supported by MINECO-FPI contracts.
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Crosstalk between Cu homeostasis and ABA: influence of ABA on the
expression of the high affinity plasma membrane copper transporters
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Plants trigger complex mechanisms mediated by the phytohormone abscisic acid (ABA) to cope
with non-optimal nutrient supply. Copper (Cu) is an essential micronutrient that functions as
redox-active cofactor in biological processes but is toxic when in excess. Since plants constitute
the main entrance of micronutrients into trophic chains, deciphering the ABA-mediated
regulatory mechanisms underlying Cu uptake and distribution to edible parts is relevant to
ensure adequate Cu supplies and to avoid toxic Cu levels in crops of agronomic interest. Whereas
ABA is mainly associated with abiotic stress signals and tightly related to water balance
maintenance, preliminary results from our group (1, 2) indicate a crosstalk between Cu
homeostasis regulation and ABA metabolism and signaling in Arabidopsis. To decipher the
influence that Cu homeostasis could have on the ABA metabolic pathway, we have determined
ABA content under different Cu statuses and performed an in silico analysis of Cu regulation of
ABA biosynthetic genes, both indicating that ABA content depends on Cu homeostasis.
Additionally, we have found a number of ABA-related cis-elements in the promoter region of
genes involved in high affinity plasma membrane Cu transporters (COPTs) and other Cudeficiency responsive genes, pointing to a reciprocal regulation between Cu availability and ABA
content. Further support for this hypothesis arrives from the fact that several COPTs knockout
and overexpressing mutants grown under different Cu availabilities showed different ABA
content, as well as opposite physiological and molecular responses to the exogenous treatment
with the hormone. Transcriptional analyses suggest that ABA represses the expression of Cu
homeostasis-related genes under Cu sufficiency conditions, whereas severe Cu deficiency
inhibits the repressor role of the hormone. Finally, we analyzed the effect of ABA on the
spatiotemporal expression pattern of the COPT2 transporter. Interestingly, whereas ABA
treatment did not modify those parameters related with the gene oscillation, it drastically
changed the spatial expression pattern in non-aerial tissues and re-localized COPT2 gene
expression in root tissue from a generalized pattern along the root to root crow and root hairs.
Our results provide the first evidence for a complex network regulating a fine-tuned crosstalk
between Cu homeostasis and ABA metabolism, and establish a new ground for future
biotechnological crop improvements in nutritional-stress tolerance and food yield and quality.
1

Ana Perea (2013). PhD Dissertation. Universitat de València
Romero et al (2012). J. Exp. Bot., 63: 2753-2767
This work has been funded by the Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness (BIO2011-24848)
and by FEDER funds from the European Union. A.C.-S. is recipient of a predoctoral FPI fellowship.
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Changes in hormone homeostasis under Boron stress regulate root
growth and development in Arabidopsis thaliana
Laura Poza, Isidro Abreu, Clara Gálvez, Sergio Tercero, Ildefonso Bonilla, Luis Bolaños
and María Reguera
Departamento de Biología, Facultad de Ciencias, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid.
Darwin, 2. 28049-Madrid.
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Boron (B) is an essential micronutrient for plants. The optimal B supply required by plants is
found within a very narrow range. B levels above or below this optimum can cause B stress
(deficiency or toxicity) that is associated with detrimental effects on plant growth and
development. It is well known that Arabidopsis thaliana root architecture can be strongly
affected by boron stress; nonetheless, the signalling and regulatory mechanisms responsible
for root morphology alterations are not yet completely understood. One of the earliest effects
of boron stress is inhibition of primary root growth, including reduced root meristem size. This
root growth inhibition seems to be controlled by the action of plant hormones. Thus, it has
been described that B deficiency could alter auxin, ethylene and cytokinins distribution within
the root apex; By contrast, B toxicity leads to a response mediated by abscisic acid (ABA),
similarly to what happens under salt (NaCl) stress.
The post-embryonic root growth and development in A. thaliana relies on cell division and
differentiation processes that have to be properly balance. For instance, cell division actively
occurs at the apical meristem three days post-germination (3dpg). On the contrary, the
balance between cell division and cell differentiation is reached at 5 dpg in the root transition
zone. The fine tune regulation of cell division and cell differentiation in different root regions is
driven by plant hormones and the maintenance of hormone homeostasis is necessary to
ensure a proper root development.
Here, we hypothesize that the altered hormone homeostasis associated with B stress is
responsible for the changes observed in the root architecture of A. thaliana. In our
experiments we combine both boron and hormone gradients to assess this hypothesis. In
contrast with what has been reported before, our results indicate that some hormone and
hormone inhibitors are able to restore root growth to control conditions under boron
deprivation. For instance, when we applied 1-Aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic acid (ACC,
ethylene synthesis precursor) under B deficiency, we observed an increased root growth. Also,
the application of auxin inhibitors (such as TIBA, which blocks PIN recovery inside the cells)
caused a significant improvement of root growth. On the contrary, auxin treatment (using 1Naphthaleneacetic acid (1-NAA), a synthetic auxin) under control conditions, inhibited root
growth. Our results support the notion of the role of hormone homeostasis controlling B stress
response in plants what can be used towards the development of B stress tolerant crops.
Abreu et al. (2014). Plant Physiol Bioch, 77: 117-121.
Martín-Rejano et al. (2011). Physiol Plant, 142: 170-178.
Acknowledgments: Project funding by MINECO BIO2012-32796.
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Characterisation of Cd and Zn hyperaccumulation in Nocchaea
brachypetala from the Pyrenees
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Based on field analysis Noccaea brachypetala has been described as a Zn hyperaccumulator
but relatively few information is available on this species in comparison to the well described
N. caerulescens. The aim of this study was to analyze Zn and Cd accumulation by N.
brachypetala under both field and hydroponic conditions and to characterize the metalinduced alteration of the expression of genes related to metal hyperaccumulation. Based on
available information regarding the occurrence of Noccaea species in the Catalonian Pyrenees
a survey detected three populations of N. brachypetala . Soil analysis revealed that all three
populations occurred on non-metalliferous soil. Nonetheless, mineral analysis of field sampled
specimens revealed Zn shoot concentrations clearly in the range of hyperaccumulating species;
also Cd shoot concentrations were much higher than in non accumulating species despite the
very low concentrations in the natural soils. Hyrdoponic studies using plants derived from field
collected seeds confirmed the hyperaccumulation charater for both Zn and Cd in all
populations. Differences in the expression of the metal transporter genes HMA3, HMA4, and
MTP1 between N. caerulescens (Ganges) and N. brachypetala, and those amongst the N.
brachypetala populations suggest differences in metal tolerance strategies and their
effectiveness.
Acknowledgements: Supported by the Spanish MICINN projects BFU2010-14873/subprogramaBFI and
BFU2013-42839-R
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Effect of DMPP on yield and quality of fertigated lettuce
Marco Antonio Oltra Cámara, María del Carmen Rodríguez Hernández, Idoia
Garmendia López and Víctor Javier Mangas Martín
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Nitrogen is the most important and applied mineral nutrient for the development of
horticultural crops. Although its ammonium form is essential in the nitrogen cycle, its excess in
the soil may result in a microbial oxidation to nitrates, and due to its high mobility and leaching
is a major cause of contamination of aquifers and surface water. One of the strategies proposed
to alleviate this problem is the use of nitrification inhibitors such as 3,4-Dimethylpyrazole
phosphate (DMPP). DMPP applied in combination with nitrogen fertilizers inhibits the first step
of the nitrification, delaying the NH4+ oxidation to NO2- and so, reducing the risk of nitrate
leaching. Therefore, the aim of this study was to analyze the influence of different sources and
methods of application of nitrogen fertilizers in combination with DMPP on the production and
quality of iceberg lettuce (Lactuca sativa L. var. Capitata) and to quantify the nitrate
concentration in lettuce and soil.
A field test was conducted in Orihuela (Alicante) with drip irrigation from the River Segura. Six
treatments were tested based on differences in the application method, the amount of supplied
nitrogen and the nitrogen source. The application forms used were basal dressing, drip irrigation
and the combination of both. The doses of nitrogen fertilization compared were 134 and 167 kg
ha-1, and nitrogen sources were ammonium nitrate 34,5%, ENTEC® Solub 21% or ENTEC®
Nitrofoska® 14.
The results showed lower concentration of nitrates in lettuce whose nitrogen source contained
DMPP. The dose and nitrogen source added did not affect the concentration of nitrates in the
soil solution due to the low rainfall during the study. Finally, the fertilizer ENTEC® Nitrofoska®
14 as basal dressing improved growth of iceberg lettuce.
This work was supported by EuroChem Agro Iberia S. L.
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Micronutrient deficiencies are critical issues in the developing industrialized countries, and
result in severe impairments of human health and development. Particularly, Zn deficiency is
occurring in both crops and humans. Recently, has been proposed a complimentary solution to
mineral malnutrition and this complementary programme is known as biofortification. This
term has defined as the process of increasing the bioavailable concentrations of essential
elements in edible portions of crop plants through agronomic intervention or genetic
selection. Hence, there is considerable interest in breeding mineral-efficient crops that
produce high yields and accumulate minerals from infertile soils. On the other hand, nitrogen
(N) is an essential element for plant growth and development; however, due to environmental
pollution, high nitrate concentrations accumulate in the edible parts of leafy vegetables. In this
sense, Zn and N may show synergistic effects and the best yield could be obtained with the
optimum combination of both nutrients. It is therefore of great importance for growers to
combine optimum Zn and N rates to achieve optimum sustainable yields, improve product
quality, and minimize adverse environmental effects. For this, in the present work we make a
study of the different Zn supplementation (10, 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 µM) in a nitrate (NO3-)
hyperaccumulator plants i.e. Lactuca sativa cv. Phillipus, determining Zn and N concentration
well as nitrogen utilization efficiency (NUtE). In L. sativa was promoted an increased of Zn
concentration for all treatments with a maximum of 265 µg g-1 DW without reaching levels
considered to be toxic (> 300 µg g-1 DW). With respect to the permitted limits of nitrates in
lettuce leaf (no more than 4,500 mg kg-1 FW), we observe that the concentration of this
element was more lower (883-631 mg kg-1 FW) in all treatments with Zn. In general, an
increase on the Zn supplementation produced a reduction of NO3- concentration with the
concomitant increase of nitrate reductase (NR) activity, reduced N, total N concentration (TNC)
and NUtE, particularly when the treatment applied were 80 and 100 µM Zn. According to these
results, adequate application of Zn in a biofortification programme on the leaf of L. sativa, can
alleviate Zn deficiency in human intake and to encourage a reduction in nitrogen fertilizer
application into the environment.
Acknowledgments: This work was financed by the PAI program (Plan Andaluz de Investigación, Grupo de
Investigación AGR161) Granada, Spain.
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Effects of LeFRO1 gene silencing in Lycopersicon esculentum under Fe
deficiency
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To evaluate the dynamic role of the root Ferric Chelate-Reductase enzyme (FC-R) and to
identify possible alternative pathways of regulation of this activity an investigation was
conducted using Virus Induced Gene Silencing (VIGS) in order to silence the FRO1 gene (Ferric
Reductase Oxidase) that encodes the F-CR enzyme.
To generate a VIGS vector a 363 bp cDNA fragment of the Lycopersicon esculentum ferricchelate reductase (FRO1) sequence (genbank accession AY224079.1) was synthesized and a
Tobacco rattle virus (TRV)-based vector was used. The fragment of interest was cloned in the
genomic RNA2, downstream of the coat protein gene by the GATEWAY recombination system
generating the pTRV2-LeFRO1 clone which was introduced into Agrobacterium tumefaciens
strain C1C58 by electroporation. For VIGS assay, pTRV1 and pTRV2-LeFRO1 cultures were
grown in LB-medium containing 10mM MES buffer, 20 µM acetosyringone and the appropriate
antibiotics and grown at 28°C in an orbital shaker until an OD of 0.6 was attained.
Agrobacterium cells were then harvested and re-suspended in infiltration medium (10 mM
MgCl2, 10 mM MES and 100 µM acetosyringone) and the pH adjusted to 5.6 ready for agroinfiltration. Agro-infiltration was done on leaves with a needless syringe.
Four week old Lycopersicon esculentum plants of the cultivar ‘Cherry’ were transferred from
substrate into half-strength Hoagland's nutrient solution containing 0.5 µM of Fe as Fe-EDDHA
and left to grow for 10 days before agro-infiltration. After approximately four weeks plants
inoculated with the VIGS vector showed decrease in chlorophyll contents as measured with
SPAD apparatus (17 ± 3) compared to plants not inoculated with VIGS vector (29 ± 5). At this
stage root FC-R activity was also significantly lower in inoculated plants (26 ± 2 nmol Fe(II) min1 -1
g fresh weight - FW) compared to non-inoculated plants (31 ± 1 nmol Fe(II) min-1 g-1 FW). At
this time two different Fe treatments were imposed namely Fe10 (10 µM of Fe) and Fe0
(without Fe). Ten days afterwards non-inoculated plants grown without iron (Fe0) had
developed typical symptoms of iron chlorosis in the youngest leaves. Silenced plants continued
to show low SPAD values. Fe10 silenced plants recovered from Fe chlorosis but did not reach
values as high as plants of this treatment not inoculated.
Acknowledgments: This study was funded by the National Project (PTDC/AGR-PRO/3861/2012) from the
Fundacão para a Ciência e Tecnologia (FCT). F.G. is thankful to FCT for the PHD Grant
SFRH/BD/89521/2012.
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Copper is an essential element in aerobic organisms, but toxic when in excess. Global
expression analyses were performed in Oryza sativa (Nippombare) seedlings grown under
metal deficit and excess. Differentially expressed genes were checked by RT-PCR. The high
affinity copper transporter1 (OsCOPT1), as well as a significant number of genes involved in
iron homeostasis, including the ferritin (OsFER) and the ferredoxin were induced under copper
deficiency. However, genes involved in metal detoxification, such as the metallothionein
(OsMET) and the nicotiana synthase (OsNAS) were induced under copper excess.
To check whether overexpression of a high affinity copper transporter shows the
phenotype previously observed in A. thaliana (Andres-Colas et al, 2010), we have obtained O.
sativa transgenic plants overexpressing the A. thaliana COPT1 gene tagged with the HA
epitope under the 35S CaMV promoter. These plants are smaller than controls and their leaves
are less flexible. In these overexpressing plants we checked the expression of differentially
regulated genes obtained in the previously mentioned global analysis, which indicated that the
effects are exacerbated in the transgenic plants. Since Arabidopsis mutants lacking the high
affinity copper transporter 2 (copt2), are more resistant to the double deficiency of copper and
iron (Perea-García et al, 2013), we have checked the sensitivity of the O. sativa COPT1-HA
transgenic plants of to the double deficiency which, as expected, has been found to be more
sensitive than controls, both when grown in plates and in hydroponic media.
Andrés-Colás et al. (2010).Plant Physiol, vol 153: Page 170-184.
Perea-García et al. (2013).Plant Physiol, vol 162: Page 180-194.

This work has been funded by the Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness
(BIO2011-24848)
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The exudation of organic acid anions in response to Fe deficiency have been described for
several species including barley, wheat, cucumber, tomato, soybean, lupine and rape, among
others. The main organic acids reported in root exudates are citric, oxalic, malic, fumaric and
succinic but others have been found. The exudation has demonstrated to contribute to solubilize
Fe making it more available in calcareous soil and it is largely dependent on the nutritional status
of the plant. In a previous work, an increase in the oxalic root exudation in plants of 140 Ruggeri
rootstock after Fe supply was suggested based on results obtained in scanning electron
microscopy (López-Rayo et al. 2014). Thus, the importance of identifying organic acids in roots
exudates as one of the mechanisms contributing to Fe solubilization and assimilation in
grapevine is evident.
In the present work, root exudates were collected and identified for the first time in grapevine,
in 140 Ruggeri rootstock plants submitted the different Fe treatments (Fe-EDDHA, Fe-heme,
control- without Fe addition) in hydroponics at high pH.
The major organic acids quantified in the root exudates by HPLC were oxalic, tartaric, malic and
ascorbic acids. Other acids were identified (lactic, citric and fumaric acids) being present in low
amounts. Fe-sufficient plants presented higher concentration of tartaric acid in root exudates
than Fe–deficient plants. Intermediate values of ascorbic acid (reductant) in root exudates of
plants treated with Fe-EDDHA were recorded between Fe-absence and the Fe-heme plants,
showing the highest and the lowest values, respectively. This work demonstrated that both
organic acids are present in the root exudates and their production associated to the Fe status.

López-Rayo et al. (2014). Aust J Grape Wine R, 21, 135–142.
This work has been founded by FarproAgro (Italy) and the Spanish Project AGL2013-44474-R.
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High NO3- supply disrupts root and shoot metabolism and growth of
maize plants
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Nitrogen (N) is an important regulator of photosynthetic carbon (C) flow. N enrichment
increases the flow of newly fixed C into Krebs cycle intermediates and amino acids, while
decreasing the flux into starch and sucrose. Thus, an adequate balance between N and C
metabolism is needed for the correct plant development. To this regard, it has been proven
that an excessive N supply can alter this balance and cause alteration in some metabolites,
including phytohormones, which lead to a decrease in leaf expansion and overall biomass
production. However, the specific metabolic alteration induced by an excessive N apply is still
unclear.
The aim of this work is to analyze the impact of nitrate (NO3-) in N and C metabolism, and the
role of phytohormonal signalling. For this purpose, maize (Zea mays L. var Franki) plants where
grown for 45 days in a phytotron, under controlled conditions, and irrigated with modified
Hoagland solution containing 5 (control) or 15 NO3- mM (high dose).
In maize high NO3- increased N percentage, nitrate reductase (NR) and glutamine synthetase
(GS) activity, and total free amino acid content. Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase (PEPC) was
also activated, possibly to provide a carbon source for the amino acid synthesis, and its activity
was related to GS. Contrarily, a reduction of photosynthesis was observed, which occurred in
parallel with the decrease of several intermediates and precursors of the Krebs cycle, mainly 2oxoglutarate. The profile of plant hormones was also modified in plant supplied with high
nitrate levels, inducing an imbalance between the auxin and cytokinin content that
conditioned normal plant growth both in root and shoot. The inhibition of root development
was also related to low ACC and JA content, which showed a similar profile and whose changes
could be mediated by NR and PEPC activity. These alterations probably led to the synthesis of
some molecules as NO and to the downregulation of the polyamine pathway. These novel
results suggest that ACC and JA could be involved in the regulation of maize root development.
This research was supported by MEC-INIA and Fondos FEDER (grant RTA2010-00041-CO2-02)
and Grupo GV-IT326-10. Nuria De Diego was supported by POST-UP (CZ.1.07/2.3.00/30.0004).
Iñigo Saiz-Fernández had a fellowship from the UPV/EHU. Technical and human support by MC.
Sampedro and A. González, SGIker (UPV/EHU) is gratefully acknowledged.
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Relationship between external NH4 , pH and plant growth is determined
by the degree of sensitivity/tolerance to ammonium nutrition.
Berta Lasa1, Janaina Rodrigues1, Carmen González-Murua2, Cristina Cruz3, Pedro M
Aparicio Tejo1, Idoia Ariz3.
1
Dpto. Ciencias del Medio Natural. Universidad Pública de Navarra. Campus Arrosadía
31006 Pamplona.
2
Dpto. Biología Vegetal y Ecología. Universidad Pais Vasco. Barrio Sarriena 48940
Leioa.
3
Centre for Ecology, Evolution and Environmental Changes (CE3C). Faculdade de
Ciências da Universidade de Lisboa. Lisboa.
pmapariciotejo@unavarra.es
Due to the detrimental effects sustained by ecosystems arisen from excessive nitrogen (N)
fertilisation, mainly as nitrate (NO3-), the potential use of ammonium (NH4+) as N source for
agriculture has been reconsidered. However, the supply of NH4+ as sole N source lead to
harmful effects in a wide variety of plants and may cause, inter alia, poor biomass
accumulation and ion imbalance (Domínguez-Valdivia et al., 2008).Considering that pH of the
nutrient solution plays a key role in mineral nutrient absorption, the main objective of this
work was to examine the influence of external pH on plant growth and ion balance in two
plant species showing different sensitivity to NH4+, pea (tolerant species) and spinach plants
(sensitive species) grown with NH4+ as sole N source.
For this purpose, biomass, internal NH4+ contents and 15N of tissues were determined in 28day-old pea and spinach plants grown hydroponically with 2.5, 5, 7.5 and 10 mM of NH4+ for
pea and, 1.25, 2.5, 3 and 5 mM of NH4+ for spinach. This experimental design was conducted at
pH 6 and pH 8.
This experimental design let us to see relationships between external NH4+ supplied and plant
growth, as a tracer of NH4+ sensitivity, and their interactions with pH in the medium.
Both plant species showed different response to external pH and increasing NH4+
concentrations. On one side, spinach plants were sensitive to NH4+ to such an extent that their
growth impairment was similar in the entire range of concentrations of NH4+ tested. Thus, their
sensitivity was independent from external NH4+, pH and internal NH4+ contents. However, in
pea plants, pH plays a key role in the sensitivity/tolerance response to NH4+ nutrition. At pH 6,
increased plant biomass and low NH4+ accumulation in tissues were observed regardless of
external NH4+ concentrations. Meanwhile, at pH 8, plant growth depends on external NH4+
concentrations but not on the internal NH4+ contents. Thus, pea plants at pH 8 decreased their
growth as increasing external NH4+ concentrations were supplied.
The results will be discussed in terms of uptake, transport and accumulation of ammonium in
plants.
Domínguez-Valdivia et al. (2008). Physiol Plant, 132: 359-369
This work was supported by the Spanish National Research and Development Programme
(AGL201237815-C05-05).
J.R. acknowledge fellowship support from CAPES, processo 11903/13-9
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Inhibitors of nitrification, how could affect the germination?
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The inhibitors of the nitrification (IN) are composed that delay the transformation of ammonia
nitrogen in nitric for the bacteria of the soil. The aim of the study is to evaluate the effect of
the IN, DMPP (3,4-dimetilpirazol phosphate) and DMPSA (3,4 dimetilpirazol acid succinic) in
the germination of seeds of lettuce and watercress, since the continued use of inhibiting
sayings can do that is accumulated in the soil and to concern important processes as the
germination.
The trials were realized in Petri's plates by the presence of DMPP and DMPSA in different
doses. The application of I.N. acidifies the culture, with which the trials have realized with the
pH that it provides the inhibiting ones, pH 3,5, or fitting with sodium hydroxide to pH 6,0. The
plates put in chamber of growth to a temperature of 27°C, and spent a period of 5 days, to
calculate the index of germination (I.G.), as indicator of the possible toxicity of the IN.
The results obtained with seeds of watercress with adjustment of pH (pH=6), in presence of
the DMPSA were that the I.G. did not see affected in presence of this inhibitor in any of the
used concentrations. In presence of the DMPP it is possible to observe a decrease in the I.G. in
the D.R. x 10 with regard to the control. The germination without adjustment of pH (pH = 3,5)
is observed that both in presence of the DMPP and in presence of the DMPSA, there was a
decrease of the I.G. so much in the dose recommended like in the D.R. X10 with regard to the
control.
The results with seeds of lettuce with pH adjustment showed the presence of DMPP, the I.G.
presented a decrease in the treatment with D.R. x 10 with regard to the control and the D.R. In
presence of the DMPSA, the I.G. showed an increased significantly with the D.R. x10 with
regard to the control. The I.G. without adjustment of pH did not present differences between
treatments, when the inhibitor used was DMPSA, nevertheless, when used high dose of the
DMPP (D.R. X10) the I.G. decreased significantly with regard to the D.R. and control. In
conclusion, the I.G. is more sensitive to the DMPP than to the DMPSA.
This work was supported by the Spanish National Research and Development Programme (
AGL201237815-C05-05, AGL201237815-C02-02).
J.R. acknowledge fellowship support from CAPES, processo 11903/13-9
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Is it possible to mobilize Fe between strawberry leaves by applying
organic acids?
Teresa Saavedra1, Florinda Gama1, Maria A. Rodrigues1, José Paulo da Silva1, Pedro
José Correia1, Anunciación Abadía2, Amarilis de Varennes3, Maria da Graça Miguel1,
Maribela Pestana1
1
MeditBio, Universidade do Algarve, Faculdade de Ciências e Tecnologia, Campus de
Gambelas, 8005-139 Faro, Portugal;
2
Estación Experimental de Aula Dei, CSIC, Departamento de Nutrición Vegetal, 50080
Zaragoza. Spain;
3
LEAF, Instituto Superior de Agronomia, Universidade de Lisboa, Tapada da Ajuda,
1349-017 Lisboa, Portugal;
tmr.saavedra@gmail.com
Soil and foliar applications of synthetic iron (Fe) chelates are a common procedure to
overcome Fe deficiency in several horticultural crops. However, the associated environmental
and economic costs gave rise to the search of alternative methods and compounds. The aim of
this study was to analyze the re-greening pattern of chlorotic strawberry leaves after localized
leaf application of organic acids in two different types of leaves: i) mature green leaves and ii)
young chlorotic leaves.
Strawberry plants (Fragaria × ananassa Duch. cv ‘Diamante’) was grown in Hoagland nutrient
solution with two levels of Fe: 0 (Fe0) and 10 µM of Fe (added as Fe-EDDHA; Fe10) under
greenhouse conditions. The nutrient solutions were periodically aerated, the pH adjusted to
6.0 ± 0.2 and the electrical conductivity (EC) set to 2.2 ± 0.1 dS m−1 at the beginning of the
experiment.
After 21 days, plants growing without Fe (Fe0) showed typical symptoms of Fe chlorosis in
young leaves. A group of these chlorotic plants was then selected to assess the re-greening
pattern by brushing, either with malic acid (10 mM), citric acid (10 mM) or succinic acid
(10 mM) one mature or one young leaf per plant. Eight applications were done during two
weeks by brushing the two leaves pages. Regreening was monitored using a SPAD apparatus
and the results compared with the values obtained for control plants (Fe10). The SPAD values
were converted using a calibration curve previously established for this strawberry cultivar.
Plants were kept under the same experimental conditions.
After the end of the experiment the chlorophyll of brushed leaves (mature or young) were
compared with other leaves in the same plant and with leaves of control plants. The Fe
chelate-reductase activity was also determined in root tips. All treated leaves Showed an
increase in chlorophyll contents compared, as compared with plants growing under Fe0
conditions. However the measured contents do not reach the values of control plants (Fe10).
The results will be discussed in terms of Fe deficiency and mobility in plants.

Acknowledgements: This study was funded by the National Project (PTDC/AGR-PRO/3861/2012) from
the Fundacão para a Ciência e Tecnologia (FCT) and by the Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation
Project AGL2012–31988 cofinanced by FEDER. J.P.S. and F.G. are thankful to FCT for Grant
REEQ/717/QUI/2005 and for the PHD Grant SFRH/BD/89521/2012, respectively.
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MtYSL1: a putative metal transporter involved in Medicago truncatulaSinorhizobium meliloti symbiotic interaction.
Rosario Castro-Rodríguez1, Juan Imperial2 and Manual González-Guerrero1
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Leguminous plants are able to grow under nitrogen-limiting conditions by establishing an
endosymbiotic interaction with diazotrophic soil bacteria known as rhizobia. This interaction
results in root structures, nodules, where rhizobia are differenciated to bacteroids and
symbiotic nitrogen fixation (SNF) occurs (Van de Velde et al., 2006). Key enzymes involved in
SNF require metals as cofactor to carry out their catalytic activity such as nitrogenase,
leghemoglobin, cytochrome oxidase and superoxide dismutase. Previous results in Medicago
truncatula showed that metals have to be provided to the bacteroids by the host legume,
being released to the apoplast of zone II (infection/maturation zone) of the nodule (RodriguezHaas et al., 2013). It is known that Yellow Stripe-like (YSL) transporters mediate metal
trafficking from the root to sink organs, however, no information of the role of these
transporters in the context of SNF is available. Medicago truncatula YSL1 is a good candidate
to mediate this transport, since it reaches an expression peak in these organs. MtYSL1 was
localized around the vascular conducts of nodules and, in the root pericycle. MtYSL1
immunolocalization showed that it was embedded in the plasma membrane of non-infected
cells surrounding the vessels. These results suggest a role of MtYSL1 in metal delivery to M.
truncatula nodules.

Rodríguez-Haas B, et al (2013). Metallomics 5: 1247-1253
Van de Velde W, et al (2006). Plant Physiol 141: 711-720.

This work was supported by ERC Starting Grant (ERC-2013-StG-335284) and MINECO Grant
(AGL-2012-32974) to M.G-G and R.C-R was supported by FPI Fellowship from MINECO (BES2013-062674).
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MtZIP6 is a novel metal transporter required for symbiotic nitrogen
fixation in nodules of Medicago truncatula plants.
Ángela Saez1, Juan Imperial1,2 & Manuel González-Guerrero1
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Pozuelo de Alarcón, 28223 Madrid (Spain).
2
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E-mail: angela.saez@upm.es
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Symbiotic nitrogen fixation (SNF) carried out by the interaction rhizobia-legumes takes place in
legume root nodules. Many of the enzymes involved in SNF are metalloproteins that obtain
their metal cofactor from the host plant. Metals reach the nodule through the vasculature,
where they are released in the apoplast on the infection/differentiation zone (zone II) of the
nodule (Rodriguez-Haas et al., 2013). From there, these oligonutrients have to cross a number
of membranes to be used for metalloprotein synthesis (plasma membrane, endoplasmic
reticulum, symbiosomes,..). Although several proteins have been suggested to mediate metal
transport to the endosymbiotic nitrogen-fixing rhizobia (bacteroids), very little is known about
transporters that mediate metal uptake from the apoplast. Recently, we have identified
MtNramp1, the first iron transporter to mediate this uptake (Tejada-Jiménez et al., 2015).
However, other transporters must mediate zinc, manganese or copper uptake from the nodule
apoplast.
Transcriptomic studies in Medicago truncatula revealed that MtZIP6, a ZIP family member, had
a maximum of expression in the nodule. ZIP6 promoter::GUS fusions showed that MtZIP6
expression was confined to the nodule zone II, the region where metals have to be
incorporated from the apoplast. These results were also validated by immunohistochemistry in
nodule sections expressing MtZIP6 bound to 3xHA epitopes under the MtZIP6 promoter. This
experiment showed that MtZIP6 is very likely localized in the plasma membrane and confirmed
its expression in zone II of the nodule. Expression of MtZIP6 in Saccharomyces cerevisiae metal
transport mutants showed MtZIP6 as a divalent metal importer, capable of transporting zinc,
manganese, or iron. Loss of MtZIP6 function in M. truncatula knocked-down plants revealed a
reduced plant and nodule size, and a reduced nitrogenase activity in comparison to control
plants. Altogether these results suggest that MtZIP6 is an important element in the process of
symbiotic nitrogen fixation by its ability to transport metals through the plasma membrane of
the nodule cells.
Rodríguez-Hass,B, et al (2013). Metallomics 5: Page 1247-1253
Tejada-Jimenez M, et al (2015) Plant Physiol. Doi:10.1104/pp.114,254672
This work was supported by ERC Starting Grant (ERC-2013-StG-335284) and MINECO Grant (AGL2012-32974) to M.G-G.
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MYB15 transcription factor expression is affected under boron deficiency
in presence of ABA, EGTA and U73122 in Arabidopsis thaliana roots.
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Boron (B) is an essential element for vascular plants and its deficiency causes multiple effects
on the biochemistry and physiology of them. Nevertheless, it remains unknown how the B
deficiency signal is conveyed to the nucleus. Several hypotheses have been proposed to
explain this phenomenon; in this way, the relationship between B and calcium (Ca2+) is a field
of growing interest. Recently, it has been demonstrated that B deficiency affects the
expression of several Ca2+-related genes and increases the cytosolic Ca2+ levels in Arabidopsis
thaliana roots (Quiles-Pando et al., 2013). In addition, the transcription factor MYB15 was
overexpressed after 24 hours of B starvation (González-Fontes et al., 2013). Interestingly, it has
also been proposed the participation of transcription factors in the conveyance of the B
starvation signal.
The aim of this work was to determine how the gene expression of MYB15 was affected by the
presence of ABA, EGTA and U73122 (a phospholipase C inhibitor) under B deficiency in the
roots of A. thaliana to investigate a possible relationship between B, Ca2+ and this transcription
factor in the B-deficiency transduction pathway. For this purpose, both transcriptomic and
histochemical analyses were performed, using the wild-type line Col-0 and the pMYB15::GUS
transgenic line, respectively. Seedlings were grown in a nutrient solution supplemented with 2
µM boric acid and afterwards transferred to new media with (5 µM, 1 mM and 5 µM) or
without ABA, EGTA or U73122, in the presence (2 µM) or not of boric acid; after 6 or 24 hours
seedlings from each treatment were harvested for expression measurements.
Quantitative real-time PCR (Q-RT-PCR) analyses showed that the B-dependent expression
pattern of MYB15 was not affected by the presence of ABA; however, both EGTA and U73122
caused a massive increase in MYB15 expression.
GUS expression showed that the boron deficiency caused an overexpression of MYB15 in the
vascular cylinder. As for Q-RT-PCR, the addition of ABA did not affect the expression pattern;
however, both EGTA and U73122 caused its overexpression.
These results could indicate a possible role of MYB15 in the B deficiency transduction signal
pathway. Further analyses will be necessary to complete the investigation.
Quiles-Pando et al. (2013). Plant Physiol. Biochem. 65: 55-60
González-Fontes et al. (2013). Plant Sign. Behav. 8:11, e26114
Work supported by the Ministerio de Economía y Competitividad (BFU2012-37445) and Junta de
Andalucía (BIO-266 and P09-CVI-4721), Spain. The authors thank to Professor Daowen Wang (Chinese
Academy of Sciences) for supplying the transgenic seeds.
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Na+-dependent NO3- uptake in leaf cells of the seagrass Posidonia
oceanica (L.) Delile
Delia García-Pérez, Lourdes Rubio, María Jesús García-Sánchez and José Antonio
Fernández.
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delia.garcia.perez@uma.es
Posidonia oceanica (L.) Delile is an endemic Mediterranean seagrass of recognized ecological
significance and, as other seagrasses, this species has secondary adapted to live in the marine
environment. In this alkaline medium with a high Na+ concentration (0.5 M), the high inwardly
directed electrochemical potential gradient for sodium is used in the seagrass Zostera marina
to energize the uptake of nitrate1 and phosphate that usually occur at concentration below 10
µM. Here we summarize several evidences for the operation of a sodium-dependent highaffinity nitrate transport system at the plasma membrane of the mesophyll leaf cells of P.
oceanica.
Leaf cells of P. oceanica possess a H+-ATPase as a primary pump, exhibit a plasma membrane
potential (Em) of -174 ± 10 mV and show reduced Na+ permeability. The addition of micromolar
nitrate concentrations induces membrane depolarizations that show saturation kinetics. Curve
fitting of the values renders a semisaturation constant (Km) of 21.3 ± 6.6 M and a maximum
depolarization (Dmax) of 7 ± 1 mV. In dark conditions, Dmax decreases by fifty percent but no
significant effect is observed on the Km value. On the other hand, nitrate induced
depolarizations show sodium dependence. The depolarizations induced by 100 µM NO3- in
media containing increasing Na+ concentrations (from 0 to 250 mM) show saturation kinetics,
rendering a Km value of 16 ± 5 mM Na+. Moreover, the depolarization induced by 100 µM NO3is accompanied by a simultaneous increase of cytosolic sodium, measured by Na+-sensitive
microelectrodes, of 0.4 ± 0.2 mM above the resting cytosolic sodium concentration (17 ± 2
mM).
Finally, nitrate uptake rates, measured in depletion experiments, decreases by 50% and 80% in
dark conditions and in the absence of Na+, respectively, compared with control conditions (0.5
M Na+ and light).
All together, these results strongly suggest that NO3- uptake in P. oceanica leaf cells is
mediated by a high-affinity nitrate carrier that uses Na+ as the driving ion.
1
Rubio et al. (2005). J. Exp. Bot, 412: 613-622.
Project Funding: CTM 2011-30356. (MEC)
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Nitrogen, phosphorous or sulfur deprivation reduce LKT1-mediated lowaffinity K+ uptake in tomato plants
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Low-affinity K+ uptake in plants has been described to be mediated mainly by inward-rectifier
K+ channels operating at root epidermal and cortical cells. Molecular approaches have pointed
out to the Arabidopsis thaliana AKT1-like channels as the major contributor to low-affinity K+
uptake. Homologous of this type of channels have been described in many plant species
including tomato. Plants can adapt to the deprivation of the different essential nutrients by
inducing specific uptake systems. Recently, interactions among plant responses to the
availability of different nutrients have been described (Rubio et al., 2014; Schachtman and
Shin, 2007). Here we have studied the effect of NO3-, PO43- or SO42- deprivation on the
capability of low-affinity K+ uptake in tomato plants. The results show that when plants are
starved of NO3-, PO43- or SO42-, the rate of low-affinity K+ uptake is reduced. This occurs without
importantly affecting the K+ content of root cells. Real-time PCR quantification of the tomato
AKT1 homolog LKT1 mRNA show that a reduction in its transcript levels occurs in parallel with
the reduction of low-affinity K+ uptake when plants are subjected to nutrient deprivation. This
supports the idea that some components involved in nutrient sensing and plant responses to
nutrient availably are common for the different nutrients. It can be speculated that crosstalk
among the different signal cascades mediating plant responses to the different nutrient
availability may exists.

Rubio F, Fon M, Rodenas R, Nieves-Cordones M, Aleman F, Rivero RM, et al. Physiol Plant 2014;152:55870.
Schachtman DP, Shin R.. Annual Review of Plant Biology 2007;58:47-69.
This work has been funded by grant AGL2012-33504 from Ministerio de Economia y Competitividad and
an FPU Predoctoral Contract to R.R. from Ministerio de Educacion, Spain
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Phenomic approach to assess the plasticity of Medicago truncatula root
system architecture under different nitrogen nutrition
Raquel Esteban1, Beatriz Royo1, Mariana Rockenbach de Ávila2 and Jose Fernando
Moran1
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Ammonium (NH4+) and ureic based nutrition turns stressful to a wide number of plant species,
including important crops. One of the most dramatic plant adaptations to ensure adequate
nitrogen acquisition is the modulation of root system architecture (RSA) in response to nitrogen
supply. Although NH4+ tolerance mechanisms have been extensively studied, it is surprising that
a comparative analysis of root morphological responses to NH4+ supply has not yet been
conducted. Therefore, the objective of this work was to study the dynamic phenotyping of
Medicago truncatula roots during plant development under different nitrogen-based nutrition
(NO3-, NH4+ and urea) under axenic conditions. Medicago truncatula Gaertn. ecotype Jemalong
seeds were germinated in agar plates containing Fahraeus medium with phytagel as nutrient
solution. The quantification of root growth and architecture was performed with the semiautomated image analysis software SmartRoot1 by estimating growth rates, lateral root density
and branching angles. Root system was photographed each 4 days during 15 days. A complete
dataset was established containing a whole architectural description of the root system under
the different N sources. Our results indicate that important changes occurred in the
development and architecture of root system under the different nitrogen sources, as
differences in the main root elongation rate, total length of lateral roots and in the insertion
position from the root base. This systematic comparison of RSA responses to nutrient provides
a comprehensive view on the overall changes in root plasticity providing a solid basis for the
identification of regulatory steps in the root developmental program. Indeed, exploiting the
plasticity of root development, together with an increasing understanding of mechanisms
underpinning efficient N uptake and throughput tools to phenotype these traits will help
breeders achieve this goal.
1

Lobet et al (2015) Plant Phys, 22: DOI:10.1104/pp.114.253625

This work was supported by the grant AGL2010-16167 from the Spanish Ministry of Science and
Innovation. B. R. is a holder of a PhD fellowship from the Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation. R.E.
received a JAE-Doctor grant from the Spanish Research Council (CSIC).
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Polyphenol-iron interactions and iron-chlorosis recovering
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Iron chlorosis is a plant nutritional disorder often observed in calcareous soils that negatively
affects agricultural production. Low bioavailability of iron in soil is typical of Mediterranean
areas and limits its absorption, transport and assimilation by plants. To ensure the desired
agricultural productivity, massive application of iron chelates has been a common practice.
However, the rapid soil immobilization and/or leaching from the root zone, requires the
systematic application of these materials. The environmental as well as economic impacts
associated to synthetic iron chelators applications motivated the development of alternative
approaches to overcome the problem of iron chlorosis.
Polyphenols are widely-distributed in plant and related materials. The hydroxyl groups of some
polyphenol compounds grant them the ability to form chelates with metal ions. The formation
of iron chelates can bring iron into the soil solution making it bioavailable. Polyphenol
solutions and extracts have therefore the potential to reduce iron chlorosis.
In this work we present results of the interaction between Fe(II) and several organic acids and
polyphenol compounds. The binding was followed by Uv-vis absorption and emission
spectroscopies and by electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS). The stoichiometry
of the chelates/complexes was obtained and the binding constants determined. We will also
present preliminary results on the recovery of chlorotic plants after application of organic acids
and polyphenols.
Acknowledgements: This study was funded by the National Project (PTDC/AGR-PRO/3861/2012) from
the Fundacão para a Ciência e Tecnologia (FCT) and by the Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation
Project AGL2012–31988 cofinanced by FEDER. J.P.S. is thankful to FCT for Grant REEQ/717/QUI/2005.
F.G. is thankful to FCT for the PHD Grant SFRH/BD/89521/2012.Project funded by the National Project
from the FCT (PTDC/AGR-PRO/3861/2012).
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Regulation of copper transporters of the CTR family in mycorrhizal maize
roots
Paola Vargas, Tamara Gómez-Gallego, Celia Mingorance, Marina Barranco, Nuria
Ferrol
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Arbuscular mycorrhiza (AM) is a mutualistic symbiosis established between some soil-borne
microscopic fungi belonging to the Glomeromycota phylum and most land plants. These fungi
provide their host plants with an efficient supply of low-mobility mineral nutrients, mainly
phosphorus and some micronutrients such as Cu and Zn. Thanks to the hyphal network they
develop in the soil, AM fungi acquire nutrients not only for their own needs but also for
delivering them to the host plant. In return, the plant supplies the fungus with carbon
compounds. Although an extensive body of knowledge exists on the mechanisms of phosphate
transport in the symbiosis, nothing is known about the underlying mechanisms of copper
transport. Copper is an essential micronutrient that participates as a redox active cofactor in
multiple biological processes, including mitochondrial respiration, photosynthesis, oxidative
stress protection and iron transport. In eukaryotic organisms, Cu transport to the cytoplasm is
mediated by the conserved CTR/COPT family of high-affinity Cu transport proteins. The aim of
the present work was to gain an insight into the mechanisms of Cu transport in the AM
symbiosis by characterizing the plant and fungal CTR transporters. The symbiotic association
established between maize and the AM fungus Rhizophagus irregularis was used in this study.
Mycorrhizal and non-mycorrhizal plants were fertilized with a nutrient solution with or without
Cu. Mycorrhizal plants had higher Cu content than their non-mycorrhizal counterparts. In nonmycorrhizal plants, Cu content in shoots was not affected by the presence of Cu in the nutrient
solution; however, a significant decrease was observed in shoot Cu content and mycorrhizal
colonization of the mycorrhizal plants fertilized without Cu. Searches in the maize and R.
irregularis genome databases led to the identification of a family of four CTR-type Cu transport
proteins in maize (ZmCOPTs) and three in R. irregularis (RiCTR1-3) (Tamayo et al., 2014).
Functional analysis of these transporters in a Saccharomyces cerevisiae strain lacking CTR
transporters and expression patterns of the ZmCOPT and RiCTR genes will be presented and
discussed.
Tamayo et al. (2014). Front. Plant Sci., doi: 10.3389/fpls.2014.00547
This research was supported by the Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitivity (Project AGL201235611). Tamara Gómez-Gallego was supported by a Ph.D. contract from the Spanish Ministry of
Economy and Competitivity.
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SPAD versus chlorophyll-a fluorescence induction measurements to
study the efficacy of 57Fe chelates and complexes applied to soybean
plants in soil culture

02

Clara Martín-Fernández1, Ádám Solti2, Viktória Czech2, Krisztina Kovács3, Ferenc
Fodor2, Agustín Gárate1, Lourdes Hernández-Apaolaza1, Juan J. Lucena1
1
Agricultural Chemistry Department, Universidad Autónoma de Madrid, Francisco
Tomás y Valiente Nº 7, 28049 Madrid, Spain
2
Department of Plant Physiology and Molecular Plant Biology, Eötvös Loránd University,
Pázmány Péter lane 1/C, 1117 Budapest, Hungary
3
Laboratory of Nuclear Chemistry, Institute of Chemistry, Eötvös Loránd University,
Pázmány Péter lane 1/A, 1117 Budapest, Hungary.
clara.martin@uam.es
Soil application of synthetic chelates is the most effective way to correct iron deficiencies in
crops. Chelates are usually expensive and nondegradable products, so biodegradable IDHA
chelating agent has been tested (Rodríguez-Lucena et al, 2010). However, Fe complexes derived
from natural products are also used to correct Fe deficiencies. SPAD index is useful to compare
the chlorophyll content of leaves among treatments. Chlorophyll-a fluorescence induction
measurements of leaf samples have also been developed to determine the photosynthetic
efficiency of the plants (Barócsi et al, 2009). In this work, the SPAD index is compared to
fluorescence measurements and the efficacy of fertilizers from different sources is assessed in
relation to the Fe nutritional status of soybean plants treated with IDHA/Fe, o,oEDDHA/Fe and
Fe complexes Gluconate and Lignosulfonate.
Treatments based on low dose of o,oEDDHA/57Fe, IDHA/57Fe, and 57Fe complexes Gluconate and
Lignosulfonate were applied after induction of iron chlorosis in plants, and compared to two
groups of control plants: without Fe addition (C-) and with normal o,oEDDHA/57Fe application
(C+). SPAD index was measured twice a week, while fluorescence was measured in the 3 rd leaf
stage once at 4 days after treatments application (DAT), using FMM Chl a fluorometer (Barócsi
et al, 2009). Dry weight, total Fe, Mn, Zn and Cu, and 57Fe was determined in plants and soil
phases at 7 and 21 DAT.
SPAD at 3 DAT shows that C+ plants have the highest values. Among treatments, o,o-EDDHA/57Fe
was the most effective. Gluconate treated plants present the lowest result, but without
statistical differences with IDHA/57Fe, Lignosulfonate/57Fe and C- plants. These results are in
good agreement to data from fluorescence measurements, which indicate that the
Gluconate/57Fe treatment is the less effective in regenerating the photosynthetic apparatus in a
short period of time. The photosystem II activity increased for all treatments respect C-,
indicating a recovery from chlorosis in a short period of time after the application. Control+ and
plants treated with low o,o-EDDHA/57Fe have a higher content of iron in leaves from the fertilizer
at the first sampling time (7 days). IDHA/57Fe, Gluconate/57Fe and Lignosulfonate/57Fe treated
plants present similar amount of Fe from the fertilizer, different from Control- plants. These data
are related to SPAD index measurements at first sampling time.
Barócsi et al. (2009). Photosynthetica 47:104-111.
Rodríguez-Lucena et al. (2010). J Plant Nutr Soil Sci 173:120-126.
Financial support: ERA Chemistry Project MCI-EUI2009-04156 and OTKA NN-84307.
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Tricarboxylic acid cycle anaplerotic enzymes involvement in nitrogen
assimilation in response to atmospheric CO2 enrichment.
Izargi Vega Mas1, Joseba Sánchez Zabala1, Daniel Marino1,2, Carmen González
Murua1, José María Estavillo1, Mª Begoña González Moro1
1

Plant Biology and Ecology Department. University of the Basque Country UPV/EHU
Apdo. 644. 48080 Bilbao, Spain.
2
Ikerbasque, Basque Foundation for Science, Bilbao, Spain.
mariabegona.gonzalez@ehu.es

Plant response to long-term high CO2 exposure is mediated, among others, by sourcesink interactions in the plant, N availability and the N source. The lack of C skeletons is
considered a limiting factor to succeed under ammonium nutrition. To enhance C
supply in this work we grew tomato (cv. Agora Hybrid F1) plants under both ambient
and elevated CO2 concentration (400 and 800 ppm CO2) and nitrate or ammonium
nutrition as N source (7.5 and 15 mM), with the objective to study the role of
tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle enzymes in the replenishment of C intermediates for the
N assimilation process. Carbon metabolizing enzyme activities (phosphoenolpyruvate
carboxylase, malate dehydrogenase, NAD(P)-malic enzyme, isocitrate dehydrogenase)
were determined in roots and leaves, together with different N and C metabolites.
Under elevated CO2, where the photosynthetic C assimilation was improved,
anaplerotic C metabolizing enzymes were downregulated in leaves under both
nitrogen nutritions (7.5 mM). This downregulation by elevated CO2 was accentuated in
ammonium-grown leaves, probably due to ammonium assimilation impairment related
to N-uptake limitation as consequence of a stomatal closure. At the root level,
photosynthesis improvement also had an effect on C metabolism. Under nitrate
nutrition, PEPC, MDH and NADP-ME were induced at 7.5 mM and elevated CO2. This
could indicate a role of these enzymes to increase the capacity to provide C skeletons.
At 15 mM N, PEPC, MDH and ICDH were induced only at ambient CO2, suggesting that
this activation was not necessary when plants grew under elevated CO2. In contrast,
under ammonium nutrition the induction of TCA anaplerotic enzymes observed at 15
mM and elevated CO2 would support an enhanced amino acid synthesis needed due to
high tissue ammonium accumulation, mainly in roots.
Acknowledgments: Projects AGL 2012-37815-C05-O2 and IT-526-10. Izargi Vega Mas
was holder of a PhD fellowship by the Basque Government.
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Activities of oxylipins as regulators of cell wall-based defense
Ruth Marcos 1, Yovanny Izquierdo 1, Tamara Vellosillo3, Verónica Aguilera 1, Tomas Cascón T. 1,
Mats Hamberg 2, and Carmen Castresana1.
1
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Division of Physiological Chemistry II, Deparment of Medical Biochemistry and Biophysics,
Karolinska Institutet, S-171 77 Stockholm, Sweden.
3
Energy Biosciences Institute, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA
2
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Plant oxylipins are a class of lipid signals involved in regulating plant development and
immunity. Recent studies demonstrate the importance of the 9-LOX and alpha-DOX oxylipin
pathways in the defence mechanisms activated by Arabidopsis following infection by
hemibiotrophic bacteria in which these oxylipin pathways participate in the three layers of
defence -pre-invasion, apoplastic and systemic defence- triggered by plants to prevent
Pseudomonas syringae pv tomato DC3000 infection. Our studies also showed high 9-LOX and
alpha-DOX levels activity in roots of untreated Arabidopsis plants and the participation of the
9-LOX pathway in the defence mechanisms of roots against pathogen attack. In these defense
responses, oxylipins were found to act as regulators of oxidative stress, lipid peroxidation,
hormone homeostasis and cell wall integrity. Moreover, our results showed that the defensive
responses and cell wall modifications caused by 9-LOX products are under mitochondrial
retrograde control. In accordance with the role of 9-LOX in plant defense, the characterization
of a series of noxy mutants (non-responding to oxylipins) insensitive to the 9-LOX products,
9-hydroxyoctadecatrienoic acid (9-HOT) and 9-ketooctadecatrienoic acid (9-KOT) revealed that
a high percentage of oxylipin-insensitive mutants were altered in their response to virulent
Pseudomonas. Moreover, the location of noxy mutations at loci encoding mitochondrial
proteins indicated the participation of this organelle in the establishment of robust immunity.
Additional experiments with mutants defective in brassinosteroids (BRs), a class of plant
hormones necessary for normal plant growth and cell wall integrity, demonstrate that 9-LOXderived oxylipins activate cell wall-based defense responses by inducing BR signaling.
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Integrated responses of arbuscular mycorrhizae to nutritional and biotic
stresses: new challenges in metabolic and molecular studies

Victor Flors 1, Pilar Troncho2, Jordi Gamir3, María J Pozo4, Paloma Sanchez-Bel1,
Gemma Camañes5, Miguel Cerezo1.
1
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Ciencias Agrarias y del Medio Natural, Universitat Jaume I, Castellón, Spain.
2
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3
4

Department of Biology. University of Fribourg. Switzerland.
Department of Soil Microbiology and Symbiotic Systems, Estación Experimental del

Zaidín (CSIC), Granada, Spain
5

Bioquímica y Biotecnología, Plant Physiology Section, Department of Ciencias Agrarias

y del Medio Natural, Universitat Jaume I, Castellón, Spain.
Mycorrhizal plants are extremely sensitive to environmental challenges. In fact, the plantfungal symbionts –arbuscular mycorrhizas (AM)- react faster against stress and are more
tolerant to drought or salinity. Recently, we showed that arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF)
can also confer resistance against the necrotrophic fungus Botrytis cinerea, so called
mycorrhiza-induced resistance (MIR), although the molecular mechanisms underlaying
mycorrhiza-induced resistance are poorly understood. Tomato plants colonized with the AMF
Rhizophagus irregularis display enhanced resistance by accumulating callose in the penetration
points. AM leaves develop smaller necrotic lesions holding reduced fungal biomass in the
leaves. In addition to callose, a plethora of metabolic changes take place in AMF colonized
plants. Some specific changes are located in the oxylipin pathway that shows several
intermediaries over-accumulated in the AM upon infection. AMs react by accumulating higher
levels of zeatin and some phenolics such as ferulic acid and chlorogenic acid. Transcription
analysis supported a key role of the LOX pathway in the shoot suggesting that R. irregularis
stimulates mobile signals in the root upon B. cinerea infection in the shoot.
Interestingly, plants that have suffered a short period of nitrogen starvation seem to react
reprogramming its metabolic and genetic responses by prioritizing abiotic stress tolerance. In
consequence, plants subjected to nitrogen starvation become more susceptible to B. cinerea
and in addition, MIR is severely affected although still functional. Many metabolites and
genetic responses that were either over-accumulated or over-expressed during MIR are
repressed or reduced when tomato plants are depleted of N during 48h prior infection.
This results highlight the beneficial roles of AMF in crop plants by promoting induced
resistance not only in optimal nutritional conditions but also buffering the susceptibility
triggered by N starvation.
This work was financially supported by the Spanish ministry MINECO AGL2012-39923 and by the Plan de
Promoción de la investigación of the Universitat Jaume I P1.B 2013-68.
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Analysis of a plant complex resistance gene locus underlying immunerelated hybrid incompatibility and its occurrence in nature
Rubén Alcázar 1, Maarten Koornneef 2, Jane E. Parker 3
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Department of Natural Products, Plant Biology and Soil Science. Faculty of Pharmacy.
University of Barcelona. Spain.
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In plants, naturally evolving disease resistance (R) genes can cause autoimmunity when
combined with different genetic backgrounds. This phenomenon, called immune-related
hybrid incompatibility (HI), leads to growth inhibition and fitness loss due to inappropriate
activation of defense. HI likely reflects different evolutionary paths of immune-related genes in
nature. We have examined the genetic architecture of a complex R locus present in a Central
European accession (Ler) which underlies HI with Central Asian accessions of Arabidopsis
(Alcázar et al. 2014). We show that expression of one gene (R3) within the Ler cluster of eight
tandem R genes (R1–R8) controls the balance between growth and defense but that R3 needs
at least one other co-acting member within the R locus to condition HI. We traced the R1–R8
haplotype to a local population of Ler relatives in Poland where it also underlies HI with
Central Asian accessions. Occurrence of the incompatible haplotype in ~30% of genetically
diverse local individuals, suggests that it has not arisen recently and has been maintained
through selection or drift. Co-occurrence in the same population of individuals containing
different R genes that do not cause HI provides a basis for determining genetic and
environmental forces influencing how plant immunity genes evolve and diversify.
Alcázar et al. (2014). PLoS Genet 10: e1004848
Funding:
1. Ramón y Cajal Program (RYC-2011-07847) of the Ministerio de Ciencia e Innovación (Spain)
2. Programa Estatal de Fomento de la Investigación Científica y Técnica de Excelencia (BFU2013-41337P) (Ministerio de Economía y Competitividad, Spain)
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Early Arabidopsis Responses to Tetranychus urticae Feeding: Local vs.
Systemic Responses
Cristina Rioja1,2, Vladimir Zhurov1, Miodrag Grbic1,2, Vojislava Grbic1,2
1
Department of Biology, University of Western Ontario, London, Ontario, Canada
2
Instituto de Ciencias de la Vid y del Vino, ICVV (CSIC-UR-CAR) Logroño, La Rioja, Spain
criojall@uwo.ca
The two-spotted mite Tetranychus urticae (TSSM) is a major agricultural pest able to feed on a
wide range of plant species by sucking the content of individual mesophyll cells. Plants respond to
TSSM attack by inducing the expression of defense genes, mostly regulated by jasmonic acid (JA).
Although plant-herbivory interactions have been widely studied, the perception of herbivory at
the site of feeding and its systemic transmission to the rest of the plant is unknown. We dissected
early Arabidopsis defense responses against TSSM by comparing LOCAL (leaves where mites are
feeding) and SYSTEMIC (tissues from infested plant but where no mites are feeding)
transcriptomes in a time-course experiment. LOCALLY, we show an induced expression of defense
genes within 30 min of mite feeding, a response that overlaps with wounding. For SYSTEMIC
responses, we find a general down-regulation of transcription programs in a response that differs
from systemic responses to wounding. Comparison of systemic responses after wounding and
TSSM attack showed that both depend on JA-signalling, but that different JA-regulated programs
are activated. Systemic TSSM-induced responses are regulated by the ERF-JA branch that
integrates ethylene and JA signals, while systemic wound-induced responses are regulated by the
antagonistic JA-branch, mediated by MYC2. These findings suggest that plants mount different
systemic responses to TSSM and wounding. It is unclear if these differences result from mites’
ability to manipulate the plant defenses or if the plant distinguishes between mechanical
wounding and TSSM herbivory. Experiments aimed in resolving these mechanisms will be
presented.

Acknowledgements:
This project was funded by the Government of Canada through Genome Canada and the Ontario Genomics
Institute (OGI-046) and Ontario Research Fund - Global Leadership in Genomics and Life Sciences (GL2-01035).
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Studying gene repression mechanisms in the galls induced by phytoendoparasitic nematodes
Javier Cabrera, Marta Barcala, Fernando E. Díaz-Manzano, Rocío Olmo, Carmen
Fenoll and Carolina Escobar
Facultad de Ciencias Ambientales y Bioquímica, Universidad de Castilla-la Mancha,
Toledo 45071, Spain
Javier.CabreraChaves@uclm.es
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Plant endoparasitic nematodes constitute a major threat for agriculture due to their impact on
plant productivity and to the gradual banishment of effective, but contaminant chemical
nematicides used for their control. Among them, root-knot nematodes (Meloidogyne spp.)
induce in the roots of their hosts a pseudo-organ called gall, caused by the proliferation of
vascular cells and the hypertrophy of cortical cells. It contains the nourishing cells for the
nematode, giant cells (GCs). GCs constitute a new cell type characterized by their large size
after experiencing repeated mitosis with partial cytokinesis and by the acquisition of transfer
cell-like characters as well as an accelerated metabolism.
Using laser capture microdissection, we obtained the transcriptomes of laser microdissected
early-developing GCs induced by M. javanica in Arabidopsis and tomato (Barcala et al., 2010;
Portillo et al., 2013). Surprisingly, a hallmark of GCs in both species was the massive repression
of genes in the GCs, not shared with transcriptomes from whole galls. The functional relevance
of this repression was demonstrated by the overexpression of a peroxidase, repressed in
tomato GCs, which resulted in a decrease in nematode infection. Among the induced genes in
Arabidopsis GCs we found miRNA172d and miRNA390a. Therefore, we analyzed the expression
of othergenes from the miRNA172a-d family under nematode infection. miRNA172c and
miRNA172d promoters were activated specifically in the roots in galls and GCs as well as in a
small group of cells in the root tip. Functional studies with MIMICRY lines indicated a role for
miR172 during the interaction. Moreover, we found that TOE1, target of miRNA172a-e, was
repressed in the same GCs transcriptome and it seems to be also functionally involved in the
plant-nematode interaction. Similar results were found for miR390a and their regulated TAS3derived tasiRNAs.
These results encouraged us to address the massive sequencing of the small RNA population
present in early developing galls induced by M. javanica in Arabidopsis as compared to
uninfected roots. It indicated that the sRNAs of 24 nucleotides sequences (corresponding to
Repeat-associated-small-interfering RNA), also implicated in gene silencing, were highly
induced and differentially expressed compared to the uninfected tissue. All these results could
explain, at least partially, the massive gene repression observed in the GC transcriptomes.
Barcala et al. (2010). Plant J., 61(4):698-712.
Portillo et al. (2013). New Phytol., 197(4):1276-90.
This work was supported by grants from the Spanish Government (AGL2010-17388, AGL2013-48787,
CSD2007-057, PCIN-2013-053) and the Junta de Comunidades de Castilla-La Mancha (PEII-2014-020-P).
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Viral strain-specific differential alterations in Arabidopsis developmental
patterns
Flora Sánchez1, Pilar Manrique1,2, Carmen Mansilla1, Pablo Lunello1,3, Guillermo
Rodrigo4, Silvia López-González1, Pablo González-Melendi1, Santiago F. Elena4, John
Walsh5, Fernando Ponz1 (fponz@inia.es)
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Intimacy of plant development has been classically approached through the use of genetic
mutants altered in specific developmental stages with or without pleiotropic effects. Mapping
mutations and isolating altered genes have allowed an impressive progress in the
characterization of developmental processes and the underlying hierarchy of the genes
involved. Integrating the bits of information provided by the characterization of the specific
mutants often requires the generation of multiple mutants within the same plant line.
As obligate intracellular pathogens, viruses normally pirate pre-established molecular and
cellular pathways to complete their life cycle. This extremely close relationship has been
instrumental in the discovery and characterization of fundamental processes of cellular and
molecular plant physiology, such as macromolecular trafficking between cells or gene
silencing, for example. When infecting plants, viruses often induce the appearance of
symptoms in the infected host. The damage to plant production has been a major guide in the
characterization and study of plant virus symptoms. However, virus infections frequently
induce major alterations in plant developmental patterns, an aspect of the interaction hitherto
mostly oversighted. Deeping insights into this aspect of plant infections can in fact be an
alternative way to approach the study of plant development from a global, integrated
standpoint, rather than the ‘specific mutant gene approach’ traditionally used.
We have extensively studied the pathosystem Arabidopsis/Turnip mosaic virus to approach
plant developmental alterations. Two different strains of this agriculturally relevant potyvirus
induce very different alterations in the normal plant developmental pattern, almost in totally
opposite directions of alteration. Our characterization has included several major areas of
research such as detailed descriptions of the alteration patterns, mapping their viral
determinants through the generation of infectious inter-strain viral chimeras, identifying major
players in the plant genome mediating the alterations, and the main cellular processes
affected. Although several developmental traits are under study, our major focus so far has
been flower stalk development. Our results have shown that very simple mutations in a nonstructural viral protein of unknown function can alter dramatically the correct development of
flower stalk, and relate this development to the alteration of the endomembrane trafficking
system, having an impact on the right vasculature formation in the forming stalk. The
transcriptomic characterization of the process reveals the importance of highly-connected
genes in the Arabidopsis interactome, with a special relevance of calcium-sensing proteins.
Using viruses as exploring tools of plant development should provide unexpected integrative
views of underlying processes.
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Zinc synergistically enhances the JA-ET dependent signalling pathway in
compatible and incompatible interactions of Arabidopsis with Alternaria
brassicicola
Catalina Cabot, Berta Gallego, Soledad Martos, Mercè Llugany, Juan Barceló, Charlotte
Poschenrieder
Universitat de les Illes Balears; Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona; Universitat
Autònoma de Barcelona; Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona; Universitat Autònoma de
Barcelona; Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona
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Metal stressors trigger signalling pathways that share common elements with those elicited by
biotic stresses. This can lead to an enhancement of plant defence responses. This work
examines the role of Zn in the compatible and incompatible interactions of Arabidopsis thaliana
with Alternaria brassicicola. Arabidopsis wild ecotype Col-0 and the camalexin-deficient mutant
pad3-1 were cultured in 25% Hoagland solution containing 0,5 or 10.5 µM ZnSO4. Five weeks
after the Zn treatments were initiated half of the plants in each treatment were inoculated with
A. brassicicola. After 5 days, Col-0 inoculated plants showed lesions that remained localised to
the fungal inoculation site. In contrast, pad3-1 inoculated plants developed spreading necrotic
lesions. Accordingly, A. brassicicola growth, measured as the relative expression of the A.
brassicicola housekeeping gene, ACT, was 50x higher in pad3-1 than in Col-0 inoculated plants.
The relative expression of PDF1.2, a gene marker of the JA-ET-dependent signalling pathway,
greatly increased in response to A. brassicicola infection (6- and 290-fold in Col-0 and pad3-1
respectively). Moreover, high Zn synergistically enhanced the expression of PDF1.2 (12- and 155fold in Col-0 and pad3-1, respectively). The relative expression of CHIB, another marker gene of
the JA-ET-dependent signalling pathway, was neither affected by high Zn supply nor by A.
brassicicola infection in Col-0. Contrastingly A. brassicicola infected pad 3-1 plants showed
expression values 30-fold higher than controls. Furthermore, high Zn additionally enhanced the
expression of this gene (14-fold). High Zn supply did not affect the relative expression of PR1
and BGL2, gene markers of the SA-dependent signalling pathway, and these markers were only
slightly enhanced by A. brassicicola inoculation in pad 3-1. Relative expression of VSP2 and LOX2,
gene markers of the JA-signalling pathway, was higher in pad3-1 than in Col-0; with the high Zntreated inoculated plants giving the highest values. These results support a synergistic role for
Zn in the plant defence against necrotrophic fungi by enhancing the JA-ET signalling pathway.
This work was supported by the Spanish Government projects BFU2010-14873 and BFU2013-42839-R.
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Characterization and functional analysis of a tomato α,β-hydrolase gene
responsive to mycorrhization
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During the establishment and formation of the Arbuscular Mycorrhizal (AM) symbiosis, hormones
perform an important role (Gutjahr, 2014). Many studies have confirmed that colonization of
tomato plant roots by arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi is associated with the regulation of genes
directly involved in the metabolism of isoprenoid plant hormones, such as abscisic acid (ABA),
strigolactones (SLs) and gibberellins (GAs).
At this respect, we suggest that a tomato α,β-hydrolase induced during mycorrhization (GarcíaGarrido et al., 2010) encodes a protein that might act as a receptor of a compound with hormonal
activity, regulating the formation and establishment of the Arbuscular Mycorrhiza in tomato.
The protein codified by this tomato α,β-hydrolase gene shares high homology with some other
α,β-hydrolase proteins (D14 and D14-like) that bind strigolactones or karrikin compounds,
respectively. Catalytic triad of the binding pocket is also conserved, suggesting that the ligand of
the tomato protein could be similar to these hormonal compounds. We checked the binding
ability of AM responsive tomato α,β-hydrolase protein to some strigolactone and karrikin
analogues by isothermal titration calorimetry, but only slight interaction was found. Hydrolytic
activity associated with the expected binding pocket of the tomato α,β-hydrolase was confirmed
with mutant proteins for the hypothetical catalytic triad by performing thin layer
chromatography.
In addition, we characterized functional mycorrhization of tomato roots transformed by
Agrobacterium rhizogenes. The results show that α,β-hydrolase RNAi roots presented an increase
in the percentage of root colonized by the AM fungus as well as in the intensity of the
micorrhization and the formation of arbuscules.
In conclusion, our results suggest that the tomato α,β-hydrolase responsive to AM is involved in
the regulation of the colonization of the roots by the AM fungi and the formation of the
arbuscules. Particularly, it is very probable that this α,β-hydrolase codifies for a receptor of
compounds with structural similarity to strigolactones and karrikins. However, further research is
needed to elucidate the role of this gene during the mycorrhization process and the formation of
the AM in tomato.
Gutjahr C. (2014). Curr Opin Plant Biol, 20: 26-34.
García-Garrido JM, et al. (2010). MPMI, 23: 651–664.
This study was supported by grants from CICYT and FEDER through the Ministerio de Economía y
Competitividad in Spain (AGL2008-00742; AGL2011-25930) as well as the Junta de Andalucía (Research
Group BIO 260).
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Development and characterization of the defense response of new table
grape cultivars resistant to Erysiphe necator by pyramiding Run1 and
Ren1 loci through traditional breeding
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Arce-Johnson2
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Programa de Doctorado en Ciencias de la Agricultura, Facultad de Agronomía e
Ingeniería Forestal, Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile. Becario CONICYT.
2
Laboratorio de Biología Molecular y Biotecnología Vegetal, Departamento de Genética
Molecular y Microbiología, Facultad de Ciencias Biológicas, Pontificia Universidad de
Chile.
meagurto@uc.cl
The grapevine (Vitis vinifera) is the fruit species with the major production in Chile,
corresponding to the world’s largest exporter of table grapes. Powdery mildew is one of the
most economically important diseases that attack the grapevine. Its etiological agent is the
biotrophic fungus Erysiphe necator, an obligate pathogen of the Vitaceae family that attacks all
plant green tissues by using its nutrients, reducing photosynthesis and affecting growth,
leading to important detrimental effects in grape yield and quality. Its control implies cultural
and mostly chemical techniques. Nowadays, there is a global need to reduce or even avoid
chemical control of diseases affecting vegetables and fruit production, becoming relevant the
use of natural sources of resistance to grape powdery mildew in breeding programs. In this
context, this work aims to the development of potential new V. vinifera cultivars, with natural
long lasting resistance to grape powdery mildew, and characterize its defense response.
For this, Run1 and Ren1 dominant loci, responsible for this resistance, have been used. Run1
and Ren1 have been found in the North American species Muscadinia rotundifolia and the Vitis
vinifera cultivar 'Dzhanzhal kara' from Central Asia, respectively. We selected four segregant
plants carrying Run1 and Ren1 dominant resistance loci, by using four molecular markers that
cosegregate with the resistance characteristic. We also used two commercial table grape
cultivars as parental lines in controlled crosses. We obtained 602 segregant plants from 6
different progenies.
The obtained segregants were assessed to direct E. necator infection by inoculating leaves to
identify resistant phenotypes. We identified around 67% resistant segregants. After the
marker assisted selection, several Run1Ren1 genotypes were identified. In these potential new
cultivars resistant to grapevine powdery mildew, we histochemically studied the resistance
mechanism by analyzing cell death, accumulation of reactive oxygen species and fungus
proliferation, among others. We also studied some molecular aspects of the defense response
given by Run1 and Ren1 resistance loci.
Acknowledgments: Grape Breeding Program - Consorcio Tecnológico de la Fruta S.A., Milennium
Nucleus for Plant Functional Genomics, PhD Program in Agricultural Sciences PUC and CONICYT
Graduate Fellowship.
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Effect of endophytic bacteria on Tomato plants (Lycopersicon sculentum)
Clara de la Osa1, Francisco Javier Ollero2, Manuel Megías2, José A Monreal1
1
Departamento de Biología Vegetal y Ecología, y 2Departamento de Microbiología,
Facultad de Biología, Universidad de Sevilla, Avenida Reina Mercedes nº 6, 41012
Seville, Spain
cdelaosa@us.es
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Endophytic microorganisms are fungi or bacteria colonizing different plant tissues such as
leaves, roots, stems or even fruits. Considerable amount of information exists on endophytic
fungi but bacteria are less investigated for their metabolic potential in plants (1). In this work
we have investigated the effect of the inoculation of tomato plants (Lycopersicon sculentum)
with endophytic bacterias isolated from rice paddies of the Guadalquivir river marshes in
Andalucia (South Spain). We analyzed different factors related to plant defence and stress
(catalase, ascobate peroxidase, malondialdehide, PR genes expression), secondary metabolites
(lycopene), photosynthesis and growth parameters to test whether some of these endophytic
microorganisms could be used regularly in agriculture

1.

Brader et al (2014). Current Opinion Biotech 27:30-37

This research was supported by Ministerio de Investigación y Ciencia OPN-INNPACTO. Proyecto IPT2011-0989-060000
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Evaluation of severity of Curvularia geniculata on Medicago sativa cv.
Crioula in Southern Brazil.
Mariana Avila1, Gerarda da Silva1, Tamyris Nunes1 , M. Dall’Agnol1,, Raquel
Esteban2,Beatriz Royo2 , José F. Morán2, José A. Martinelli1
1
Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, Porto Alegre, Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil.
2

Institute of Agrobiotechnology, IdAB-CSIC-UPNA-Government of Navarre, E-31192

Pamplona, Spain
marianaravila@gmail.com
Despite Alfalfa (Medicago sativa) is known worldwide as “Queen of Forages”, this species has
some requirements for achieving high production and persistence. The low persistence of this
forage could be associated, in part to foliar diseases. Alfalfa stands out from other forage
legumes species, however, it is susceptible to attack by more than 70 different types of
pathogens. As initial screening, we have performed a broad evaluation of pathogenicity and
infection severity of the major fungal diseases occurring on alfalfa cultivar Crioula in two
extreme regions of Rio Grande do Sul, Southern Brazil. Seven fungi were diagnosed with “high
frequency”, but only Alternaria alternata and Curvularia geniculate were pathogenic
(identification was confirmed by Biological Institute of Sao Paulo after confirmation Koch’s
Postulates). The main objective was to conduct a preliminary test for the evaluation of the
resistance of Alfalfa to Curvularia geniculate leaf disease. The experiment was conducted in a
private farm in the Serra Region of Rio Grande of South State (largest region for alfalfa
production) using the Crioula cultivar (more adapted). The experimental plots were 3x3 meters.
Alfalfa plants were inoculated in the vegetative stage on an average height of 50 cm during
October, 2014 (spring) with conidial suspension of 106 conidia per ml. To promote a moist
environment and the germination of the spores a plastic bag was placed around and on top of
the plants immediately after inoculation in the field, for 24 hours -. The evaluation was carried
out for 15 days after inoculation and the percentage of leaf area damaged in inoculated leaves
was visually estimated (average/plant), with the lesions varying from 0 to 100% . Statistical
analyzes were performed with the aid of R statistical software (R Core Team, 2013).The results
indicated that there were 30% of infested plants in the plots with a diverse percentage of leaf
damage. The region of study is characterized as hot and humid, which maybe contributed to the
germination of Curvularia geniculata spores. From this result many studies are being conducted
with the purpose of selecting plants resistant to this pathogen.
Bibliographic references:
R Core Team (2013). R: A language and environment for statistical computing. R Foundation for
Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria. ISBN 3-900051-07-0. URL http://www.R-project.otg/.
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Gibberellin-to-abscisic acid balances regulate arbuscule formation during
the process of arbuscular mycorrhizal development in tomato
José Manuel García-Garrido1, José Ángel Martín-Rodríguez1, Raúl Huertas1, Tania HoPlágaro1, Danuše Tarkowská2, Veronika Turečková2, Jutta Ludwig-Müller3, and Juan
Antonio Ocampo1
1.- Department of Soil Microbiology and Symbiotic Systems. Estación Experimental del
Zaidín (EEZ), CSIC. Calle Profesor Albareda nº1, 18008 Granada, Spain.
2.- Laboratory of Growth Regulators, Institute of Experimental Botany AS CR and
Palacký University, Šlechtitelů 11, CZ-783 71 Olomouc, Czech Republic.
3.- Institut für Botanik, Technische Universität Dresden, Zellescher Weg 20b, 01062
Dresden, Germany.
josemanuel.garcia@eez.csic.es
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Abscisic acid (ABA) and gibberellins (GAs) modulate the formation of the arbuscular mycorrhiza
(AM) in tomato (Herrera-Medina et al, 2007; Martín-Rodríguez et al, 2014). Morphological,
analytical and genetic studies were done in order to evaluate the cross-talk between GAs and
ABA during the formation of AM symbiosis between Rhizophagus irregularis AM fungus and
tomato. The negative effect of the application of GA3 on arbuscule abundance is partially offset
by treatment with ABA. The transcripts levels of GAs biosynthetic genes responsive to AM
were negatively affected by exogenous ABA treatment in mycorrhizal plants. Also, ABA
attenuated the expression of GA-responsive GAST1 and increased the expression of GA2ox4, a
GA-catabolic gene. The application of both ABA and a GA biosynthesis inhibitor rescued the
arbuscule abundance in the ABA-deficient sitiens mutant. Moreover, the application of GA3
attenuated this positive effect, suggesting that the impairment of arbuscule formation under
ABA-deficiency conditions is attributable to an ABA/GAs imbalance in roots. In addition, a
negative mutual impairment of hormonal content in mycorrhizal roots was demonstrated. In
summary, our results represent the first evidence of a dependent and antagonistic link
between ABA and GA which regulate arbuscule formation during the process of arbuscular
mycorrhizal development in tomato.
Herrera-Medina MJ, et al., (2007). New Phytol 175, 554–564.
Martín-Rodríguez JA, et al. (2014). Physiol Plantarum (doi: 10.1111/ppl.12274).
This study was supported by grants from CICYT and FEDER through the Ministerio de Economía y
Competitividad in Spain (AGL2008-00742; AGL2011-25930) as well as the Junta de Andalucía (Research
Group BIO 260).
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Homospermidine synthase implication in the salt stress response of
common bean root nodules
Miguel López-Gómez1, Libertad Cobos Porras1, Jürgen Prell 2 and Carmen Lluch1
1
Departamento de Fisiología Vegetal, Facultad de Ciencias, Universidad de Granada,
Campus de Fuentenueva s/n, 18071, Granada, Spain
2
Soil Ecology, RWTH Aachen, Aachen, Germany
mlgomez@ugr.es
Polyamines (PAs) are low molecular weight aliphatic compounds found in a wide range of
organisms including plants and bacteria. Common PAs such as putrescine, spermidine and
spermine have been proposed as a new category of plant growth regulators involved in a
variety of physiological processes. Additionally PAs are also implicated in the protection
against of a wide range of environmental stresses including salinity. In plant cells, PAs occur as
free bases but may be also covalently linked to small molecules to form soluble conjugated
PAs. Legumes root nodules which can fix atmospheric nitrogen as result of the symbiotic
interaction with soil bacteria known as rhizobia, contains a variety of PAs some of which are
nodule specific and synthesized by the rhizobia. One of this uncommon PAs is
homospermidine, found in nodules of Phaseolus vulgaris as the most abundant together to 4aminobutilcadaverine (López-Gómez et al. 2014). The synthesis of both unusual PAs in root
nodules of P. vulgaris is catalyzed by Homospermidine synthase in the bacteroids, utilizing
cadaverine supplied from the host legume cells.
In order to determine the involvement of these nodule specific uncommon PAs in the response
to salt stress, we generated a mutant strain of Rhizobium tropici CIAT899 impaired in the
synthesis of homospermidine by the insertion of a Ω Spec cassette in the Homospd synthase
gene (Rt899 Hss::Ω, Spcr). Plants of P. vulgaris inoculated with Rhizobium tropici CIAT899 and
the mutant strain Rt899 Hss::Ω, Spcr were submitted to 100 mM NaCl 4 days before harvest.
Parameters related to the nitrogenase activity, responsible for the nitrogen fixation in the
nodules, showed a strong inhibition by the salinity and a reduction in the control plants
inoculated with the mutant strain due to the decrease of the nodular mass which would
indicate a role for homospermidine in the nodule development. Nodule PAs content displayed
significant differences depending on the rhizobial strain, with depleted levels of
homospermidine and 4-aminobutilcadaverine and increased levels of putrescine and
cadaverine in nodules of plants inoculated with the Rt899 Hss::Ω, Spcr strain. These results
confirm that the synthesis of these uncommon polyamines in the nodule would be dependent
on the putrescine and cadaverine supplied by the plant to the bacteroids. Together with the
previous data, other data concerning PAs metabolism in nodules will be discussed in the
communication.
López-Gómez et al. (2014). Phytochem, vol: 107 32-41
This

work was supported by the Andalusian Research Program (AGR-139) and the MINECO grant
AGL2013-42778P
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Induced resistance in pepper against Phytophthora capsici by vanillyl
nonanoate, a Fo47 crude elicitor and a Bacillus-based product
Tania García1, Marta Lois1, Javier Veloso1 and José Díaz1
1
Grupo de Investigación de Fisioloxía e Aplicacións das Plantas (FISAPLANT),
Departamento de Bioloxía Animal, Bioloxía Vexetal e Ecoloxía, Facultade de Ciencias,
Universidade da Coruña, Campus de A Coruña, 15071 A Coruña, Spain
josefv@udc.es
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Phytophthora capsici Leon. is a destructive pathogen of pepper (Capsicum annuum L.) causing
Phytophthora root rot. The aim of this study was to test several treatments as inducers of
resistance in pepper against this pathogen, as well as search for their mode of action. The
inducers were 1) vanillyl nonanoate, a non-pungent analogue to capsaicinoids (secondary
metabolites present in hot pepper fruits that previously were shown to induced resistance by
Veloso et al., 2014), 2) an autoclaved extract of the biocontrol fungus Fusarium oxysporum
isolate Fo47 (Veloso and Díaz, 2012), and 3) Verticibel, a commercial bioestimulant product
consisting in Bacillus sp. The three treatments reduced the severity of symptoms of the disease,
namely 22.4% by application of vanillyl nonanoate, 23.7% by the Fo47 crude elicitor and 20.7%
by Verticibel. The mode of action of vanillyl nonanoate and the Fo47 crude elicitor were studied
by biochemical and gene expression methods, as well as the use of inhibitors. In the case of
vanillyl nonanoate, the compound induced the peroxidase activity and reinforcement of cell
walls with lignin. The expression of a gene involved in ethylene biosynthesis (CaACO1) was
slightly enhanced and the ethylene inhibitor MCP abolished the vanillyl nonanoate-induced
resistance. The expression of the CaAOS gene, involved in jasmonate biosynthesis was
repressed, and the jasmonate biosynthesis inhibitor ibuprofen caused an induction of resistance
similar but not additive to vanillyl nonanoate. Vanillyl nonanoate caused an increase in the burst
of H2O2 after P. capsici inoculation, whereas DTT (a H2O2 scavenger) abolished the vanillyl
nonanoate-induced resistance. The results suggest that vanillyl nonanoate induces systemic
resistance against Phytophthora root rot by means of lignification and peroxidases, through
pathways regulated by JA, ethylene and H2O2. In the case of the Fo47 crude elicitor, preliminary
results demonstrate that the elicitor also induced resistance against the same pathogen in bean,
related to β-1,3-glucanase and peroxidase activities. Gene expression analysis of pepper plants
is in progress to know more about Fo47 crude elicitor mode of action.
Veloso, J. and J. Díaz (2012). Plant Pathol., 61: 281-288.
Veloso, J. et al. (2014). Plant Biol., 16: 177-185.
Acknowledgements
This research was funded by the Xunta de Galicia (Project 10MRU103009PR).
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Influence of arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi and treated wastewater on
water relations and leaf structure alterations of Viburnum tinus L. plants
María José Gómez-Bellot1, Pedro Nortes1, María Fernanda Ortuño1, Cristina Romero1,
Nieves Fernández-García2 and María Jesús Sánchez-Blanco1.
1
Department of Irrigation, CEBAS-CSIC, P.O. Box 164, 30100 Espinardo-Murcia, Spain
2
Department of Stress Biology and Plant Pathology, CEBAS-CSIC, P.O. Box 164, 30100
Espinardo-Murcia, Spain
mjgb@cebas.csic.es
Nowadays, the irrigation with low quality water is becoming an alternative to satisfy the needs
of crops. The application of arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) could be a suitable option in
order to mitigate the negative effects of this kind of water. Nevertheless, plant responses
depend, among others, on the species selected, type of AMF, degree and duration of both
stress and recovery periods. In this work, during forty weeks, the combined effect of Glomus
iranicum var. tenuihypharum and two types of water: Control, C, EC< 1.2 dS m-1 and Reclaimed
Water, RW (with EC: 4 dS m-1 during a first saline period and EC: 6 dS m-1 during a second saline
period) was evaluated for laurustinus plants (Viburnum tinus L.) transplanted in soil. This was
followed by a recovery period of eight weeks, when all the plants were irrigated in the control
irrigation conditions. During both periods, gas exchange, stem water potential (Ψstem),
volumetric water content in the soil (Ɵv), were evaluated. In addition, the leaf structure
alterations and the dynamic of leaf hydraulic conductance (Kleaf) at the end of the stress period
were also evaluated. Throughout the second saline period, the high salinity increased the Ɵv in
the soil and decreased both Ψstem and stomatal conductance (gs) values in RW plants. Leaves
from RW plants showed a significant thicker mesophyll than Control leaves as a consequence
of high EC. The area of palisade parenchyma (PP) increased while the area of spongy
parenchyma (SP) decreased in RW leaves respect to the C leaves. These structural changes
could be considered as a strategy to maximize photosynthesis potential in saline conditions.
Mycorrhizal inoculation improved the water status of RW plants by increasing their Ψstem and
gs values. As regards leaf structure, AMF showed an opposite effect to salinity. AMF also had a
positive effect in well watered plants, as a consequence of a stimulation of physiological
parameters. At the end of recovery period, hardly any statistical differences of physiological
parameters were found between treatments, although a tendency to improve them was
observed in inoculated plants. In any case, the leaf structural changes and the great reduction
in Kleaf observed at Ψleaf below -1.5 MPa would constitute an important mechanism for
laurustinus plants to reduce the water loses produced by salinity.

This work was supported by the Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation (AGL 2011-30022-C02-0102) and Fundación Séneca (15356/PI/10).
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Lipid and hormonal profiling reveals a link between vitamin E
composition, fatty acid accumulation and jasmonates in plant responses
to biotic stress
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Vitamin E plays an essential role in photoprotection, but it is not known to what extent
alterations in its composition can affect response to biotic stresses. The response to bacterial
and fungal attack of the vte1 mutant of Arabidopsis thaliana, which lacks α- and γ-tocopherol,
was compared to that of the vte4 mutant, which lacks α- but accumulates γ-tocopherol, and
the wild type. Lipid and hormonal profiling was employed to assess the underlying cause of the
differential phenotypes. When grown under controlled, low-light conditions, both mutants
exhibited greater lipid peroxidation in response to the avirulent Pseudomonas syringae strain
but had no effect on the kinetics of cell death and resistance. In contrast, both mutants
exhibited reduced resistance when infected with Botrytis cinerea. In the presence of B.
cinerea, α-linolenic acid levels in the free fatty acid fraction were reduced due to metabolism
to form jasmonates, but were maintained or increased in the mutants. There was a
concomitant delay in B. cinerea-induced jasmonic acid biosynthesis consistent with the
compromised resistance in the mutants. We conclude that tocopherols play a role in plant
responses to biotic stress by modulating membrane fatty acid composition and allowing the
correct deployment of jasmonic acid signaling. Future work should focus on the impact of
physical and biological factors in the environment on this modulation.
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Molecular parallels between lateral roots, galls formed by root-knot
nematodes and callus formation
Fernando E. Díaz Manzano1, Javier Cabrera1, Marta Barcala1, Rocío Olmo1, Carmen
Fenoll1 and Carolina Escobar1
1
Facultad de Ciencias Ambientales y Bioquímica, Universidad de Castilla La Mancha,
Avenida Carlos III, s/n, 45071, Toledo, Spain

Carolina.Escobar@uclm.es

Nematodes are a major agricultural pest worldwide that causes losses of 60 billion euros per
year. Among the most harmful are Meloidogyne spp. (root-knot nematodes; RKN). They induce
5-8 feeding cells, giant cells (GCs), inside a root swell called gall. Several evidences point to
parallels between the signalling cascades leading to gall and GC formation to that of lateral
root (LR) and/or callus development: the resistance to M. incognita of the auxin-insensitive
tomato mutant dgt, which lacks LRs, as well as the similarities in the expression of plant
transcription factors (e.g. Medicago truncatula homologues to PHANTASTICA and Class I
knotted, Mt-phan and Mt-knox-1, respectively) and cell cycle regulators during development of
galls, LRs and nodules. Further molecular confirmation comes from the enrichment of 3 days
post infection galls and GCs transcriptomes (Barcala et al., 2010) in genes characteristic of LR
initial cells and to the identification of a molecular transducer specific for the xylem poles
pericycle LR initial cells following auxin responses, LBD16 (Cabrera et al., 2014); a transcription
factor also expressed in galls, GCs, induced by nematode secretions and crucial for gall and GC
formation. This supports the view that RKNs may at least partially ‘hijack’ plant transduction
pathways leading to LR formation.
LBD genes are also relevant during callus formation, as ectopic expression of LBD16, LBD17,
LBD18, LBD29 is sufficient to trigger spontaneous callus formation in Arabidopsis. In silico
analysis of those genes co-regulated with LBD16 in different RKNs transcriptomes from
Arabidopsis, showed that they are integrated in signalling cascades mediated by auxins not
only during LR, but during callus formation, a particular feature of RKN feeding sites distinct to
the cyst nematodes. Those results provide also a molecular link between gall/GCs
development and callus formation. Finally, loss of function lines, as well as the promoter
activation of several genes crucial for LR formation, have been evaluated after Meloidogyne
spp. infection. Reproductive and infective parameters, together with GC phenotyping
confirmed the parallels between the signal transduction pathways involved in the initiation of
LRs and galls/GCs development.
Barcala et al. (2010). Plant J., 61(4):698-712.
Cabrera et al. (2014). New Phytol., 203(2):632-645.

This work was supported by grants from Spanish Government (AGL2010-17388, AGL2013-48787,
CSD2007-057, PCIN-2013-053) and Junta de Comunidades de Castilla-La Mancha (PEII-2014-020-P).
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NH4+: from nutrient to inducer of resistance
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NH4+ is a paradoxical nutrient ion, because despite being a major N source and an important
intermediate in many metabolic reactions, high concentrations of this ion in soil or nutrient
solution can lead to an “ammonium syndrome”. Besides, sublethal concentrations of NH4+
induces a mild stress condition that primes the defence response system by stress imprinting,
conferring protection against subsequent stress. NH4+ nutrition induces phenotypical response
similar to stress-induced morphogenetic responses (SIMRs) (Fernández-Crespo et al., 2012).
It´s commonly accepted that ROS, and especially H2O2, act as signal molecules involved in
acclimatory signaling and trigger tolerance against various stress conditions.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of NH4+ as an inducer of resistance in two different crops
and against abiotic and biotic stress.
In citrus plants, we provide evidences that NH4+ nutrition confer resistance to salinity by
priming abscisic acid (ABA) and polyamines, and also by enhancing H2O2 and proline basal
content (Fernández-Crespo et al., 2012). Activation of the response related to SIMRs due to
NH4+ toxicity produces the “acclimation stage”, which leads to better adaptation to subsequent
salt stress.
In tomato plants, NH4+ nutrition induces a strong resistance against Pseudomonas syringae
(Pst) by induction of several changes in the main defence signaling pathways and H2O2
accumulation. Particularly, we found that N-NH4+ tomato plants display basal ABA
accumulation and induction of the expression of ABA gene marker, Asr1. Moreover, ABA role
in NH4+ induced resistance (NH4+-IR) against Pst was also revealed and further confirmed by the
use of ABA deficient mutant, flacca since this mutant showed impaired NH4+-IR. These results
demonstrate the importance of the activation of this hormonal pathway to complete NH4+-IR
against Pst.
In conclusion, in two different models of study, citrus-salinity and tomato-Pst, we focused our
attention in a common events induced in the plants by NH4+ nutrition for the establishment of
acclimation stage. Both crops displayed higher H2O2 and ABA accumulation. Until now, only the
importance of ABA signaling pathways in salinity stress is clear, but its role in biotic interaction
is controversial. However, we demonstrate that the activation of this signaling pathways and
H2O2 accumulation are key events in acclimatory stage induced by NH4+. The importance of this
new induced resistance resides in its effectiveness in two different crops as well as against
biotic and abiotic stress situation.

Fernández-Crespo et al. (2012). J. Plant Physiol. vol: 169 (12) pp 1183-1191
Fernández-Crespo et al. (2014) Trees-Struct Funct. 28 (6) pp. 1693-1704
Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness (AGL2013-49023-C3-2R)
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Peroxidase 1A1 involvement in Capsicum annuum resistance to
Phytophthora capsici.
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We analysed the interaction of two varieties of Capsicum annuum (CW sensitive and SCM
resistant) to the pathogen Phytophthora capsici in order to discover the basis for resistance in
the SCM variety. In our assays of stems inoculated by decapitation we observed a a defence
response involving a necrotic zone, an intermediate zone and a healthy zone. We measured
the length of necrosis (Ln) over time, noting differences between varieties. In SCM stems,
necrosis stops after six days, proving that this variety is capable of arresting the advance of the
oomycete. In CW plants, in contrast, necrosis continues to spread until it affects the whole
stem and the plant dies. Ln is therefore inversely related to resistance.
The intermediate zone contains the plant’s defence front, with active cells. Here, we
studied the pathogen’s penetrative capacity. We collected 200micras-thick sections along
stems of both varieties and analysed them to measure pathogen growth over time. After 3
days, P. capsici reached section 29 in CW, whereas in SCM it only reached section 4. After 6
days, it only penetrated 2 further sections in SCM, whereas in CW it invaded the stem fully,
with no pathogen arrest observable.
Also in the intermediate zone, we analysed genes differentially expressed between
varieties, using the subtractive hybridisation technique (SSH). We obtained 3700 clones of
which 108 were sequenced, aligned in 29 contig. One of the EST corresponding to clon 1A1,
has 676 pb and exhibits a similarity of 85% with a nucleotide sequence of Solanum
Lycopersicum when using the Blastn tool and the NCB databases. It is 84% similar to the
protein CAC42086.1 (putative peroxidase of Solanum tuberosum) when elicited by
Phytophthora infestans). Comparison with other databases revealed similitude with 1FHF
peroxidase (PDB), with StPrx02 (PeroxiBase) and with the SGN-E507044 gene (SolGenomics
Network). These data as a whole allow us to conclude that EST 1A1 corresponds to a
peroxidase, which we named 1A1 and which can be related to the defence reaction triggered
in the SCM variety against the pathogen. Among other mechanisms, the 1A1 peroxidase
mediates reinforcing of the walls by lignifications. This is the first time that a peroxidase gene’s
role in resistance is documented in the C. annuum interaction with P. capsici.
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Uncovering Molecular Mechanisms of Spider Mite-Plant Interphase
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The two-spotted spider mite, Tetranychus urticae, is an ubiquitous polyphagous arthropod that
feeds on a remarkably array of plant species, with more than 150 of economic value. Spider
mites feed by puncturing the plant parenchyma cells and sucking out their content. In addition
to their extreme polyphagy, T. urticae has a tendency to develop resistance to a wide battery
of acaricides which makes this pest a major challenge in agriculture. Spider mite has been
considered a model species because of its rapid life cycle, the genome availability and the fact
they can be easily rear in the laboratory. Furthermore, there are no crop cultivars resistant to
spider mites, and with the climate change and the mite ability to multiply even faster in high
temperatures, they have become a significant threat to cause severe reduction in crop yields.
The main aim of our research is to understand plant responses at the different levels
(perception, signalling and final defence molecules) that confer resistance to spider mite
feeding and to apply the knowledge obtained through basic science as a potential new avenue
for spider mite-pest control. The general goal of this project is being developed by an
international consortium, GAP-M (Genomics in Agricultural Pest Management,
http://www.spidermite.org/gapm/?page_id=2), in which the different members are focused
on partial and complementary objectives.
The natural variation in susceptibility to spider mite damage among Arabidopsis (Zhurov et al.
2014) and tomato (Martel et al. 2015) accessions and the use of functional genomics
techniques enabled us to select several candidate genes putatively involved in plant defense
against spider mites. Currently, some of these genes are being characterized from a
biochemical and molecular point of view and their plant protein partners are being identified.
Besides, using transgenic plants, the capability of these genes to confer resistance to the plant
against the spider mite attack is being tested. The results obtained will allow us to unveil the
physiological pathways involved in the defense function of these genes, as well as to check
their efficacy to be used as biotechnological tools.
Martel et al. (2015). Mol Plant Microbe Interact vol: 28 Page 343-361
Zhurov et al. (2014). Plant Phys vol: 164 Page 384-399
Project and fellowship funding by the Ministerio de Economía y Competitividad (AGL2011-23650;
Subprograma JDC to M.E.S. and FPI to B.V-A), by the Government of Canada through Genome Canada
and the Ontario Genomics Institute (OGI-046) and by Ontario Research Fund (GL2-01-035).
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Cell wall thickness and chloroplast distribution at the crossroad: an
evolutionary trade-off between photosynthesis and desiccation
tolerance?
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Photosynthesis can be limited by CO2 diffusional and biochemical constraints. Among the first,
limitations associated to stomatal regulation are best known, but recent results of our
research groups and others have shown that mesophyll conductance (gm) limitations are as
important or in some cases even larger than stomatal and biochemical limitations. Although
the determinants of gm remain mostly unknown, there some evidence in higher plants that cell
wall thickness (cwt) and chloroplast form, size and distribution (particularly the total surface of
chloroplasts exposed to intercellular air spaces, Sc/S) are among the factors regulating gm at
the anatomical level.

04

A preliminary survey of phylogenetically-different terrestrial photosynthetic organisms,
including hornworts, liverworts, mosses, ferns and seed plants shows that cwt and Sc/S
strongly and negatively co-vary, an evolutionary tendency is suggested consisting of lowering
cwt and increasing Sc/s and photosynthetic capacity from non-vascular organisms to seed
plants.
Such trade-offs are intriguing and deserve further studies to disentangle whether it is a really
evolutionary trend or it is an indirect consequence of plants growing in different environments
or displaying different life forms. To achieve this goal, we plan to undertake a broader
comparison including a large number of species within each group, with inter-group
differences in habitat – including species from extreme habitats like desert or alpine
environments – and life forms. As desiccation tolerance is more frequent in the more primitive
groups than in seed plants and cell walls and chloroplasts are involved in desiccation tolerance,
we specifically hypothesize that there is a trade-off between photosynthetic capacity and
desiccation tolerance sustained at least partially by intracellular anatomical differences among
plants.
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Towards a new plant cuticle model
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Most aerial plant organs are covered with an extra-cellular layer named cuticle, which plays
multiple protecting roles and prevents plants from desiccation. The plant cuticle has
conventionally been perceived as an “independent, hydrophobic” layer which is located over
the external cell wall of epidermal cells. During the last century, various studies were carried
out to characterize the chemical composition and structure of the cuticle from comparatively
few species and organs. These results provided insight into the major chemical and structural
heterogeneity of plant cuticles. However, the relationship between cuticle chemical
composition and ultra-structure remains unclear to date and has been tackled as such only in
four research papers to date. Knowledge on cuticle chemical composition and structure is the
cornerstone for developing plant surface permeability models concerning the diffusion of, for
example, water, solutes or gases.
With the aim of analyzing the potential link between chemical composition and structure
experiments were performed with intact leaves and isolated, adaxial leaf cuticles of three
model species, namely: Eucalyptus camaldulensis, Eucalyptus globulus and Ficus elastica.
Cuticles were microscopically (by transmission (TEM) and scanning electron microscopy (TEM))
and spectroscopically (Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy, FTIR) analysed, either as intact
tissues or after lipid extraction. Cuticular lipids (waxes and cutin) were gradually extracted and
identified by gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS).
The organic soluble compounds (waxes) and cutin monomers extracted and determined by
GC-MS could not be assigned to a certain ultra-structural pattern and arrangement in cuticle
transversal sections. The Ficus leaf cuticle appeared to have a significant cutan proportion and
its structure was only slightly susceptible to the lipid extraction methods applied. By contrast,
for the 2 eucalypt species the process of cutin de-polymerization subjecting the tissues to
methanolysis made it possible to observe a cellulose network resembling the cell wall, with
different structural patterns in the regions ascribed to the cuticle proper and cuticular layer,
respectively.
Our results suggest that it is key to select appropriate model species and organs when
attempting to establish a link between cuticle chemistry and internal structure. In this regard,
the presence of cutan in Ficus leaf was found to complicate the scenario, since tissues are
extremely insoluble and only minor structural changes were observed when attempting to
remove waxes and cutin. Furthermore, the results obtained for the two the cutan-free species
analysed (i.e., the eucalypts) suggest that the prevailing plant cuticle model should be reassessed, highlighting the presence and major role of cell wall polysaccharides. It is concluded
that the cuticle may be interpreted as a modified epidermal cell wall region which may contain
significant amounts of lipids (largely waxes and cutin).
Guzmán et al. (2014). Front. Plant Sci., 5:481.
Victoria Fernández is supported by a Ramón y Cajal contract (MINECO, Spain), co-financed by the
European Social Fund.
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Assessing the role of a Quercus suber Omega-3 fatty acid desaturase in
the response to biotic and abiotic stresses
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Portugal is the largest producer of cork in the world and the Portuguese cork oak forests are
an important source of income. These forests (known as “montados”) are also major players
in the Mediterranean ecosystem, being involved in soil protection, carbon sequestration and
regulation of various natural cycles. Cork oak trees are constantly challenged with different
biotic (e.g., Phythophthora cinnamomi infection) and abiotic stresses (e.g., extreme
temperatures in summer and winter, and drought), but the molecular mechanisms involved
in stress response and adaptation are still unclear. In this work we report the cloning and
characterization of a putative Omega-3 fatty acid desaturase (QsO3FAD), previously
retrieved from an RNA-seq analysis targeting multiple biotic and abiotic stresses. In plants,
fatty acid desaturases catalyse the conversion of linoleic acid to linolenic acid, being involved
in the regulation of membrane stability (Iba, 2002) and biosynthesis of the phytohormone
jasmonic acid (Browse 2009). Gene expression analysis revealed that QsO3FAD is rapidly
down-regulated by heat shock and a similar trend is observed under heat acclimation
conditions. In contrast, this gene showed to be induced in roots under drought, particularly
for maximum stress. An induction of this gene was also observed in response to P.
cinnamomi infection (10% of field capacity). To gain new insights on the signalling pathways
involved in the regulation of this gene, the QsO3FAD promoter sequence is being used as
bait in Yeast One-hybrid screenings using cDNA expression libraries prepared from plants
challenged with biotic and abiotic stresses. These screenings are now underway to unveil
novel regulators of stress response in cork oak, deepening our knowledge about the stress
acclimation strategy in a non-model forest tree.
Iba K. (2009). Acclimative response to temperature stress in higher plants: approaches of
gene engineering for temperature tolerance. Annu Rev Plant Biol, 53: 225–245.
Browse J. (2002). The power of mutants for investigating jasmonate biosynthesis and
signaling. Phytochemistry, 70: 1539–1546.
This work is financially supported by Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia, through a Post-Doc
fellowship awarded to P.M. Barros (SFRH/BPD/86742/2012) and through the SuberStress project
(PTDC/AGR-GPL/118505/2010) and the Research unit GREEN-it "Bioresources for Sustainability"
(UID/Multi/04551/2013)
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CO2 enrichment inhibits N assimilation and leads to photosynthetic
acclimation in nitrate deficient durum wheat grown hydroponically

Rubén Vicente1, Pilar Pérez1, Rafael Martínez-Carrasco1, Angel L. Verdejo1, María
Ángeles Boyero1, Regina Feil2, Mutsumi Watanabe3, Stephanie Arrivault2, John E.
Lunn2, Mark Stitt2 and Rosa Morcuende1
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3
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Photosynthetic acclimation to elevated CO2 in C3 plants is related to a decline in leaf N content
and might be exacerbated in N-limited plants (Stitt and Krapp, 1999). The aim of this study was
to characterize the effect of elevated CO2 (700 µmol mol−1, compared to 390 µmol mol−1) on
metabolite and transcript profiles, and its relation with physiological and biochemical
parameters, in flag leaves and roots of durum wheat plants grown hydroponically at two NO3−
supplies (0.25 and 2.5 mM) at anthesis.
Elevated CO2 led to a decline of photosynthesis and PSII operating efficiency measured at a
common [CO2], together with an increase in dry matter in NO3− deficient plants, but not in
NO3− abundant plants. Although the photosynthetic capacity was decreased, elevated CO2
induced some genes involved in photosynthesis and repressed other genes related to
glycolysis and tricarboxylic acid cycle at low NO3− supply. Fructosyltransferases genes were also
strongly induced. Multivariate analysis showed statistically significant effects of [CO2], NO3availability and their interaction on metabolite, protein and ion contents, and enzyme
activities. Elevated CO2 reduced amino acid, organic acid and protein contents and nitrate
reductase activity in NO3- deficient plants and caused greater accumulation of carbohydrates
with low than with high NO3− supply. Elevated CO2 decreased the content of ribulose-1,5bisphosphate (RuBP)-regeneration intermediates in leaves of NO3− deficient plants.
Furthermore, NO3− uptake per unit root dry mass was unaffected by elevated CO2, although
plant NO3− content and the ratio of plant NO3−-N to total plant N were increased. CO2
enrichment led to a loss of organic N content and repression of genes for N assimilation in
leaves of NO3− deficient plants, while such genes were strongly induced in roots of NO3−
abundant plants.
These results suggest that photosynthetic acclimation to elevated CO2 in NO3− deficient plants
was associated with a decline of leaf organic N, driven by an inhibition of NO3− assimilation
(Bloom et al., 2014). Decreased organic acid contents and transcripts for respiratory pathway
in elevated CO2 contrast with the increased respiration rate observed in previous studies.
Bloom et al. (2014). Nat. Clim. Change, 4: 477-480
Stitt and Krapp (1999). Plant Cell Environ., 22: 583-621
This work has been funded by MINECO (AGL2009-11987; BES-2010-031029 to RV)
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Early, non-destructive evaluation of drought tolerance in soybean
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Water stress is one of the most important environment factors that cause crop losses.
Automatic phenotyping platforms have been developed for increasing throughput, as
compared to manual phenotyping. There are, however, very few examples in which the
results obtained with these platforms have been tested against field performance. The aims of
this work were: i) to correlate the ranking of drought tolerance observed in an automatic
phenotyping platform and those obtained in greenhouse and field trials, and ii) to evaluate
which traits allow an early, fast and non-destructive prediction of such ranking.
Two experiments were conducted in an environmentally controlled greenhouse using the
GlyPh phenotyping platform. In the first experiment, seven soybean genotypes (five
commercial varieties, one breeding line and one plant introduction) were grown in pots and
evaluated under two water scenarios: well watered (WW) and water stress (WS). The WS
treatment started at 41 days after sowing (DAS) and the experiment finished at 65 DAS. A
large numbers of traits were evaluated before and after the onset of the WS. Drought
susceptibility index (DSI) for final shoot dry weight and leaf area was calculated for each
genotype and compared to the DSI for yield per plant of published greenhouse and field trials.
A second experiment was carried out with two contrasting genotypes under several water
regimes.
In both experiments, the genotypic ranking based on the DSI of biomass accumulation and
leaf area during vegetative period agreed with the ranking based on the DSI of yield from
previous experiments, which confirms the usefulness of an automatic phenotyping platform
for evaluating drought tolerance in soybean.
Additionally, some traits evaluated earlier during the experiment also showed a significant
linear relationship with the final drought tolerance values. These traits included shoot dry
weight (estimated non-destructively through image analysis) and transpiration efficiency at 46
DAS (i.e. 6 days after the onset of WS) and transpiration efficiency at 21 DAS.
In soybean, is well known that biomass accumulation is linearly related to seed number per
plant, which is the main component of yield. Early, non-destructive measurement of these
traits could increase the throughput of automatic phenotyping platforms, allowing the
evaluation of more genotypes per year.
Keywords: Glycine max, phenotyping, drought susceptibility index, transpiration efficiency.
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The nutraceutical quality of differently pigmented lettuce cultivars can
be changed growing at high light or elevated CO2 conditions
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Lettuce (Lactuca sativa L.) is one of the most important salad vegetable, known as a source of
phytochemicals. According to the European Commission Eurostat (2011), the total production
quantity of lettuce in the European Union reached nearly three million tons in 2010, and Spain
(809,000 tons) is the major producing country in the European Union and the main exporter in
the world. In Spain, 21 g of lettuce were consumed per person per day in 2011 (AECOSAN,
2011). The objective of this study has been to increase the nutraceutical quality (minerals,
proteins, carbohydrates, vitamins, carotenoids, and other antioxidants) and yield of two
differently pigmented lettuce cultivars (green-leaf, Yellow of Paris Batavia and red-leaf, Oak
leaf) by growing at high light (700 µmol photons m-2 s-1) and elevated CO2 (700 µmol mol-1)
conditions alone or in combination. High light intensity during cultivation provoked the active
synthesis of health-promoting compounds, such as carotenoids, total phenols, anthocyanins,
glutathione, and proteins. This synthesis was likely due to the increased sugar availability and
the risk of oxidative stress. However, the concentrations of most important minerals did not
decrease, indicating that the compensation between the growth and mineral uptake rates was
adequate. The combination of high light intensity and elevated CO2 levels increased the
biomass production and Chl-b concentration compared to high light intensity under ambient
CO2, while the concentrations of almost all minerals (except Fe and Mg), glutathione, and
ascorbate remained similar to the values detected in response to high light treatment under
ambient CO2 conditions; these results indicated that lettuce can maintain the uptake of
minerals and the syntheses of glutathione and ascorbate at rates comparable to the growth
rate. However, we observed decreases in the concentrations of Chl-a, carotenoids, total
phenols and anthocyanins compared to high light intensity treatment alone, likely because the
oxidative stress risk was lower at elevated CO2. This study demonstrates that the nutritional
quality of lettuce can be improved in practice.
AECOSAN, Agencia española de consumo, seguridad alimentaria y nutrición, 2011.
Eurostat, European Commision Agricultural Statistics, 2011.
This research was financially supported by the following grants: UFI11/24, EHUA14/19, and GRUPO
Gobierno Vasco-IT577-13. Technical and human support by Ph.D. Azucena González, Phytotron Service,
SGIker (UPV/EHU) is gratefully acknowledged.
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Understanding shade tolerance in plants: comparative genetic analyses
of plant responses to vegetation proximity.
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One of the most important roles of the phytochrome photoreceptors in nature is the
regulation of the shade avoidance syndrome, a set of plant responses aimed to adapt growth
and development to environments of high plant density. Presence of nearby plants results in a
reduction in the red to far-red (R:FR) ratio, a signal perceived by phytochromes. In Arabidopsis
thaliana, a shade-avoider species, plant proximity perception results in increased hypocotyl
elongation, reduced accumulation of photosynthetic pigments (such as chlorophylls and
carotenoids) and rapid changes in the expression of dozens of PHYTOCHROME RAPIDLY
REGULATED (PAR) genes [1]. Other plants have evolved to tolerate plant proximity or canopy
shade (shade tolerance refers to the capacity of a given plant to survive, grow and even
reproduce under low light levels caused by plant canopy shade). This is the case of Cardamine
hirsuta, an A. thaliana relative that has been developed as a powerful model system for
studying morphological and physiological evolution [2]. C. hirsuta hypocotyls are almost
unresponsive to low R:FR ratio light, making this species an excellent system to study tolerance
to plant proximity and shade. As a way to dissect the genetic and molecular basis for shade
tolerance, we have been carrying out analyses of responses to plant proximity of C. hirsuta
plants with reduced levels in known SAS negative regulators in Arabidopsis. The latest results
will be presented.
[1] Martínez-García et al. (2010). Adv. Bot. Res., 53: 65-116.
[2] Hay et al., Plant J., 2014, doi: 10.1111/tpj.12447.
This work was supported by grants from MINECO – FEDER to JFM-G (BIO2011-23489). CT was supported
by a Marie Curie fellowship; MJM-C and SP are supported by predoctoral fellowship of the FPI (Spanish
MINECO) and FI (Catalan AGAUR) programs, respectively.
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Allelopathic effects of Vernonia ferruginea Less at the initial
development of pasture species in Brazil
Carita Liberato do Amaral1*, Marcelo Claro de Souza2, Andreísa Flores Braga1, Juciléia
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In Brazil, most of the pastures are located on ancient savanna areas (generally known as
“cerrado”). In these regions, the climate is seasonal with a long dry season (4-5 months) and
the total annual rainfall lie around 1500 mm. Vernonia ferruginea Less (Asteraceae) is an
allelopathic species from cerrados that is considered an invasive species of pastures in Brazil.
Considering that soil-water availability may affect the production of secondary metabolites in
plants, we aimed to investigate the contribution of soil-water availability on the production
and release of allelopathic compounds by V. ferruginea on the germination and initial
development of two pasture species: Urochloa brizantha R. D. Webster and Urochloa
ruziziensis Germ. & C. M. Evrard. Seedlings of V. ferruginea (about 3 months old) grown for 120
days in 2-liter-pots filled with red latossol. Daily, seedlings of V. ferruginea were watered with
six different amounts of water, resulting in 100, 200, 300, 400, 500 and 1000 mL of water per
month. Plants were cultivated in green house under environmental temperature using six
replications per treatment. At 120 days after planting, seedlings of V. ferruginea were carefully
excised out the pots including the root system. One the day after, 20 seeds of U. brizantha and
U. ruziziensis were sown individually per species in three pots per treatment. The pots were
incubated in germination chambers at 25 °C under 12h of photoperiod. Soils of all treatments
were watered every day with the same amount of water. Daily, the emerged seedlings of U.
brizantha and U. ruziziensis were counted. After 21 days, seedlings of Urochloa sp. were
harvested to determine the length and biomass of roots and shoots. We observed a significant
reduction on the emergence, height and dry mass accumulation of U. brizantha and U.
ruziziensis grown on soils used to cultivated V. ferruginea under the higher water availability
treatments (500 and 1000 mL per month). These results suggests the higher water availability
increased the development of V. ferruginea and stimulates the release of allelopathic
compounds on the soil by roots. Despite these observations future studies are necessary to
identify and isolate these allelopathic compounds.
FAPESP grant#2012/25298-0
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Characterization of sulfur and glutathione metabolism responses to
mercury in glutathione defective Arabidopsis mutants
Juan Sobrino-Plata1, Víctor Ortega-Campayo1, Sandra Carrasco-Gil2, Ana ÁlvarezFernández2, Javier Abadía2, Luis E. Harnández1
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2
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13034, 50080 Zaragoza, Spain.
juan.sobrino@uam.es
Mercury (Hg) is one of the most harmful metals in nature. In plants, the accumulation of Hg
produces diverse toxic effects, most of them caused by the strong affinity of Hg for sulfhydryl
residues. In addition, the induction of oxidative stress is a well-known symptom of the Hg
accumulation in plant cells. Previously we have shown the relevant role of the glutathione
(GSH) metabolism in the responses to Hg (Sobrino-Plata et al. 2014a, 2014b). GSH contributes
to the amelioration of reactive oxygen species (ROS) excess formed by different stresses.
Likewise GSH is the precursor of phytochelatins (PCs), metal-chelating biothiols, and behaves
as a major reservoir of non-protein reduced sulfur. In this study we worked with three glutamylcysteine synthetase (-ECS) mutant alleles of Arabidopsis thaliana, which have
different levels of GSH relative to wild type (Col-0): cad2-1 (30 %), pad2-1 (20 %) and rax1-1
(45 %). A fourth mutant was used, cad1-3, unable to produce PCs. These plants were grown
hydroponically with 3 µM Hg for 72 hours. Using HPLC and HPLC-ESI-TOFMS we identified and
quantified several biothiols, Hg-PCs complexes, ascorbate levels, and the GSH-GSSG ratio. PCs
were mainly accumulated in roots of Col-0, rax1-1 and cad2-1 plants; plants that also
accumulated Hg-PCs complexes. PCs were not detected in cad1-3, but contained a higher
concentration of GSH than Col-0 under Hg stress. rax1-1 plants responded to Hg by increasing
its GSH up to a level similar to Col-0. The low amount of GSH in -ECS mutants seemed to
provoke an increase in ascorbate concentration in response to Hg. Furthermore,
immunodetection of -ECS showed that there were not relevant differences between
genotypes and treatments. However, the accumulation of Hg in roots led to a severe inhibition
of the glutathione reductase activity, more clearly detected in the ECS mutants. Finally, we
analyzed the expression of several genes involved in sulfur assimilation and GSH metabolism.
We found a clearly up-regulation of these genes in Col-0, possibly in response to a metalinduced requirement for GSH and PCs synthesis. There was a modified expression pattern of
the S-assimilatory pathway genes in the ECS mutants, due to their higher sensitivity to Hg
and/or the augmented levels of intermediate biothiols (cysteine and EC). These factors could
also explain the differences between rax1-1 and the other ECS mutants: rax1-1 had a GSH
concentration closer to the levels found in Col-0, and showed also similar tolerance to Hg. This
implies that a minimum level of GSH is required for metal tolerance in Arabidopsis.
Sobrino-Plata et al. (2014a). Metallomics, 6: 356-366.
Sobrino-Plata et al. (2014b). Plant and Soil, 377: 369-381.
Funded by MINECO Projects AGL2010-015150 (PROBIOMET) and AGL2014-53771-R (METSULTOX)
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Drought effects during seed formation on reproductive output, seed traits and germination
of Cistus ladanifer

Chamorro D.a, Parra A.a and Moreno J.M.a
Departamento de Ciencias Ambientales, Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha. Av. Carlos III s/n,
45071 Toledo (España)
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Reproductive output and seed traits can be affected by water availability during seed
formation and maturation. Understanding this is important for species in dry areas that are
projected to suffer reduced precipitation with climate change, like the Mediterranean. We
report results of a field-manipulative experiment that simulated various levels of drought in
Cistus ladanifer, a plant with hard-coated seeds that prolifically regenerates after fire. Fruits
and seeds from drought-exposed mother plants were collected and reproductive output and
seed size determined, and seed anatomy studied. Seeds exposed or not to fire-cues were
germinated under five levels of water stress (s=0.0 to -0.50MPa). Plant growth was sensitive
to drought, but reproductive output, seed size, dormancy or viability was not. Drought
significantly affected the thickness of the micropylar palisade layer. Drought, in interaction
with fire-cues, negatively affected final germination. Water stress decreased final germination
independent of drought, and interacted with fire-cues. Post-germination viability was
negatively affected by drought, fire-cues and water stress. Fire cues made seeds highly
sensitive to water stress (b(50)=-0.25MPa). Overall, reproductive output was highly resistant
to drought. However, effects of drought in the mother plant cascaded down to seed anatomy
and germination in interaction with fire-cues and water stress during germination.
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Diffusional limitations explain the lower photosynthetic capacity of ferns
as compared with angiosperms in a common garden study.
Marc Carriquí1, Hernán M. Cabrera2, Miquel À. Conesa1 , Rafael E. Coopman3 , Cyril
Douthe1, Jorge Gago4 , Alexander Gallé5, Jeroni Galmés1, Miquel Ribas-Carbo1,
Magdalena Tomás1 and Jaume Flexas1.
1
Research Group on Plant Biology under Mediterranean Conditions, Departament de
Biologia, Universitat de les Illes Balears, Palma de Mallorca Illes Balears 07122, Spain.
2
Centro de Ecología Aplicada Ltda, Avenida Príncipe de Gales 6465, Santiago, Chile
3
Laboratorio de Ecofisiología para la Conservación de Bosques, Instituto de
Conservación, Biodiversidad y Territorio, Facultad de Ciencias Forestales y Recursos
Naturales, Universidad Austral de Chile, Valdivia 567, Chile
4
Applied Plant and Soil Biology, Faculty of Biology, University of Vigo, Vigo 36310,
Spain
5
Bayer CropScience NV Innovation Center Trait, Zwijnaarde B9052, Belgium.
Email address of presenter: mcarriqui@gmail.com
Ferns are thought to have lower photosynthetic rates than angiosperms and they lack fine
stomatal regulation. However, no study has directly compared photosynthesis in plants of both
groups under optimal conditions in a common environment. We present a common garden
comparison of seven angiosperms and seven ferns paired by habitat preference, with the aims
of (1) confirming that ferns do have lower photosynthesis capacity than angiosperms and
quantifying these differences; (2) determining the importance of diffusional versus
biochemical limitations; and (3) analysing the potential implication of leaf anatomical traits in
setting the photosynthesis capacity in both groups.
On average, the photosynthetic rate of ferns was about half that of angiosperms, and they
exhibited lower stomatal and mesophyll conductance to CO2 (gm), maximum velocity of
carboxylation and electron transport rate. A quantitative limitation analysis revealed that
stomatal and mesophyll conductances were co-responsible for the lower photosynthesis of
ferns as compared with angiosperms. However, gm alone was the most constraining factor for
photosynthesis in ferns. Consistently, leaf anatomy showed important differences between
angiosperms and ferns, especially in cell wall thickness and the surface of chloroplasts exposed
to intercellular air spaces.
This work was supported by the Spanish Ministry of Education and Science, project BFU2011-23294,
awarded to J.F., by the Conselleria d’Educació, Cultura i Universitats from the Balearic Islands
Government and by the European Social Fund, predoctoral fellowship, awarded to M.C., and by the
Chilean Ministry of Education, postdoctoral fellowship 2 2010 No 74100061, awarded to H.M.C.
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Effects of experimental fire and drought on functional responses of
Mediterranean shrubland species differing in regeneration traits
A. Parraa, J.M. Morenoa
a

Departamento de Ciencias Ambientales. Universidad de Castilla-La Mancha

Av. Carlos III s/n, 45071 Toledo (España)
Fire-prone shrublands are often dominated by species of two regenerative strategies (seeders
and resprouters) and both groups may differ in their functional response to changes in water
availability during post-fire regeneration. With climate change, droughts and fires are projected
to increase in many Mediterranean-type areas, so understanding how drought affects plant
functioning during post-fire regeneration is important for anticipating vegetation vulnerability
to global warming. Thus, a Mediterranean shrubland of central Spain with a mix of seeder and
resprouter species was experimentally burned and subjected to rainfall manipulations before

04

and after fire by means a system of automatic rainout shelters with irrigation facility. Various
levels of drought were implemented and functional response of main species in the community
was monitoring during the three first years post-fire through periodic sampling of their water
availability (Ѱpd), growth (AGR), leaf morphology (SLA) and gas exchange (δ13C and
instantaneous measurements). The seedlings of C. ladanifer (seeder species) showed higher Ѱpd,
AGR, SLA and lower δ13C than mature plants during the first two years post-fire. Likewise, plants
under drought treatments suffered a decrease in Ѱpd and growth, and an increase δ13C, mainly
during springs and autumns. Meanwhile, resprouts of E. arborea, E. scoparia and P. angustifolia
(resprouter species) recorded higher water availability and growth than mature plants during
the first year post-fire, but no differences in leaf morphology and gas exchange were observed.
Moreover, the resprouter species were largely unaffected by drought, although the two Erica
species showed a different functional response to P. angustifolia.
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Effect of raising the concentration of CO2 and the temperature on the
photosynthetic activity and initial growth of Hevea brasiliensis Mull. Arg
José Eduardo Macedo Pezzopane1, Erilva Machado Costa1 Sandro Dan Tatagiba1
Jessily Medeiros Quaresma1, Elias Secretário Armando Ferreira1, José Hamilton de
Oliveira Braga1, Siléia de Oliveira Guimarães1
1

Department of Forest Science, Federal University of Espirito Santo. 316 Governador
Lindemberg Avenue, 29550-000, Jeronimo Monteiro – ES, Brazil.
pezzopane2007@yahoo.com.br

The rubber tree, Hevea brasiliensis Mull. Arg, is a native tree species of the Amazonian region
used in the production of natural rubber, and is cultivated in different agroclimatic regions in
the world. The intensification of anthropic activity has resulted in significant increases of
carbon dioxide, which has contributed to global climatic changes, raising the temperature and
altering the landscape. The objective of this work was to investigate the combined effect of
different temperatures and concentrations of carbon dioxide on photosynthetic activity and on
the initial growth of rubber tree (RRIM 600). The plants were cultivated inside Open Top
Chambers (OTC’s) installed in the interior of two climatized greenhouses for 90 days. The
experiment was designed using a 2x2 factorial scheme, with the carbon dioxide factor on 2
levels (400 and 800 ppm) and the temperature factor on 2 levels (approximately 21°C and
27°C), using a completely randomized design with 6 repetitions. An Infrared Gas Analyzer
(IRGA) was used to determine the liquid absorption rate of CO2 (A) in fully expanded leaves
situated in the top middle third of the plant, with measurements taken between 9:00 and
10:30 am. The total dry biomass was obtained after drying the leaves, stems and roots in a
forced circulation oven at a temperature of 75°C for 72 hours. The area of foliage was
determined via a leaf foliage measurer. The obtained data were submitted to analyses of
variance, and when significant, the averages were compared through the Tukey Test (P ≤
0.05).The CO2 concentration of 800 ppm provided a significant increase in total biomass, area
of foliage and A, independent of the temperature. However, in relation to the 21°C
temperature environment, the maximum values of total biomass, area of foliage and A were
higher in the 27°C environment independent of the CO2 concentration. We conclude that there
was an increase in the photosynthetic absorption rate and initial growth due to increases in
both CO2 concentration and temperature.
Project financed by the Espírito Santo Foundation to Support Research (Fundação de Amparo à Pesquisa
do Espírito Santo) -FAPES
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GENETIC STABILITY OF A MEDITERRANEAN PLANT POPULATION
AFTER FIRE AND DROUGHT.
Iván Torres1, Antonio Parra1, Walter Durka2, José M. Moreno1
1
Departamento de Ciencias Ambientales, Universidad de Castilla – La Mancha, 45071 Toledo, Spain. e-mail:
ivan.torres@uclm.es
2
Helmholtz Centre for Environmental Research, UFZ, Department of Community Ecology, Theodor-Lieser-Str.
4, DE-06120 Halle, Germany

Keywords: drought, fire, resilience, AFLP.
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The frequency and intensity of droughts in the Mediterranean region is projected to increase in the next
decades due to Climate Change, and so is the occurrence of wildfires. It is therefore important to
understand how the combination of fire and droughts may affect the response of plant populations. We
applied a genomic scan to a population of Cistus ladanifer recruiting after fire under drought to explore the
genetic structure of the population. Drought treatments were applied in the field after burning of the plots,
and consisted on different reductions of rainfall and increments of the period of drought by excluding
rainfall with a system of shelters. Five years after the fire plant samples were collected and analysed with
AFLPs to search for genetic variation. Recruitment of C. ladanifer took place mostly in the first year after fire
and was much lower in the severe or moderate drought treatments compared to historical or
environmental controls. However, Analysis of Molecular Variance found that all of the genetic variation
resided within treatments. Genetic variation was moderate and no outlier loci suggestive of local adaptation
were detected in any of the treatments. Our results suggest that although plant recruitment after fire may
be affected by drought, genetic structure of the resulting populations seems to be stable and shows no
signs of reduced genetic variation nor adaptation.
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Growing in a semiarid treeline: identifying main climatic drivers in Pinus
canariensis
Patricia Brito1, Mª Águeda González-Rodríguez1, J. Roberto Lorenzo1, Gerhard
Wieser2 and Mª Soledad Jiménez1
1
Dpt. Botany, Ecology and Plant Physiology, University of La Laguna (ULL), C/Astrofísico
Francisco Sánchez s/n E-38207 La Laguna, Tenerife, Spain.
2
Dpt. Alpine Timberline Ecophysiology, Federal Research and Training Centre for
Forests, Natural Hazards and Landscape (BFW), Rennweg 1, A-6020 Innsbruck, Austria.
pbrito@ull.es
Canary Island pine (Pinus canariensis Chr. Sm. Ex DC.) is an endemic conifer of the Canary
Archipelago where it forms the treeline at 2000-2100 m a.s.l. The semi-arid climate at treeline
with severe summer drought and winter frost differs from most alpine environments.
Moreover, these ecotones have been considered extremely vulnerable to climate change. For
that, the understanding of the ecophysiological relationships between tree species and
climatic conditions is essential. Stem growth has been used to understand trees´ response
during ages and a high range of different limiting environmental factors have been described.
Most of the studies have been done in temperate, boreal and high-altitude species where cold
climate is present and tree growth is predominantly controlled by low temperatures. Recently,
drought affected ecosystems are receiving special attention and some contrary findings have
been established.
During two years, stem growth (automatic band dendrometers), meteorological and soil
parameters were measured. Considering that dendrometer measurements are also strongly
influenced by the changing in stem water status, sap flow measurements were also done.
Our results showed a clear seasonal pattern in stem growth with significant differences
between years. Most of the growth takes place in spring where mild temperatures and soil
water availability are the main meteorological features. Nevertheless, an increase in stem
radius was also detected in first studied autumn. This increase was impossible to separate
from stem re-hydration due to the start of rainy season. Summer stem shrinkage was
extremely high in the first year, but was almost inexistent in the second year. In fact, growing
period lasted until summer period in this second year. Remarkably, main meteorological
parameters were similar between both years and SWC at topsoil was exhausted in both
drought periods. Main meteorological drivers on growth were air humidity and precipitation
with a positive effect that highlighted the importance of water availability in this semi-arid
ecosystem. VPD and air temperatures exerted a strong negative influence in stem radius
mainly in late-spring and summer. SWC not exerted any influence on stem growth. Our results
remark that is not the dry summer per se that determines the seasonal course of trees
behavior; it depends on previous wet-season precipitation. Moreover, warming in spring and
evolution in seasonal precipitation pattern should be observed in detail in future climate
contexts.
Supported by Spanish Government (CGL2006-10210/BOS:CGL2010-21366-C04-04 MCI) and ULL. P.B.
received a fellowship from ACIISI (Government of the Canary Islands). All co-financed by FEDER.
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Growth, yield and water status of red and white Tempranillo grapevine
(Vitis vinifera L.) grown under climate change (year 2100) conditions:
second year of experiments
Tefide Kizildeniz1, Inmaculada Pascual1, Juan José Irigoyen1 and Fermín Morales2, 1
1
Grupo de Fisiología del Estrés en Plantas (Dpto. de Biología Ambiental), Unidad
Asociada al CSIC, EEAD, Zaragoza e ICVV, Logroño. Facultades de Ciencias y Farmacia,
Universidad de Navarra, Irunlarrea 1, 31008, Pamplona, Spain
2
Estación Experimental de Aula Dei (EEAD). CSIC. Dpto. Nutrición Vegetal. Apdo. 13034.
50080. Zaragoza, Spain
jirigo@unav.es
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In the Mediterranean area, limitations of yield and changes in crop quality take place induced
by climate change, associated to atmospheric CO2 concentration increases, enhanced
temperatures and scarce water availability. The aim of this study was to investigate the effects
of elevated CO2, high temperature and water deficit, acting individually and/or interacting, on
vegetative and reproductive growth in fruit-bearing cuttings of two grapevine (Vitis vinifera L.)
cultivars (red and white Tempranillo). The experiments were carried out during the 2014
summer, being a repetition of those conducted during the 2013 summer (Kizildeniz et al.
2015). In both years, four temperature gradient greenhouses were used, applying eight
treatments from fruit set to maturity: CO2 level (400 versus 700 µmol mol-1), temperature
(ambient versus ambient +4ºC), and water availability (full irrigation versus cyclic drought). The
climate change-related factors (elevated CO2-high temperature-water deficit) decreased
slightly berry fresh weight per plant, but markedly vegetative growth in both cultivars.
Elevated CO2 had no significant effects on vegetative and reproductive growth, probably due
to the down-regulation of photosynthesis observed from the beginning of the elevated CO2
application. The inhibitory effects of drought on vegetative and reproductive growth were
more related with soil water status (substrate volumetric water content) than with plant water
status (leaf water content) in both red and white Tempranillo plants. In 2014, elevated CO2
combined with ambient temperature decreased leaf water content irrespective of the water
regime in both cultivars, whereas no remarkable differences were observed in the 2013
experiment among treatments. In conclusion, climate change-related factors (elevated CO2,
elevated temperature and water deficit) individually (specially drought) and/or interacting
affected to different extent red and white Tempranillo vegetative growth and yield. Some
differences were observed between years 2013 and 2014, probably caused by the inter-year
variation in environmental factors (temperature, humidity, sunlight, etc.).
Kizildeniz et al. 2015. Agr. Water Manage. Under revision.
Thanks for financial support to Innovine Project (Call FP7-KBBE-2012-6, Proposal Nº 311775-INNOVINE),
the Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation (grant number BFU2011-26989) and Gobierno de Aragón
(A03 research group), and to Asociación de Amigos de la Universidad de Navarra by T. Kizildeniz thesis
grant. Thanks to M. Oyarzun, A. Urdiain and H. Santesteban for excellent technical assistance.
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How can elevated CO2, temperature and enhanced UV-B radiation alter
grapevine photosynthesis performance and berry ripening rate?
Johann Martínez-Lüscher1,3,4, Fermín Morales1,2,Manuel Sánchez-Díaz1, Serge
Delrot3,4, Jone Aguirreolea1, Eric Gomès3,4, Inmaculada Pascual1
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31008. Pamplona. SPAIN
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50080. Zaragoza. SPAIN
3
INRA, Institut des Sciences de la Vigne et du Vin, UMR1287 EGFV, 210 Chemin de
Leysotte. 33883 Villenave d’Ornon. FRANCE
4
University of Bordeaux, Institut des Sciences de la Vigne et du Vin, UMR1287 EGFV,
210 Chemin de Leysotte. 33883 Villenaved’Ornon.FRANCE
msanchez@unav.es
Modeling of future environmental conditions predicts an increase in temperature, mainly
mediated by the anthropic release of CO2 (IPCC, 2013), which may affect most viticultural
regions. The increase in grape berry ripening rates associated to climate change is a growing
concern for wine makers, as it significantly impact grape composition and, ultimately, wine
quality. Furthermore, UV-B radiation may slow-down grape ripening, through its effect on
grapevine carbon assimilation (Martínez-Lüscher et al. 2015).
The present work studied the combined effects of atmospheric CO2, temperature and UV-B
radiation on leaf physiology and berry ripening rates of grapevine (Vitis vinifera L.) cv.
Tempranillo. Three doses of UV-B: 0, 5.98, 9.66 kJ m-2 d-1, and two CO2–temperature regimes:
ambient CO2–24/14₀C (day/night) (standard conditions) and 700 ppm CO2–28/18₀C (climate
change) were imposed to fruit-bearing cuttings from fruit set to maturity under greenhousecontrolled conditions. Photosynthetic performance was always higher under climate change
conditions. By contrast, high levels of UV-B radiation down regulated carbon fixation rates,
with a transient recovery at veraison associated with higher UV-shielding compounds and the
increase in antioxidant enzyme activities. Elevated CO2–temperature in absence of UV-B led to
an increase in the levels of lipid peroxidation at maturity. Nevertheless, these signs of oxidative
damage were palliated under UV-B exposure. Ripening rates, which were strongly correlated
with the average photosynthetic rate, were significantly enhanced under climate change
conditions, and reduced under UV-B. Thereby, the hastening effect of elevated CO2–
temperature conditions on ripening was attenuated by the exposure to UV-B radiation.
IPCC, Climate change 2013: The physical science basis. University Press, Cambridge and New York.
Martínez-Lüscher et al. (2015). Plant Science, 232: 13-22
Funding acknowledgements
Ministerio de Ciencia e Innovación, Spain (MCINN BFU2011-26989); INNOVINE FP7-KBBE-2011-6, Nº
311775; Asociación Amigos Universidad de Navarra; UV4growth COST Action FA0906; Gobierno de
Aragón (A03 research group).
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Influence of environmental factors on the phenolic composition of Pinot
Noir grapevine skins
Mª Ángeles del Castillo1, Laura Monforte1, Gonzalo Soriano1, Javier MartínezAbaigar1 and Encarnación Núñez-Olivera1
1
Universidad de La Rioja, Madre de Dios 53, 26006 Logroño
maria-angeles-del.castillo@unirioja.es
Pinot Noir grapes were sampled in two localities of Spain: Jerez de la Frontera (Cádiz) and
Logroño (La Rioja). This represents a latitudinal difference of six degrees.
Grapes of a similar maturity stage in terms of Brix degrees, which indicate sugar concentration,
were collected from three plants at harvest time, in July (Jerez) or September (Logroño).
Grapes were peeled to obtain skins, which were freeze-dried and analysed for the global UV
absorbance of methanolic extracts and individual phenolic compounds. In addition,
environmental data related to global and UV radiation, temperature and rainfall were obtained
for each locality. The relationships among the different physiological and environmental
variables measured, were studied using a correlation analysis.
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Environmental variables related to radiation, in particular the global radiation from budbreak
to harvest and the global UV absorbance, showed great differences between two localities,
with higher values in Jerez. Morphometric variables, such as fresh or dry weight skin per berry,
showed the highest values in Jerez as well. In contrast, the Brix degrees were similar in the two
localities.
Twenty-nine phenolic compounds were identified: two stilbenes, three cinnamic acids, and
twenty-four flavonoids, among which five were anthocyanins, fourteen flavonols, three
flavanols ant two flavanonols. Anthocyanins were the most abundant compounds in terms of
dry weight, followed by flavonols. Cinnamic acids, such as caffeoyl-tartaric acid and flavonols,
such as quercetin, myricetin or isorhamnetin derivatives, showed great differences between
the two localities, with higher values in Jerez. In contrast, only the hydroxylated anthocyanins
showed the highest values in Logroño. The rest of the anthocyanins showed the same trend as
other phenolic compounds.
In conclusion, grape skin composition, in particular the concentrations of different phenolic
compounds, varied greatly between two localities, and this variation may notably influence
wine characteristics. More specific experiments, in particular those manipulating the radiation
received by the grapes, are needed to establish which environmental factors are more
responsible for the changes observed and, in particular, the real influence of radiation on
these changes.
Acknowledgement: Supported by the Ministerio de Economía y Competitividad of Spain and FEDER
(Project CGL2011-26937), and COST Action FA0906 of the European Union.
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Interactive effects of Cd and Zn in Vulpia myuros grown in hydroponics
Pilar Zornoza, Adrián Caballero, Carmen Soler, Ramón Carpena and Elvira Esteban
Departamento de Química Agrícola y Bromatología. Universidad Autónoma de Madrid. 28049Madrid.
pilar.zornoza@uam.es
Heavy metal pollution is a major concern given its food chain-associated impact on human health and
its persistence in soils. Cadmium (Cd) has no biological function is very toxic to both plants and
animals; indeed, some authors refer to its toxicity as being 2–20 times greater than that of other heavy
metals. Zinc (Zn) is an essential micronutrient for plants. It is a co-factor of many enzymes, involved in
respiration, photosynthesis, and in the biosynthesis of plant hormones. At high concentrations, this
metal becomes toxic to plants, similarly to Cd.
Soil contamination by a single metal(oid) is rare; where one is highly concentrated, there are usually
others, perhaps up to five depending on the source of contamination. The phytotoxic effects of these
combinations may be quite different to those induced by individual metals, but the result of
interactions between them can be difficult to predict. Vulpia myuros plants grow well in low fertility
and shallow soils and require low irrigation and might therefore be grown in marginal areas or be used
to recover contaminated sites.
The crossed effect of high Zn doses (1.6-2700 µM), Zn + Cd doses (1.6-2700 µM + 60 µM) and Cd + Zn
doses (0-360 µM + 900 µM) on plant growth and Zn and Cd bioaccumulation was studied in Vulpia
plants under controlled conditions. Plants were harvested 38 days after the initiation the Zn and Cd
treatments. The Zn and Cd concentrations were determined by ICP-MS.
Plants grown in the presence of Zn alone only showed a significant reduction of fresh weight (19%)
when supplied with the highest Zn dose (2700 µM) in comparison to the values of the control
treatment. The combination of Zn plus Cd (2700 µM + 60 µM) enhanced this effect (36%). Other Zn +
Cd treatments did not show significant differences among them. Increasing Cd doses plus 900 µM Zn
only promoted a significant decrease of fresh weight and water content when the plants were supplied
with the highest Cd dose (360 µM).
Results obtained indicated that the presence elevated Zn levels in the nutrient solution reduced the
toxic effects of high Cd doses, while a relatively low level of Cd increase the negative effect of high Zn
concentrations. Given the concentrations applied in this study, this plant could be used in revegetation
of multicontaminated sites.

This study has been funded by MINECO-Spain (project AGL2012-39715-C03-03)
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Nitric oxide: a key element in cadmium toxicity.
María Guadalupe Fernández-Espinosa1, Óscar Lorenzo1
1
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Cadmium (Cd) is a heavy metal acting as a limiting factor for plant growth in many
environments. It has been reported that plant responses to Cd exposure involve a modulation
in the production of nitric oxide (NO). However, up to now, there is controversy from one
study to another. In this work, we address the effects and interactions of this toxic compound
with NO during root growth of Arabidopsis thaliana. Previous report has shown that neither
the enzyme nitrate reductase nor AtNOA1 is involved in causing this metal toxicity (BessonBard et al., 2009). Firstly, we evaluated the length of the primary root of mutants affected in
NO homeostasis, NO-overproducer or NO-deficient, when they had been exposed to different
Cd concentrations. The results indicated that there could be multiple pathways involved in
causing this metal toxicity, being cue1/nox1 the mutant which presented a greater insensitivity
to Cd. Secondly, the search of cadmium-insensitive transcription factors (TFs) is a step of
biotechnological importance for the development of new strategies for phytoremediation. For
this purpose, we implemented a screening strategy using homozygous Arabidopsis transgenic
lines from the TRANSPLANTA collection (Coego et al., 2014) looking for TFs showing
insensitivity to Cd and related to NO. From a pharmacological point of view, we studied the
phenotypes when these lines grow in contact with Cd and the NO scavenger, cPTIO (2- (4carboxyphenyl) -4,4,5,5-tetramethylimidazoline-1-oxyl 3-oxide) or with the NO donor, SNP
(sodium nitroprusside). Our study indicated that a homeodomain-leucine zipper TF showed Cd
insensitivity compared with control plants.
Besson-Bard et al. (2009). Plant Physiol, 149(3): 1302-1315
Coego et al. (2014). Plant J, 77(6): 944-953
This work was financed by grants:
-"Impacts of Environmental Conditions on Seed Quality (EcoSeed)". ERC.KBBE.2012.1.1-01 (EcoSeed-311840).
-Molecular and Genetic Insights into Arabidopsis Nitric Oxide (NO) Signalling Pathway". MINECO (BIO201126940).
- "TRANSPLANTA. Function and biotechnological potential of transcription factors in plants". CONSOLIDER
(CSD2007-00057).
-"Integración de la señalización de óxido nítrico (NO), ácido abscísico (ABA) y otros reguladores del
crecimiento vegetal en la germinación y las respuestas a estrés". Junta de Castilla y León (SA239U13).
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Physiological and Biochemical Responses of the Resurrection Plant
Pitcairnia lanuginosa to Desiccation
Evandro Alves Vieira1, Aline Cássia Pereira Coelho2, Luciano Freschi2, Emerson Alves da
Silva3, Marcia Regina Braga3
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Pitcairnia lanuginosa Ruiz & Pav. is a Bromeliaceae found in the rocky outcrops of the Brazilian
Cerrado, tolerating severe protoplasmic dehydration and recovering normal metabolism within
a short period after rehydration. In this study, we evaluated the water relations, gas exchange,
and sugar and abscisic acid (ABA) contents of plants during desiccation and recovery after
rehydration. P. lanuginosa was submitted to three water regimes: daily watered (Control) and
desiccation for 60 (T1) and 90 days (T2) with complete water withholding and subsequent
rehydration. We recorded leaf relative water content (RWC), leaf water potential (Ywl), gas
exchange and the content of photosynthetic pigments. Carbohydrates and ABA were measured
in leaves and roots. P. lanuginosa showed to be very tolerant to desiccation. RWC and leaf water
potential decreased from day 10 on, reaching 18.7% and -5.14 MPa, respectively at day 90 of
water withholding. The rate of net photosynthesis and transpiration decreased rapidly in plants
submitted to water suppression. A significant decrease in chlorophyll a and b content was
observed after 50 days for the groups subjected to dehydration. Total soluble carbohydrates
increased in leaves and roots, with increased glucose and fructose in leaves after 38 days
followed the intensification of water deficit in T1. The leaf starch content rapidly decreased,
coinciding with increased sucrose levels at the same period. The root starch content remained
unchanged during dehydration. The ABA content in leaves increased more than five times at day
60 to T2 (27.5 ng.g-1), while for the roots, no changes were observed. Our findings indicate that
P. lanuginosa subjected to desiccation presents a delay in foliar tissue dehydration when
compared to the loss of soil moisture. This mechanism seems to be more evident in advanced
stages of water deficit, indicating the presence of osmotic adjustment, high protection capacity
and metabolic restructuring after rehydration.

Key words: water deficit, gas exchange, carbohydrates, desiccation tolerance, rehydration.
Acknowledgments: CAPES, FAPESP (2012/16332-0), CNPq.
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PpMyb23 a new conifer R2R3 Myb transcription factor involved in the
response to light conditions.
Jose M. Granados, Marina Rueda-López, Mª Belen Pascual, Concepción Ávila,
Francisco M. Cánovas, Rafael A. Cañas.
Departamento de Biología Molecular y Bioquímica, Instituto Andaluz de Biotecnología,
Universidad de Málaga, Málaga, Spain.
rcanas@uma.es
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The maritime pine (Pinus pinaster L. Aiton) is one the most important conifer species in the
southwestern Mediterranean region because of its economic and environmental potential.
This pine species has high phenotypic plasticity with high tolerance to abiotic stresses being
widely distributed in different environments and climates. Therefore, the maritime pine is an
excellent model for studying environmental adaptation.
In a previous work we have analyzed the gene co-expression networks (using the WGCNA
software) in maritime pine needles in response to environmental changes all along the year in
natural conditions (Cañas et al. 2015). Among the genes that potentially control some of the
gene clusters we identified a novel conifer transcription factor Myb R2R3 which was named
PpMyb23. This gene specifically co-expressed with genes involved in flavonoid and isoprenoid
metabolism in a module highly related with developing needles.
The analysis of its sequence shows that does not belong to Subgroup 4 of R2R3 Myb factors
that have been proposed as primarily responsible for regulating flavonoid metabolism in
conifers (Bedon et al. 2010). The characterization of gene expression along the seedling
development confirms that PpMyb23 action is linked to the needles. Using laser capture
microdissection (LCM) confirmed that PpMyb23 transcripts are mainly accumulated in the
cotyledon mesophyll of maritime pine seedlings. In this sense its transcription seems to be
regulated by light. Its expression is largely increased in cotyledons of plants grown in light
respect to plants in complete darkness.
Bedon et al. (2010). J Exp Bot, 61:3847-3864.
Cañas et al. (2015). J Exp Bot, doi: 10.1093/jxb/erv118
This work was supported by the Spanish Ministerio de Economía y Competitividad grant (BIO201233797).
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Radiometric indexes: tools to evaluate the potential use of Festuca rubra and
Vulpia myuros in revegetation of Pb-polluted sites
Jesús Gómez, Felipe Yunta, Elvira Esteban, Pilar Zornoza and Ramón Carpena
Departamento de Química Agrícola y Bromatología. Universidad Autónoma de Madrid. 28049Madrid.
jesus.gomezh@uam.es
Two grass species belonging to the Poaceae family, Festuca rubra and Vulpia myuros, are able to grow
in degraded sites. Relative tolerance of these plant species to Pb will be evaluated in this study, in
order to use them in revegetation of Pb contaminated mine heaps.
An hydroponic experiment with three treatments was carried out for 8 weeks: Control (no Pb added),
Pb (500 µM, corresponding to soluble Pb level in heavily contaminated soil, added as Pb(NO3)2) y PbEDTA ( 500 µM added as Pb(NO3)2 and EDTA in excess).
In Festuca, Pb concentration in root for the Pb treatment (41756 ± 650 mg/kg DW) is 10 times higher
than in shoot, while for the Pb-EDTA treatment Pb concentration in shoot (14676 ± 272 mg/kg DW) is
8.5 times higher than in root. This result shows that EDTA enhances root to shoot transport of Pb also
in this grass. Similar shoot-root distribution was observed in Vulpia, although Pb concentrations in
shoot are lower for the Pb-EDTA treatment (8047 ± 1126 mg/kg DW) and higher in root for the Pb
treatment (61530 ± 7926 mg/kg DW).
Regarding phytotoxicity symptoms, a decrease in plant weight was observed for shoot and root in
Vulpia for both treatments, but only for the Pb-EDTA treatment in Festuca. Radiometric spectral
signatures (Fieldspect Handheld® spectroradiometer with a 325-1075 nm spectral range) of plants
grown in the Pb-EDTA treatment show that Festuca is more sensible to Pb-stress than Vulpia, specially
taking into account plant pigments (higher reflectance in visible zone) and also on leaf structure (lower
difference between visible and NIR zones). Vegetation indexes obtained from spectral signatures
confirm that Pb-EDTA treatment has a stronger negative effect in Festuca than in Vulpia, shown by a
lower canopy health (NDVI), lower water content (WI/NDWI), higher senescence (PSRI) and lower
chlorophyll content (Chl). These results could be related to the lower Pb accumulation in shoots for
Vulpia due to its lower capacity for lead translocation.
Radiometric vegetation indexes seem to be a useful tool to evaluate plant performance under Pb
stress. Both grasses could be used for revegetation of Pb-contaminated sites.
This study was funded by MINECO-Spain (project AGL2012-39715-C03-03)
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Role of exclusion solar UV radiation on physiology and phenolic
composition of Tempranillo grapevines (Vitis vinifera L.)
Rafael Tomás-Las-Heras1, María P. Diago2, María-Ángeles del Castillo1, Laura
Monforte1, Gonzalo Soriano1, Javier Tardaguila2, Javier Martínez-Abaigar1 and
Encarnación Núñez-Olivera1.
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rafael.tomas@unirioja.es
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We tested the influence of ambient UV exclusion on leaf physiology and phenolic composition
of leaves and berry skins of Tempranillo grapevines (Vitis vinifera L.), the most emblematic
variety used for red wine production in La Rioja (Spain). We applied 3 UV treatments (no filter,
Ambient UV; UV-transmitting filter, FUV+; and UV-blocking filter, FUV-) in a completely
randomized block design since flowering until harvest.
The influence of UV-blocking was merely noticeable in the efficiency of photosystem II, but more
critical in An and gs, which seem to have been stimulated in absence of UV radiation, in
comparison with those of Ambient and FUV+ treatments. The response of photosynthesis in
grapevine leaves to UV radiation was mainly governed by CO2 gas exchange, rather than by the
effects on photosystem II.
The bulk levels of phenolic compounds in both leaves and berry skins, were analyzed
differentiating methanol-soluble and insoluble fractions, which are mainly located, respectively,
in the vacuoles or bound to the cell walls, were not affected by the radiation treatments.
In the cell wall fraction, only two hydroxycinnamic acids were identified, the p-coumaric and the
caffeic acid, although their contents were not affected by the different UV treatments.
Within the soluble fractions, flavonoids were the main constituents. Increased accumulation of
glycosilated flavonols was the most remarkable result of grapevine exposure to solar UV on the
skin phenolic composition of Tempranillo berries (both at veraison and harvest), with lesser
impact on the synthesis of anthocyanins, flavanols, stilbenes and hydroxycinnamic derivatives.
In contrast to flavonols, anthocyanin synthesis starts at veraison. Anthocyanin accumulation in
the Tempranillo berry skins was less affected by UV suppression, as levels of most of the
individual compounds were not altered. Interestingly, the acetyl-glucosides of malvidin and
petunidin, and the total anthocyanin contents tended to be higher in berries of FUV- than in
those grown under the Ambient conditions.
In conclusion, UV radiation ambient levels affects the vine physiology, especially the phenolic
composition of the berries skins of Tempranillo grapevine.
Acknowledgements
Supported by the Ministerio de Economía y Competitividad of Spain and FEDER (Project CGL2011-26937),
and COST Action FA0906 of the European Union.
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Understanding the role of the Phosphoglycerate Kinase family (PGK) in
Arabidopsis thaliana
Sara Rosa-Telléz1,2, Djoro Armand Anoman1,2, María Flores-Tornero1,2, Jesús MuñozBertomeu3, Roc Ros1,2
Departament de Biologia Vegetal. Facultat de Farmácia. Universitat de València. Spain.
Estructura de Recerca Interdisciplinar en Biotecnologia i Biomedicina (ERI BIOTECMED),
Universitat de València. Dr Moliner 50, 46100 Burjassot, Spain.
3
Instituto de Biología Molecular y Celular de Plantas (IBMCP), C/ Ingeniero Fausto Elio s/n, 46022
Valence, Spain.
1
2

sara.rosa@uv.es

Phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK) is an essential soluble enzyme for the basic metabolism in almost
all living organisms. In plants, the PGK enzyme family catalyzes the reversible conversion 1-3bisphosphoglycerate (1,3Bis-PGA) to 3-PGA in both the cytosol and the plastid. In the
Arabidopsis Information Resource database (TAIR; http://www.arabidopsis.org) we found three
genes coding for putative PGKs (At3g12780, PGK1; At1g56190, PGK2; and At1g79550, PGK3),
but none of them has been functional characterized to date. We undertook the characterization
of the entire PGK family by a gain-and-loss-of-function approach.
Our results reveal that the loss-function of PGK1 causes a decrease in growth and PGK3 knockout mutants show a drastic developmental phenotype including arrested primary root growth.
By GFP fusion protein under control 35S promoter, we observed the subcellular localization of
the PGK family isoforms, determining that PGK1 and PGK2 are located in the chloroplast
meanwhile PGK3 is located in citosol and nucleus. GUS assays and GFP-PGK protein fused under
control native promoters (pPGK1, pPGK2, pPGK3) showed a specific pattern for each gene. PGK1
is mainly expressed in photosynthetic tissues and stomata, PGK2 is mostly expressed in nonphotosynthetic tissues as root tips and siliques meanwhile PGK3 is expressed in all the tissues.
These results indicate that PGK1 is the photosynthetic isoform while PGK2 and PGK3 are the
glycolytic isoform of the plastids and cytosol respectively. The metabolic profile analyses of upand down-regulated lines show changes in the sugars amino acid, and lipid balance of these lines
which are related with their metabolic function in the plant.

Project funding: PROMETEO 2009/075 and FEDER/ BFU2012-31519.
Fellowships: FPI fellowship to S. R-T, V segles fellowship from Universitat de València to M. F-T.
We also thank SCSIE of the Universitat de València for technical assistance.
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Variation of seed characteristics from natural and artificial selection in
the genus Papaver
Elena Martín-Clemente1,2, Antonio J. Matas1,2
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Papaveraceae is a mediterranean plant family with an important scientific, commercial and
ethnobotanical interest. Includes wild species, which are distributed throughout the Spanish
territory, as Papaver rhoeas, P. dubium, P. bracteatum, P. hybridum and the wild type of P.
somniferum, which are representatives of the natural selection. The species with the greatest
commercial interest is P. somniferum (Kadereit, 1990) whose management through
improvement lines reflects the most profitable plant characteristics obtained by artificial
selection: fast and vigorous growth, multiple flowers and big size capsules, traits that increase
the production of morphine, codeine and betaine among others opiates derived from the
capsule leachate. Occasionally, some breeding lines of P. somniferum shown wild features,
such as capsule dehiscence or extended germination time. Papaver becomes, thereby, an
interesting plant genus to analyze the differential evolution experienced through natural and
artificial selection. In this regard, previous studies reported that seed surface patterns can be
used in taxonomic classification of Papaveraceae family members (Gunn and Seldin, 1976).
The main goal of this project was to characterize seed traits variation among wild and
cultivated samples. Seed size and shape was characterized using images analysis from macrophotography and the software ImageJ. Seed color, defined in the L, a*, b* color space, was
recorded with an automatic colorimeter. Electron scanning microscopy (SEM) micrographs
were used to study seed surface crosslinked patterns. Finally, confocal scanning microscopy
allowed a preliminary approach to the internal seed tissue structure. Among other differences
found, the results shown that wild species seeds have deeper color than P. somniferum
breeding lines; even among those it is possible to distinguish at least four main differentiated
groups by color. Likewise, even if all bred P. somniferum samples had larger seeds than wild
species, probably as the results of artificial selection, there were clear variation among them.
We discuss if the variations in these seed characteristics was the unintended result of the
artificial trait breeding selection with agronomic interest.
* Kadereit, JW (1990). L. Bot J Linn Soc, 103: 221-231.
* Gunn, CR and Seldin, MJ. Seeds and fruits of North American Papaveraceae. Ed.: U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture, Agricultural Research Service, [Northeastern Region], 1976.
Authors acknowledge support from Alcaliber S.A. (OTRI-UMA-8.06/5.03.4280) , University of Málaga to
EMC, the Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness and EU grant to AJMA (RYC-2011-08839).
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Vulpia myuros shows low stress responses to Zn accumulation.
Elvira Esteban, Patricia Marqueríe, Sandra García, Jesús Gómez, Ramón Carpena and Pilar
Zornoza
Departamento de Química Agrícola y Bromatología. Universidad Autónoma de Madrid. 28049Madrid.
elvira.esteban@uam.es

This work studies Zn accumulation ability of Vulpia myuros, a grass of the Poaceae family. It is a drought
tolerant grass that persists, provides good erosion control cover and tolerates highly acid soils and mine
spoils. It germinates well and grows in low fertility and shallow soils.
Two experiments were carried out. In the first one, plants were grown on perlite and supplied with 1 and 2
mM Zn for 38 days. Zn concentrations were 13-20 folds higher in root than in shoot for 1 and 2 mM
treatments respectively, showing that Vulpia myuros is able to retain Zn in roots limiting its transport to the
leaves. Other nutrients did not show this behaviour. In order to expose plants to a higher Zn phytotoxicity,
a hydroponic experiment without substrate was carried out, with 3 mM Zn in nutrient solution for 38 days.
Zn distribution in plants showed the same pattern as in the previous experiment, although a strong
increase in Zn concentration in roots (and lower in shoots) was observed for the 3 mM dose. The maximum
growth inhibition in shoots was 15 % for the highest Zn dose, while root dry weight was reduced by 70% for
this same treatment.
Total Zn content in shoot for both experiments shows clearly the Zn accumulation ability of this plant
species, increasing as the Zn dose increase. No significant effects were observed in several stress indicators,
as water content (%), chlorophylls, carotenoids or GSH levels. Only a slight increase in MDA levels in shoot
was detected in plants grown with the highest Zn dose.
According to these results, Vulpia myuros is able to accumulate substantial amounts of Zn with only low
phytotoxicity symptoms. This behaviour, together with its ability to contribute to soil stabilization on
natural and man-made disturbed areas, would make it a useful tool in revegetation of mine heaps with high
Zn concentrations.

This study has been funded by MINECO-Spain (project AGL2012-39715-C03-03)
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Saffron as a colorful tool for biotechnological applications
Lourdes Gómez Gómez1, Ángela Rubio Moraga1 and Oussama Ahrazem1,2
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Flowers and corms of Crocus sativus constitute the most valuable parts of saffron. Corm and
flower development are two key aspects to be study in saffron to increase the yield and the
quality of the spice as well as to implement new production systems. The different flower
tissues and the corm have been proved to be an important source of phytochemicals with
pharmacological properties. The stigma of saffron contains huge quantities of the
apocarotenoid crocetin and its glucosides crocins as well as trace quantities of kaempferol and
its glucosides, which also play important roles in the organoleptic properties of the saffron
spice. The tepals contain high levels of flavonols and the stamens are rich in the
monoterpenoids crocusantins and in isorhamnetin glycosides. In the subterranean organ, the
corm, triterpenic saponins have been detected as major components.
The biotechnological tools derived from saffron are reviewed based on the recent discovery of
the enzymes involved in key aspects of saffron metabolites and development.
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The initiation of the starch granule in plants
Ángel Mérida and Sandy Raynaud
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Starch and glycogen are the most abundant glucose-based polymers in living organisms.
Although their structures are considerably different, they share a common feature. The
syntheses of both polymers require a primer that will be subsequently elongated and
branched. The problem of the synthesis of a primer has been solved, in the glycogen synthesis
in animals and fungi, by using a protein, glycogenin, which displays a self-glucosilating activity.
However, glycogenin-like proteins are not present in plants, and the mechanisms that initiate
the synthesis of the starch granule and control its number in the chloroplast remain to be
elucidated. We have shown that the starch synthase Class 4 (SS4) is involved in both processes.
Its elimination determines that the initiation of the starch granule becomes a stochastic
process, and the hilum (the starch granule core) is different to that observed in WT plants (1).
SS4 is localized in the thylakoid membranes of the chloroplast and it interacts with
plastoglobule-associated proteins fibrillin 1a (FBN1a) and 1b (FBN1b) (2). Both the pattern of
localization and the interaction with FBNs are mediated by the coiled-coils regions present in
the N-terminal part of the protein. In addition, the N-terminal part of SS4 contains a region
highly conserved between the SS4s sequenced to date and that is necessary for the
dimerization of the protein. Our data indicate that the monomer is inactive as a consequence
of a drastic decrease of the affinity by ADP-glucose, the substrate for the synthesis of starch.
The localization of SS4 at specific areas of the thylakoid membranes would restrict the
formation of starch granules at these regions of the chloroplast. This restriction might avoid
the interference with other metabolic processes of the organelle such as photosynthesis
reactions or the plastid division.

1. D'Hulst, C., and Mérida, Á. (2012). Once upon a prime: inception of the understanding of starch
initiation in plants. In I. J. Tetlow, The synthesis and breakdown of starch. SEB Essential Reviews in
Experimental Biology. The Society of Experimental Biology (eds). Vol. 5, pp. 55–76.
2. Gámez-Arjona, F. M., Raynaud, S., Ragel, P., and Mérida, Á. (2014). Starch synthase 4 is located in the
thylakoid membrane and interacts with plastoglobule-associated proteins in Arabidopsis. The Plant
Journal. 80, 305–316.
This work was funded by grant BIO2012-35403 from the Comisión Interministerial de Ciencia y
Tecnología and the European Union-FEDER, and by grant BIO1180 from the Junta de Andalucía
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Plant cell factories as biological platforms to obtain insights into plant
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ligase involved in taxol biosynthesis.
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The number of studies using “omics” approaches is growing, since these technologies allow
the generation of vast amounts of data at different levels of plant biology, ranging from
metabolite patterns to gene sequences and protein expression. Using this information, we
are able to integrate cellular networks in plant systems and try to understand how the whole
cell works; it can also lead to the discovery of unknown steps in specific biosynthetic
pathways.
Plant cell cultures constitute eco-friendly biotechnological platforms for the production of
plant secondary metabolites with pharmacological activities, as well as a suitable system for
extending our knowledge of secondary metabolism. Taxol and related taxanes are high-value
secondary metabolites produced by several Taxus species. Due to their antineoplastic
activity, they have been widely used in cancer therapy. To date, several biosynthetic steps of
these important compounds remain undefined. In the present work, a genome-wide
expression analysis of jasmonate-elicited Taxus baccata cell cultures by complementary
DNA-amplified fragment length polymorphism (cDNA-AFLP) indicated a correlation between
an extensive elicitor-induced genetic reprogramming and increased taxane production in the
targeted cultures. Subsequent in silico analysis allowed us to identify 15 genes with
jasmonate-induced differential expression as putative candidates for genes/enzymes
involved in five unknown steps of taxane biosynthesis. Among them, the TB768 gene showed
a strong homology and a predicted-3D structure very similar to other genes previously
reported to encode acyl-CoA ligases, suggesting a role in the formation of the taxol lateral
chain. In vitro analysis showed that the TB768 gene encodes an acyl-CoA ligase localized in
the cytoplasm able to convert -phenylalanine into its derivative CoA ester. The latter is then
attached to baccatin III in one of the last steps of the taxol biosynthetic pathway.
As well as confirming that the TB768 gene encodes a cytosolic CoA ligase with an important
role in the final part of the taxol biosynthetic pathway, our work endorses that
transcriptomic profiling monitored by cDNA-AFLP, combined with bioinformatics analysis,
constitutes a cutting-edge set of tools for the identification of new genes involved in the
metabolism of valuable bioactive compounds. The identification of this gene will contribute
to the establishment of sustainable taxol production systems through metabolic engineering
or synthetic biology approaches.
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Plastidic phosphoglucose isomerase is an important determinant of
starch accumulation in mesophyll cells, growth, photosynthetic capacity,
and biosynthesis of plastidic cytokinins in Arabidopsis
Abdellatif Bahaji1, Ángela M. Sánchez-López1, Nuria De Diego2, Francisco J. Muñoz1,
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Phosphoglucose isomerase (PGI) catalyzes the reversible isomerization of glucose-6-phosphate
and fructose-6-phosphate. It is involved in glycolysis and in the regeneration of glucose-6-P
molecules in the oxidative pentose phosphate pathway (OPPP). In chloroplasts of illuminated
mesophyll cells PGI also connects the Calvin-Benson cycle with the starch biosynthetic
pathway. In this work we isolated pgi1-3, a mutant totally lacking pPGI activity as a
consequence of aberrant intron splicing of the pPGI encoding gene, PGI1. Starch content in
pgi1-3 source leaves was ca. 10-15% of that of wild type (WT) leaves, which was similar to that
of leaves of pgi1-2, a T-DNA insertion pPGI null mutant. Starch deficiency of pgi1 leaves could
be reverted by the introduction of a sex1 null mutation impeding β-amylolytic starch
breakdown. Although previous studies showed that starch granules of pgi1-2 leaves are
restricted to both bundle sheath cells adjacent to the mesophyll and stomata guard cells,
microscopy analyses carried out in this work revealed the presence of starch granules in the
chloroplasts of pgi1-2 and pgi1-3 mesophyll cells. RT-PCR analyses showed high expression
levels of plastidic and extra-plastidic β-amylase encoding genes in pgi1 leaves, which was
accompanied by increased β-amylase activity. Both pgi1-2 and pgi1-3 mutants displayed slow
growth and reduced photosynthetic capacity phenotypes even under continuous light
conditions. Metabolic analyses revealed that the adenylate energy charge and the
NAD(P)H/NAD(P) ratios in pgi1 leaves were lower than those of WT leaves. These analyses also
revealed that the content of plastidic 2-C-methyl-D-erythritol 4-phosphate (MEP)-pathway
derived cytokinins (CKs) in pgi1 leaves were exceedingly lower than in WT leaves. Noteworthy,
exogenous application of CKs largely reverted the low starch content phenotype of pgi1 leaves.
The overall data show that pPGI is an important determinant of photosynthesis, energy status,
growth and starch accumulation in mesophyll cells likely as a consequence of its involvement
in the production of OPPP/glycolysis intermediates necessary for the synthesis of plastidic
MEP-pathway derived hormones such as CKs (Bahaji et al. 2015).
Bahaji et al. (2015). PLoS ONE 10(3): e0119641. doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0119641.
Funding: supported by the Comisión Interministerial de Ciencia y Tecnología and Fondo Europeo de
Desarrollo Regional (Spain) [grant numbers BIO2010-18239 and BIO2013-49125-C2-1-P] and by the
Government of Navarra [grant number IIM010491.RI1], the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports of
the Czech Republich [Grant L01204 from the National Program of Sustainability] and the European Social
Fund and the state budget of the Czech Republic [project POST-UP, reg. No. CZ.1.07/2.3.00/30.0004].
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Respiratory processes in non-photosynthetic plastids
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Chlororespiration is a respiratory process located in chloroplast thylakoids which consists in an
electron transport chain from NAD(P)H to oxygen. This respiratory chain involves the NAD(P)H
dehydrogenase complex, the plastoquinone pool and the plastid terminal oxidase (PTOX).
Chlororespiration probably acts as a safety valve to prevent the over-reduction of the
photosynthetic machinery in stress conditions, although there is still controversy about its
function. This respiratory activity has been inherited from the ancestor of plastids, a
prokaryote related to current cyanobacteria.
Chlororespiration has been extendedly studied and reviewed. On the contrary, there are only a
few studies about respiratory processes in non-green plastids. Recently, we have reported that
tomato fruit chromoplasts show a respiratory activity linked chemiosmotic ATP synthesis1.
Both chromoplast respiration and ATP synthesis are stimulated by the electron donors NADH
and NADPH. Using specific inhibitors we have shown that chromoplast respiration probably
involves two different NAD(P)H dehydrogenases, the cytochrome b6f complex and the PTOX.
Trough immunocytochemical techniques we have shown that the cytochrome b6f complex is
located inside chromoplasts, and we have proposed that cytochrome c6 could be a possible
electron acceptor of this complex. One or several components of the electron transport chain
in chromoplasts pump protons across membranes and the proton gradients generated are
used by a plastid ATP synthase with an atypical γ-subunit2. Therefore, chromoplasts behave as
bioenergetic organelles.
In this work, we present a model for chromorespiration to summarize the available data and
suggest the gaps that need to be addressed in future research. Also, we revise proteomic
studies of etioplasts and amyloplasts which have detected respiratory components in these
plastids, suggesting the existence of an equivalent respiratory activity.
1
2

Renato et al. (2014). Plant Physiol., 166:920-933.
Pateraki et al. (2013). Plant J., 74:74-85.

This work was supported by grants of the Spanish Ministerio de Ciencia e Innovación (BIO2009-09523)
and Ministerio de Economía y Competitividad (AGL2013-43522-R), the Spanish Consolider-Ingenio 2010
Program (CSD2007-00036 Centre for Research in Agrigenomics) and the Generalitat de Catalunya
(2014SGR-1434). M.R. received a predoctoral fellowship FPU from the Spanish Ministerio de Educación.
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S-sulfhydration: a new post-translational modification in plant systems
Ángeles Aroca1, Cecilia Gotor1 and Luis C. Romero1
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Hydrogen sulfide (H2S) is a highly reactive molecule that is currently accepted as a signaling
compound which is as important as carbon monoxide in mammals and hydrogen peroxide in
plants and also nitric oxide in both eukaryotic systems. Although many studies have been
conducted on the physiological effects of H2S, the underlying mechanisms are poorly
understood. One of the proposed mechanisms involves the posttranslational modification of
protein cysteine residues, a process called S-sulfhydration by comparison with S-nitrosylation.
Although nitrosylation typically inhibits protein function, the effect of S-sulfhydration can
either activate or inactivate enzymatic activities.
In this work, a modified biotin switch method was used for the detection of Arabidopsis
thaliana proteins modified by S-sulfhydration under physiological conditions. The presence of
a cysteine residue modified by S-sulfhydration on the cytosolic ascorbate peroxidase (APX) was
demonstrated by LC-MS/MS analysis and a total of 106 S-sulfhydrated proteins were
identified. This constitutes the first report of S-sulfhydration as a posttranslational
modification in plants. Immunoblot and enzyme activity analyses of some of these proteins
showed that the sulfide added through S-sulfhydration reversibly regulates the function of
plant proteins in a manner similar to that described in mammalian systems.
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Transcriptional analysis of ascorbic acid accumulation during
development and maturation of Valencia orange fruits (Citrus sinensis L.)
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Citrus fruits are worldwide recognized as one of the major contributors to the intake of
ascorbic acid (AsA) for human nutrition and health. The biosynthesis of AsA in higher plants
has remained elusive until recently and experimental evidences indicate that accumulation of
AsA during fruit maturation is coordinated by a complex interplay of biosynthetic, degrading
and recycling metabolic pathways. In Citrus fruits, it is well known that the peel accumulate
higher content of AsA than the pulp and we have recently demonstrated that the L-galactose
pathway appears to be predominant in both tissues (Alos et al. 2014). In order to understand
the potential contribution of the different biosynthetic pathways in the accumulation of AsA
during fruit development in Citrus fruits, we have investigated the expression of a number of
genes involved in biosynthetic, recycling and degradation of AsA. The expression of 23 genes
(13 related to the L-galactose, D-galacturonic acid and myo-inositol biosynthetic pathways; 5
to recycling and 5 to degrading pathways) were analyzed in peel and pulp of Valencia orange
during fruit development, from early stages of cell division to latter fruit maturation. The major
increase in AsA content in the peel occurred during cell enlargement, reaching a maximum at
color-break. However, AsA concentration in the pulp was much lower and remained stable or
slightly decreases during fruit maturation. Accordingly, AsA biosynthetic genes were expressed
at much higher levels in peel than in the pulp. Collectively, results indicate that synthesis and
accumulation of AsA in Citrus fruits is highly intricate, in which the expression of genes of the
different pathways may be dependent of the stage of fruit development and that specific
isoforms of D-galacturonic acid reductase (GalUR) together with ascorbate oxidase and
ascorbate peroxidase appear to be relevant for the regulation of AsA content.
Alos et al. (2014). Planta, 239(5):1113-1128
Acknowledgments: This work was supported by research grants FP7-PEOPLE-2011-CIG-303652 (Marie
Curie Actions, European Union) GV/2012/036 (Generalitat Valenciana, Spain) and AGL 2012-34573
(Ministerio de Economia y Competitividad). Financial support by PROMETEOII/2014/027 (Generalitat
Valenciana) is also acknowledged. EA was recipient of a JAE-doc and JL a JAE-Predoc contract of the
CSIC-FSE.
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3-Phosphoglycerate is not in equilibrium between the cytosol and
plastids of non-photosynthetic cells
María Flores-Tornero1, Armand D. Anoman1, Jesús Muñoz-Bertomeu2, Sara RosaTéllez1, Roc Ros1.
1 Departament de Biologia Vegetal. Facultat de Farmácia. Universitat
de València. Spain. Estructura de Recerca Interdisciplinar en Biotecnologia i
Biomedicina (ERI BIOTECMED), Universitat de València. Dr Moliner 50, 46100 Burjassot,
Spain.
2 Instituto de Biología Molecular y Celular de Plantas (IBMCP), C/ Ingeniero Fausto Elio
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Glycolysis is an essential metabolic pathway that, in plants, it takes place in both cytosol and
plastids. It is assume that the glycolytic intermediates from both compartments will be
equilibrated. Homozygous mutants of the plastidial glycolytic enzyme GAPDH (gapcp1gapcp2)
from Arabidopsis thaliana show a deficiency of the serine amino acid in their roots, which
leads to alterations on its normal development, like dwarfism, arrested root and sterility. We
postulate that such a deficiency could be due to a reduction of the glycolytic intermediate 3PGA inside the plastid, which in turn is the precursor of the phosphorilated pathway of serine
biosynthesis. In order to test this hypothesis, we have overexpressed the triose phosphate
transporter TPT in the gapcp1gapcp2 mutant and measured not only its activity but also
analyzed its metabolite profile. Our results show a complementation of the root and sterile
phenotype of gapcp1gapcp2 mutant, thus suggesting a key role of the GAPCp enzyme on
maintaining the 3-PGA levels in plastids of non-photosynthetic cells. Our results also argue
against an equilibrium of glycolytic intermediates between the cytosol and the plastids as it is
currently assumed.
Project funding: PROMETEO 2009/075 and FEDER/ BFU2012-31519.
Fellowships: FPI fellowship to S. R-T, “Atracció de Talent” fellowship from Universitat de València to M.
F-T. We also thank SCSIE of the Universitat de València for technical assistance.
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Biostimulant-mediated effects on carbon and nitrogen metabolism
revealed by genomic analysis

Céline Diaz1, Luis Galán1, Cristina Úrbez2, Miguel A Blazquez2 and David Alabadí2.
1
AGRITECNO FERTILIZANTES, Plaza Alcalde Domingo Torres 4 -1º, 46020 Valencia,
Spain.
2
Instituto de Biología Molecular y Celular de Plantas (UPV-CSIC), Universidad
Politécnica de Valencia, Valencia, Spain.
invest2@agritecnofertilizantes.com

Agricultural biostimulants include diverse formulations of compounds, substances and other
products that are applied to plants or soils to regulate and enhance the crop’s physiological
processes and stimulate plant growth and development. These products are gaining
recognition in Agriculture for contributing to increased crop yields, improving horticultural
practices and enhancing nutrient use efficiency by improving nutrient uptake and reducing
losses to the environment. AGRITECNO FERTILIZANTES is producer of biostimulants and
dedicates a large part of its research projects to understanding the mechanism of action of its
products and developing new ones. The objective of this project was to gain new insight in the
product ID2014. ID2014 was applied exogenously to Arabidopsis thaliana leaves in vegetative
stage and the modification of gene expression was analyzed by RNAseq. Among the 155 genes
deregulated in response to ID2014, 80% were up-regulated. Data analysis reveals a
modification of carbon and nitrogen metabolism in response to ID2014 and suggested the
activation of carbohydrate production and nitrogen remobilization. The amino acid transporter
AAP2 (Zhang et al, 2012) was the more strongly up-regulated gene by ID2014. AAP2 is involved
in sink source allocation of amino acids and is regulating the nitrogen content of seed in
Arabidopsis. Moreover, genes encoding sugar transporter protein (STP13), trehalose-6phosphate synthase (T6P), phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase (PEPC), and Invertase (INV) were
up-regulated more than 2 fold in ID2014 treated plants. These genes are central regulators of
carbohydrate metabolism and have been shown to positively control flowering (Ponnu et al,
2011) and Nitrogen Use Efficiency (Scochfield et al, 2009). Interestingly, application of ID2014
to apple and citrus leaves increased flower production by 6%, and improved fruit set by 14%.
Altogether, these data suggest that ID2014 stimulates plant physiology and in particular
flowering and fruit development by regulating plant carbon and nitrogen metabolism and by
inducing synthesis of carbohydrate and remobilization of amino acids.
Zhang et al. (2010) Plant Cell, 22: 3603-3620.
Ponnu et al. (2011) Front. Plant Sci, 2:70.
Schofield et al. (2009) Plant Cell Env 32:271-285
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Characterization of a new red-fleshed Brazilian sweet orange
accumulating lycopene in the pulp
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In Citrus fruits carotenoids are pigments responsible for color of the peel and juice, ranging
from yellow to orange and red, depending on cultivar and species. Therefore, carotenoid
content and composition have big influence on citrus fruit quality and consumer acceptance.
Moreover, some carotenoids are precursors of vitamin A and their regular consumption has
been associated with lower risk of degenerative and chronic diseases. Lycopene, a red
carotene with high antioxidant activity, is an unusual carotenoid in Citrus and can only be
accumulated in pulp of the red grapefruits (Citrus paradisi), pummelos (Citrus grandis) and a
reduced number of sweet orange mutants. Due to attractive color of lycopene containing
tissues and health-related benefits associated to its intake, nowadays, there is an increasing
interest in characterization of new citrus varieties accumulating lycopene. In this context, a
new sweet orange mutant has been recently identified in Brazil, named ‘Sanguinea de
Mombuca’, that shows a pulp of intense reddish coloration. This new mutant was originated
spontaneously from a commercial variety of a blond sweet orange. The aim of this work has
been to characterize the carotenoid profile in peel and pulp during development and ripening
of ‘Sanguinea de Mombuca’ oranges. Despite apparent similar external peel coloration of
mutant fruits comparing to the parental sweet orange, important differences in carotenoid
composition were detected in both peel and pulp tissue. The most striking characteristic found
in the peel of mutant was an higher content of colorless carotenes at mature stages,
identifying several isomers of phytoene and phytofluene. In the pulp the presence of lycopene
was detected from early stages of development, and important amounts of early carotenes
was also noticeable. These results envisage a partial blockage at cyclation of lycopene,
originating then accumulation of upstream carotenes that appears to affect both peel and pulp
composition. The relationship between altered carotenoid profiles in ‘Sanguinea de Mombuca’
mutant and changes in the expression of main carotenoid biosynthetic genes expressions may
shed light into the molecular basis responsible for accumulation of lycopene in this mutant
that will be further discussed in this communication.

Acknowledgments: Francisco Henrique is recipient of a fellowship from PDSE/CAPES – Coordenação de
Aperfeiçoamento de Pessoal de Nível Superior (Brazil). Part of this work was supported by the project
AGL-2012-34573 (Ministerio de Economía y Competitividad, España)
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Digestion of the xyloglucan backbone is carried out by soluble and
plasma-membrane-associated glucosidases
Gloria Revilla, Elene Valdivia, Patricia Fraga, Cristina Gianzo, Ignacio Zarra and Javier
Sampedro
Depto. Fisiología Vegetal, Fac. Biología, Universidad de Santiago de Compostela, 15782
Santiago de Compostela
mgloria.revilla@usc.es
In most land plants xyloglucan amounts to 25% of the dry weight of growing primary walls.
Plants lacking xyloglucan are affected in their growth and the mechanical properties of their
wall and xyloglucan may also play a role in defence against pathogens. In Arabidopsis
xyloglucan has a backbone of glucose residues with numerous side-chains that include xylose,
galactose and fucose. A set of four glycosidase activities attack the non-reducing ends of
polymeric xyloglucan removing one residue at a time. In Arabidopsis α-xylosidase, βgalactosidase and α-fucosidase activities are coded by single genes that have been previously
characterized (Günl et al., 2011; Sampedro et al., 2010; Sampedro et al., 2012). Knock-outs in
any of these genes result in the accumulation of partially digested xyloglucan subunits within
the polymer.
An Arabidopsis mutant with an insertion in BGLC1 (At5g20950) shows only residual extractable
β-glucosidase activity against xyloglucan, but no accumulation of partially digested subunits. A
related gene, BGLC3 (At5g04885) codes for a protein that has been localized to the plasma
membrane and includes a conserved GPI anchor sequence. Heterologous expression in
Nicotiana benthamiana of BGLC1 or BGLC3 without its anchor shows that both proteins can
remove glucose residues from the xyloglucan backbone. The expression pattern of both genes
overlaps extensively, as revealed by promoter-reporter constructs, although there are some
minor differences such as expression in trichomes of BGLC1, but not BGLC3. The pattern is also
quite similar to that of previously described xyloglucan glycosidases with high expression in
tissues undergoing cell wall remodelling.
Xyloglucan from a double bglc1 bglc3 mutant contains a small amount of GXLG, one of the
partially digested subunits expected in glucosidase deficient plants. In contrast a triple fuc95A
bglc1 bglc3 mutant that also lacks α-fucosidase activity shows a much larger accumulation of
partially digested GXFG and GGFG subunits. Our hypothesis is that partially digested subunits
in glucosidase deficient plants, such as GXXG and GXLG fail to accumulate because they are
poor acceptors of endotransglycosilation reactions.
The double bglc1 bglc3 mutant has leaves with less prominent serrations and this phenotype
appears to revert when complemented with either BGLC1 or BGLC3, indicating that xyloglucan
metabolism has a role in the correct shaping of the leaf.
Günl et al. (2011) Plant Cell., 23: 4025-4040
Sampedro et al. (2010) Plant Physiol., 154: 1105-1115
Sampedro et al. (2012) Plant Physiol., 158: 1146-1157
Glicosidasas y su acción sobre el xiloglucano de las paredes celulares de Arabidopsis. Ministerio de
Economía y Competitividad. BIO2012-40032-C03-01.0
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Carotenoids comprise a large family of terpenoids responsible for the diversity of citrus fruits
coloration. The cyclization of lycopene, catalyzed by lycopene cyclases (LCY), is at a branching
point of the carotenoid biosynthetic pathway playing a crucial role in the massive
accumulation of carotenoids during maturation of Citrus fruit. It has been described that
alterations in the expression and activity of a chromoplast-specific lycopene β-cyclase in
grapefruits may be responsible of the accumulation of lycopene in red grapefruit. However,
other evidences indicate that accumulation of lycopene in other orange mutants is not directly
related to LCY. To further understand the role of lycopene cyclases in the regulation of
carotenoids biosynthesis in Citrus fruits, we have investigated the effect of the specific
inhibitor of the lycopene cyclase enzyme activity, CPTA (2-(4-chlorophenylthio) triethylamine),
in fruits of Citrus species with marked differences in coloration and carotenoids content and
composition. Then, fruits of lemon (Citrus limon cv. Fino), citron (Citrus medica cv. Diamante),
sweet orange (Citrus sinensis cv. Navelate and cv. Pinalate) and pummelo (Citrus grandis cv. Jil)
were selected and the effect of CPTA on carotenoid content and composition, and expression
of carotenoid biosynthetic genes in the peel was analyzed up to 7 days. For all citrus species,
accumulation of lycopene and other upstream carotenes were stimulated by CPTA, but the
kinetics of these increments were different among the different fruits. Consistent with that,
transcriptional analysis of carotenoids biosynthetic genes revealed that CPTA reduced the
expression of PSY (phytoene synthase) in lemon, citron and pummelo but not in sweet
oranges, likely reflecting different regulatory mechanisms in the flux of the pathway. More
strikingly, in citron fruits the expression of a new allele of the chromoplasts-specific lycopene
β-cyclase was detected. Collectively, biochemical and transcriptional data suggest that
lycopene cyclase plays a critical role not only in colored oranges, mandarins and grapefruits,
but also in lemon and citron that will be discussed in this communication.

Acknowledgments: This work was supported by the project AGL-2012-34573 (Ministerio de Economía y
Competitividad, España). Fabio Cuéllar was recipient of a fellowship from Santiago Grisolía program
from Generalitat Valenciana.
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Grain production and quality in A. thaliana lines with T-DNA insertion in
gene coding PEPC and PPCK
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Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase (PEPC, EC 4.1.1.31) catalyzes the biosynthesis of OAA from PEP
which is therefore crucial for primary metabolism in all plants. In seeds, the enzyme recycles
respired CO2 thus providing the Krebs cycle with OAA whenever the demand for amino acid and
protein synthesis is high, contribute to fatty acid synthesis and to starchy endosperm acidification
during seed maturation1. In Arabidopsis thaliana, the PEPC gene family is composed of four genes
among them Atppc1, Atppc2 and Atppc3 encode plant-type PEPCs. Also, phosphoenolpyruvate
carboxylase kinase (PPCK), that account for the regulatory phosphorylation of PEPC, is represented
in Arabidopsis by two genes: Atppck1 and Atppck2. In our study we have used A. thaliana lines
with T-DNA insertion in gene coding PEPC and PPCK to analyze grain production and quality. The
homozygous SALK lines selected are: PPC1-: N671015; N666378; N675593; PPC2-: N670126; PPC3-:
N656338; PPCK1-: N616510; PPCK2-: N673774, N677866. These mutants have been analyzed
according to the wild type Col-0 ecotype. Previous results have shown that ppc1/ppc2 mutants
accumulate starch and sucrose, and that the disruption of PPC1 and PPC2 leads to the suppression
of nitrogen assimilation in leaves of Arabidopsis2. Our preliminary results show altered amounts of
nitrates and nitrogen compounds, protein, carbohydrates and lipids in seeds produced by PEPC
and PPCK mutants. Also, the germination capacity was affected. We hypothesized that a possible
reduction of Krebs cycle intermediates in the mutants affecting the GS/GOGAT cycle and lipid
synthesis pathway, increase the nitrates and nitrogen compounds and decrease the amount of
proteins and lipids in mutants, all this affecting the quality and the germination capacity of the
seeds.
1 Brenda O´Leary et al., (2011). Biochem J., 436: 15-34.
2 Jianghua Shi et al. (2015). Plant Physiol, 167(3): 671-681.
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Microspore reprogramming, embryogenesis initiation and progression
require auxin biosynthesis, action and transport
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Isolated microspores are reprogrammed in vitro by stress, becoming totipotent cells and
producing doubled-haploid embryos and plants, generating new genetic variability and
isogenic lines, via a process known as microspore embryogenesis. Despite the abundance of
data on auxin involvement in plant development and embryogenesis, no data are available
regarding the dynamics of auxin concentration, cellular localization and biosynthesis genes
expression during microspore embryogenesis. This work involved the analysis of auxin
concentration and cellular accumulation; expression of TAA1 and NIT2 encoding enzymes of
two auxin biosynthetic pathways; expression of PIN1-like efflux carrier; and the effects of
inhibition of auxin transport and action by N-1-naphthylphthalamic acid (NPA) and α-(pChlorophenoxy) isobutyric acid (PCIB) during Brassica napus microspore embryogenesis.

05

The results indicated de novo auxin synthesis after stress-induced microspore reprogramming
and embryogenesis initiation, accompanying the first cell divisions. The progressive increase of
auxin concentration during embryogenesis progression correlated with the expression
patterns of TAA1 and NIT2 genes of auxin biosynthetic pathways. Auxin was evenly distributed
in early embryos, whereas in heart-torpedo embryos auxin was accumulated in apical and
basal embryo regions. Auxin efflux carrier PIN1-like gene expression was induced in early
multicellular embryos and increased at globular/torpedo embryo stages. Inhibition of polar
auxin transport (PAT) and action, by NPA and PCIB, impaired embryo development, indicating
that PAT and auxin action are required for microspore embryo progression. NPA also modified
auxin embryo accumulation patterns. These findings indicate that endogenous auxin
biosynthesis, action and polar transport are required in stress-induced microspore
reprogramming, embryogenesis initiation and progression.
Rodríguez-Sanz et al. (2015) Plant Cell Phys. In press. DOI: 10.1093/pcp/pcv058.
Work supported by projects (BFU2011-23752 and AGL2014-52028-R) funded by the Spanish Ministry of
Economy and Competitiveness (MINECO) and the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF/FEDER)
of the European Commission. HRS was recipient of a predoctoral FPI fellowship (BES-2009-014245) of
the MINECO.
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Nitric oxide (NO) involvement in seed lipid storage accumulation
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Metabolism during seed maturation includes the deposition of nutrient reserves, which are of
key relevance until seedling photosynthesis can provide new compounds for the following
developmental stages. Thus, seed development related processes are of great significance for
the proper germination and seedling establishment. The completion of this phase implies
different stages, from embryo growth until acquisition of desiccation tolerance. The basic
region/leucine zipper motif (bZIP) transcription factors have been reported to regulate many
processes along the plant life cycle, including seed maturation. Additionally, nitric oxide (NO) is
a signalling molecule involved in a variety of physiological processes during plant growth (1,2)
with important implications during embryogenesis (3) and in the promotion of seed germination
(4,5).
We get deeper insights into the molecular mechanisms that control seed maturation and
germination through the regulation of key bZIPs by NO. Our results show a fundamental NO
implication in the regulation of the proper seed maturation taking part in the oil reserves
accumulation phase. We find that major fatty acid storage compounds differ in the NO mutant
backgrounds and in gain- and loss-of-function bZIPs lines.
Another key feature in this complex network in which NO is implicated during seed germination
is through the posttranslational modification of bZIP transcription factors. bZIP protein levels
differ in NO-deficient and NO-overaccumulating mutants, because of the promotion of protein
instability through the S-nitrosylation of specific Cys residues.
References:
1. Fernández-Marcos M, Sanz L, Lewis DR, Muday GK, Lorenzo O. (2011) Nitric oxide causes root apical
meristem defects and growth inhibition while reducing PIN1-dependent acropetal auxin transport. Proc.
Nat. Acad. Sci. USA, 108, 18506-18511.
2. Sanz L, Fernández-Marcos M, Modrego, A, Lewis DR, Muday GK, Pollmann S, Dueñas M, Santos-Buelga
C, Lorenzo O. (2014) Nitric oxide plays a role in stem cell niche homeostasis through its interaction with
auxin. Plant Physiol. Dec;166(4):1972-84
3. Sánchez-Vicente I., Isabel Mateos, Pablo Albertos, Erwann Arc, Béatrice Godin, Loïc Rajjou, Diana
Bellini, Massimo Delledonne and Óscar Lorenzo (2015) Plant Cell Submitted.
4. Albertos, P., Romero-Puertas, M.C., Tatematsu, K., Mateos, I., Sánchez-Vicente, I., Nambara, E.,
Lorenzo, O. (2014). Nature Com. Under review.
5. Albertos, P., Tatematsu, K., Mateos, I., Fernández-Arbaizar, A., Nakabayashi, K., Nambara, E., Godoy,
M., Franco, J.M., Solano, R., Perea, C., Salinas J., and Lorenzo, O. (2014). Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. USA,
Submitted.
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usitatissimum cell cultures
Pedro Joaquín Sánchez-Pujante1, Polina Soluyanova1, Pascual García-Pérez1, Begoña
Miras-Moreno1, Libertad Raquel Tudela-Sánchez1, Lorena Almagro1 and María
Angeles Pedreño1
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Phytosterols and tocopherols are isoprenoid compounds which play vital roles in plant
defense. Phytosterols have been reported to have roles in the plant-pathogen interactions and
tocopherols are the most effective lipid-soluble compounds with antioxidant activity.
Moreover, these molecules also present beneficial effect on human health. In fact, tocopherols
have been associated with the prevention of coronary heart disease, atherosclerosis,
Alzheimer’s disease, among others. Phytosterols also have important pharmacological
activities, including cholesterol-lowering, anti-inflammatory or antitumor effects.
The extraction of these compounds from raw plant materials is often tedious and expensive.
However, we have developed a method of production and extraction of metabolites based on
the elicitation of plant cell cultures with β-cyclodextrins (CD) (Sabater-Jara et al. 2010). CD are
cyclic oligosaccharides consisting of seven glucopyranose residues linked by (14) glucosidic
bonds. Their eliciting activity may be due to their chemical similarity with the alkyl-derived
oligosaccharides that are released from plant cell walls during fungal attack. CD not only are
able to act as inducers of metabolite biosynthesis but also as promoters of the adsorption of
these metabolites from the culture medium, enabling their accumulation, and recovery
directly from the spent medium with no biomass destruction (Belchí-Navarro et al. 2012).
On the other hand, β-glucans are among the best characterized oomycete elicitors that trigger
innate immune responses in plants and provoked the accumulation of phytoalexin. Moreover,
green leaf C6-volatiles like hexenol plays an important role triggering the plant-plant
communication to prevent further attacks. The exposure to these compounds induces
phytoalexin production in several plant species. These findings suggest that these compounds
can function as a signal to initiate defense responses in plant cell cultures, and for this reason,
we have evaluated the effect of CD, β-glucans and hexenol separately or in combination on the
production of phytosterols and tocopherols in Linum usitatissimum cell cultures. We observed
high levels of phytosterols which were accumulated, and easily recovered directly from the
culture media in the presence of CD (25 and 50 mM). However, the addition of β-glucans and
hexenol separately or in combination with CD did not increase the production of phytosterols.
Finally, we detected the maximal levels of tocopherols when Linum usitatissimum cell cultures
were elicited with CD and β-glucans or hexenol.
Belchí-Navarro et al. (2012). Plant cell rep, 31: 81-89
Sabater-Jara et al. (2010). Patent: WO2010049563 A1
This work was supported by Phyture Biotech.
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Steryl glycoside metabolism in tomato: a novel target for improving fruit
quality and stress tolerance in tomato
Nobahar Panahi1, Montserrat Arró1,2, Nidia Castillo1, Alejandro Lara1, Albert
Boronat1,3, Albert Ferrer1,2 and Teresa Altabella1,4.
1
Centre for Research in Agricultural Genomics (CSIC-IRTA-UAB-UB). Campus UAB.
Bellaterra (Cerdanyola del Valles). 08193-Barcelona
2
Departament de Bioquímica i Biologia Molecular. Facultat de Farmàcia. Universitat de
Barcelona. Av. Joan XXIII s/n. 08028-Barcelona
3
Departament de Bioquímica i Biologia Molecular. Facultat de Biologia. Universitat de
Barcelona. Av. Diagonal 643. 08028-Barcelona
4
Unidad de Fisiología Vegetal. Facultad de Farmacia. Universidad de Barcelona. Av.
Joan XXIII s/n. 08028-Barcelona
nobahar.panahi@cragenomica.es
Tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) is one of the most widely grown vegetables in the world and
represents a very important source of nutrients in the human diet. Fruit ripening is a complex
process, which involves a series of biochemical and metabolic changes that provide the
optimal characteristics for consumption. However, the softening and increased susceptibility
to microbial infections during the late stages of ripening result in a rapid deterioration of the
fruit, affecting significantly postharvest handling and marketing. Another aspect related with
tomato growing is its susceptibility to different plagues. Therefore, the development of pest
resistant varieties is a major challenge in sustainable agriculture. Although the biochemical and
metabolic processes related to fruit quality have been extensively studied in tomato, other
less-characterized metabolic processes may also play important roles not only during fruit
development and ripening but also in plant development and response to different types of
stress. Sterol metabolism would be one of these processes. In plant tissues, sterols are found
in free form (FS) and conjugated as esters (SE), glycosides (SG) and acylglycosides (ASG).
Tomato, along with other species of the Solanaceae family, shows an atypical profile of
conjugated sterols, accumulating particularly high amounts of SGs and ASGs (Duperon et al.,
1984). However, the role of SG and ASG is currently unknown. SGs are synthesized from FS
and UDP-sugar (glucose) in a reaction mediated by UDP-Glc:sterol glucosyltransferase (SGT).
We have identified four tomato (S. lycopersicum cv. Micro-Tom) genes coding for putative
SGTs, and the cDNAs corresponding to three of them (SlSGT1, SlSGT2, SlSGT3) have been
cloned. These genes are differentially expressed in different tomato organs and fruit ripening
stages, and encode cytosolic proteins whose functional identity has been demonstrated by
complementation of the A. thaliana null mutant ugt80B1 (De Bolt et al. 2009). The possible
involvement of the SlSGTs in plant response to stress will be discussed. These data will set the
basis for further studies aimed at understanding the role of SG in tomato growth and
development, fruit ripening and their response to biotic and abiotic stress.
References:
De Bolt et al. (2009). Plant Phys, 151: 78-87
Duperon et al. (1984). Phytochemistry, 23: 743-746
Acknowledgements: This work was financed by the Ministerio de Economia y Competitividad (AGL201313522-R). N.C. and A. L. are supported by predoctoral grants from CONACYT (México).
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Study of the oxidation of capsinoids by basic peroxidases from pepper
Alberto Lema 1, Susana González1, Teresa Martínez-Cortés1, Cristina Silvar1, Ana
Garcés2, Cristina Mallor2, Oreto Fayos2, Gerardo F. Barbero3, Federico Pomar1
1
Department of Animal Biology, Plant Biology and Ecology, 15071, University of A
Coruña, A Coruña, Spain
2
Agrifood and Technology Centre of Aragón (CITA), Montañana Avenue, 930, 50059
Zaragoza, Spain
3
Department of Analytical Chemistry, Faculty of Sciences, University of Cádiz, Agrifood
Campus of International Excellence (CeiA3), PO Box 40, 11510 Puerto Real, Cádiz, Spain
federico.pomar@udc.es
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Capsinoids were recently isolated from some sweet peppers as non-pungent compounds
similar to capsaicinoids in terms of structure and biological activities.. The structural difference
between the capsaicinoids and capsinoids is the way in which the carbon chain is bound to the
aromatic ring: by an amide moiety in capsaicinoids and by an ester moiety in capsinoids.
Classical secretory plant peroxidases (class III Prx, EC 1.11.1.7) are heme-containing
glycoproteins able to oxidize different substrates using hydrogen peroxide as electron donor.
Peroxidase may be directly related to capsaicinoid metabolism since the vanillyl moiety of
capsaicin is easily oxidized by this enzyme. The first report of capsaicin oxidation by a
peroxidase enzyme was from Boersch et al. (1991). These enzymatic assays were carried out
using horseradish and bovine peroxidase.
Bernal et al. (1993) reported the first data of capsaicin and dihydrocapsaicin oxidation by a
pepper peroxidase. The oxidation of capsaicinoids by Capsicum peroxidase was strictly
dependent on the presence of H2O2. The dependence of the oxidation rate of capsaicinoids by
Capsicum peroxidase on capsaicinoids and H2O2 concentrations shows a kinetic behavior of the
Michaelis-Menten type at low substrate concentrations, with inhibition at high substrate
concentrations.
The aim of the present work was to characterize the oxidation of capsinoids by pepper
peroxidases. An extract enriched in basic peroxidases was obtained by a two-step
chromatography protocol. The characterization of the catalytic properties of this protein
extract during the oxidation of capsiate and dihydrocapsiate was followed
spectrophotometrically. The oxidation products obtained were studied by mass-spectroscopy.
Bernal, M.A. et al. (1993). J. Agric. Food. Chem 41: 1041-1044.
Boersch, A. et al. (1991). Biochem. Pharmacol. 41: 1863–1869.

This work was supported by RTA2011-00118 project funded by the National Institute for Agriculture and
Food Research and Technology (INIA) and co-financed by the European Fund for Regional Development
(FEDER).
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Sulfide acts as a negative regulator in the process of autophagy in
Arabidopsis thaliana, in a manner independent of reactive oxygen
species
Ana M. Laureano-Marín, Inmaculada Moreno, Irene García, Luis C. Romero, Cecilia
Gotor
Instituto de Bioquímica Vegetal y Fotosíntesis, Consejo Superior de Investigaciones
Científicas and Universidad de Sevilla, Sevilla, Spain
anamaria.laureano@ibvf.csic.es
Accumulating experimental evidence in mammalian and recently in plant systems has led to a
change in the view of hydrogen sulfide, from a toxic molecule to a regulator of essential life
processes. In plants, hydrogen sulfide has a protective effect against a large array of different
stress conditions and regulates important plant processes such as photosynthesis, stomatal
movement and autophagy. In this study, we more deeply investigated the role of sulfide
signaling in the progression of the autophagy in Arabidopsis thaliana roots under nitrogen
starvation. We demonstrate that specifically sulfide, and no other molecules like sulfurcontaining molecules or even ammonium, is able to repress the progression of autophagy,
using the detection of the GFP-fluorescence associated with autophagosomes and the
immunoblot analysis of ATG8 protein forms. Therefore, we conclude that hydrogen sulfide is a
signaling molecule acting as a repressor of autophagy in Arabidopsis, unrelated to its condition
as a nutrient. Our findings also show that sulfide is unable to scavenge the reactive oxygen
species generated by the nitrogen starvation. In addition, the well-established antioxidant,
reduced glutathione, is unable to inhibit the increase accumulation of autophagosomes under
nitrogen limitation like sulfide does. Therefore, we conclude that the mechanism through
which the sulfide represses the progress of autophagy is independent of the redox conditions.
In this work, we also reinforce the nature of hydrogen sulfide as playing an important role in
plants, even phenotypically observable.
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The monoubiquitination of phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase plays an
important role during cell division process in germinating sorghum seeds
Guillermo Baena*, Isabel Ruiz-Ballesta*, Cristina Echevarría
Departamento de Biología Vegetal, Facultad de Biología, Universidad de Sevilla, Avda
Reina Mercedes s/n, 41012, Sevilla, Spain
echeva@us.es
*These two authors contributed equally to this work
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Phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase (PEPC; EC4.1.1.31) catalyzes the β-carboxylation of PEP to
yield oxaloacetate and inorganic phosphate. The enzyme plays a specific role in the primary
photosynthetic CO2 fixation in C4 and CAM plants. Even so, PEPC also sustains a wide range of
non-photosynthetic roles. In addition to phosphorylation, previous studies have shown the
occurrence of in vivo Class-1 PEPC monoubiquitination during development and germination of
starch-storing2 seeds. However, there are no studies about the influence of environmental
factors on PEPC monoubiquitination pattern along the life cycle of the seed. The results of our
studies indicate the existence of a strong relationship between temperature, the germination
and post-germination velocity and the pattern of PEPC monoubiquitination in sorghum seeds.
When seeds are embedded at 35 instead of 25 ºC the germination occurs earlier; therefore,
PEPC monoubiquitination happens before. We have established the physiological moment of
PEPC monoubiquitination between stage II and stage IV of embedded seeds. In stage II, the
protrusion of the radicle takes place following the rupture of the seed coat, indicating the end
of the period of hypoxia and the end of the germination phase itself (Phase II2). Stage IV
corresponds with the greening of the epicotyl. This period (stage II until stage IV) correlated
well with high cell division activity and high aerobic respiration where the massive mobilization
of reserves, the synthesis of new components and the growth of the seedling take place. In
addition, PEPC monoubiquitination only occurs in viable seeds. Western-blot analysis revealed
that PEPC monoubiquitination did not occur in ungerminated seeds. An increased IC50 malate
(concentration of inhibitor producing 50% inhibition of PEPC activity) has been correlated with
PEPC’s phosphorylation. Apparent IC50 studies coupled with immunoblotting using anti-pSer13
antibodies, that recognize the phosphorylated PEPC, indicated that PEPC phosphorylation and
monoubiquitination occur concomitantly with seed germination and are linked to increases in
IC50. Also, we show that PEPC transcripts were more abundant at 35 than at 25 ºC although
differences were not statistically significant, indicating that PEPC regulation during imbibition
at different temperatures is due to the post-translational modifications of the enzyme rather
than the regulation of its gene expression.
1. Ruiz-Ballesta et al., (2014). J. Exp. Bot 65: 443-451.
2. Bewley et al., (2013). Springer 2013. ISBN 978-1-4614-4692.
Acknowledgements: funding by project AGL2012-35708 from “MEC” by project P12-FQM-489 and BIO
298 from “Junta de Andalucía”, and grant from “Plan Propio de la Universidad de Sevilla”.
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DOUBLE-STRAND BREAK INDUCED GENOME ENGINEERING IN PLANTS
HOLGER PUCHTA
Bontany II, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, Karlsruhe GERMANY
holger.puchta@kit.edu
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Site-specific nucleases can be used to induce site-specific double-strand breaks ( DSBs) in
plant genomes. Using the meganuclease I-SceI we could show over the years that homologous
recombination (HR) can be enhanced and targeted mutagenesis can be achieved by errorprone non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) by site-specific DSB induction. Moreover by
inducing several breaks sequences can be deleted out of the genome and chromosome arms
exchanged. Recently, we developed a strategy by which by DSB induction gene targeting can
be performed in planta during plant development. The strategy does not rely on efficient
transformation and regeneration procedures, making it attractive for application in crop
plants to improve elite cultivars. The CRISPR/Cas system is becoming the major tool for
targeted mutagenesis in eukaryotes to induce either double-strand breaks (DSBs) or singlestrand breaks at preselected genomic sites. Thus, homologous recombination (HR) can be
enhanced and targeted mutagenesis can be achieved by error-prone non-homologous end
joining (NHEJ). Before, we were able to demonstrate heritable targeted mutagenesis in
Arabidopsis thaliana as well as the first application of a Cas9 nickase in plants. Now, we are
able to demonstrate that the in planta GT strategy can be applied for targeting natural genes
by Cas9-mediated DSB induction. We could integrate a resistance cassette into the ADH1
locus of A. thaliana via HR. Heritable events were identified using PCR-based genotyping,
characterized by Southern blotting and confirmed on the sequence level. Moreover, a major
concern is the specificity of the CRISPR/Cas system. Off-target effects might be avoided using
two adjacent sgRNA target sequences to guide the Cas9 nickase to each of the two DNA
strands, resulting in the formation of a DSB. By amplicon deep sequencing, we demonstrate
that this Cas9 paired nickase strategy has a mutagenic potential comparable to that of the
nuclease. We also demonstrate the stable inheritance of such mutations in A. thaliana.
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A ROLE FOR TELOMERES IN PLANT STEM CELL DEVELOPMENT
Mary-Paz González-García1, Irina Pavelescu1,5, Andrés Canela2, Xavier Sevillano3,
Katherine A. Leehy4, Andrew D.L. Nelson4, Marta Ibañes5, Dorothy E. Shippen4,
Maria A. Blasco2 and Ana I. Caño-Delgado1,§.
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Presenting author e-mail: ana.cano@cragenomica.es
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ABSTRACT
Telomeres are specialized nucleoprotein caps that protect chromosome ends
assuring the cell division capabilities of eukaryotes. The quantification of single
telomeres in individual cells in animals has established a critical role for telomerase
in stem cell function, yet in plants telomere-length quantification has only been
reported at the organ level by conventional molecular methods. Here, the
quantification of telomeres in the Arabidopsis root cells was done by coupling
whole-mount immunocytochemistry to a quantitative telomere cytological method
in intact roots, revealing the longest telomeres in the innermost located cells at the
stele and in the stem cell niche. The root analysis of mutants impaired in telomere
lengthening, successive tert mutant generations and ku70, uncover that telomere
length distribution sets a replicative limit for stem cell renewal in the meristem,
which is essential to sustain damage. Our recent study discloses a critical
association between telomere length, stem cell function and the extended life span
of plants.
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Reshaping the (epi)genetic landscape of the male gametophyte for
genome stability and transgenerational inheritance
Jörg D. Becker1
1
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The life cycle of higher plants is characterized by two morphologically distinct
generations: the dominant generation of the sporophyte and the strongly reduced
gametophyte generation. It is only during the development of the gametophytes that
the plant germline is specified. In Arabidopsis, the male germline is initiated by
asymmetric division of haploid uninucleated microspores, giving rise to a vegetative
cell enclosing a smaller generative cell that divides before anthesis to originate two
sperm cells. The transition between generation-specific cell fates is bound to involve
extensive genetic and epigenetic reprogramming.
To reveal the dynamics of (epi)genetic reprogramming during germline specification in
Arabidopsis we developed a FACS-based method allowing us to isolate highly pure
fractions of microspores as well as vegetative nuclei and sperm cells. Transcriptional
profiling of sorted sperm cells showed that transcripts involved in small RNA
biogenesis and RNA-directed DNA methylation are enriched in sperm cells, suggesting
active epigenetic reprogramming as well as post-transcriptional regulation of gene
expression. And indeed, genome-wide methylation profiling of genomic DNA from
microspores, vegetative nuclei and sperm cells in conjunction with small RNA analysis
indicates that the epigenome in Arabidopsis pollen undergoes targeted
reprogramming. This leads to the transcriptional activation of Athila retrotransposons
in the vegetative nucleus and accumulation of correspondent mobile 21nt siRNAs in
the sperm cells, in which these transposons are hypermethylated. In a similar fashion,
targeted demethylation of transposons neighboring maternally imprinted genes and
variable epialleles in the vegetative nucleus is contrasted by hypermethylation of these
loci in the sperm cells and accumulation of correspondent 24nt siRNAs. Taken together
the results indicate that epigenetic reprogramming during microgametogenesis
contributes to transposon silencing, transgenerational recurrence of epialleles and
imprinting of maternally expressed genes, guided by siRNA.
To gain insights into the evolution of (epi)genetic reprogramming during male
gametogenesis we have created a transcriptome atlas of the moss Physcomitrella
patens, and the analysis of key pathways is under way.
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Linking genotypes to phenotypes using non-invasive phenotyping
technology

Marcus Jansen 1
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Functional characterisation of genotypes requires precise measuring and quantifying of
phenotypic properties. Such properties in turn strongly depend on environmental factors to
which the plants are exposed. Whereas molecular and biochemical investigations routinely rely
on high level of automation and mechanisation, the level of automation for phenotypic analyses
still is lagging behind, but technology is emerging. Mechanising of measurements gives the
advantage of being independent from manual or visual scoring, which includes subjective rating
and is bound to working times frequently. Automation leads to higher throughput of samples
and to higher degree of reliability and repeatability of measured data. Phenotyping technology
usually involves non-invasive sensors that measure plant properties without destroying or
strongly influencing the plants under investigation and thereby allows repeated measurements
on individual plants. When measuring phenotypic data, it is meaningful to record a
comprehensive set of environmental data, such as temperatures, air humidity, light duration,
quality and quantity. Such data facilitate interpreting phenotypes as result of genotypeenvironment interactions. Phenotypic properties comprise plant size and shape, colour, water
status, temperature, fluorescence or pigment content. For assessing such properties, a toolbox
of various sensors can be used and the sensors can be mounted onto instruments for laboratory,
greenhouse, or field measurements. LemnaTec Scanalyzer platforms are a comprehensive set of
sensors and measurement hardware together with a software package for data acquisition,
processing, and evaluation, meeting the demand of a broad range of researchers.
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Shotgun proteomics: a tool to investigate changes in subproteomes of
plants grown under stress
Elain Gutierrez-Carbonell 1, Laura Ceballos-Laita1, Daisuke Takahashi 2, Matsuo
Uemura3, Anunciación Abadía, Ana Flor López-Millán1, Javier Abadía1
1

Dept. of Plant Nutrition, Aula Dei Experimental Station (CSIC), P. O. Box 13034, 50080
Zaragoza, Spain
2
United Graduate School of Agricultural Sciences, Iwate University, Morioka 020-8550,
Japan
3
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The use of mass spectrometry (MS) techniques have led to advances in the understanding of
processes related to mineral nutrition in plants, including the changes in the plant
metabolome and proteome elicited by metal deficiencies, as well as on the occurrence of
specific metabolites involved in metal homeostasis. A good deal of information is already
available on the changes elicited by metal deficiencies on the protein profiles of different plant
tissues such as roots and leaves (reviewed in López-Millán et al., 2013), but much less is known
on the changes in specific plant sub-proteomes that are known to be crucial in Fe homeostasis,
including the chloroplast envelope membrane (Guterrez-Carbonell et al., 2014), the root
plasma membrane and the seed. Shotgun proteomics techniques are non-gel based and use
high performance liquid chromatography coupled to high capacity and speed MS. These
techniques have several advantages over gel-based techniques, including the possibility to
detect membrane integral proteins and to determine a much larger set of proteins. The talk
will give brief examples of the use of MS shotgun proteomics techniques to study such
subproteomes, putting a special emphasis on the complementarity between gel based and
non-gel based techniques.
López-Millán A-F et al. (2013) Front Plant Sci 4, 254 (doi: 10.3389/fpls.2013.00254)
Gutierrez-Carbonell E et al. (2014) J Proteom Res 13, 2941–2953 (doi: 10.1021/pr500106s)

ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: Supported by the Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness
(projects AGL2012-31988 and AGL2013-42175-R, co-financed with FEDER) and the Aragón
Government (groups A03). E.G.-C and L.C.-L. were supported by contracts JAEPost-CSIC and
MINECO-FPI, respectively.
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Evolution by gene duplication of Medicago truncatula PISTILLATA-like
transcription factors
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Gene duplication contributes to the emergence of novel functions and the increase of
ecological diversification. Arguably, determining the mod of evolution after gene duplication is
a fundamental aim in evolutionary biology. However, describing the evolution of certain
duplicated genes, such as transcription factors, remains challenging owing to the complex
expression and functional divergence patterns between the gene copies. A paradigm of
innovation after gene duplication is that of the MADS-box transcription factors family, known
for their role in angiosperm diversification. PISTILLATA (PI) is a member of the B-function
MADS-box transcription factors family, which controls the identity of both petals and stamens.
In Medicago truncatula (Mt) there are two PI-like paralogs, known as MtPI and MtNGL9
(Benlloch et al.,2009; Roque et al., 2013), which differ in their expression patterns but it is not
known whether they have also diverged in their functions. We have integrated molecular
evolution approaches and a number of functional studies, including analyses of gene
expression, protein-protein interactions, and genetic reverse approaches, to determine the
mode of evolution of Mt PI-like genes after duplication. Our results demonstrate that MtPI
functions as master regulator of B-function in M. truncatula, maintaining the full ancestral
function, while MtNGL9 does not appear to have a role in this regard. However, we show that
MtNGL9 is not a pseudogene as our molecular evolution studies point to strong constraints
acting on this gene. Our findings suggest that changes in gene expression, and consequently in
protein sequences, have likely contributed to the differences between the roles of MtPI and
MtNGL9. Collectively, the results in our study describe the evolution of these transcription
factors by invoking both the neutral theory of molecular evolution and natural selection
(Drummond et al., 2005).
Roque et al., 2013. Plant J. 73:663-675
Benlloch et al., 2009. Plant J. 60:102-111
Drummond et al., 2005. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A 102:14338-14343
This work was funded by grants BIO2009-08134 and BIO2012-39849-C02-01 from the Spanish Ministry
of Economy and Competitiveness.
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Phenotyping of plant mutants using fluorescence and thermal imaging
M. L. Pérez-Bueno1, Espen Granum1, Monica Pineda1, F. M. Cabeza Arcas1, Antonio
Serrato1, Mariam Sahrawy1, M. Triviño2, A. de Marcos2, C. Fenoll2, M. Mena2 and M.
Barón1
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Plant phenotyping is the comprehensive assessment of complex plant traits such as growth,
development, tolerance, resistance, and the basic measurement of individual quantitative
parameters that are at the basis of the more complex traits. Examples for such direct
measurement parameters are image-based chlorophyll fluorescence, leaf temperature, stress
pigment concentration, determination of secondary metabolites, etc. The development of a
new field of highly automated, non-destructive plant phenotyping has contributed to the
accurate quantification of phenotypic traits, giving valuable information and predictions on
plant-environment interaction (http://www.lemnatec.com/plant-phenotyping/).
Plant imaging at different wavelengths provide quantitative parameters of plant structure and
function determining plant performance. Chlorophyll fluorescence (Chl-F, 690nm), blue-green
fluorescence (BGF, 440-520 nm) and thermal imaging (infrared radiation) are sensitive tools
which provide spatial information about photosynthesis, secondary metabolism as well as
transpiration in plants. Using these imaging techniques we have obtained spatial and temporal
information about the early infection of host plants by bacteria, viruses, fungi and parasitic
plants. In the present work these tools are used to characterize a) Arabidopsis mutants in the
sugar synthesis pathways and b) stomataless Arabidopsis mutants.
To make an important leap from indoor tests to field experiments we will employ in the near
future an airborne platforms (dron) equipped with onboard thermal and multispectral sensors
in combination with information systems.
Fiorani et al. (2013). Annu. Rev. Plant Biol. 2013. 64:267-291
Barón, M. et al. (2012). Photosynthetic responses to biotic stress. In: Flexas, J., Loreto, F., Medrano, H.
(eds.) Terrestrial photosynthesis in a changing environment: A molecular, physiological and ecological
approach. Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, UK, pp. 331–350.
This work was supported by grants from the Spanish Government (BIO2012-33952, BIO2012-33292 and
CSD2007-00057) and the Junta de Comunidades de Castilla-la Mancha (PPII10-0194-4164) and
RECUPERA 2020 (MINECO-CSIC-FEDER Funds)
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Assessment of viability using infrared thermography in seeds
Beatriz Fernandez-Marin1*, Gerald Kastberger2, Othmar Buchner1, Jose Ignacio
García-Plazaola1,3, Ilse Kranner1
1
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Department of Plant Biology and Ecology, University of the Basque Country, Aptdo.
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A non-invasive technique to assess seed viability using infrared thermography (IRT) during the
first hours of rehydration (imbibition and initial steps of germination) of seeds has recently
been developed (Kranner et al. 2010). One of the technical challenges of this approach is the
huge influence of evaporative cooling on thermal balance that interferes with the study of
metabolic heat exchange.
To counteract this limitation, in the present study, we improved this method by developing a
purpose-built incubation chamber that allowed maintaining a relative humidity (RH) of >98 %
during rehydration, and recording thermal images through a ZnS IR-transparent glass. The high
RH inside the chamber minimises the interference of the cooling of seeds due to evaporative
processes. The seeds of several species of agronomic and economic importance (i.e. Hordeum
vulgare, Brassica oleracea and Helianthus annuus) differing in the nature of their main storage
compounds (starch, lipids) were studied and the thermal fingerprints of seeds of different
viabilities compared.
Infrared measurements were successfully performed during the imbibition of the model
species. Importantly, measurable infrared signals were obtained even from individual seeds of
B. oleracea, which are rather small (<4 mg per seed) and consequently, their heat production is
very low, making it a challenging species for IRT. Additionally, in agreement with Kranner et al.
(2010), seeds of different viability produced different thermal fingerprints during the first
hours of imbibition. Metabolomics analyses of seed samples differing in their viabilities are
underway to link thermal fingerprints to metabolic events.
References
Kranner I et al. (2010) Proc Nat Acad Sci USA 107:3912-3917
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Localization of metals and metal ligands in rice seeds
Pablo Díaz-Benito1, Raviraj Banakar2, Beatriz Fernández3, Javier Abadía1, Fermín Morales1,
Rosario Pereiro4, Paul Christou2,3, Ana Álvarez-Fernández1
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Rice (Oryza sativa) is an important crop species, being a primary source of food in about half of
the world. During grain processing (polishing), the metal content is greatly reduced because
the metal-rich embryo and bran are removed, and only the metal present in the endosperm
remains. Furthermore, only a small fraction of the polished grain metal is bio-available (e.g.,
5% for Fe). Increasing grain metal content and bio-availability would help to solve relevant
human health issues such as Fe and Zn deficiency. The levels of nicotianamine (NA) have been
found to increase the loading of Fe and Zn into grains, and also to enhance intestinal Fe and Zn
absorption (Clemens, 2014). This study focuses on the seed allocation of metals and metal
ligands in wild type and metal- and metal ligand-enriched lines of rice. Perls Prussian Blue
staining was used to localize Fe in 70-µm thick cross and longitudinal sections of grains
obtained with a vibratome. Iron and other elements (Mn, Cu, Zn and P) were also localized in
seed sections using laser ablation-inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (LA-ICP-MS).
Seed endosperm and embryo tissues were separated and assessed for NA and deoxymugeneic
acid (DMA) using high performance liquid chromatography coupled to time-of-flight mass
spectrometry [HPLC-MS(TOF)]. Results suggest that increases in the levels of NA and/or DMA
affect Fe allocation in grain, especially in the embryo and bran.
Clemens et al. (2014). Plant Sci., 225: 52-57.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS: Supported by the Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness (projects
AGL2012-31988 and AGL2013-42175-R, co-financed with FEDER) and the Aragón Government (group
A03). P.D.-B. was supported by MINECO-FPI contract.
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Generation of Brachypodium distachyon transgenic
plants expressing NTRC in seed endosperm
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Instituto de Bioquímica Vegetal y Fotosíntesis, Universidad de Sevilla–Consejo
Superior de Investigaciones Científicas, 41092 Sevilla, Spain
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NADPH-thioredoxin reductase C (NTRC) is a bimodular enzyme formed by NADPHthioredoxin reductase (NTR) and thioredoxin (Trx) joined domains [1]. NTRC is a
plastid-localized enzyme [2], that has been shown to be an effective reductant of 2-Cys
peroxiredoxins [3], suggesting its participation in the chloroplast antioxidant defense. In
addition, NTRC is involved in redox regulationof ADP-glucose pyrophosphorylase, a
key enzyme of starch synthesis, both in photosynthetic and non-photosynthetic tissues
[4]. These results suggested the possibility that NTRC could be involved in redox
control of starch synthesis in heterotrophic tissues, such as the endosperm of cereal
seeds, which has a high agronomical importance. To address this possibility, we are
analyzing the expression of NtrC gene in Brachypodium distachyon, which was chosen
as a model system of cereals. Here we present the strategy that we have followed to
generate Brachypodium transgenic plants expressing NTRC in seed endosperm. To
that end we cloned full-length cDNAs encoding NTRC from Brachypodium and rice,
which were fused to the GLU1 promoter in order to obtain a high level of expression
specifically in the seed endosperm [5]. Once constructed, the transgene was cloned
into the binary vector pBrachyTAG-G210, which allows selection based on hygromycin
resistance. Brachypodium embryogenic calli were transformed via Agrobacterium
tumefaciens and putative transgenic plants were regenerated under selective
conditions. Ten independent transgenic lines were obtained, eight of them expressing
NTRC from Brachypodium and two from rice. Surprisingly, transgenic plants showed a
more rapid development of roots and higher size than the corresponding
untransformed plants. The characterization of the transgenic lines focusing on the seed
contents is now underway.
[1] Serrato et al. (2004) J. Biol. Chem.279, 43821-43827
[2] Kirchsteiger et al. (2012) Plant Cell24, 1534-1548
[3] Pérez-Ruiz et al.(2006) Plant Cell 18, 2356-2368
[4] Michalska et al. (2009) PNAS106, 9908-9913
[5] Coussens et al. (2012) J. Exp. Bot.63, 4263-73
Acknowledgments: Project funding by Junta de Andalucía, Spain, CVI 5919.
Fellowships: Junta de Andalucia predoctoral fellowship to MVAN
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Using greenhouses to simulate climate change scenarios and
applications in studies of photosynthesis and water relations
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Human activities are increasing atmospheric CO2 concentration and temperature. Related to
this global warming, periods of low water availability are also expected to increase. Thus, CO 2
concentration, temperature and water availability are three of the main factors related to
climate change that potentially may influence crops and ecosystems. In this communication,
we describe the use of growth chamber – greenhouses (GCG) (a new concept of greenhouse
for plant research) and temperature gradient greenhouses (TGG) (an improved version of the
temperature gradient tunnel) to simulate climate change scenarios and to investigate possible
plant responses (Morales et al., 2014). In the GCG, CO2 concentration, temperature and water
availability are set to act simultaneously, enabling comparison of a current situation with a
future one. Other characteristics of the GCG are a relative large space of work, fine control of
the relative humidity, plant fertirrigation and the possibility of light supplementation, within
the photosynthetic active radiation (PAR) region and/or with ultraviolet-B (UV-B) light. In the
TGG, the three above-mentioned factors can act independently or in interaction, enabling
more mechanistic studies aimed to elucidate the limiting factor(s) responsible for a given plant
response. Examples of experiments, including some aimed to study photosynthetic
acclimation, a phenomenon that leads to decreased photosynthetic capacity under long-term
exposures to elevated CO2, using GCG and TGG are reported.
Morales et al. (2014). Plant Sci, vol: 226 Pages 30-40
Authors thank Genoma España (within a collaborative agreement with Genome Canada (Grapegen
Project)), the Innovine Project (Combining innovation in vineyard management and genetic diversity for
a sustainable European viticulture (Call FP7-KBBE-2012-6, Proposal Nº 311775-INNOVINE)), the Spanish
Ministry of Science and Innovation [grant number BFU2008-01405/BFI and BFU2011-26989], Fundación
Universitaria de Navarra (Plan de Investigación de la Universidad de Navarra), Caja Navarra and
Gobierno de Aragón (A03 research group) for financial support, Asociación de Amigos de la Universidad
de Navarra for PhD Thesis grants, I. Aranjuelo and J. Flexas for valuable discussion, and H. Santesteban
for excellent technical assistance.
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Disruption of cFBP and cyFBP genes reveals metabolite changes and
different levels of gene and protein regulation in Arabidopsis thaliana
Mariam Sahrawy1, José A. Rojas-González1, Mauricio Soto-Súarez1, Ángel GarcíaDíaz1, María C. Romero-Puertas1, Luisa M. Sandalio1, Ángel Mérida2, Ina
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Fructose-1,6-bisphosphatase (FBPase) catalyzes the breakdown of F1,6BP to fructose-6-phosphate (F6P)
and Pi. Three FBPases have so far been described in the plant cell, the cytosolic enzyme (cyFBP) which
is involved in sucrose synthesis and gluconeogenesis, and two other chloroplastidial isoforms (cFBP1 and
cFBP2) (Serrato et al., 2009). By analyzing two Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) T-DNA knockout
mutant lines, cyfbp and cfbp1 and one double mutant cyfbp cfbp1 we provide evidence for the role of
FBPases in plant development and carbohydrate synthesis and distribution which provokes an imbalance
of the starch/sucrose ratio. The lack of cFBP1 in the mutants cfbp1 and cyfbp cfbp1 leads to lower
photosynthesis rate and lower content in soluble sugars, and less starch accumulation. These mutants also
had alterations in the stomata opening and higher root vascular layers. cyfbp mutant showed a higher
starch content in the chloroplasts, but without affecting the phenotype. The cyfbp cfbp1 double mutant
displayed features of both parental lines but had the cfbp1 phenotype. All the mutants accumulated
F1,6BP and triose-phosphates during the light period. The lack of cFBP1 induces important changes in a
wide range of metabolites such as amino acids, sugars, and organic acids, while the lack of cyFBP
activity in Arabidopsis provokes a carbon metabolism imbalance which does not compromise the viability
of the double mutant cyfbp cfbp1 (Rojas et al. 2015). In addition we have developed a comprehensive and
comparative study of the gene/protein re-adjustment that occurs in photosynthetic and non-photosynthetic
organs of Arabidopsis mutants lacking FBPase isoforms. Transcriptomic analysis of cyfbp and cfbp1
identify 1067 and 1243 genes whose expression is altered in the rosettes and roots of the cfbp1 mutant
respectively; whilst in rosettes and roots of cyfbp mutants 1068 and 1079 genes are being up- or downregulated respectively. Two-dimensional gel electrophoresis-based proteomic analysis revealed
quantitative differences in 36 and 26 proteins regulated in rosettes and roots of cfbp1, respectively,
whereas the 18 and 48 others were regulated in rosettes and roots of cyfbp mutant, respectively.
Differentially expressed genes/proteins revealed changes in protein metabolism, RNA regulation, cell
signalling and organization, carbon metabolism, redox regulation, transport and response to biotic and
abiotic stress.
Serrato AJ et al. 2009. Plant and Cell Environ. 32(7): 811-827.
Rojas-Gonzalez JA et al. 2015. Journal of Experimental Botany 1:1-17, doi: 10.1093/jxb/erv062
Project funding: programa Nacional de Proyectos de Investigación Fundamental del Ministerio de
Economía y Competitividad BIO2009-7297 and BIO2012-33292.
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Effect of irrigation on desert truffle mycorrhizal plants in field
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Desert truffles are hypogeous and edible fungi which establish mycorrhizal symbiosis with
some Cistaceae species. Although these fungi only tolerate a moderate water stress (Navarro
Ródenas et al. 2011), its mycorrhizal symbiosis is well adapted to semiarid conditions (Morte
et al. 2000, Morte et al. 2010, Navarro-Ródenas et al. 2013). However, desert truffle fruiting
depends very much on rainfall.
This study was carried out with mycorrhizal Helianthemum almeriense plants with the fungus
Terfezia claveryi under irrigation (April), mid-drought (May), severe-drought (June) and
recovery (July) conditions, in orchard, to evaluate the importance of irrigation during truffle
fruiting period.
Mycorrhizal plants under mid-drought (soil -100 kPa) conditions did not show differences on
photosynthesis (A) regard to irrigated plants. However, in these plants, stomatal conductance
(gs) and water use efficiency (WUE) were lower and higher, respectively, than in irrigated
plants.
In June, both irrigated and severe-drought (soil -140 kPa) mycorrhizal plants showed A and gs
levels, similar between them and with respect to mid-drought plants.
Despite plants irrigated in June were maintained with a soil similar to plant irrigated in May,
gas exchange parameters of plants in June were lower than those of plants in May, where the
limiting factor seems to be other climatic factors like air temperature, radiation or vapor
pressure deficit rather than soil.
A reason of similar parameters between irrigated and severe-drought plants would be that the
formers shown almost half mycorrhizal colonization than irrigated plants, making drought
plants more efficient in water uptake than irrigated plants.
After soil recovery, both set of plants had the same response, keeping similar parameters than
in June, therefore, irrigation was not the limiting factor again.
The expression of five plant aquaporins in leaves showed a common pattern, without changes
between initial and drought period but with differences after recovery (July) in both irrigated
and drought plants and similar between them. Since aquaporin expression in July was similar
in irrigated and drought plants, although different regard to June, the expression responded to
other climatic factors different than soil.
These results indicate that irrigation itself does not control the symbiosis physiology to induce
the development of truffles under these experimental conditions.
Morte et al. (2000) Mycorrhiza, 10: Page 115-119
Morte et al. (2010) Symbiosis, 52: Page 133–139
Navarro-Ródenas et al. (2011) Mycorrhiza, 21: 247-253
Navarro-Ródenas et al. (2013) MPMI, 26: Page 1068–1078
Funding by project CGL2011-29816 (MINECO-FEDER)
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Energy sinks in Trebouxiophyceae microalgae
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The analysis of chlorophyll a fluorescence induction curves in the lichen
phycobiont Asterochloris erici and the phycobionts of Ramalina farinacea, shows that in the
presence of the photosynthetic electron transport inhibitor DCMU, the kinetics of QA reduction
is related to variable fluorescence by a sigmoidal function that approaches a horizontal
asymptote. An excellent fit to these curves was obtained by applying a model based on the
following assumptions: (1) after closure, the reaction centers (RCs) can be converted into
"energy sink" centers (sRCs); (2) the probability of energy leaving the sRCs is very low or zero
and (3) energy is not transferred from the antenna of PSII units with sRCs to other PSII units.
The formation of sRCs units is also induced by repetitive light saturating pulses or at the
transition from dark to light and probably requires the accumulation of reduced Q A, as well as
structural changes in the reaction center of PSII. This type of energy sink would provide a very
efficient way to protect symbiotic algae against abrupt changes in light intensity.
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Liquid interactions and physico-chemical properties of holm oak leaf and
elm samara surfaces
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Plant surfaces have important protective roles against biotic and abiotic stress factors. To fulfill
these protective and other physiological functions, the epidermis of non-woody, aerial plant
organs has developed specialised features, such as trichomes or stomata, and cuticle in its
outermost region. The physico-chemistry of plant surfaces, i.e., the combined effects of
structure and chemical composition, determines their interactions with liquid drops, such as
water. Moreover, the phenomena occurring at the plant surface after droplet deposition are a
preliminary step in the absorption of water by plant surfaces.
Leaf water and mineral element absorption has been a matter of scientific interest and
controversy since centuries. However, the current state of knowledge about the transport
mechanisms of these substances through the epidermis is limited. Similarly, solid-liquid
interactions are poorly characterised in physico-chemical terms and their eco-physiological
significance remains unclear.
We aimed at evaluating the surface properties of model plant species and organs and their
interaction with water under a physico-chemical and eco-physiological viewpoint. The surfaces
were analysed by diverse analytical and microscopic techniques. The contact angles of liquids
with different polarity/apolarity, the work of adhesion for water, surface free energy, polarity
and total solubility parameter were also determined. Holm oak (Quercus ilex) leaf and elm
(Ulmus laevis and U. minor) samara surfaces have been selected since they are representative
of the different water behaviour that may occur on a solid surface.
The adaxial surface of holm oak leaves has a wettable character and present drop adhesion in
opposition to the non-wettable and drop repellent abaxial leaf side (Fernández et al., 2014).
Elm samara surface is non-wettable but retains water drops. The surfaces have contrasting
values of surface free energy, polarity and total solubility parameter, which provide additional
information on, e.g. their water absorption capacity. As an example, leaf water absorption was
evidenced by an increased shoot water potential after droplet deposition on to the adaxial
surface of holm oak leaves. In contrast, the highly repellent abaxial leaf side does not absorb
liquid water (Fernández et al., 2014). Plant surface properties and their interaction with water
have physiological implications and contribute to our understanding of the adaptive strategies
of the species.

Fernández et al. (2014). Plant Physiol, 166: 168-180.
This work was supported by the Spanish Ministry of Economy Competitiveness (projects AGL201021153-C02-02 andAGL2012-35580).
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Partitioning changes in stomatal conductance and leaf water potential
into contributions from hydraulic and non-hydraulic factors
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The contributions of non-hydraulic factors (which can influence stomatal conductance, gs,
without any change in leaf water potential, leaf) and hydraulic factors (effects mediated by
reduced leaf) to reduced gs during soil drought remain unclear. Our objective was to partition
declines in gs and leaf during drought into contributions from these and other factors.
We measured leaf physiological and environmental parameters in well-watered and waterstressed almond, olive and grapevine plants, applied a process-based gs model (Buckley et al.,
2003) that includes both hydraulic and non-hydraulic effects to these data, and used a novel
method to partition changes in gs and leaf into contributions from variables in the model.
Soil drought reduced gs by 41-82% across species. Hydraulic factors contributed most of these
declines: soil water potential contributed 11-32% and hydraulic conductance contributed 484%, whereas non-hydraulic factors contributed no more than 19% and in some cases
enhanced gs. Osmotic pressure enhanced gs in olive but reduced it in almond, which helped
prevent leaf from declining.
Our results suggest that drought-induced stomatal closure in these species is primarily driven
by reduced leaf, with little contribution from non-hydraulic factors, and that osmotic
adjustment may contribute to isohydric or anisohydric behaviour during drought.

Buckley et al. (2003). Plant, Cell and Environment, vol: 26 Page 1767-1785.
This work was funded by the Spanish Ministry of Science and innovation (research projects AGL200911310/AGR, AGL2012-34544/AGR) and co-funded by FEDER programme. C. M. R-D benefited from a
FPDI research fellowship from the Junta de Andalucía. TNB was supported by the National Science
Foundation (Award # 1146514), the Australian Research Council (DP150103863 and LP130101183) and
the Grains Research and Development Corporation.
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Physiological and ornamental aspects of tolerance in Callistemon laevis
plants exposed to salinity, deficit irrigation and both stresses combined
Sara Álvarez1, Sebastián Bañón2 and María Jesús Sánchez-Blanco1
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Among Australian ornamental plants, one of the most important genus is Callistemon, which
includes several species showing interesting ornamental features and with some degree of
tolerance to environmental stresses (Álvarez and Sánchez-Blanco 2014). However, despite it
appears to be particularly resistant to some stressful conditions, drought and salinity may alter
its physiological and morphological behavior. The effect of water deficit, salinity and both
stresses applied simultaneously on physiological and morphological parameters was studied in
the ornamental plant, Callistemon laevis, to identify the tolerance mechanisms developed by
this species to confront these sources of stress and to evaluate their adaptability to such
conditions. C. laevis plants were grown in field conditions and subjected to four irrigation
treatments lasting nine months: control (0.8 dS m-1, 100% water holding capacity), water
deficit (0.8 dS m-1, 50% of the amount of water supplied in control), saline (4 dS m-1, same
amount of water supplied as control) and saline water deficit (4 dS m-1, 50% of the water
supplied in the control).

07

Water deficit and salinity decreased aerial growth, especially in the plants simultaneously
submitted to both constraints, while root growth was only was reduced in plants irrigated with
saline water. Water stress separately applied did not affect the number of inflorescences, and
plants simultaneously submitted to water and saline were the plants with the lowest number
of inflorescences per plant throughout the experiment.
Leaf colour was not affected by salinity or water deficit when applied individually. However,
plants showed differences respect to control when both constraints were applied
simultaneously.
Water stress induced active osmotic adjustment and decreases in leaf tissue elasticity. The Na
and Cl concentrations in the plants increased with salinity, although the Cl entry through the
roots was more restricted than Na entry. In plants submitted salinity individually, Na was so
held effectively in the roots and stems that little reached the leaves. However, plants
simultaneously submitted to water and saline stress were not able to retaining this ion in the
woody parts. The decrease in stomatal conductance was more marked in the plants submitted
to both stresses, which decreased photosynthesis and, together with membrane damage could
delay plant recovery or even cause permanent damage.

Álvarez and Sánchez-Blanco (2014). Plant Biol,16 :757-764.
This work was supported by the Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness (project CICYT AGL
2011-30022-C02-01-02) and Fundación Séneca-Agencia de Ciencia y Tecnología de la Región de Murcia
(15356/PI/10).
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Effect of the root temperature on the sensitivity to high illumination in
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30100 Murcia
mjquiles@um.es
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Spathiphyllum wallisii, a plant of tropical origin with growth temperatures ranging between 15
ºC and 25 ºC, was used to study the effects of heat and cold, as well as the involvement of
chlororespiratory enzymes (NDH complex and PTOX) and PGR5 polypeptide, an essential
component of cyclic electron flow around PSI, on the tolerance of photosynthesis to high light
intensity. S. wallisii plants were sensitive to heat and cold and tolerance to high illumination
decreased as a result of temperature stress, although the susceptibility of leaves to stress
seemed to be modified by the root temperature. The leaves showed higher tolerance to high
illumination, under cold or heat, when the roots were cooled to 10 ºC, probably because the
chloroplast appeared to be protected by excess excitation energy dissipation mechanisms such
as cyclic electron transport. However, when the root was heated to 37 ºC, and the stem was
heated or cooled under high light, the PSII was photoinhibited and photosynthetic linear
electron transport was down-regulated. PSI was more stable than PSII to temperature stress
under high illumination and no photoinhibition was observed in PSI. The inhibition of
photosynthetic linear electron transport, the major electron transfer pathway, can trigger
alternative pathways such as cyclic electron flow around PSI and chlororespiration, since
regulation of the flow of photosynthetic electrons is essential for the health and survival of
plants. Stress conditions may affect the relative importance of alternative electron pathways
regulating the flow of electrons in plants. When the stems were heated or cooled under high
illumination, but the roots were cooled, neither NDH complex nor PTOX increased, while both
the activity of electron donation by NADPH and ferredoxin to plastoquinone and the amount
of PGR5 polypeptide increased, suggesting that in these conditions cyclic electron flow helps
protect photosystems against high light. However, when the stems were heated or cooled
under high illumination, but the roots were heated, the quantum yield of PSII decreased
considerably and neither the electron donation activity by NADPH and ferredoxin to
plastoquinone nor the amount of PGR5 polypeptide increased. In such conditions, the cyclic
electron flow cannot be enhanced by high light and PSII is damaged as a result of the
insufficient dissipation of excess light energy. Additionally, the damage to PSII induced an
increase in both the chlororespiratory enzymes, NDH complex and PTOX.
This work was supported by the Spanish Ministry of Education and Science (grant BFU2009-00331)
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Genetic interaction of the redox systems of the chloroplast:
generation of mutants of Arabidopsis combining
deficiencies in NTRC and TRXs.
Valle Ojeda, Juan Manuel Pérez-Ruiz y Francisco Javier Cejudo
Instituto de Bioquímica Vegetal y Fotosíntesis, Universidad de Sevilla–Consejo Superior de
Investigaciones Científicas, 41092 Sevilla, Spain
(Valle.OjeSer@gmail.com)
Photosynthesis, taking place in the chloroplast, is the process by which plants
transform sunlight into chemical energy. Because it involves the transport of electrons in the
presence of oxygen, photosynthesis inevitably produces reactive oxygen species (ROS),
thus being a process that may cause oxidative damage to biomolecules. To
reduce the potential damaging effect of ROS, plants possess a complex antioxidant
defense system, which includes low molecular weight antioxidants and enzymes such as the
chloroplast 2-Cys peroxiredoxins (Prxs). The fine regulation of chloroplast metabolism allows
plants to adapt to constantly changing environment. In this context, redox regulation
modulates the activity of many chloroplast enzymes through a mechanism consistent in
disulfide-thiol interchange of key cysteine residues. In chloroplasts, redox regulation mostly
relies on specific protein-disulfide enzymes such as thioredoxins (Trxs). To complete the
cycle, the thiolic form of the Trx is in turn regenerated by Trx reductases (TRs). One of them,
termed FTR (Ferredoxin thioredoxin reductase) uses reducing power from reduced
ferredoxin (Fd). Because Fd is reduced by the light-driven photosynthetic electron transport
chain, it has been classically considered that chloroplast redox regulation is a lightdependent process. This notion was modified after the discovery of a second chloroplastlocalized TR, termed NTRC (NADPH thioredoxin reductase C), which is a bimodular enzyme
formed by an NTR and a Trx domain [1]. NTRC is able to conjugate both NTR and Trx
activities to efficiently reduce several chloroplast enzymes such as Prxs [2]. Based on the
high affinity of NTRC for NADPH, it was proposed that chloroplast redox regulation relies on
two pathways, the classical FTR/Trx system, which uses reduced Fd, being thus lightdependent, and NTRC, which uses NADPH and can be operative also during the night, as
NADPH can be produced in darkness by the oxidative pentose phosphate pathway (OPPP).
In order to understand how the NTRC and FTR/Trx systems are coordinated for chloroplast
redox regulation, we have generated double and triple mutants combining deficiencies in
NTRC and Trxs (types f1, f2 and x). The characterization of these mutant lines provides new
and valuable knowledge of the mechanisms that coordinate the redox state of the
chloroplasts and how chloroplast redox homeostasis influences the growth and development
of the plant.

[1] Serrato et al. (2004) J. Biol. Chem. 279, 43821-43827
[2] Pérez-Ruiz et al. (2006) Plant Cell 18, 2356-2368
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Photosynthetic thermal acclimation in four crops: modeling with own
Rubisco kinetics
Marcel Font1, Jorge Gago2, Carmen Hermida1 and Jeroni Galmés1
1
Research Group in Plant Biology under Mediterranean Conditions, Department of
Biology, Universitat de les Illes Balears, Carretera de Valldemossa km 7,5. 07122 Palma.
Balearic Islands.
2
Applied Plant and Soil Biology, Faculty of Biology, University of Vigo, Vigo 36310, Spain
marcel.font@uib.cat
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Plants show significant capacity to adjust their photosynthetic characteristics to their growth
temperatures (temperature acclimation). To understand the effect of temperature acclimation
on four different crops, we examined the photosynthetic responses of bean (Phaesolus
vulgaris L. cv. condenter), lettuce (Lactuca sativa L. cv. “Cogollo de tudela”), tomato (Solanum
lycopersicum L. cv. roma vf) and potato (Solanum tuberosum L. cv. erlanger) under two
different growth temperature regimes: control temperature (CT, maximum and minimum
temperatures were 25 and 20⁰C, respectively) and high temperature (HT, maximum and
minimum temperatures were 35 and 28⁰C, respectively). The combination analysis of leaf gasexchange and chlorophyll a fluorescence measurements showed that, under HT assimilation,
the net CO2 assimilation rate (AN) decreased in lettuce but remained unaltered in the rest of
crops. As regard to the mitochondrial respiration rate in the dark (RD), no differences were
found between treatments for any of the species (i.e., full acclimation was achieved). While
stomatal conductance (gs) did not vary between treatments, mesophyll conductance (gm)
increased in tomato and decreased in lettuce under HT. Finally, under HT the maximum rate
for the carboxylation activity of Rubisco (Vcmax) was increased in tomato and decreased in
lettuce. These comparative indicate that the studied species display contrasting
photosynthetic responses to high temperature stress, with lettuce and tomato presenting the
lowest and the highest thermal acclimation capacity, respectively.
Furthermore, we determined the main Rubisco catalytic constants in vitro at 25⁰C and 35⁰C for
the four species, to assess the impact of using the species specific values for the Rubisco
catalytic constants to model the leaf photosynthesis parameters Vcmax and the maximum rate
of electron transport (Jmax) (Farquhar et al. 1980). Modeled Vcmax differed depending on
whether the Rubisco catalytic constants were taken from the model plant Nicotiana tabacum
L. cv W38 (Bernacchi et al. 2001) or the species specific values measured in the present study.
On the contrast, Jmax values were similar irrespective of the Rubisco source. Overall, the results
highlighted the need to use the species specific values for the Rubisco kinetic constants for a
precise parameterization of the photosynthetic response to changing thermal conditions in
different crop species.
This work was supported by the Conselleria d’Educació, Cultura i Universitats from the Balearic Islands
Government and by the European Social Fund, predoctoral fellowship, awarded to M.F.
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Plant available water in field crop irrigation: novel methods for estimate
hydraulic properties of soils and substrates
Mireia Fontanet1, Gema Rodrigo1 and Francesc Ferrer1
1
LabFerrer. c/Ferran el Catolic, 3 – 25200 Cervera
gema@lab-ferrer.com
Knowing how much water is available in the soil and the water uptake rate of the plant is the
key to asses crop water stress for a given scenario, field or laboratory experiments. In general
scientific irrigation decisions are based on water balance calculations (FAO56), plant sensors
and soil moisture monitoring with either volumetric soil water content () or water potential
() sensors.
A common assumption for crops is that water is not available at a  <1.5MPa (Permanent
Wilting Point, PMP) eventhough crop water uptake maybe reduced before PMP is reached.
Tolk (2003) demonstrated that the PMP of different plants is dependent or the relationship
among plant species, soil type and weather. Furthermore, the ability of plants to take up water
from soils or substrates seems to depend on its hydraulic conductivity K()(O’Meara et al.
2014). By this, it seems to be necessary to review and modify our calculations of Total
Available Water (TAW) and the Readily Available Water (RAW).
The objectives of this work were 1) To determine and compare how much water can be hold in
terms of referred TAW, FC, PMP and RAW at different values of ,  and K() using laboratory
benchtop methods and texture derived functions (pedotransfer); and 2) Define RAW values
based on threshold values of  defined in other studies.
More than 30 soil and substrates samples were hydraulically characterized with HYPROP,
WP4C and TRUEDRY, which are a combination of evaporative and vapor pressure device, dew
point hygrometer and multi-sample moisture content analyzer, respectively. The generated
Moisture Retenction (MRC) and Hydraulic Retencion (CCH) curves were compared with those
obtained through Saxton and Rosetta models.
The results showed that the novel experimental methods seem to be much more sensitive
than pedotranfer. All analyzed values were always higher with pedotransfer, attributable to
these are not based on undisturbed samples.
Hydraulic characterizations indicate that the CCH can identify an inflection point that
determines the flow of water in the soil. The abrupt reduction of drainage flow after saturation
(FC definition) rather than using prefixed values of -10 -33KPa. This turning point corresponds
to the point of soil FC, which divides into two distinct sections CCH. A first in which the values
of Ψ and θ is no significant variability, wheras K() does. And the second, where the values of
Ψ and θ have a great variability while K() stabilizes around 0. This behavior of the CCH affects
the availability of water to be absorbed by plants.
In this work the need to incorporate additional hydraulic parameters like CCH or CHR to
understand the state of water in soil, either than only  or  . Although these arguments are
not new, the results warn of the shortcomings in current measures and their failure to control
the state of water in the trials.
O’Meara et al. 2014. Hortscience49(4):493-498
Tolk. 2003. Encyclopedia of water science. NY
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Use of Whole plant chambers for the estimation of carbon and water balances in
grapevines
Ignacio Tortosa, Esther Hernánez-Montes, Magdalena Tomás, Sebastià Martorell,
Hipólito Medrano and Jose M. Escalona1.
1

Email address of presenter: jose.escalona@uib.es

Whole plant chambers are an interesting tool to determine the carbon and water balances in
grapevines. However due to the complexity of the systems, the accuracy of the measurements
in field conditions should be previously validated with standard gas exchange and water flow
equipments. The aim of this study was to determine the correspondence of whole plant
chambers measurements with specific measurements of leaf gas exchange and stem sap
flow. The experiment was conducted in the experimental vineyard of the Balearic Island
University located in Mallorca during summer 2014, using five years old plants of Grenache
cultivar. Two irrigation regimes were established: sustained deficit irrigation treatment (50%
ETo) and no irrigation. The whole plant chambers used in the experiment were similar to those
proposed by Perez-Peña y Tarara (2004). Leaf gas exchange measurements were done in
leaves positioned in different parts of the canopy along the day using an Infrared analyzer
(Licor 6400). Sap flow was continuously registered using stem sap flow probes (EMS 62 Brno).
Results showed that the measures in whole chambers overestimate carbon fixation respect
specific measures in leaves in both irrigated and non-irrigated plants. On the other hand,
transpiration rates measured at leaf and whole plant chambers by gas exchange were similar,
even quite higher than sap flow measurements, especially in irrigated plants. The
daily average of transpiration of the three systems of measurement ranged between 3 L to 0.8
L per leaf square meter in irrigated and non-irrigated plants respectively. Data show higher
photosynthetic activity and transpiration rates in veraison compared to ripening stage, even
leaf area was maintained almost constant. Water use efficiency calculated as the ratio
between grams of carbon fixed by photosynthesis and liter of water transpired, was higher in
drought plants (2.25 g C L-1), than irrigated ones (1.5 g C L-1). In conclusion, the use of whole
plant chambers has been validated in this study, and they seem to be an interesting tool for
determining vine carbon and water balances as well as water use efficiency.
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Water relations, photosynthesis and growth of Eucalyptus urophylla
seedlings treated with biostimulant under different irrigation regimes
Paulo Araquém Ramos Cairo1, Rayka Kristian Alves Santos2, Romário Pereira
Barbosa3, Janderson de Jesus Lacerda3, Caio da Silva Mafra Neto4 and Theilon
Henrique de Jesus Macedo4
1
Plant Physiologist PhD, Sowthwest Bahia State University (UESB) – Brazil;
2
Agronomist M. Sc., Sowthwest Bahia State University (UESB) – Brazil;
3
Agronomist, Sowthwest Bahia State University (UESB) – Brazil;
4
Forestry student, Sowthwest Bahia State University (UESB) – Brazil
pcairo@uol.com.br
Eucalyptus cultivation worldwide is distributed predominantly in the tropics. In Brazil, some
regions have occasional droughts that can cause damage to growth and eucalyptus
productivity. Biostimulants are growth promoters in many species, but their employment in
order to alleviate damages that affect growth of plants subjected to water deficit is still
unknown. The aim of this study was to evaluate responses of eucalyptus seedlings to
Stimulate® – a biostimulant which is consisted by indolbutiric acid (0.005 %), kinetin (0.009 %)
and gibberellic acid (0.005 %) – in different water regimes. Seedlings of Eucallyptus urophylla
grown in a greenhouse were treated with Stimulate® solutions at different concentrations and
exposed to three water regimes (full and partial irrigation and non-irrigated). We evaluated
leaf water potential, relative water content, net photosynthesis, plant height and length of the
main root. In plants exposed to water restrictions, the application of Stimulate® promoted
higher photosynthetic rates and partial maintenance of turgor cell, based on changes in leaf
water potential and relative water content. Because of these effects, it can be concluded that
Stimulate® has the ability to alleviate harmful effects of water stress to the expansion of
organs and promote growth of height and of main root length.
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Whole-canopy gas exchange and water use efficiency in Coffea arabica
and Coffea canephora
Eliemar Campostrini1, Weverton P. Rodrigues1, José A. Machado Filho1, Luan B. da S.
Bezerra1, Deivisson P. de Abreu1, Leticia Cespom Passos1, Jefferson R. Silva1, Fabio
A.M.M.A. Figueiredo1, José C. Ramalho2, David M. Glenn3
1
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Institute, I.P. (IICT), Oeiras, Portugal
3
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Brazil is the largest producer and exporter of coffee in the world, and due to the global water
scarcity in the coming decades, it is important to understand the water and carbon dioxide gas
exchange process related to growth on a whole plant basis. Given the difference of
photosynthetic rate between the leaves in different positions of the canopy, leaf-level
photosynthesis measurements can provide incomplete and potentially misleading information
if extrapolated to quantify photosynthesis or infer differences in water demand, and crop
productivity at the whole plant level. Thus, the whole-canopy gas exchange provides a more
accurate measurement of CO2 assimilation and loss of water of the coffee plant. Thus, the
objective of this study was to evaluate whole-canopy gas exchange in two coffee genotypes
[Coffea arabica (seedlings) and Coffea canephora (cuttings). Light distribution within the
canopy and the stomatal density in sun leaves and shade of leaves were also measured. Six
plants of each genotype (16 months old), were grown in pots (100L) in a greenhouse. Soil
moisture was maintained at field capacity. Data were continuously collected for 10 days (6 to
15 September 2014) and micrometeorological variables were monitored inside of greenhouse
using Watchdog data loggers (Spectrum Technologies, USA). C. arabica demonstrated a higher
net photosynthetic [maximum of 6 mol m-2 s-1 (1 g m-2 h-1)] and transpiration [maximum of 3
mmol m-2 s-1 (0.20 L m-2 h-1) rate compared to C. canephora [maximum values of 3.75 mol m-2
s-1 (0.6 g m-2 h-1) and transpiration [maximum value of 1.75 mmol m-2 s-1 (0.12 g m-2 h-1). The
dark respiration was higher in C. arabica (average values 0.4 mol m-2 s-1) compared with C.
canephora (average values 0.08 mol m-2 s-1). Water use efficiency was 1.9 mol CO2 mmol-1
H2O (4.8 g CO2 L-1 H2O) for C. arabica and 1.7 mol CO2 mmol-1 H2O (4.2 g CO2 L-1 H2O) for the C.
canephora. C. arabica had reduced stomatal density (135 stomata mm-2 sun leaves, 110
stomata mm-2 shade leaves) compared to C. canephora (190 stomata mm-2 sun leaves; 150
stomata mm-2 shade leaves). C. canephora had reduced light scatter within the canopy.
Faperj, CNPq and CAPES
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The draft assembly and annotation of the cork oak (Quercus suber L.)
genome
António Marcos Ramos1, Genosuber Consortium2,3,4,5)
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The availability of a fully sequenced and annotated cork oak is crucial to advance the scientific
knowledge in this species, very important for the Portuguese and Mediterranean forestry.
A total of 18 paired-end and mate-pair libraries were sequenced in the Illumina platform,
including 3 libraries each for the 170 bp, 500 bp and 800 bp paired-end libraries, and 6 and 3
libraries for the 2 kb and 5 kb mate-pair libraries, respectively. In total, approximately 4,451
million reads were used in the de novo assembly process. The total estimated genome
coverage was 436x, assuming a cork oak genome size of 800 Mb.
After evaluating different software tools and strategies for the de novo assembly process, the
best results were obtained using Ray as the assembler, with a k-mer size of 81, for the pairedend data. Then, the 18 mate-pair libraries were individually mapped to the assembly with
Bowtie2. Finally, BESST was used for scaffolding.
The estimated genome size was 806 Mb, which was in accordance with previous estimates
performed using a smaller volume of sequence data. The number of scaffolds longer than 1kb,
10 kb and 100 kb was 50,592, 9,365 and 2,155, respectively. The percentage of Ns detected in
these scaffolds was 5.6%. The maximum scaffold size was 665.8 kb and the N50 was 87,392 bp.
Considering only the scaffolds larger than 1 kb and 10 kb, the total length of the genome
assembled in these scaffolds was 748 Mb and 656 Mb, respectively.
An initial evaluation of the assembly, for annotation purposes, was performed using the
scaffolds longer than 1 kb, on which the presence of the 248 CEGMA core genes was
evaluated. A total of 203 and 239 genes were detected as complete and partial protein
alignment length. A comprehensive annotation of the genome is presently underway.
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Towards deciphering the transcription factor bindome in plants
José Manuel Franco-Zorrilla1, Irene López-Vidriero1, José Luis Carrasco2, Marta
Godoy1, Pablo Vera1 and Roberto Solano3
1
Unidad de Genómica, Centro Nacional de Biotecnología CNB-CSIC, 28049 Madrid
2
Instituto de Biología Molecular y Celular de Plantas, UPV-CSIC, 46022 Valencia
3
Departamento Genética Molecular de Plantas, Centro Nacional de Biotecnología CNBCSIC, 28049 Madrid
jmfranco@cnb.csic.es
The regulation of molecular events underlying all cellular processes depends on the activity of
transcription factors (TFs). TFs regulate gene expression through recognizing and binding to
specific cis-regulatory sequences in the promoters of their target genes. During the last years,
several strategies have deepened on the description of the bindome (defined as the landscape
DNA-binding patterns of TFs) of model systems using in vivo and in vitro techniques.
In our laboratory, we are contributing to the deciphering of the bindome in Arabidopsis
thaliana and defining the specific sequences recognized by TFs, by means of Protein-Binding
Microarrays (Godoy et al., 2011; Franco-Zorrilla et al., 2014). This strategy, conveniently
combined with transcriptomic and phylogenomic studies will help to the identification of the
target genes of TFs, and thus to the definition of transcriptional networks in response to
environmental or developmental cues.
Remarkably, almost half of the ~70 TFs analyzed recognize secondary motifs, suggesting that
the bindome of TFs may be more complex than initially suspected. Analysis of co-regulated
genes, transcriptomic data, and chromatin hypersensitive regions revealed the biological
relevance of more than 80% of the binding sites identified. This analysis also predicts the
function of a particular TF as an activator or repressor through a particular DNA-sequence.
Taken together, these data support the correlation between cis-regulatory elements and the
sequence determined in vitro using PBMs. The utility of the Arabidopsis thaliana bindome and
its application to other non-model plants to explore regulatory networks will be discussed.

08

Godoy et al. (2011) Plant J, 66: 700-711.
Franco-Zorrilla et al. (2014) PNAS, 111: 2367-2372.
Funded by Spanish Ministerio de Ciencia e Innovación Grant CSD2007-00057
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Progress on ecophysiological and metabolomic studies of Vochysia
tucanorum Mart. grown in soils with different availability of aluminum
Marcelo Claro de Souza1*, Cárita Liberato do Amaral2, Annylory Lima Rosa1, Pedro
Luis da Costa Aguiar Alves2 and Fernando Batista Da Costa1
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Aluminum (Al) is the most abundant metal on Earth’s crust and is considered a toxic element
for many plant species. Nevertheless, there are some species that accumulate high
concentrations of Al in their leaves (>1000 mg Al kg-1 leaf dry mass) without any symptom of
toxicity (Al-accumulating species). Vochysia tucanorum Mart. (Vochysiaceae) is an Alaccumulating species from cerrados (Brazilian savanna) and their seedlings grow naturally on
acid latossols (pH < 4.5). Thus, with the aim to understand the initial development and
metabolome of V. tucanorum under different edaphic-Al-availability, seedling of V. tucanorum
were grown in a strong acid soil (pH ~ 3.5) and in a calcareous soil (pH ~ 6.0) from cerrado’s in
a pot experiment. Sixty days after emerged from soil, the seedlings were harvest to determine
symptoms of toxicity (necrosis), number of leaves, leaf area, length and dry mass of roots and
shoots. Plant samples were dried in an oven at 40 °C for 72h until constant dry mass. To
determine the metabolome profile, shoots were ground in a mortar in the presence of liquid
nitrogen. Powdered samples were extracted with ethanol 70% and analyzed by ultra-highperformance liquid chromatography coupled to high resolution mass spectrometry (LC-MS).
Despite the higher fertility and lower acidity on the calcareous soil, the initial development of
V. tucanorum’s seedlings was drastically compromised. At the 60th day after sowing, all the
seedlings growing in calcareous soil presented marked symptoms of leave necrosis. On the
other hand, seedling of V. tucanorum grown in strong acid soil were greener, healthier, taller
(longer roots and shoots), with a higher number of leaves and leaf area and accumulated more
dry mass on root and shoots in relation to the seedlings from calcareous soil. For this soil, no
symptoms of necrosis on seedlings of V. tucanorum were observed. Moreover, two distinct
metabolome profiles between seedlings cultivated in acidic and calcareous soils from cerrado
were observed by LC-MS. This investigation afforded new insights about the dependency of
edaphic-Al-availability by Al-accumulating species from cerrado. However, future studies are
necessary to identify and quantify the metabolites that are produced not only by shoots, but
also by roots of this species growing on soils under different Al-availability.
FAPESP grant #2013/21293-6
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A transcriptomic analysis of tomato plant sensitivity to ethylene and its
response to two different Plant Growth-Promoting Rhizobacteria (PGPR)
strains
Pablo Ibort, Juan Manuel Ruiz-Lozano, Ricardo Aroca.
Departamento de Microbiologia del Suelo y Sistemas Simbióticos, Estación
Experimental del Zaidín (CSIC), Profesor Albareda 1, 18008 Granada, Spain.
pablo.ibort@eez.csic.es
Utilization of PGPRs in order to increase plant growth is a flexible, low-cost and
environmentally friendly method. The ethylene-related mechanism described has focused in
PGPRs containing the enzyme ACC deaminase, which decrease the ACC (direct ethylene
precursor) concentration in the root system causing the reduction of ethylene-inhibiting
effects on aerial organs (Glick et al. 1998). Activity of two PGPRs strains (with no ACCd activity)
from arid soils (Bacillus megaterium and Enterobacter sp.) in two tomato genotypes (cv.
Pearson wild type and never ripe cv. Pearson, mutated in the ethylene receptor SlETR3
(Wilkinson et al. 1995)) under well watered conditions has been determined in this study. B.
megaterium strain has PGPR activity in wild type plants but was not noticed in never ripe.
Nevertheless, Enterobacter sp. strain increases plant growth in both tomato genotypes.
Therefore, an ethylene-dependent mechanism mediated by SlETR3 can be proposed for
B.megaterium. In contrast, Enterobacter sp activity could be mediated by other ethylene
receptor or could be ethlyene-independent.
In addition, the effects of the association between the both bacterial strains and both tomato
genotypes has been studied by characterizing differential transcriptome profiles of tomato
roots. RNA for Microarray hybridization was extracted from roots of tomato plants free of
endophytes that were inoculated with PGPRs and subjected to growth for 70 days. Mainly,
results suggested that both bacteria inoculation increased the differences between the two
genotypes due to ethylene insensivity in comparison with non-inoculated plants. Both inocula
changed the expression of genes mainly involved in protein phosphorylation, transcription
(DNA-dependent) and carbohydrates metabolic processes. In addition, B. megaterium
modified the metabolic and oxidation-reduction processes and Enterobacter sp. processes of
transport and translation. Furthermore, effects of B. megaterium inoculation was softer in
never ripe plants than in WT plants and the ethylene related gene TCTR1v was repressed by
B.megaterium inoculation only in WT plants. This work reports for the first time the
involvement of ethylene cascade in the PGPR mechanism and it describes the molecular events
that may trigger the growth promotion in tomato plants.
Glick et al. (1998). A model for the lowering of plant ethylene concentrations by plant growth-promoting
bacteria. J Theor Biol, 190, pp.63–8.
Wilkinson et al. (1995). An ethylene-inducible component of signal transduction encoded by never-ripe.
Science, 270, pp.1807–1809
The study was finance by the Ministerio de Ciencia e Innovación project AGL2011-25403.
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GAPCp contribution to plant development: how very cell-specific
expression can drive growth.
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Biológicas, C/ Doctor Moliner 50, 46100 Burjassot, España
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Glycolysis is an essential primary metabolic pathway in most living organisms whose main
function is to oxidize hexoses to provide ATP, reducing power and pyruvate, and to produce
precursors for anabolism. The plastidial glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPCp)
has been demonstrated to be critical for primary root growth and essential for microspore
development in Arabidopsis thaliana. In this study, we deepen the functional characterization
of GAPCp by specifically expressing this enzyme in photosynthetic and heterotrophic organs.
For this purpose, we expressed the enzyme in gapcp double mutants (gapcp1gacp2) under the
control of photosynthetic (RBCS) or heterotrophic (PHT) cell-specific promoters. Expression of
GAPCp1 under the control of RBCS in gapcp1gapcp2 had no significant effect on the
metabolite profile or growth in the aerial part (AP). GAPCp1 expression under the control of
PHT promoter clearly affected Arabidopsis development, by increasing the number of lateral
roots and having a major effect on the AP growth and metabolic profile. Our results indicate
that GAPCp1 is not functionally important in photosynthetic cells, but plays a fundamental role
in roots and heterotrophic cells of the AP. Specifically GAPCp activity may be required in root
meristems and root cap for normal primary root growth. Transcriptomic and metabolomic
analyses indicate that lack of GAPCp activity affects nitrogen and carbon metabolism as well as
mineral nutrition, and that glycerate and glutamine are key metabolite targets responding to
GAPCp activity. We propose that GAPCp is a metabolic connector of glycolysis with other
pathways such as the phosphorylated pathway of serine biosynthesis, the ammonium
assimilation pathway or the metabolism of GABA which in turn affect plant development.
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Genetical genomics of adventitious root formation in carnation cuttings
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The economic value of ornamental plants has increased significantly worldwide and is
increasing annually by 8 to 10%. Cultivated carnation (Dianthus caryophyllus L.) is one of the
most important species on the worldwide market of cut flowers. The production of young
plantlets is frequently hampered by minimal adventitious root (AR) formation from stem
cuttings, which has a strong genetic dependency and which leads to production losses in
certain carnation varieties (Agulló-Antón et al. 2011).
Over the past decade, modern technologies, such as genomics, high-throughput sequencing
and phenotyping, expression profiling and bioinformatics have revolutionized breeding for
elite varieties in vegetable and agricultural crops. Among cut flowers, carnation is especially
amenable to these approaches as its genome size is rather small (Yagi et al. 2014).
We have characterized the phenotypic variation present on a core collection of commercial
carnation varieties. Gene expression and metabolite profiling in the stem base of two cultivars
with contrasting effects on AR formation have been analyzed. The identification of the genes
involved in AR formation in this species will contribute to our basic understanding of the
molecular events leading to this complex developmental response and to the eventual
manipulation of AR formation in other recalcitrant, ornamental species.
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Antioxidant profile of a pioneer plant species colonising mine tailings in
southeast Spain
Antonio López-Orenes, Isabel Párraga-Aguado, Héctor M. Conesa, Antonio A.
Calderón and María A. Ferrer
Dpt. Ciencia y Tecnología Agraria. Universidad Politécnica de Cartagena
antonio.orenes@upct.es
The Syrian bean-caper (Zygophyllum fabago L.) is a succulent, perennial shrub, considered to
be a promising species for restoring heavy metal (HM) polluted soils in semi-arid regions. This
species is able to colonise and persist in disturbed areas, including metalliferous mine tailings
highly polluted by a broad range of metals like Pb, Zn, and toxic metalloids as As [1]. The harsh
conditions prevailing in the study area are expected to provoke alterations in plant redox
status that could be reflected in the expression of antioxidant systems. In the present work we
analyse the levels of some components of both enzymatic and non-enzymatic antioxidant
systems in three populations of Z. fabago (two of them growing on the mine tailing sites called
Agustin and Mercader, and one growing in a non-mining area near the tailings). Sites were
sampled in late spring (by the end of May) and late summer (September) in two consecutive
years (2012 and 2013). More than 30 different parameters were determined in the aerial part
of plants, including reactive oxygen species, macromolecule oxidation products, C-, N-, and Sbased compounds with antioxidant activity, phenolic oligomers and polymers, antioxidant
enzymes, pigments, and salicylic acid (the involvement of this phytohormone in cellular redox
homeostasis has been recently described in Z. fabago [2]). Analysis of the results obtained
shows that the expression patterns of parameters analysed are markedly different in May and
September and, what is more, these expression patterns differ among populations,
irrespective the sampling time considered, with plants from mine tailings displaying similar
levels of certain parameters that were significantly higher than those found in non-mining
plants (e.g. phenolics, ascorbic acid, and soluble peroxidase activity). Since meteorological
conditions can be ruled out for explaining the differences observed, edaphic conditions must
be the principal determinants of plant fitness. In this respect, some clear-cut correlations
between soil and plant parameters (e.g. level of nitrogen in soil is positively correlated with
proline levels in plants from non-mining area) are shown and discussed in this work.
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iTRAQ based quantitative proteomic analysis revealed a mayor
implication of membrane proteins from Medicago truncatula roots in
the tolerance to ammonium and ureic nutrition
Beatriz Royo1, Raquel Esteban1, Mariana Rockenbach de Ávila1,2 and Jose Fernando
Moran1
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Nitrogen (N) uptake and assimilation by plants implies different assimilatory pathways
depending on the form that this element is supplied. Most plants suffer stress when
ammonium (NH4+) or urea are used as only N source, thus the proteins implied in the response
may differ from one form to another. Proteomic analysis on roots of crops can be significant
for understanding N assimilation and metabolism. However, studies in bibliography have been
performed on soil or hydroponics what involves a more complex relation of the plant with
microorganism at rizosphere. Herein, a comprehensive and quantitative proteomic study of
roots of the NH4+-tolerant legume Medicago truncatula grown with nitrate (NO3-), NH4+ and
urea as sole N source under axenic conditions was carried out using the iTRAQ method.
Medicago truncatula Gaertn. Seeds were germinated on agar plates and then transferred to
pots containing Fahraeus medium as nutrient solution. Extraction, precipitation and
resuspension of proteins were consecutively conducted using a lysis buffer with neither Triton
nor DTT. Further trypsin digestion and iTRAQ labeling were performed prior to HPLC and MS
separation and analysis. Taking all data together, 67 proteins were differentially identified by
iTRAQ analysis and most of these proteins were involved in metabolic, cellular and
biosynthetic processes being most of them located or related with membranes. Specifically,
nearly 25% of the identified proteins participate on the carbohydrates, proteins or lipids
metabolism. Besides, 11% of the identified proteins contribute to the growth and
development of the plants. Comparing different nutrition (ammonium, urea and nitrate), NH4+
was the N form that implicates more changes in the proteome pattern, showing 53 and 35
proteins differentially accumulated (when compared to NO3- and urea respectively). Moreover,
39% of the proteins were implicated in the response to both biotic and abiotic stimulus.
Thereby, peroxidases and ABA-responsive proteins were up-accumulated either in NH4+ and
ureic nutrition. Interestingly, RuBisco associated proteins were up-accumulated under NH4+
nutrition, whereas ureic plants showed a down-accumulation of these proteins. These findings
provide a valuable inventory of proteins involved in M. truncatula grown under N sources
different from nitrate and contribute to elucidate the mechanisms of ammonium and ureic
nutrition.
This work was supported by the grant AGL2010-16167 from the Spanish Ministry of Science and
Innovation. B. R. is a holder of a PhD fellowship from the Spanish Ministry of Science and Innovation.
R.E. received a JAE-Doctor grant from the Spanish Research Council (CSIC).
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Pesticides induce changes in hormonal profile in tomato. An
hormonomic study
Jon Lemos1,2,*, Nuria de Diego3, Ondrej Novák4, Karel Doležal3, Ramón J. Barrio2,
Amaia Ortiz1.
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The employment of phytosanitary treatments has been used for centuries to prevent crops
from pathogenic attacks and fungal diseases. Unless the application of these formulations,
a decline in the production may occur together with a leak in the quality of the product.
Pesticides can disturb several metabolic pathways that condition plant growth and alter
some physiological traits such as content of photosynthetic pigments and gas exchange,
between others.
Phytohormones1 are a group of secondary metabolites involved in signalling processes and
regulate several physiological processes such as plant development and photosynthesis.
Although the function of phytohormones has been studied under different stress situations,
it is not clear how these metabolites can be affected by pesticides.
To investigate the chemical impact of pesticides, one insecticide (Imidacloprid) and three
fungicides (Tebuconazole, Pyraclostrobin and Iprodione) have been evaluated. Seedlings
from Lycopersicum esculentum var. Clemente were grown in a growth chamber under
controlled conditions of temperature and relative humidity and several phytohormones
have been studied, including abscisic acid (ABA), cytokinins (CKs) and indole-3-acetic acid
(IAA), as the most important auxin, along the experiment. Hormonal profiling2 was modified
by the pesticide effect, inducing significant changes in all phytohormones at 4 days after
treatment, but with different response in roots and shoots. For example, in the leaves
Pyraclostrobin induced ABA accumulation at 6 days after the treatment whereas the plants
did not increase the total CK until 10 days. However, Imidacloprid did not change the ABA
levels in comparison to the control but doubled the IAA concentration at 4 days after
treatment. According to these results, we could conclude that the pesticide can alter plant
hormone homeostasis in tomato, and as a consequence reprogramming some physiological
processes such as growth and photosynthesis.
References
1
Spíchal et al. (2012). Funct Plant Biol, 39: 267-284
2
Meulebroek et al. (2012). J. Chromatogr A, 1260: 67-80
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Transcriptomic profile of Arabidopsis thaliana seedlings during transchalcone treatment
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The flavonoid trans-chalcone (1,3-diphenyl-2-propen-1-one) is known to show many biological
activities as anti-bacterial, anti-malarial, anticancer, etc. As well, trans-chalcone has shown
highly phytotoxic activity on Arabidopsis roots, with an IC50 value of just 35 µM, by inducing
programmed cell death (PCD) (Díaz-Tielas et al., 2012) and causing degreening of the aerial
parts. In order to detect the early events underlying the mode of action of trans-chalcone, a
time-course transcriptomic analysis of treated Arabidopsis seedlings was performed.
Arabidopsis thaliana seedlings were treated during 0, 1, 3, 6, 12 and 24 hours with chalcone (0
and IC50). Next Generation Sequencing was performed at each time-point on roots and shoots
separately. After mRNA extraction, the synthesis and sequencing analyses of cDNA was
performed in Illumina Genome Analyzer. The resulting data was analyzed by ANOVA (pvalue=0.001) and the transcript levels were considered differentially expressed when showed
at least 2 fold changes respect to the control.
Different expression patterns were found on Arabidopsis roots and shoots. While roots
showed a rapid and pronounced response with many up-regulated genes (200 genes 1 h after;
780 genes 3 h after), the shoots had a slower response, which was pronounced only at 6 hours.
Several heat shock proteins (HSPs) were found strongly over-expressed in roots after 1 and 3
hours of chalcone treatment, but also apoptosis-related genes and genes related with
xenobiotic detoxification (β-glucosidases, glutathione S-transferases and drug-transmembrane
transporters) were found to be over-expressed. However, no differences on roots gene
expression were detected after 6 and 12 hours of treatment. Furthermore, after 24 hours, 250
genes were down-regulated, including cell death genes, β-glucosidases, glutathione Stransferases, transmembrane transporters and oxidoreductases.
In contrast, transcripts of Arabidopsis shoots were slightly down-regulated after 1 and 3 hours,
and up-regulated after 6 hours (250 genes). At this time, most of the affected genes were
related to circadian rhythms. However, the enzymes chlorophyllase, β-amylases, photosystemII components, rubisco subunit and oxidative stress-protective transcripts were also found
over-expressed within the chloroplasts.
These results indicate different modes of action of trans-chalcone on Arabidopsis roots and
shoots. Trans-chalcone molecular target may be related to proteins structure, as the high
levels of HSPs transcripts suggest. A massive protein dysfunction and the apoptosis-related
genes seem to participate in the PCD induction on roots, while the shoots suffer important
alterations within chloroplasts that culminate with loss of pigments.
Díaz-Tielas et al. (2012). Plant Cell Environ, 35: 1500-1517
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Cross-talks between the control of flowering time and the response to
salinity stress in Arabidopsis.
José M. Pardo1, Woe-Yeon Kim2, Zahir Ali2, Hee-Jin Park2, Javier Perez-Hormaeche1,
Francisco Javier Quintero1, and Dae-Jin Yun2
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The Salt Overly Sensitive (SOS) signaling pathway that in Arabidopsis comprises the sodium
transport protein SOS1, the protein kinase SOS2, and the calcium-dependent interacting
proteins SOS3 and CBL10, has been shown to play a critical role in cellular signaling under salt
stress. The SOS pathway maintains cellular ion homeostasis by mediating sodium extrusion at
the root and the long distance transport of sodium ions from roots to shoots, thereby
imparting salt tolerance to all plant species that have been genetically tested. Environmental
challenges, including salinity, typically entail retardation of vegetative growth and delay or
cessation of flowering. The flowering time regulator GIGANTEA (GI) is a key component in the
photoperiodic control pathway of flowering. In Arabidopsis, GI is predominantly associated
with the promotion of flowering in long-day growth. Recently, a molecular link has been
discovered between GI and adaptation to salt stress that is mechanistically based on GI
degradation under saline conditions, thereby retarding flowering (Kim et al., 2013). GI and the
salt tolerance-related protein kinase SOS2 interact physically. In the absence of stress, the
GI:SOS2 complex prevents SOS2-based activation of SOS1, the major plant Na/H antiporter
mediating adaptation to salinity. GI-overexpressing, rapidly flowering plants show greater salt
sensitivity, whereas gi mutants exhibit delayed flowering and enhanced salt tolerance, in
correspondence with the physical status of SOS2. Salt-induced degradation of GI confers salt
tolerance by the release of the SOS2 kinase. The GI–SOS2 interaction introduces a higher order
regulatory circuit that can explain in molecular terms, the long observed connection between
floral transition and adaptive environmental stress tolerance in Arabidopsis.
References:
Author Kim et al. (2013). Nat. Comm., 4: 1352
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Novel post-transcriptional mechanisms involved in plant tolerance to
abiotic stress
Carlos Perea-Resa, Cristian Carrasco and Julio Salinas
Departamento de Biología Medioambiental, Centro de Investigaciones Biológicas (CIBCSIC), Ramiro de Maeztu 9, 28040 Madrid
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Plants, as sessile organisms, are permanently exposed to their environment, which determine
their vegetative and reproductive development. This is of special relevance when considering
adverse environmental conditions such as extreme temperatures, drought or soils with high
salt concentrations. To survive and reproduce under these conditions, plants have evolved
sophisticated adaptive responses mainly controlled through changes in gene expression.
Although changes in gene expression in response to abiotic stress have been often considered
to be based on the regulation of transcriptional activity of stress-responsive genes, recent
findings have suggested the existence of new layers of regulation and complexity. Posttranscriptional mechanisms, for instance, including mRNA processing and degradation, have
been described to finely modulate the amount of pre-existing transcripts, with an ultimate
effect on proteome and metabolome complexity. Recently, in our laboratory we have
identified a family of Arabidopsis proteins, named LSMs, that function forming
heteroheptameric complexes and are involved in mRNA metabolism. One of these complexes,
LSM1-7, localizes in the cytoplasm, controls mRNA stability promoting decapping, and
accumulates to P-bodies under stress situations. Our results revealed that the LSM1-7 complex
plays a crucial role in Arabidopsis tolerance to different abiotic stresses by regulating the
stability of selected stress-specific and -nonspecific transcripts with which it interacts. The
degradation of the LSM1-7 target transcripts selected in response to a given stress, in turn,
ensures appropriate patterns of downstream stress-related gene expression that contribute to
shape the transcriptome reprogramming required for plant adaptation to that stress condition.
Work funded by the Ministerio de Economía y Competitividad, Grants BIO2010-17545 and BIO201347788-R, and FPI fellowship to CC.
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C1A peptidases actively participate in the barley leaf senescence events driven
by abiotic stress
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Senescence is a natural process occurring in plants when maturity phase is coming to its end. In
particular, leaf senescence is a complex physiological event whose main goal is a massive remobilization
of phloem-mobile nutrients from source plant parts towards sink organs like emergent leaves and
grains in monocarpic crops. Combination of environmental conditions and endogenous factors may
accelerate the natural senescence programs in plants, directly impacting on crop yield. This strictly
regulated process is characterized by dismantling of the photosynthetic system, a massive
macromolecule degradation of nitrogen containing molecules, mainly RuBisCo, to ultimately end with
cell death. This bulk macromolecule degradation implies numerous proteolytic events in which
proteases are key players. Among the 800 proteases encoded by plant genomes, more than 140
correspond to cysteine-proteases (CysProt). Among them, the proteases from the papain-like family
C1A (family C1, clan CA) are the most abundant. C1A CysProt, grouped as cathepsin L, B-, H- and F-like
according to their gene structures and phylogenetic relationship (Martinez et al. 2012), are the major
responsible for proteolytic degradation during leaf senescence of cereals (Diaz-Mendoza et al. 2014).
Most studies performed on CysProt and leaf senescence involved individual members from multiple
plant species. Determining the functions of all gene family members within a unique species and
identifying their targets would be very informative. Therefore, our main goals has been identify and
characterize the total C1A peptidase family and study their modulation by their inhibitors (cystatins)
under darkness and nitrogen starvation in barley leaves. A molecular and biochemical characterization
has been performed, including mRNA and protein expression patterns analysis, in vitro proteolytic
assays, measurement of general senescence parameters and inmunolocalization studies. To investigate
the in vivo participation of these proteins under abiotic stress conditions some CysProt and cystatin
encoding genes have been silenced and over-expressed to generate homozygous transgenic barley
using Agrobacterium-mediated gene transfer and haploid technology. In these transgenic lines,
differences on pigment and protein content in leaves as well as in amino acids, starch and storage
proteins in grains have been determined. Understanding the complex mechanisms behind the stressinduced leaf senescence may facilitate the design of strategies for the improvement of valuable cereal
crops.
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Cd induces antioxidant enzymatic response and phytochelatin synthesis
in Spinacea oleracea plants
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Cadmium is a highly soluble element with no known biological function, and can be toxic to
plants even at low concentrations. The importance of knowing plant uptake mechanisms and
response to oxidative stress is related to their potential use in phytoremediation processes and
also, in the case of food crops, to the possible contamination of the food chain.
In this work we studied the effect of different cadmium concentrations (25 and 50 μM, for up
to 14 days) in spinach plants at different stages of development in hydroponic system: ‘early
contamination’ (30 days of growth before contamination) and ‘late contamination’ (70 days of
growth before contamination).
The spinach plant was shown to be able to accumulate a large amount of Cd in all the plant
parts including the leaves, which are usually the part used in human consumption. More Cd
was accumulated in plants with ‘early contamination’ than with ‘late contamination’. Cd was
also able to affect the concentration of some essential elements, leading to a reduction in the
uptake of Ca, Cu, Mg and Zn. At the studied Cd concentrations no visible external effects, such
as chlorosis and stunted growth, were visible.
The tolerance of spinach to Cd was mainly due to the activation of the antioxidant enzyme
system, with the activity of catalase, guaiacol peroxidase and glutathione reductase increasing
with increasing Cd concentrations. The activity of APX did not change between control and
contaminated plants. The levels of both H2O2 and MDA also increased, mainly in the last day of
the experiment (after 14 days of contamination), indicating an increase in ROS production and
subsequent oxidative damage. To further clarify the defence mechanisms, thiol compounds
were determined by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), being detected
phytochelatins in leaves (PC2, Cys-PC2, PC3 and PC4) and roots (PC2, des-Gly-PC2, Cys-PC2, PC3,
des-Gly-PC3 and PC4). This confirms that phytochelatins are important in the ability of spinach
to withstand high Cd concentrations. The levels of glutathione did not change, and probably
the plant is able to synthesize new glutathione to compensate what is being used in
phyochelatin synthesis.
Acknowledgements: The authors acknowledge the financial support from FCT (PhD grant
SFRH/BD/81080/2011, and grant PTDC/AGR-AAM/102821/2008) and FCT-funded units UIQA and LEAF
(UID/AGR/04129/2013).
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Role of peroxisomes and reactive oxygen species in abiotic stress
perception
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Laureano- Marín2, Cecilia Gotor2, María C. Romero-Puertas1 Luisa M. Sandalio1
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Peroxisomes are ubiquitous in eukaryotic cells and are highly dynamic organelles capable of
undergoing changes in size, morphology and abundance depending on the developmental
stage or environmental conditions (1). These organelles are an important source of signal
molecules, such as reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (ROS, RNS), and contain a complex set
of antioxidants which facilitates finely tuned regulation of ROS levels (1). H2O2 regulates the
induction of peroxisome biogenesis genes, changes in the dynamics of peroxisomes producing
protuberances called peroxules and the speed of peroxisomal movements (1). However, the
function and regulation of these dynamic changes are unclear. We have studied dynamic
changes in peroxisomes in response to Cd treatment using time course analysis of these
organelles by confocal laser microscopy. Our findings demonstrate that peroxisomes produce
peroxules after several minutes of treatment and remain in a motionless state, which is then
followed by organelle proliferation. However, after 24 h of treatment, the peroxisome
population was similar to that in the absence of metal and organelles moved faster than in
control plants. To determine the nature of these changes and their regulation, we analyzed
peroxisomal dynamics in Arabidopsis plants deficient in different PEX11 genes involved in the
initial stage of proliferation and in Arabidopsis mutants deficient in NADPH oxidases. The
results obtained suggest that PEX11 genes may be involved in the perception of stress and
ROS-derived signalling networks. Additionally, we have analyzed the role of autophagy in
regulating peroxisomal homeostasis in response to Cd.
In conclusion, peroxisomes can act as sensors of ROS/redox changes in the cell, triggering a
rapid and probably a highly specific response to environmental cues in order to control ROS
production and signalling.
(1) Sandalio LM et al. (2013) Sub-cellular Biochem. 69: 231-25
[Study funded by the ERDF and MICINN (BIO2012-36742) and the Junta de Andalucía (BIO-337)]
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Unraveling the complexity of drought response: ZmSTOP1 transcription
factor identified as OST1 substrate affects root growth and stomatal
regulation in response to ABA
Elena Nájar1, Belmiro Vilela1, Dolors Ludevid1 and Montserrat Pagès1
1
CRAG - Centre for Research in Agicultural Genomics, Campus UAB, CRAG building,
Bellaterra (Cerdanyola del Vallès). 08193 Barcelona, SPAIN
elena.najar@cragenomica.es
Water deficit has become a very important threat to agricultural yield worldwide. The
identification of new players in drought stress response among crop plants is vital to
understand their adaptation to increasing environmental challenges. Abscisic acid (ABA) is a
plant hormone known to mediate drought adaptative responses such as seed dormancy,
stomatal closure and root growth arrest. In the case of stomatal regulation, ABA drives the
activation of OST1 kinase, which phosphorylates different substrates, for example NADPH
oxidases, ionic channels and transcription factors, which will finally lead to stomatal closure.
Although stomatal closure in response to ABA is essential to avoid desiccation, and thus, the
death of the plant, a certain level of stomatal conductivity must be maintained to permit gas
exchange and transpiration, essential to drive water and solutes uptake through the roots.
We identified and characterized a new maize C2H2 zinc-finger transcription factor that presents
homology to the Arabidopsis Sensitive to Proton Rhizotoxicity (STOP)1, which is critical for
aluminum and proton tolerance in acidic soils[1]. Due to the importance of protons in stomatal
movement, we checked STOP1 implication in drought responses, determining that ZmSTOP1 is
involved both in stomatal regulation and root growth.
Here we show that ZmSTOP1 promotes a differential response to ABA in roots and shoots.
Root growth is over-inhibited whereas stomata present insensitivity to the ABA signal. Through
microarray analyses we determine that the genes affected by ZmSTOP1 are classified mainly in
signaling, regulation of transcription and stress. Moreover, we establish that this transcription
factor is a substrate of OST1 kinase. At the present moment we are studying the implications
of OST1 phosphorylation on ZmSTOP1.
1. Iuchi et al. (2007). Zinc finger protein STOP1 is critical for proton tolerance in Arabidopsis and
coregulates a key gene in aluminum tolerance. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A.;104(23): p.9900-5.
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Water stress promotes ABA transport from leaves to roots in Citrus
plants

Matías Manzi1, Sara I. Zandalinas1, Joanna Lado2, María Jesús Rodrigo3, Lorenzo
Zacarías3, Vicent Arbona1 and Aurelio Gómez Cadenas1
1

Ecofisiología y Biotecnología Dpto Ciencias Agrarias y del Medio Natural, Universidad
Jaume I (UJI), Castellón, Spain
2
Instituto Nacional de Investigación Agropecuaria (INIA), Salto, Uruguay
3
Instituto de Agroquímica y Tecnología de Alimentos (IATA), Consejo Superior de
Investigaciones Científicas (CSIC), Valencia, Spain
manzi@uji.es
Abscisic acid (ABA) is one of the most important phytohormones involved in the response to
abiotic stress conditions. Water stress induces ABA accumulation in most plant tissues
although higher contents are usually found in green tissues. Non-photosynthetic tissues such
as roots contain low levels of carotenoids, the ABA precursors. This raises the question
whether the roots are able to sustain de novo ABA synthesis under water stress or it relies on
the contribution of green tissues. To check this hypothesis, Carrizo citrange seedlings were
stem-girdled and transplanted to dry perlite to induce water stress. ABA accumulated in leaves
and roots of stressed plants; however, ABA content in roots of girdled plants was 50% lower
than those obtained in non-girdled ones after three days of stress. Concomitant with this ABA
increase, carotenoid content in roots decreased in both treatments. Rehydration of plants
decreased ABA to control levels whereas carotenoid content in roots remained at low levels. A
second period of water stress induced ABA accumulation again in leaves of all plants but only
in roots of non-girdled plants. Roots of girdled plants were unable to accumulate ABA after this
second stress period. These evidences indicate that ABA accumulation in roots is at expenses
of the ABA synthesized in aerial tissues. Thus, when phloem communication is not interrupted,
ABA increases in the roots upon water stress. Moreover, data suggest that the initial increase
of ABA in the roots could be supported by both the de novo synthesis from precursors and the
release from conjugated forms. During early stages of stress, ABA accumulation in roots seems
to be a buildup of ABA transported from aerial tissues and also that synthesized in situ. Overall,
ABA transported from leaves is pivotal to sustain long-term ABA accumulation in roots under
stress conditions, especially once the pool of carotenoids and conjugated forms are depleted.

09
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A new method to study drought responses under controlled conditions:
the setup for the model legume Medicago truncatula.
Amaia Seminario, Unai Pérez, Nahikari López, Estíbaliz Larrainzar and
Esther M. González
Environmental Sciences Department, Public University of Navarra, Campus
de Arrosadía. 31006. Pamplona. Spain.
amaia.seminario@unavarra.es

Drought stress is a major environmental stress factor determining crop productivity. Legumes
are the second most economically relevant crop species due to their importance as a nitrogen
source for animal feed and human consumption. Medicago truncatula is considered as the
model plant for temperate-climate legumes. Although it is well known that cellular growth is
first affected by mild drought stress, photosynthesis in the aerial part has been considered to
have a more obvious impact in plant productivity. Less attention has been paid to the response
of roots. This work aims to explore the drought response of roots by establishing a simple
experimental approach that allows exposure of four-day old Medicago truncatula seedlings to
different levels of water stress growing under controlled conditions in agar Petri dishes. A
range of agar concentrations [1.5% (w/v), 3% and 5%] was tested to limit water availability to
the seedlings in order to impose different levels of water stress determined as water potential.
M. truncatula Gaertn. cv. Jemalong A17 plant seeds were scarified using sulphuric acid and
washed before being sterilized using 3.5% (v/v) NaClO. After washing, seeds were incubated in
water at room temperature and subsequently incubated at 4 ºC for uniform germination. The
germinated seeds were then transferred to the new agar plates for drought stress treatment.
In our experimental approach, the 1.5% agar concentration corresponds to control or wellwatered conditions (C) and 3% and 5% agar concentrations mimic moderate (MD) and severe
(SD) drought stress based on water potential measurements, which decreased from 0.7 MPa
under C conditions to -1.5 MPa in SD plants. In accordance, osmotic potential decreased
gradually as water limitation increased in both shoot and root tissues. Biomass production and
changes in the soluble carbohydrate and starch concentration were determined. Sucrose
content increased progressively in shoot and root tissue of the seedlings indicating a slowdown
of the plant metabolism in accordance with the reduction of the plant growth rate due to the
water limitation imposed. These results support the validity of the method to mimic drought
stress under controlled conditions and allow a simple analysis of the drought response of the
root at different levels.
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Acid abscisic and hydraulic conductance responses of two different citrus
trees under abiotic stresses.
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The current problem of shortage of water resources available for agriculture in semi-arid
regions makes indispensable to reduce water use in agriculture and look for alternative water
sources such as reclaimed water.
This work aimed to evaluate the effects of saline and water stress on plant physiology and
hydraulic relations of adult mandarin Clementina (M) and grapefruit (G) trees located at a
commercial citrus orchard in Region of Murcia. Two water sources with different quality were
used for each crop: Fresh Water (FW) and saline Reclaimed Water (RW). All trees were
full-Irrigated (FI) for six years with RW or TW (100 % ETc), depending on the treatment. In
addition, from day 213 to 274 of 2013, coinciding with the start of a non-critical period of fruit
growth, we established a non-Irrigated (NI) treatment (0% ETc) in both crops. A daily evolution
of leaf water potential (Ψl) and measurements of leaf acid abscisic concentration (ABA),
canopy hydraulic conductance (Kcanopy) and root-stem hydraulic conductance (Kroot-stem) were
performed on day 248, 36 days after of the total irrigation suppression in NI treatments, when
the maximum water deficit was reached by such treatments.
Regarding Ψl of FI trees, not significant differences at P<0.05 were found throughout the day
between the RW and TW treatments in any crop. Minimum values were reached at 13.30 GMT
for G (-1.77 MPa) and at 16.15 GMT for M (-1.62 MPa) trees. Regarding Ψl of NI trees, lower
values than FI treatments were obtained all day along, as expected. Concretely for G, similar
values of Ψl were observed in TW-NI and RW-NI treatments, except at predawn and at 11.00
GMT when the last one treatment was more stressed. Surprisingly, for M trees significantly
lowest values of Ψl were found in TW-NI trees, reaching even -3.8 MPa. This treatment sold
out before water reserves from soil because it presented greater canopy volume than RW-NI
and also the trees irrigated with TW absorb more water from the soil profile that trees
irrigated with RW (Mounzer et al., 2013).
As far leaf ABA, the lowest values were found in the most water stressed treatments cited
above: RW-NI of G and mainly TW-NI of M trees, unlike other authors who found an increase
in values of ABA with water stress in citrus (Romero et al, 2014). Furthermore, when we
evaluated the Kcanopy and Kroot-stem, these two treatments showed significantly lower values than
the rest.
Therefore, our results suggest that the importance of ABA decreased with drought severity,
being hydraulic conductivity the key factor which had greater weight in mechanisms defense
against abiotic stresses of both crops.
Romero et al. (2014). PLANT PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOCHEMISTRY, vol: 80 Page: 23-32.
Mounzer et al. (2013). AGRICULTURAL WATER MANAGEMENT, vol: 20 Page: 23-29.
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Adjustments in PSII photochemistry and photoprotection in response to
warming and elevated CO2 in the C4 plant, Panicum maximum Jacq.
Andressa Uehara Approbato1; Daniele Ribeiro Contin2; Jana Cela2; Marta PintóMarijuan2; Sergi Munné-Bosch2; Carlos Alberto Martinez1
1
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2

Global change will undoubtedly impact many agricultural plant crops and grasslands,
potentially affecting plant growth and yield. Significant effects may be caused by increased
temperature and CO2 concentrations in the frame of global change. It is generally thought that
C3 plants may respond better to atmospheric CO2 enrichment than C4 plants in terms of
photosynthesis and biomass production. However, the effects of warming and CO2 enrichment
may be more complex than previously anticipated, with complex interactions between CO2
enrichment, elevated temperatures, water deficit and nutrient availability. The aim of this
study was to evaluate the effects of elevated CO2 (600 ppm) and warming (2°C increase over
ambient temperature) of PSII photochemistry and photoprotection in the tropical C4 forage
(Panicum maximum Jacq.) grown in a Trop-T-FACE (Tropical-Temperature-CO2 Free Air
Enhancement) facility under well-watered conditions without nutrient limitation. Results
showed that plants were able to avoid photoinhibition of the photosynthetic apparatus and
lipid peroxidation in response to warming and CO2 enrichment, as indicated by constant Fv/Fm
values and malondialdehyde (MDA) contents, respectively. Warming increased chlorophyll
levels by 12% and decreased α-tocopherol levels by 58%, whereas both elevated CO2 and
warming reduced the chlorophyll a/b ratio by 7%. In contrast, the de-epoxidation state of the
xanthophyll cycle, an indicator of excess energy dissipation as heat, the xanthophyll cycle pool
(VZA) and both zeaxanthin and β-carotene levels were not affected by elevated CO2 and
warming. Adjustments in chlorophyll and tocopherol levels while PSII photochemistry
remained unaltered in response to warming and elevated CO2 suggest therefore that global
change factors may have an impact on mechanisms of photoprotection in this C4 plant species,
but at the same time indicates that plant growth and yield will not be affected by warming and
elevated CO2 if plants are grown under well-watered and adequate nutritional conditions.
Financial support: FAPESP (Proc. 08/58075-8), CAPES/PROAP
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Agronomic performance of `Salustiana´ on different citrus rootstocks in the
Guadalquivir Marshes, Andalusia (Spain)
F. J. Arenas1, E. Romero1 and A. Hervalejo1
1
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fjose.arenas@juntadeandalucia.es
Although initially the Guadalquivir Marshes present unfavorable conditions for the development of
citrus crops, proper choice of rootstock, based on variety and environmental conditions, could
allow its cultivation as an alternative to those traditionally established.
In this paper the agronomic performance of 'Salustiana', Citrus sinensis (L.) Osbeck, grafted on 5
citrus rootstocks was studied: Citrus macrophylla (MP), Citrus volkameriana (VK), mandarin
`Cleopatra' or Citrus reshni (CL), Forner-Alcaide Nº 5 (Citrus reshni x Poncirus trifoliata; FA5) and
Citrumelo [grapefruit `Duncan' (Citrus paradisi) x Poncirus trifoliata; CI] in an experimental orchard
of 5 years old, located in the Guadalquivir Marshes (Lebrija, Sevilla).
The results showed increased tree mortality on CI, 100% of the trees, followed by MP (40%) and CL
(33%). On the contrary, VK and FA5 had the lowest values, with 0% and 11% respectively. Although
FA5 showed a relatively low mortality, their trees had a chlorosis significantly higher than those on
MP and VK. The best development of trees on VK correspond to their nutritional status. So,
although all rootstocks had leaf N and Zn deficiencies, VK recorded the mildest deficiencies.
In relation to vegetative growth, the rootstock had a significant effect on canopy volume. So, CL
and FA5 induced smaller canopies (2,6 and 2,2 m3, respectively) than those trees on the other two
rootstocks (7,1 m3 on MP and 5,1 m3 on VK).
Regard to yield (kg/tree), CL and FA5 recorded much lower values (7,5 and 8,9 kg/tree) than the
other two rootstocks (31,0 kg/tree on MP and 27,7 kg/tree on VK). These differences remained on
CL when referring to the yield per canopy volume (1,8 kg/m3 versus 4,3 on VK and 5,0 kg/m3 on
MP).
Finally, the rootstocks had not a significant effect on fruit quality.
This research was carried out in the context of european proyect TRANSFORMA CÍTRICOS funded
by FEDER and FSE (2007-2013).
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Aquaporins expression patterns and endogenous ABA levels in two
Prunus rootstocks under waterlogging stress
Paula Pimentel1, Ariel Salvatierra1, María López-Climent2, Simón Solis1, Rubén
Almada1 and Aurelio Gómez-Cadenas2
1
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2
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In heavy soils, poor aeration in the rhizosphere is an important problem for the cultivation of
Prunus species. In these soils, heavy rain or excessive irrigation can cause waterlogging and
root hypoxia. In fruit trees, the tolerance to oxygen deficiency in roots is mediated by the
characteristics of the rootstock. Prunus rootstocks are classified as hypoxia-sensitive, although
differences among genotypes have been reported. An early physiological response to soil
waterlogging is reduction of root permeability. Aquaporins play a key role in root water uptake
capacity, which would provide a molecular basis for fast and reversible regulation of
transmembrane water transport. Under abiotic stress, plant hormones play a crucial role in the
whole plant responses. Abscisic acid (ABA) is the most important hormone involve in the plant
responses to abiotic stresses, among them, root permeability. Interestingly, some PIPs genes
showed an increment in their transcript levels in tolerant-genotype after 9 days of hypoxia
treatment, reaching in some cases, higher transcript levels than control plants. ABA analyses of
endogenous levels in roots and leaves evidenced differences between both genotypes under
waterlogging stress. These results provide new information about ABA role and root
permeability in Prunus rootstocks response under waterlogging stress.
Acknowledgments: This work was funded by grants from CONICYT-REGIONAL/GORE
O´HIGGINS/CEAF/R08I1001 and FONDECYT N°11110080. Plants were provided by Agromillora Sur S.A.
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Boron toxicity induces changes in the Casparian strip of Arabidopsis
thaliana roots.
Miguel A. Macho, M. Begoña Herrera-Rodríguez, Juan J. Camacho-Cristóbal, M.
Teresa Navarro-Gochicoa, Jesús Rexach, Agustín González-Fontes
Departamento de Fisiología, Anatomía y Biología Celular. Universidad Pablo de
Olavide, E-41013 Sevilla, Spain
mamacriv@upo.es
Boron (B) toxicity is a significant problem that reduces crop yield and productivity in arid and
semiarid areas (1). Toxicity symptoms include decreased root and shoot growth, reduction of
cell division rate and deposition of lignin and suberin in roots, inhibition of photosynthesis, and
lower stomata conductance, among others (1). To date, the primordial function of B is its
structural role in the cell wall, forming borate diester with the apiosyl residue of two
rhamnogalacturonan-II molecules.
The aim of this work was to investigate the effect of B toxicity on the expression of CASPs
genes in Arabidopsis thaliana roots. These genes encode proteins involved in the Casparian
strip formation in the endodermis. CASP proteins might act as a platform for the localization of
cell wall biosynthetic enzymes (2).
Interestingly, an overexpression of CASP4 and CASP5 genes took place after 24 h treatment of
high B concentration (5 mM boric acid). In addition, CASP4 confocal analysis showed an
accumulation of this protein surrounding the stele. This result was confirmed by GUS staining.
Furthermore, B toxicity increased the activities of NADPH oxidase and peroxidase enzymes in
roots, which enhance their lignification. In this regard, clarified roots increased
autofluorescence of the Casparian strip due to an accumulation of phenolics compounds after
24 h of treatment with high B concentration.
Taken together, these results suggest a strengthening of the apoplastic barrier to prevent
excess B could enter the stele and be transported to shoots.
(1) Reid R (2007). Update on boron toxicity and tolerance in plants. In: F Xu, HE Goldbach, PH Brown, RW
Bell, T Fujiwara, CD Hunt, S Goldberg, L Shi, eds, Advances in Plant and Animal Boron Nutrition. Springer,
Dordrecht, pp 83-90
(2) Roppolo et al. (2011). Nature 473, pp 380-383
Research supported by the Ministerio de Economía y Competitividad (BFU2012-37445) and Junta de
Andalucía (BIO-266 and P09-CVI-4721), Spain
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CCX and VNX. Candidate proteins for vacuolar Na+ accumulation
Francisco Javier Gálvez1, Olivier Cagnac2, Nieves Aranda Sicilia1, Ali Aboukila1 Kees
Venema1, María Pilar Rodríguez-Rosales1
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Recently a reverse genetic approach allowed us to show the role of Vnx1p and Vcx1p, two
yeast vacuolar proteins of the CaCA (Calcium Cation Antiporters) family, in K+ homeostasis and
Na+ detoxification (Cagnac et al 2007, 2010) The discovery of their ability to transport
monovalent ions opens new perspectives to find the major players in plant vacuolar Na+ and K+
accumulation. In plants the CCX (Calcium Cation eXchangers) proteins, a subgroup of the CAX
family, could possibly play a similar role. To date CCX are poorly characterized, and we started
a preliminary characterization of AtCCX1,3 and 5. Real Time PCR showed that AtCCX1 is highly
expressed in rosette only, while AtCCX2,4 and 5 are also relatively abundant in roots. AtCCX3
expression is low overall. More detailed localization using transgenic plants expressing AtCCX1
promotor-GUS fusion proteins indicate that CCX1 is expressed mostly the leaf veins, petals and
pollen. Some expression is also observed in root tips. AtCCX1 and AtCCX3 induce Na+
resistance when expressed in a salt sensitive yeast, but no resistance to K+ or Mn2+ contrary to
what has been previously reported. AtCCX3 transport activity could also not be detected in
vacuoles isolated from yeast strain vnx1∆vcx1∆nhx1∆ expressing the CCX genes. The GFP
localization of both AtCCX1 and AtCCX3 at endomembrane compartments distinct from the
yeast vacuolar membrane is in agreement with the lack of activity in our experiments. We
determined that in yeast, AtCCX5 accumulated in ER membranes, and no apparent effect of
AtCCX5 overexpression was observed, apart from the artifactual complementation of TRK
mutants. We are currently studying expression of CCX genes by Real time PCR in different
abiotic stress conditions in more detail, as well as AtCCX3 localization using promotor-GUS
fusion proteins. Arabidopsis T-DNA mutants of AtCCX1 and AtCCX3 or plants that overexpress
these genes do not show any obvious phenotype. AtCCX1 and AtCCX3 could be involved in
flower and pollen development, and we are analysing the T-DNA insertion mutants in that
perspective.
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Comparison of abiotic stress conditions reveals similar adverse effects on
gas exchange parameters in Citrus plants
Marta Pitarch-Bielsa1, Matías Manzi, Sara I. Zandalinas, Vicent Arbona, Aurelio
Gómez-Cadenas
1
Ecofisiología y Biotecnología. Dept. Ciencias Agrarias y del Medio Natural. Universidad
Jaime I. E-12071 Castellón de la Plana. Spain.
bielsa@uji.es
Drought and waterlogging are two environmental factors that negatively affect citrus plants.
Although both conditions induce similar physiological disturbances, there might be important
differences at physiological and hormonal levels. To study these differences, we have
investigated the responses of Carrizo citrange plants to these adverse situations in terms of
gas-exchange and chlorophyll fluorescence parameters as well as the accumulation of abscisic
acid (ABA). The physiological response of the aerial part was similar under both stress
conditions, negatively affecting net assimilation rate of CO2 (An), carboxylative efficiency
(Ci/Ca) and transpiration as well as inducing the closure of stomata. The decrease of An along
with the increase of Ci/Ca values suggest that CO2 diffusion and availability is not the main
factor in the photosynthetic inhibition. Instead, non-stomatal factors would participate in that
effect. Indeed, Quantum yield of PSII (ΦPSII) decreased in both conditions suggesting that
drought and waterlogging would be similarly enhancing photoinhibition. Both adverse
conditions also increased ABA content in leaves. However, different behavior was detected in
roots. Thus, whereas ABA increased in roots of plants subjected to water deficit, roots of
waterlogged plants sharply decreased the ABA levels, suggesting that this hormonal response
is tissue-specific. Overall, our work indicates that the responses to waterlogging and drought in
citrus plants are similar regarding stomatal closure and performance of the photosynthetic
system. However, in roots the response seems to be specific for each environmental condition.
Besides these differences between organs, we propose that plants develop a coordinate
response at the entire level which allows maintaining functionally after releasing stress
conditions. Physiological and biochemical parameters returned to unstressed values after
stress release, confirming the efficient mechanism of Citrus to cope with different adverse
abiotic situations.
Acknowledgments: This work was supported by Ministerio de Economía y Competitividad and
Universitat Jaume I through grants No. AGL2013-42038-R and P1IB2013-23, respectively.
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Contrasting strategies of two lichenous microalgae to cope with
desiccation-rehydration stress revealed by metabolite profiling and cell
wall analysis
Danilo C. Centeno1, 2, Aline F. Hell2, Marcia R. Braga2, Eva M. del Campo3 and
Leonardo M. Casano3
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Lichens are symbiotic associations of at least two very different organisms, a fungus
(mycobiont) and a cyanobacteria or unicellular green algae (photobiont). Lichens are
poikilohydric, thus their water content is mainly determined by water availability in the
environment. Most lichens are desiccation-tolerant, surviving in a state of anabiosis until water
becomes again available, which allows them to resume their normal metabolism. Some
terrestrial free-living green microalgae forming soil crusts are also able to deal with
desiccation-rehydration stress. Interestingly, some closely related microalgae such us those
belonging to Trebouxia genus are frequent photobionts in lichen associations and available
evidences suggest that these microalgae could be desiccation-tolerant. However, it is still not
clear to which extent this tolerance is either inherent of microalgae or an emerging character
of lichenization. The aim of our work was to characterize the physiological responses of two
symbiotic microalgae, Trebouxia sp. TR9 (TR9) and Coccomyxa solorina-saccatae (Css). TR9 was
isolated from Ramalina farinacea (typical Mediterranean lichen, adapted to constant
dehydration-rehydrationcycles) and Css, from Solorina saccata, which thrives in more humid
habitats. Axenic cultures of both microalgae were slowly desiccated in a 35% RH controlled
atmosphere and then rehydrated in a humid chamber. The relative water content (RWC) and
water potential (WP) were recorded through the entire process along with the sugar and
primary metabolite profiles. In addition, the glycosyl composition and proteins of TR9 and Css
cell walls (CW) and extracellular polymers (EPS) were analyzed. In Css, both desiccation and
rehydration occurred more rapidly than in TR9. Moreover, in Css both RWC and WP dropped
simultaneously during dehydration while TR9 was able to maintain its WP until 70% RWC.
Water gain (as RWC) was also more rapid in Css even though both microalgae recover their
initial WP values simultaneously. The metabolomics analyses showed notable differences
between each microalga, being TR9 richer in polyols or capable of increase the synthesis of
osmocompatible solutes during desiccation. Additionally, TR9 showed a thicker and qualitative
different CW and EPS layer than Css. In sum, our results suggest that each microalga would
have evolved a distinct dynamic of desiccation-rehydration, probably as consequence of
differences in: (i) basal levels of key metabolites or inducible metabolic adjustments and (ii)
CW and hydroactive EPS, which especially in TR9 seem to increase the turgor potential and act
as “hydric buffer”, respectively.
Funding: CGL2012-40058-C02-02 (MINECO-Spain), Fapesp-2012/16332-0 (Brasil), POII-2014016A (JCCM-Spain)
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Control of transpirational water loss as a determinant mechanism for
salinity and drought tolerance in tomato
Irene Albaladejo, Mª Victoria Garrido, Félix Plasencia, Victoriano Meco, Isabel Egea,
Francisco B. Flores, Mª Carmen Bolarin.
Stress Biology and Plant Pathology Dpt., CEBAS-CSIC, P.O. Box 164, Campus de
Espinardo, 30100 Espinardo-Murcia, Spain
Presenter email: iacarrasco@cebas.csic.es
Salinity and drought are two major abiotic stresses that share an osmotic component imposed
by a reduction in soil water availability under drought or a reduction in soil water potential
under salinity, both effects leading to decreased water uptake and loss of turgor. The salt
tolerance of tomato wild-related species has been generally related to high Na+ transport to
the shoot and accumulation in leaves, as a mean of avoiding osmotic stress. However, much
less attention has been given to the strategies to prevent water loss. In the present study, we
compared the behaviour of cultivated tomato (Solanum lycopersicum) and the more tolerant
wild-related species Solanum pennellii under salinity and drought, with the aim of elucidating
the main tolerance strategies followed by each, as well as identifying key genes involved in
such mechanisms. Under salt stress S. pennellii was able to reduce transpirational water loss
more efficiently than cultivated tomato, as it is reflected by a higher leaf temperature
measured by non-invasive infrared thermography, and it was able to maintain a higher
hydration status determined by the water contents in different plant organs. Interestingly, the
higher water content of S. pennellii was accompanied by an important reduction in the
stomatal density under salt stress. In order to identify the main genes involved in the control
of water loss a comparative transcriptomic analysis between cultivated and wild tomato
species was performed under drought conditions. A differential expression pattern was
observed for genes related to osmotic tolerance in the wild species compared with cultivated
tomato, i.e. genes involved in cuticular wax biosynthesis, stomatal development, dehydrins,
osmotins and aquaporins. Taken together, our results suggest that the tomato wild species S.
pennellii reduces more efficiently the transpirational water loss than cultivated tomato under
salinity and drought, and the observed reduction in stomatal density under salt stress might
represent a key mechanism to optimize water use efficiency under these stressful conditions.
This research work was financed by the Spanish Ministry of Economy and EU-FEDER Program (Ref.
AGL2012-40150-C03-03).
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Coping salinity of pepper plants through grafting
Consuelo Penella1, Marco Landi2, Elisa Pellegrini2, Alberto SanBautista3, Salvador
López-Galarza3, Lucia Guidi2, Damiano Remorini2, Cristina Nali2, Sergio G. Nebauer3
and Ángeles Calatayud1
1
Instituto Valenciano de Investigaciones Agrarias, Moncada (Valencia), Spain
2
Università di Pisa, Pisa, Italy
3
Universitat Politècnica de València, Valencia, Spain
penella_con@gva.es
Pepper is one of the most important Mediterranean crops and is considered to be sensitive to
salinity, although salt tolerance can vary between pepper genotypes. The use of tolerant
rootstocks for grafting is one of several approaches that can cushion the impact of salinity. In
this way, the knowledge of physiological and biochemical processes that promote salt
tolerance can improve our understanding of the mechanisms involved in scion/rootstock
interactions and also on the selection of robust rootstocks to be used under field salinity
conditions.
In this study a wild-type pepper (Capsicum annuum L.) accession (code A25) was used as
rootstock for the commercial pepper cultivar (C. annuum) ‘Adige’ (code A; Sakata seeds) in
order to assess the physiological responses to salinity of the grafted combination (A/A25)
when compared to the ungrafted cultivar (A). Chlorophyll fluorescence, gas exchange
parameters and proline content were evaluated under control and mild-prolonged salt
conditions (80 mM NaCl for 14 days.
Under control conditions, A/A25 plants increased the photosynthetic capacity compared with
A plants. Higher stomatal conductance, CO2 fixation rate, maximum carboxylation rates of
Rubisco and maximum rate of electron transport for Rubisco regeneration were indeed
observed in this combination. In addition, A/A25 grafted plants were also more tolerant to the
imposed mild-prolonged salt stress. Although stomata partially closed to minimize water loss,
photosynthetic rates and carboxylation rates of Rubisco were maintained under salt stress
while A plants these parameters declined. These results were likely related to higher proline
levels found in A/A25 under salinity, which may protect plants by scavenging the salt-triggered
oxygen free radicals, and could explain the good behavior of this rootstock in salt conditions.

09

These results suggest that the use of salt-tolerant rootstocks of pepper is a promising approach
to cope with the increasing salinity level of soils and irrigation water and confirm the
importance of grafting as a technique that can cushion the impact of salinity constraints in
pepper production.
This work has been financed by INIA (Spain) through Project RTA2010-00038-C03-01 and the European
Regional Development Fund (ERDF). Consuelo Penella is beneficiary of a doctoral fellowship (FPI-INIA)
associate with this project.
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Crosstalk abscisic acid-salicylic acid in tomato plants under water stress
López-Climent M.F1, Muñoz-Espinoza V.A1, Casaretto J.A2, Gómez-Cadenas A1.
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Departament de Ciencies Agraries i del Medi Natural, Universitat Jaume I, Castello de la
Plana, Spain.
2
Department of Molecular and Cellular Biology, University of Guelph, Guelph,
Ontario, Canada

mcliment@camn.uji.es

Previous research have described that tomato mutants with impaired abscisic acid (ABA) biosynthesis
present an enhanced basal resistance to biotic stress mediated by salicylic acid (SA; Audenaert et al.,
2002; Avila et al., 2012), suggesting an interplay between SA and ABA. Other studies have reported that
SA is involved in drought tolerance of wheat, tomato and bean (Senaratna et al., 2000; Hara et al.,
2011); however, specific mechanisms are not clear. The present work was designed to better
understand the crosstalk between ABA and SA in tomato plants under water stress conditions. ABAdeficient flacca (flc) mutant plants and their genetic background Ailsa Craig (AC) were subjected to
several water deficit conditions. Hormonal profiles and gene expression were analyzed along with
applications of exogenous ABA. Water stress conditions induced a transient increased of SA
concentration in roots and leaves in AC. This pattern of SA accumulation was correlated to the
expression of isochorismate synthase (ICS) and phenylalanine ammonia lyase (PAL1) genes that encode
key enzymes in SA synthesis. In this context, the transient increased of SA content and the low levels of
this hormone in both organs of AC plants suggest that SA may elicit plant-adaptive responses to
drought. On the other hand, the increase of SA levels was higher in flc plants compared to AC under
water deprivation and this change was accompanied by an up-regulation of ICS and PAL1. However, SA
levels decreased when flc plants were treated with ABA, suggesting that ABA negatively regulates SA
synthesis. Therefore, results indicate that SA biosynthesis is activated under water stress conditions and
ABA negatively regulates this process.

Audenaert, K. et al (2002). Plant Physiol. 128: 491–501.
Avila, C. A. et al. (2012). Plant Physiol. 158(4): 2028–41.
Hayat, Q. et al. (2010). Environ Exper Bot. 68(1): 14–25.
Senaratna, T., et al. (2000). Plant Growth Reg. 30: 157-16.

Acknowledgments: Project funding by AGL2013-42038R
Fellowships: MFL-C: Universitat Jaume I and VM: Programa Santiago Grisolia de la Generalitat
Valenciana.
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Cytokinins mediate in the biothiol profile of Arabidopsis plants under
arsenic and mercury stress
Cristina Ortega-Villasante1, Helena Delgado-Nordmann1, Mohan TC2, Antonio Leyva2
and Luis E. Hernández1
1

Laboratory of Plant Physiology, Department of Biology, Universidad Autónoma
Madrid, Spain
2
Department of Plant Molecular Genetics, Centro Nacional Biotecnología–CSIC, Madrid,
Spain
cristina.ortega@uam.es
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Pollution of crops with mercury (Hg) and arsenic (As), two of the most toxic elements released
in the environment by several anthropogenic activities (i.e. mining, industrial wastes),
constitutes a serious threat to safe food production. Understanding of the mechanisms of
metal(loid) accumulation, metabolization and transfer to the edible parts of the plants is
critical to limit the risks for human and animal health. A transcriptomic study of the early
responses of Medicago sativa seedlings to a moderate level of Hg (3 µM) revealed that several
genes responding to cytokinins (CKs) were significantly down-regulated1. On the other hand,
biothiols comprise a group of Cys-containing metabolites that are fundamental for metal(loid)
cellular homeostasis, which include glutathione (GSH) and phytochelatins (PCs). GSH (-GluCys-Gly) is required for keeping the redox cellular balance and is also the precursor of PCs ((Glu-Cys)n-Gly), which bind to the metal(loid)s with strong affinity. CKs down-regulate the sulfur
assimilatory pathway that maintains the concentration of GSH; these phytohormones are
depleted under nutrient deficiency and abiotic stress2. Therefore, we are testing whether the
sulfur assimilatory pathway leading to GSH synthesis is promoted in Arabidopsis thaliana
plants with reduced CKs concentration (35S:CKX1, overexpressing CKs oxidase) or in the CKsinsensitive double mutant Ahk2Ahk3 (CKs receptors), which could enhance the tolerance to
toxic metal(loid)s. As expected, the concentration of GSH increased in shoots and roots of
35S:CKX1 and Ahk2/3 plants grown in Araponics hydroponic system for six weeks. In addition,
plants treated with 30 M As for 72 h showed a strong accumulation of PCs, that was
significantly higher in the roots than shoots of both genotypes. A second experiment was
performed with lower As concentration (5 M) and the biothiol profile was compared to that
of 5 M Hg-treated plants, a metal that has a strong affinity to bind thiol groups of GSH and
PCs. The biothiol accumulation pattern produced in Ahk2/3 plants by exposure to As and Hg,
induced a higher accumulation of Hg in roots while As concentration was slightly lower. We
will present our latest results in the characterization of the stress signature specific for each
hazardous element, with the aim of identifying the mechanisms of tolerance to As and Hg.
1
2

Montero-Palmero et al. (2014). New Phytol 201: 116-130
Werner et al. (2010) Plant Cell 22: 3905-3920

Funded by MINECO through projects AGL2010-15151 and AGL2014-53771-R
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Cytosolic antioxidants induces abiotic stress tolerance in tobacco and
plum plants
Pedro Díaz-Vivancos1, Mohamed Faize2, Lydia Faize1 , Lorenzo Burgos1 , José Antonio
Hernández1
1
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Laboratory of Plant Biotechnology, Ecology and Ecosystem Valorization, Faculty of
Sciences, University Chouaib Doukkali, 24000 El Jadida, Morocco.
jahernan@cebas.csic.es
In order to understand the role of cytosolic antioxidant enzymes in abiotic stress protection,
transgenic tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum cv. Xanthi) and plum (Prunus domestica cv. Claudia
Verde) plants overexpressing cytosolic Cu/Zn-superoxide dismutase (cytsod) (EC 1.15.1.1) or
ascorbate peroxidase (cytapx) (EC 1.11.1.1) alone, or in combination, were produced.
Transformation with cytosolic antioxidants has a positive influence on the antioxidative
metabolism of transgenic tobacco and plum plants, including enzymatic and non-enzymatic
antioxidants.
In transgenic tobacco plants the simultaneous overexpression of cytsod and cytapx or at least
cytapx in the cytosol alleviates, to some extent, the damage produced by water stress
conditions. Moreover, this enhanced antioxidant capacity protected seeds from ageing during
prolonged storage, and stimulated germination under salt stress conditions.
We tested the response of transgenic plum plants against salt stress (NaCl) under in vitro
conditions and against water stress under ex vitro conditions. Several transgenic plum
plantlets showed an enhanced tolerance to salt stress (100 and 150 mM NaCl), specially lines
C5-5 and J8-1 (expressing several copies of cytsod and cytapx, respectively). Under ex vitro
conditions line J8-1, harbouring 4 copies of cytapx, displayed an increased drought tolerance
when compared with non-transformed plants and other transgenic plum lines, including those
that were tolerant to salt stress under in vitro conditions. Moreover, proteomic analysis
revealed differences between WT and J8-1 plants, mainly in the abundance of proteins related
with carbohydrate metabolism, photosynthesis, antioxidant defences, and protein fate
Overall, our results suggest that transformation of tobacco and plum plants with genes
encoding cytosolic antioxidant enzymes enhances tolerance to abiotic stresses, being
transgenic plants able to cope more efficiently with the induced oxidative stress under
unfavourable environmental conditions. These findings underline the complexity of the
regulation network of plant antioxidant defences. The results presented here reinforce the
possibility of using the plum line J8-1, tolerant to salt and drought stress, as an interesting
rootstock to improve crop yield in commercial Prunus sp. and other woody plants in a
frequently adverse and changing environment.
References
Diaz-Vivancos et al. (2013) Plant Biotech J, 11: 976–985.
Faize et al. (2011) J Exp Bot, 62: 2599–2613.
This work was supported by the Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness (Project CICYT
BFU2009-07443), cofinanced by FEDER funds, and by the Fundación Séneca-Agencia de Ciencia y
Tecnología de la Región de Murcia (II PCTRM 2007–2010 Framework) [11883/PI/09]. PDV acknowledges
the CSIC and the Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness for his ‘Ramon y Cajal’ research
contract, cofinanced by FEDER funds.
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Changes in vapour pressure deficit (VPD) affect long-distance transport of
N-metabolites and the nitrogen fixation in well-watered soybean plants
Joseba Aldasoro, Alexandra García-Castro, Cesar Arrese-Igor
Department of Environmental Sciences. Public University of Navarra. Campus Arrosadia.
31006 Pamplona (Navarra)
joseba.aldasoro@unavarra.es
Certain prokaryotes are capable of transforming atmospheric nitrogen to ammonia by means of
the nitrogenase complex and this process is known as Biological Nitrogen Fixation (BNF). These
microorganisms can be associated with plants of the Fabaceae family, decreasing the need of
N- fertilizers in these plants. However, BNF can be affected by different abiotic factors such as
water stress, nutritional deficiencies, soil acidity, salinity, etc., being drought the most relevant.
Hence, the study of the drought effects on BNF is of primary relevance in order to minimize crop
damage. While soil drought has been extensively studied, little is known on atmospheric
drought. The main objective of this work was to further understand the relationship between
vapour pressure deficit (VPD) and BNF in well-watered, nodulated soybean plants (Glycine max
(L.) Merr.). Plants were subjected to VPD variations by altering the relative humidity of the air
surrounding the canopy. Transpiration, stomatal conductance, apparent nitrogenase activity
(ANA), and the concentrations of metabolites in nodules were monitored. Data were taken at
the onset of the treatment, and 4 and 8 hours thereafter.
High VPD caused a decrease in N-compounds concentration (ureides and amino acids) in nodules
within 4 hours of treatment. This event may be the causative factor of the increased the BNF
observed four hours afterwards. Moreover, changes in the concentration of carbon compounds
were monitored. Thus, high VPD caused an accumulation of soluble carbohydrates, mainly
sucrose, and a decrease of starch concentration in nodules, whereas malate concentration
showed a transient decrease.
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The overall results suggest a strong C/N interaction in the regulation of BNF in soybean nodules
upon atmospheric water stress.
References:
Ladrera et al. (2007). Plant Physiology, 145: 539-546.
Vadez et al. (2000). Physiologia Plantarum, 110: 215-223.
This work was supported by the Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness (Grant AGL2011-30386-C0201). JA is the holder of a fellowship from UPNa (FPI Programme) and AG-C was a fellow of the Carolina
Foundation.
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Characterization of the antioxidant response in two lichenous
microalgae with contrasting behaviours during desiccation-rehydration
Francisco Gasulla1, Rocío González-Guerra1, Elena Fernández-Rodríguez1, Eva M. del
Campo1, Fernando Martínez-Alberola2, Eva Barreno2 and Leonardo M. Casano1
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Lichens are poikylohydric organisms resulting from a symbiosis association between a fungus
(mycobiont) and a photosynthetic partner (photobiont). The vast majority of lichens are
desiccation-tolerant but their resistance varies widely among species. The aim of the present
work was to compare the response of the antioxidant system of photobionts isolated from
lichens differing in desiccation-tolerance. We worked with an axenic strain of Trebouxia sp.
TR9 isolated from Ramalina farinacea, an epiphytic Mediterranean lichen, as well as with
Coccomyxa solorina saccatae (C. solorina) that was isolated from the lichen Solorina saccata, a
lichen that grows in the humid environment of limestone crevices. Cultures of Trebouxia sp.
TR9 and C. solorina were submitted to a desiccation/rehydration cycle and samples frozen at 0,
50 and 100% of desiccation and 1 and 24 hours upon rehydration. Thiobarbituric acid reactive
species assay indicated little variation in lipid peroxidation during treatment in both species,
although the absolute levels were significantly lower in TR9 than in C. solorina.
Spectrophotometric analysis of catalase (CAT) and glutathione reductase (GR) activities
displayed the induction of both of them in response to dehydration, being higher in TR9 than
in C. solorina. Native gels revealed a transiently induction of new manganese superoxide
dismutase (MnSOD) isoforms in TR9 during drying, but no changes were observed in C.
solorina. The higher antioxidant response of TR9 to drying corresponds with the better
adaptation of R. farinacea to xeric microhabitats. Subsequently, we have initiated the study of
the transcriptional/post-translational control of the antioxidant system activation in TR9. We
searched our partial TR9-genome database for sequences encoding antioxidant enzymes. The
BLAST analysis revealed 4, 8 and 2 genes for cat, sod and gr, respectively. The analysis of gene
expression through qPCRs showed a transient increase, between 2- and 4-folds, in the
transcription of one catalase, two MnSOD and one FeSOD genes during drying. On the other
hand, the inhibition of the enzyme phospholipase D (PLD) with 1-butanol blocked partially the
antioxidant response of TR9 to desiccation. PLD catalyzes the hydrolysis of structural
phospholipids producing phosphatidic acid, which affects cellular processes via different
modes of action, such as functioning in signaling cascades by recruiting target proteins to
particular membranes and/or influencing their activity. In conclusion, the antioxidant response
of TR9 to desiccation may be the result of a coordinated transcriptional / post-translational
regulation.
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CGL2012-40058-C02
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Drought stress memory in the facultative CAM, Aptenia cordifolia:
possible role of phytohormones
Eva Fleta-Soriano1, Marta Pintó-Marijuan1, Jana Cela1 and Sergi Munné-Bosch1
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Although plant response to drought stress have been studied in detail in several plant species,
including CAM plants, the occurrence of stress memory and possible mechanisms for its
regulation are still very poorly understood. In an attempt to better understand the occurrence
and possible mechanisms of regulation of stress memory in plants, we measured the
concentrations of phytohormones in Aptenia cordifolia exposed to reiterated drought, and
evaluated their possible regulatory functions in relation to various stress indicators, including
leaf water contents, photosynthesis and mechanisms of photo- and antioxidant protection.
Results showed that plants exposed to drought stress responded differently if previously
challenged with a first drought than those experiencing the stress for the first time. Hormonal
profiling revealed that both gibberellins and abscisic acid may be involved in the regulation of
stress memory. Gibberellin levels decreased upon exposure to the first drought and remained
lower during the second drought than in those exposed to the stress for the first time. In
contrast, absicic acid levels in plants challenged with drought twice were higher than in those
challenged with water deficit for the first time. This occurred in parallel with alterations in the
chlorophyll a/b ratio and hydroperoxide levels, but not with malondialdehyde level, thus
suggesting an increased oxidation state that did not result in oxidative damage in doublestressed plants. It is concluded that (i) both gibberellins and abscisic acid may a play a role in
drought memory effects, and (ii) changes in abscisic acid levels in double stressed plants may
have a positive effect by modulating changes in the cellular redox state with a role in signalling,
rather than cause oxidative damage to the cell.
Support for the research was received through the prize ICREA Academia, funded by the Generalitat de
Catalunya
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Ecophysiology of calla lily under salt stress
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With the expansion of agriculture to arid and semi-arid regions, intensive irrigation is essential,
but not always water quality is guaranteed, and may cause salinization. Salt stress inhibits
plant growth by restricting the availability of water, leading to morphological, structural,
metabolic and physiological changes, affecting the development of plants, losing quality and
productivity. In this context, aimed to evaluate the effect of different salt concentrations (0,
25, 50, 75 and 100 mM NaCl) on ecophysiological characteristics of calla lily (Zantedeschia
aethiopica). Applications of NaCl concentrations started 10 days after planting the rhizomes,
and ecophysiological evaluations performed 60 days after planting. The application of 100 mM
completely inhibited growth of the plants. There was a reduction in photosynthetic rate of
irrigated plants subjected to stress with NaCl, and at concentrations of 50 mM and 75 mM this
reduction was more pronounced. This result may be related to the lowest concentration of
chlorophyll and a reduction in stomatal conductance found in 75 mM compared with other
treatments. The internal CO2 concentration was higher in plants treated with 50 and 75 mM
NaCl, whereas the sweating was greater at 50 mM. It is concluded that the species is sensitivite
to salinity.
Acknowledgements: À FAPEMIG, CAPES e CNPq
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Effect of Cd, Cr, Pb, Cu, Ni, Zn and Mn toxicity on seed germination and
seedling growth of two lettuce cultivars (Lactuca sativa)
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The main objective of this work was to study the effect of different concentrations of
cadmium, chromium, lead, copper, nickel, zinc and manganese on seed germination and
seedling growth of two cultivars of lettuce (Lactuca sativa) at early stages of plant
development. The studied concentrations were 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, 150, 250, 350, 500, 750 e
1000 μM of each metal. For manganese the concentrations of 2, 5 and 10 mM were also used.
The inhibitory effects of these metals on germination rate, viable seedlings, shoot and root
biomass, root length, seedling vigor and root tolerance index were determined. Generally, it
was observed a decrease in these variables with increasing concentrations of heavy metals,
except for the germination rate that was not significantly affected. Our results thus indicate
that seedling growth was more sensitive than germination as Lactuca sativa seeds were
usually tolerant for all metals during germination process. This is probably due to barrier effect
of seed coat preventing the metals to come in contact with the developing embryo.
The inhibitory effects of these metals on seedling growth were different. Lactuca sativa
seedlings were more sensitive to Cd and Cu and tolerant to Mn. Toxicity caused by the
analysed metals led to visible adverse symptoms in seedlings, inhibiting the seedling growth
(leading to decreasing biomass with increasing metal concentrations), reducing leaf area and
inducing root browning. The decrease in shoot biomass was more significant for the higher
metal concentrations, with threshold values different according to the metal. For Cr and Pb a
significant decrease was detected at concentrations higher than 150 μM, for Cu, Ni and Zn for
concentrations higher than 25 μM, while for Cd a significant decrease was already detected for
concentrations of 25 μM. The negative effect of Mn was only felt at 500 μM and higher.
Roots were also significantly affected by the higher metal concentrations, and a substantial
reduction in root length in relation to the control, was observed with a more pronounced
effect with Cd, Cu and Ni.
Acknowledgements: The authors acknowledge the financial support from FCT (PhD grant
SFRH/BD/89557/2012, and grant PTDC/AGR-AAM/102821/2008) and FCT-funded units UIQA and LEAF
(UID/AGR/04129/2013).
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Effects of combined drought and high temperature on physiology and
hormonal profiles of citrus plants
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Most studies on plant stress tolerance consider abiotic stress conditions separately. However,
under field conditions, several environmental factors occur simultaneously [1]. In this work, we
investigated physiological responses of two citrus genotypes, Carrizo citrange and Cleopatra
mandarin, to the combination of drought and high temperatures. Gas-exchange
measurements and chlorophyll fluorescence parameters were analyzed to characterize
tolerant and sensitive genotypes. Moreover, oxidative damage measured as malondialdehyde
(MDA), accumulation of abscisic acid (ABA) and salicylic acid (SA) were investigated.
Survival rate under stressful conditions of Carrizo plants was higher than Cleopatra. SA levels
increased and its accumulation has been associated to protection against thermal stress.
Under the combination of stress factors, ABA levels slightly increased compared to heatstressed plants whereas SA concentrations showed the additive effect of heat and drought
applied separately.
Typical responses to high temperature stress such as increased stomatal opening and
transpiration [2] were observed in both genotypes and correlated with a marked decrease in
ABA concentration. Conversely, drought induced stomatal closure in both genotypes causing a
drop in net photosynthetic rate. However, combination of stress conditions increased gas
exchange parameters but to a lower extent than in plants subjected only to high temperature.
High temperatures had an adverse effect on PSII photochemistry and maximum efficiency in
control and water-stressed plants of Cleopatra. On the contrary, Fv/Fm decreased only in
response to the combined stress conditions in Carrizo.
Oxidative damage increased in Cleopatra plants in response to drought and heat applied alone
and the stress combination had an additive effect. In contrast, Carrizo showed a lower MDA
accumulation.
To conclude, Cleopatra was the most affected genotype by high temperature either under
well-watered or stressed conditions. Carrizo exhibited a higher tolerance to individual stress
conditions or their combination. Overall, data indicate that the combined effect of two stress
factors acting simultaneously cannot be considered simply an additive result of the individual
situations. Hence, it represents a complex situation in which physiological responses not
observed in individual stress conditions are likely to arise.
[1] Mittler, R. and Blumwald, E. Annu. Rev. Plant Biol. 2010, 61, 443–62.
[2] Mittler, R.; Finka, A.; and Goloubinoff, P. Trends Biochem. Sci. 2012, 37, 118–25.
Acknowledgments: Project funding by MINECO (AGL2013-42038R)
Fellowships: SIZ, VVP and MFL-C: Universitat Jaume I, MM: Programa Santiago Grisolía de la Generalitat
Valenciana.
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Effects of the simultaneous application of trace elements and salt stress
on growth and phytohormone contents in the halophytic species Atriplex
halimus and Suaeda fruticosa
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Trace element contamination of lands is a serious environmental problem that negatively
affects plant productivity and human health. These pollutants limit plant growth modifying
different aspects of plant physiology.
In this work, the combined effect of high salinity and toxic levels of Cd2+ and Cu2+ in the
irrigation solution has been studied in the halophytic species, Atriplex halimus and Suaeda
fruticosa. Plants of both species, obtained by cutting propagation, were grown for 1 month
and irrigated with a solution supplemented with 200 mM NaCl and 400 μM Cd2+ or 400 μM
Cu2+. After the stress period, plant samples were collected. For further analysis, biomass
production and chlorophyll content decreased under Cd2+ stress in both species, but Cu2+ had a
lower impact on these parameters. Moreover, the negative effect of metal toxicity was
alleviated in the plants watered with NaCl. Phytohormones content was differently affected by
both trace elements. Jasmonic acid (JA) and abscisic acid (ABA) contents decreased in roots,
whereas in leaves an irregular pattern of accumulation was observed. Salicylic acid (SA) levels
increased in leaves and roots of both species treated with Cd2+, but not in plants treated with
Cu2+. Indole-3-acetic acid (IAA) levels also increased in roots of plants of both genotypes
treated with Cd2+, suggesting an intent of plant root to growth and development under stress
conditions.
In conclusion, A. halimus and S. fruticosa plants respond differently to the two trace elements
assayed, indicating that each metal has a different effect on plants. The deleterious effect of
metal toxicity is alleviated by adding NaCl to the irrigation solution. Furthermore, since both
species accumulated important quantities of both metals, they may be considered as
hyperaccumulator plants.
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Evaluation of the effect of As, Cu, Cd and NaCl in rapeseed plants
(Brassica napus)
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The main objective of this work was to evaluate the effects and the response to stress induced
by potentially toxic elements (PTE), arsenic (50 μM), cadmium (50 μM), copper (100 μM) and
by salinity (25 mM NaCl) in rapeseed plants (Brassica napus).
Plants were grown for a total of 108 days in Hoagland solution, including 88 days under
contamination.
The concentration of chlorophyll and the mineral content were determined, as well as
parameters related to the oxidative stress and its response.
Rapeseed plants growing in NaCl-containing medium presented the lower quantity of biomass
followed by the As experiment. Regarding the dry matter content, in the presence of PTE and
NaCl this parameter exhibited an increasing trend, indicating a decreasing water uptake by the
plants.
The chlorophyll content showed a significant decrease in plants contaminated by Cd and Cu,
evidenced by chlorosis and necrosis.
The rapeseed plants exposed to NaCl and to As showed visible changes in their development,
mainly in the initial growth phase, where they revealed reduced growth and smaller leaves,
with a darker green coloring, compared to the control.
In terms of oxidative stress induced by PTE, cadmium and copper didn't seem to affect the
production of H2O2, unlike As and NaCl that increased the production of this reactive oxygen
species. Furthermore, in case of MDA, the Cu and NaCl experiments revealed greater values
for MDA, indicating a possible increase in lipid peroxidation.
In relation to mineral content, all PTE and also NaCl affected the uptake of other essential
elements in the plants. For example, Cd affected the absorption of Zn in leaves and stems,
while Cu led to a decrease in Fe content in stems only. Regarding As, the plants showed a
decrease in the concentrations of Zn, Mn and Fe. In the NaCl experiment, the concentrations
of Mn and Cu in leaves and K, Ca, Mg and Mn in stems, were also affected. Plants were grown
until the production of seeds and these were also analyzed, showing a small but significant
accumulation of Cd, Na and As.
These results confirm that PTE and NaCl can influence the element uptake of rapeseed plants.
The fact that these elements can accumulate in the seeds also leads to concerns regarding the
production of oil when rapeseed plants are grown in contaminated soils.
Acknowledgements: The authors acknowledge the financial support from FCT (PTDC/AGRAAM/102821/2008) and FCT-funded units UIQA and LEAF (UID/AGR/04129/2013).
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Exogenous GABA modulates physiological response of Prunus rootstocks
under root hypoxia stress by waterlogging
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GABA shunt pathway occurs in a wide range of organisms, such as bacteria, yeasts,
plants and animals. In plants, GABA level is normally low, but it quick and extensively increases
in response to stress (e.g., hypoxia). On two hypoxia contrasting rootstock genotypes, Mazzard
F12/1 (sensitive) and Mariana M2624 (tolerant), a previous massive transcriptional study by
RNAseq detected an up-regulation of gene expression of a glutamate decarboxylase (GAD),
which encodes the enzyme for the first step of the GABA shunt pathway. In order to study the
GABA metabolism and its role in the plant response to hypoxia stress in such genotypes, we
applied 500 mL of a solution of GABA 0.5 mM to the roots as a pre-treatment three hours
before the submission of plants to waterlogging.
Exogenous GABA affected endogenous biosynthesis of amino acids in roots and leaves
in a different way. Additionally, a delay in the hypoxia-related alanine production in roots was
detected in GABA pre-treated plants. A reduction in H2O2 concentration also was observed in
roots of both genotypes. Net photosynthesis values were lower in stressed plants than in
control plants, but were higher in GABA supplemented plants compared to GABA-less ones.
Transcript abundance of GAD was modified in an isoform dependent manner in GABA pretreated plants. These results show physiological, biochemical and transcriptional effects of
exogenous GABA application that would help to Prunus rootstocks to cope brief waterlogging
events.
Acknowledgement to FONDECYT 31301384, CONICYT-REGIONAL/GORE O´HIGGINS/CEAF/R08I1001 and
Anillo Act-1110. Plants were provided by Agromillora Sur S.A.
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Exogenously applied ascorbic acid alleviates water stress in young peach
trees
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Plant responses to water stress depend on the osmotic effects and on the level and duration of
the stress. In recent years, the exogenous (foliarly spray) application of biochemicals or natural
chemicals has been proven to increase water stress tolerance in several crops. Ascorbic acid
(AA) has been shown to have an essential role in several physiological processes in plants, and
also as a protector to oxidative metabolic processes, given that participates in the
detoxification of generated reactive oxygen species during abiotic stresses.
The effect of exogenous foliar applications of AA at 250 ppm on catalase, lipid peroxidation,
proline and osmotic potential was tested in one-year-old peach trees in order to confer
resistance to water stress. Trees were grown under two water conditions: water-stressed trees
and well-watered trees (control; watered to field capacity every three days). Two cultivars,
Scarletprince and Carotiger, grafted onto GuardianTM rootstock were used. Five treatments
were applied: 1) Control without AA spray application (untreated control); 2) control with AA;
3) water-stressed trees without spray application; 4) water-stressed trees treated with AA only
once (this application was done when soil volumetric water content in the pots of waterstressed trees fell below 50% of the values observed in the control trees); and 5) water-stress
trees treated with AA twice (trees received the same application as treatment 4 plus another
application one week later). All trees were watered to field capacity two weeks after the first
application.
Responses after AA application were different in each cultivar. Ascorbic acid in general terms
increased catalase activity as well as decreased the peroxidation of lipids in water-stressed
trees treated in both genotypes. Differences in proline concentration were noticed since one
week after the first AA application but the two genotypes performed completely different;
water-stressed Scarletprince trees generally showed higher proline concentration after AA
treatments than untreated stressed ones. Adversely, stressed Carotiger trees without AA
treatment had the highest concentration of proline compared with Carotiger stressed plants
with AA application. Nevertheless, lower values of osmotic potential (less negative) were
observed in water-stressed trees of both genotypes after one AA treatment compared to
water-stressed trees without treatment.
In summary, exogenous AA application helped to maintain osmotic potential less negative,
increased catalase activity and reduced membrane damage. These initial results provide strong
support to the hypothesis that exogenous AA treatment reduces the harmful effects of
suboptimal water conditions.
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Exploring the sodium salt-specific metabolome of the South American
halophyte Prosopis strombulifera
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Plant responses to salinity involve changes in the activity of genes and proteins, which lead to
modification of plant metabolism. Prosopis strombulifera (Lam) Benth is a shrub abundant in
the salinized areas of central Argentina. This species show a halophytic response to NaCl but,
contrastingly, a strong growth inhibition at relatively low Na2SO4 concentrations. These
differential responses to the most abundant salts present in salinized soils make this species an
excellent model to study salt tolerance mechanisms. Metabolome changes in plants of P.
strombulifera grown hydroponically in iso-osmotic solutions of NaCl, Na2SO4 and their
combination at medium Ψo of -1, -1.8 and -2.6 MPa, were studied by means of GC/MS and
UPLC/ESI-QqTOF-MS metabolite profiling. Principal Component Analysis of results indicated
differences in metabolite profiles associated to organ and Ψo. Results revealed a rapid
induction of numerous metabolites in response to sodium salt stress. These results were
correlated with modifications in growth parameters. Analysis of polar metabolite profiles by
GC/MS rendered a total of 109 significantly altered compounds including 20 amino acids, 18
secondary metabolites, 17 carbohydrates, 10 organic acids, 5 cell wall components, 5 indolic
acids, 5 nucleotides, among others. Primary metabolites analyzed by GC/MS showed a
differential response under the salt treatments. The intensity of each compound varied
depending on the type of salt and its concentration, organ analyzed and age of plants. Indeed,
a linear correlation between medium Ψo and concentration of some metabolites was found in
Na2SO4-treated plants. This response was associated to the damaging effects of the sulfate
anion on P. strombulifera. In general, roots showed stronger variations in secondary
metabolites (analyzed by UPLC/ESI-QqTOF-MS) than leaves that were specific of salt type (NaCl
or Na2SO4). Roots of NaCl-treated plants showed a higher number of altered mass
chromatographic features compared to other treatments, while leaves of Na2SO4-treated
plants showed the highest number of altered signals. However, when both NaCl and Na2SO4
salts were present in the medium, plants always showed a low number of altered mass
chromatographic features. Three compounds were tentatively identified: tryptophan,
lysophosphatidylcoline and 13-hydroxyoctadecadienoic acid. Increasing knowledge on
metabolism of halophytic plant species will contribute to unravel the underlying biochemical
mechanism of salt tolerance. Particularly, P. strombulifera could constitute an excellent source
of salt stress tolerance genes that could be transferred to economically important crop
species.
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Flavonols and auxin participate in the inclination stress response in pine
Patricio Ramos, Joselin Guajardo, María A. Moya-León and Raul Herrera
Instituto de Ciencias Biológicas, Universidad de Talca, Talca, Chile
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Stem reorientation in response to inclination is a widely studied phenomenon in trees, but the
molecular mechanism is still unknown. The most accepted theory that explains this differential
response is auxin redistribution in stem tissues. Flavonols have been reported as potent
inhibitors of polar auxin transport and therefore their participation in the inclination response
has been addressed. Genes involved in the biosynthesis of flavonols and metabolite contents
were analyzed in radiata pine seedlings exposed to 45º inclination through transcriptional,
microscopic and chemical approaches. Stems were cut in two different ways: sectioning stems
into 3 segments (apical, medial and basal) or longitudinally dissected into upper and lower
halves. Full-length sequences of genes involved in phenylpropanoids, and specifically, in
flavonols biosynthesis pathway were isolated from radiata pine. The expression of chalcone
synthase, flavanone 3–hydroxylase and flavonol synthase genes performed by qRT-PCR
indicated an induction in response to stem inclination; higher expression levels were recorded
at the basal zone and in the upper half of the stem. The reduction in abundance of auxin
repressed protein transcripts at the lower half of inclined stems indicates auxin distribution
towards it. Additionally, immunospecific auxin detection at the lower half of inclined stem
were found. Those data supports the role of auxins in the reorientation process.
Concomitantly, flavonols quercetin and kaempferol also accumulate in the upper half. Lost of
stem verticality triggers a molecular signal to restitute straight up growth and these results
suggest a concerted mechanism that modulates imbalance auxin distribution, which finally
induces stem reorientation.
Financial support: FONDECYT 11121170, 1120635, Anillo ACT-1110.
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Functional relationship between SOS1 and HKT1-like transporters in
long-distance Na+ transport in tomato plants under saline conditions
Noelia Jaime-Pérez, Francisco Javier Gálvez, Raquel Olías, Ana Pilar Ortega, Jacob
Pérez-Tienda, Espen Granum and Andrés Belver
Estación Experimental del Zaidín, C.S.I.C., Prof. Albareda 1, E-18008 Granada, Spain.
andres.belver@eez.csic.es
Cation transporter-encoding genes and their regulatory proteins involved in K+/Na+
homeostasis play an important role in mediating salt tolerance in plants. In previous studies,
we showed that silencing the SOS1 gene in tomato (encoding a plasma membrane Na+/H+
antiporter) makes these plants more sensitive to salt stress, providing evidence that besides its
main function in extruding Na+ out of the root, SOS1 is critical for partitioning Na+ in plant
organs (Olías et al 2009a, 2009b). In addition, we previously isolated two isoforms of tomato
HKT1-like Na+ transporters, SlHKT1;1 and SlHKT1;2, that are candidate genes for a major
tomato QTL associated with shoot Na+/K+ homeostasis (Asins et al 2013). In this study, by
analyzing SOS1 and HKT1-like gene expression profiles in all plant organs of SlSOS1-silenced
tomato grown under saline conditions, we provide evidence that the function of SOS1 seems
to be functionally linked to that of HKT1-like transporters in order to control long-distance Na+
transport and indirectly K+ nutrition (essential traits of salt tolerance), as previously suggested
with respect to Arabidopsis. Thus, the salt-sensitive phenotype of SOS1-silenced plants
appeared to be, at least partly, due to dysfunction in Na+ retrieval from xylem in roots and
shoots (and/or possibly in Na+ loading in phloem sap) by the HKT1-like system which might
alter long-distance transport and appropriate partition of Na+.
Asins et al (2013) Plant Cell Environ 36:1171
Olías et al (2009a) Plant Cell Environ 32:904–916
Olías et al (2009b) Plant Sign Behav 4:973-976 2009.
Funded by ERDF-cofinanced grants AGL2010-17090 and AGL2013-41-733-R (AB) and FPI fellowships
from MINECO (NJP)
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Gas exchange and non-hydraulic signaling in mycorrhizal Cleopatra
mandarin plants subjected to drought
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In this study, Cleopatra mandarin seedlings were subjected to a continuous soil drying episode,
by withholding water from pots, to determine whether mycorrhizal symbiosis modifies the
root-to-shoot non-hydraulic signaling and the stomatal response in drying soil. The seedlings
were
inoculated
(+AM)
with
arbuscular
mycorrhizal
fungi
(Rhizophagus
irregularis+Funneliformis mosseae) or were non-inoculated (-AM). Seventy days later, after all
plants had been watered to, they were subjected to a continuous soil drying episode by
withholding water from pots. Plant water potential, gas exchange, abscisic acid (ABA), and
plant growth were determined as the soil water content (θ) decreased. Mycorrhizal symbiosis
modified the stomatal behavior of the plants. Under non-stressful conditions (θ>20%), the
higher stomatal conductance (gs) of the +AM plants resulted in higher rates of photosynthesis
(ACO2) and transpiration (Eleaf). In spite of producing higher Eleaf values, AM symbiosis did not
modify plant water status. The AM fungi increased the stomatal sensitivity to soil drying,
producing more and faster stomatal closure as soil was becoming dry. Mycorrhizal plants were
larger (30% more evaporative leaf surface area) and transpired at higher rates than –AM plants,
resulting in the limited soil volume drying more quickly. The stomatal behavior of the leaves
might have been responding to non-hydraulic signals in which the accumulation of ABA in
roots, its transport through the xylem, and its arrival in the guard cells were involved (Davies et
al., 1994). The [ABA]root increased during the drying period and significant relationships
between [ABA]root and decreased gs, ACO2, and Eleaf were found. The stomatal response during
the drying period was different for +AM and –AM plants and was correlated with the [ABA]root.
Low [ABA]root produced greater stomatal openness in +AM than in –AM plants under well
irrigated conditions but similar responses under severe drought. All these results show that the
[ABA]root seems to be involved in the control of gas exchange parameters in Cleopatra mandarin
plants subjected to soil drying. The relationships found between gs,, ACO2 and Eleaf and the [ABA]
in stressed Cleopatra plants when the soil was drying suggest that AM symbiosis had an
important role in the control of gas exchange of the host plant through hormone production in
roots.
Davies et al. (1994). Plant Physiol. 104: 309-31.
The work was supported by the projects 15369/PI/10 (Fundación Séneca, Región de Murcia, Spain) and
POI07-12 (IMIDA) and the European Social and FEDER Funds.
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Growth, yield an fruit quality of `Sanguinelli´ on different citrus rootstocks under
adverse soil conditions in Andalusia (Spain)
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Certain soil conditions, such as salinity and root asphyxia, are unfavorable for the development of
citrus crop. However, a right choice of rootstock, based on variety and environmental conditions,
could allow its cultivation under this conditions.
In this paper the agronomic performance of 'Sanguinelli', Citrus sinensis (L.) Osbeck, grafted on 5
citrus rootstocks was studied: Citrus macrophylla (MP), Citrus volkameriana (VK), mandarin
`Cleopatra' or Citrus reshni (CL), Forner-Alcaide Nº 5 (Citrus reshni x Poncirus trifoliata; FA5) and
Citrumelo [grapefruit `Duncan' (Citrus paradisi) x Poncirus trifoliata; CI] in an experimental orchard
of 5 years old under conditions of salinity and root asphyxia (Lebrija, Sevilla).
The results showed increased tree mortality on MP and CI, 100% of the trees, followed by CL
(44%). On the contrary, VK and FA5 had the lowest values, with 0% and 22% respectively.
In relation to vegetative growth, FA5 induced smaller canopies (2,2 m3) than VK and CL (4,6 y 4,1
m3 respectively).
Regard to yield (kg/tree), FA5 and CLrecorded much lower values ( 3,7 and 16,8 kg/tree) than VK
(30,7 kg/tree). These differences remained when referring to the yield per canopy volume (2,9 and
4,0 on FA5 and CL, respectively, versus 6,2 kg/m3on VK).
Finally, the rootstocks had a significant effect on fruit quality. So Vk showed the highest diameter
and fruit weight (67,0 mm and 165,1 g), significantly different from CL and FA5, and the lowest
number of seeds (1,9 seeds/fruit versus 2,5 on FA5 and 3,3 on CL). Moreover, FA5 induced the
most rounded fruits, only significantly different from CL.
This research was carried out in the context of european proyect TRANSFORMA CÍTRICOS funded by FEDER and FSE
(2007-2013).
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Hormonal and metabolic profile of two sunflower inbred lines
(Helianthus annuus L.) in response to water stress
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Physiological responses of plants to abiotic stress are mediated by phytohormones, such as
jasmonic acid (JA), abscisic acid (ABA) and salicylic acid (SA). Among these responses, stress
conditions also affect metabolic pathways and therefore alter metabolite composition. This
aspect can be characterized through metabolite profile analysis using targeted or non-targeted
approaches. This study investigates the effect of water stress conditions on the hormonal and
metabolic profiles of two sunflower inbred lines with different ability to tolerate water stress:
B59 (sensitive) and B71 (tolerant), during early-growth stages. Extraction and purification of
plant hormones was performed according to Durgbanshi et al. (2005) and non-targeted
secondary metabolite analysis was carried out essentially as in Zandalinas et al. (2012), using
liquid chromatography coupled to mass spectrometry. In both genotypes, the aerial organs
showed a hormone accumulation higher than roots, irrespective of the relative tolerance. In
stressed B59 seedlings, leaves showed SA levels 4-fold higher than controls whereas in B71 line
both ABA and SA showed high accumulation in stressed seedlings (1.4-fold and 3-fold above
controls, respectively). In both sunflower lines, SA accumulation was a common response to
water stress whereas ABA only significantly accumulated in the tolerant line B71. In addition,
JA and IAA levels were also positively altered in leaves of the tolerant line. Non-targeted
metabolite profiling analysis showed that 62% of total altered metabolites accumulated under
water stress conditions in leaves of the sensitive B59 line whereas the rest reduced their
concentration. Interestingly, levels of most of the altered secondary metabolites (87%)
increased under stress in the tolerant line. In roots, an opposite response was observed and
most of the altered metabolites were repressed. Some of these metabolites have been
annotated. Preliminary results indicate that metabolic pathways in leaves were more altered
by water stress conditions and this was more evident in B71 seedlings. This suggests that the
tolerant line could have a differential hormonal and metabolic setup, responsible for its
superior performance under water stress conditions.
Durgbanshi et al. (2005). J Agric Food Chem 53: 8437-8442.
Zandalinas et al. (2012). J Agric Food Chem 60(35):8648-58.
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Hormonal signalling and physiological response through low-intensity
heat stress in Pinus radiata D. Don.
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In a context of climate change, understanding the intricacies of phytohormone crosstalk and its
relation to plant physiology thermotolerance processes are key to unravel plant stress
response and improve forest productivity. Allen et al. (2010) have identified that the potential
effects of anthropogenic climate change could challenge the commercial viability of
plantations in several countries. Pinus radiata D. Don is now the most widely planted pine
species in the world including the North of Spain due to its fast growth and high quality wood
production.
Pinus radiata plants were exposed to 40 °C during 5 days and sampling was performed at: 3
hours after 40 °C were reached on day 1 (T1/2) and the end of the 6 h heat treatment on day 1
(T1), day 2 (T2), day 3 (T3), and day 5 (T5). A control plants was also collected in day 1
(previous to stress) and recovered plants of each exposure after 1 month in climate chamber
conditions.
Several physiological parameters were assessed in exposure and recovered plants, and eleven
phytohormones (abscisic acid (ABA); indol-3-acetic acid (IAA); salicylic acid (SA); zeatin
riboside; gibberellins GA7 and GA9; isopentenyl adenosine; Castasterone; dihydrozeatin
riboside; isopentenyl adenine and jasmonic acid) were quantified by ultra-performance liquid
chromatography-mass spectrometry (UPLC/MS) from a single sample. Moreover, IAA and ABA
dynamics in needle were visualized by immunolocalization. In order to provide a global picture,
integration of data was performed through multivariate analysis.

09

The overview of the phytohormones content levels enabled the clustering of two types of heat
stress response: a quick and shorter-term response (T1/2, T1, T2, T3) and a later response that
include recovery period (T5 and R). ABA and IAA immunolocalization analysis showed different
intensities and tissue distribution in response to heat stress across the time, however, each
phytohormone presented specific dynamics.
ABA and SA were identified as crucial players in the first impact to stress, probably related to
the urgency of the plant to quickly regulate stomatal closure according to rapid
malondialdehyde increase in shorter-term exposures. On the other hand, in longer exposures
and recovery IAA and CKs seem to have more relevance. This integrated approach pinpointed
some basic mechanisms of P. radiata physiological responses under low-intensity heat stress
and after recovery.
Allen et al. (2010) Forest Ecol Manag 259: 660–684.
Project financed by the Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiviness (AGL2011-27904) and FEDER
through (COMPETE: UID/AMB/50017/2013).
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Hyper-resistance and hyper-tolerance, two contrasting strategies for
handling aluminum toxicity in species highly adapted to acid tropical
soils
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High activity of ionic aluminum (Al3+) is a major constraint for crop plants on acid soils.
Aluminum resistant crop varieties of e.g. wheat, bean, or sorghum, base their better
performance on Al-induced activation of organic acid exudation from root tips governed by a
single or a few genes. Contrastingly, in highly adapted species several mechanisms governed
by multiple genes seem to cooperate. Here we present a summary of our recent research
activities in this field working with both highly efficient excluders of the Poaceae (Brachiaria
decumbens and Oryza sativa) and Al accumulator species (Fagopyrum esculentum and
Camellia sinensis). In the excluder species responses to Al were evaluated during 0 to 72 h
exposure in order to investigate Al inducible mechanisms. In Brachiaria decumbens Al-induced
alteration of cell walls structure, accumulation of Al in root hairs developing close to the tip,
and the development of an exodermis were distinctive features. In rice the higher capacity to
exclude Al from the roots in the variety Nipponbare in comparison to the less resistant variety
Modan is expressed in less than 24 h. However, the higher Al-induced activation of STAR2,
which is responsible together with STAR1 for UDP-glucose secretion to the walls of resistant
varieties, is apparently a slower response mediated by abscisic acid (ABA), as both STAR2
expression and root ABA levels peaked 48 h after Al supply in the Al resistant variety. ABA
seems also to play a role in the Al-induced up-regulation of FeALS3 an ABC transporter-like
gene identified in buckwheat which is similar to the ABC transporter required for Al tolerance
in Arabidopsis. We found that the exogenous supply of either ABA or Al up-regulates the
constitutive expression of this gene before the release of oxalate, the main Al chelator in this
accumulator species. Camellia sinensis is among the most extreme Al tolerant plants
withstanding the accumulation of thousands of ppm in their leaf tissues. Root hairs, root and
leaf cell walls, especially in the epidermis, along with leaf trichomes, are preferential sites of
Al accumulation. Al-induced growth stimulation in tea is related to changes in cell wall
phenolics, increased antioxidant defense and amelioration of iron toxicity.
Acknowledgements: Funded by MICINN projects BFU2010-14873/subprogramaBFI and BFU2013-42839R
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Identification and characterization of downstream targets of SnRK1
Ribeiro Joana 1, Simões Marco1, Baena-Gonzalez Elena2, Rodrigues Américo 1,2
1
MARE – Marine and Environmental Sciences Centre, ESTM, Instituto Politécnico de
Leiria, 2520-641 Peniche, Portugal.
2
Instituto Gulbenkian de Ciência, 2780-156 Oeiras, Portugal.
arodrigues@ipleiria.pt
In the last years, the involvement of SnRK1 in the response to stress signals and in plant
growth and development has become clear. However, the subjacent molecular mechanisms
and particularly the molecular components of this signaling pathway is still extremely limited.
SnRK1 is the plant orthologue of the yeast SNF1 (sucrose non-fermenting1) and the
mammalian AMPK (AMP-activated protein kinase). These kinases, once activated in response
to energy deficit conditions, promote ATP production by increasing the activity or expression
of proteins involved in catabolism while conserving ATP by switching off biosynthetic
pathways.
These kinases typically function as a heterotrimeric complex composed of a catalytic alpha
subunit, and two regulatory subunits, beta and gamma. The gamma subunit as an important
role in the control of the activity of the catalytic alpha subunit. The beta subunit acts as a
scaffold keeping the other subunits together, facilitates the association with the downstream
targets and trigger differential localization of the SnRK1 complex.
To identify interacting partners of SnRK1 a yeast two hybrid screen strategy was used. To
maximize the chance of detecting downstream targets this Y2H screen was performed using
the full length SnRK1 Beta 1 subunit as bait. To decrease the time needed for the screen and to
the increase the number of putative partners that could be detected a commercial normalized
(reducing the copy number of abundant cDNAs derived from highly represented mRNAs) Y2H
library constructed from mRNA isolated from 11 Arabidopsis tissues was used.
Using this strategy we have identified 72 clones that were able to grow in selective medium
(without adenine and histidine). Confirmation of these interactions and the study of possible
involvement of these components in the SnRK1.1 signaling pathway is being performed.
This work was supported by the Fundação para a Ciência e a Tecnologia (pPTDC/BIA-PLA/3937/2012)
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Influence of nitrogen fertilization and salinity on the biomass production
and partitioning of gibberellins Micro-Tom mutants
Enrique Olmos1,Enas Bardisi1,Nieves Fernández-Garcia1, Adriana Soto1and José
Salvador Rubio-Asensio1
1
CEBAS-CSIC, Dept Abiotic Stress and Plant Pathology, Campus Universitario de
Espinardo, Murcia, P.O. Box 164, 30100, Murcia. SPAIN.
e-mail: eolmos@cebas.csic.es

Nitrogen (N) source and dose has a strong impact on plant growth and development, but its
crosstalk with the plant hormone gibberellin (GA) is not well known. This work final goal is
understand the interrelationship between N and GA metabolism. Here we use three tomato
genotypes cv. MicroTom that differs in its GA metabolism; the wild type (wt), the procera (pro;
contains a point mutation in a gene that converts the VHVID putative DNA-binding domain of
the tomato DELLA gene into the VHEID) and the GA deficient-3 (gib3: defective for ent-kaurene
synthase (KS)). Besides genotypes, the experimental design includes two N sources (N-NO3- vs.
N-NH4+), two N doses (2 mM and 0.2 mM) and two levels of NaCl (0 and 75 mM). Plants were
grown in hydroponic solution with the treatments for two weeks. The height of the plants at
the end of the experiment was higher in pro than in wt, and higher in wt than in gib3. In
general, biomass of both shoot and root, was higher in the wt than in pro, and pro higher than
in gib3. Biomass accumulation was also favored with NO3- source and with 2 mM, and
decreased with 75 mM NaCl. However, there were important interrelations among the
different factors studied; i) independently of the genotype, only at high N dose and under
control conditions, plants with NO3- grow more than plants with NH4+, and ii) only in the pro
mutant, low dose of NH4+ has a strong detrimental effect on biomass production, and iii) also
the pro mutant regards to the other mutants has a differential response on biomass
partitioning depending on N dose –while wt and gib3 root is depressed at high dose of N, in
pro this response is low, and result in a lower shoot to root ratio. These data shows that the
interaction between N and GA has important influences at plant growth and development
level.
Acknowledgements. This work was supported by the project AGL-2012-33696 from the Spanish Ministry
of Economy and Competitiveness (MINECO-CICYT).
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Interplay between carbonylation and S-nitrosylation of C4 PEPC in
sorghum leaves
Guillermo Baena1, María López-Álvarez1, Cirenia Arias-Baldrich1, José A Monreal1 and
Sofía García-Mauriño1
1
Departamento de Biología Vegetal y Ecología, Facultad de Biología, Universidad de
Sevilla, Avenida Reina Mercedes nº 6, 41012 Seville, Spain
guibaevac@alum.us.es
Nitric oxide is known to mediate many plant responses to biotic and abiotic stresses, including
salt stress. We have shown that salinity increased NO production selectively in mesophyll cells
of sorghum leaves, where photosynthetic C4 phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase (C4 PEPC) is
located (1). Purified C4 PEPC could be both S-nitrosylated and Tyr-nitrated in vitro. Meanwhile
Tyr-nitration caused the inactivation of the enzyme, no changes in activity were observed in
the S-nitrosylated C4 PEPC. ROS can promote the oxidative modification (carbonylation) of
proteins. It has been reported that salt-induced protein carbonylation could be alleviated by
NO pretreatment (2). This work investigates the relations between carbonylation and Snitrosylation of C4 PEPC in sorghum leaves.
The supply of 5 mM methyl viologen (MV) to excised illuminated sorghum leaves by
transpiratory stream caused a progressive decrease of C4 PEPC activity. This effect was
accompanied by a parallel increase of protein carbonylation level (detected with the anti-DNP
antibody) of a 100 kDa protein whose identity was confirmed by immunoprecipitation with
anti-C4 PEPC antibodies. This result demonstrated that carbonylation decreased C4 PEPC
activity. The supply of the NO donor SNP to MV-treated leaves partially protected C4 PEPC
from inactivation. At a lesser extent, 10 days treatment with SNP of hydroponically growth
sorghum protected C4 PEPC from the subsequent inactivation caused by illumination of excised
leaves in the presence of MV.
Low levels of carbonylated, S-nitrosylated and Tyr-nitrated C4 PEPC could be detected in
sorghum extracts from leaves collected both during the light and the dark periods of the day
cycle. Interestingly, in phosphorus deficient sorghum plants it could be detected a decrease of
the carbonylation level of C4 PEPC protein accompanied by an increase of S-nitrosylation level
of the protein. Taken together, the results suggest that protein carbonylation and Snitrosylation are post-translational modifications that modulate in opposite ways the activity
of C4 PEPC in stressed sorghum plants.
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1. Monreal et al. (2013). Planta, 238: 859-869
2. Tanou et al. (2009) Plant J, 60: 795–804
This research was supported by the Junta de Andalucía (P12-FQM-489 and PAI group BIO298), and
Ministerio de Economía y Competitividad (AGL2012-35708)
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Lipidomic analysis of oat under drought highlights lipid redistribution
and changes in fatty acid composition, suggesting a role for linolenic acid
and derived jasmonates in drought tolerance.
Javier Sánchez-Martín1, Francisco J Canales1, Luis A J Mur2, Elena Prats1
1
CSIC, Institute for Sustainable Agriculture, Córdoba, Spain.
2
Institute of Biological Environmental and Rural Sciences, Univ. of Aberystwyth UK.
elena.prats@ias.csic.es
Lipids and their fatty acid constituents are crucial components of cellular membranes providing
a structural barrier to the environment. They may contribute to abiotic stress tolerance
adjusting membrane lipid fluidity by changing the level of unsaturated fatty acids. In addition,
particular fatty acids, such as linolenic acid and diacylglycerols (DAG), have been recently
proposed as signalling molecules in abiotic stress tolerance. In this work, we performed a
detailed lipidomic analysis in oats during an 18 days drought time curse, in order to dissect
changes in the lipid composition linked to drought tolerance. To this aim we used two oat
cultivars, Flega and Patones characterized as susceptible and tolerant to drought, respectively,
in previous studies (Sánchez-Martín et al., 2015). No changes in total lipids between cultivars
were observed during the whole drought stress period. However, significant differences
regarding the distribution of different lipid classes were discerned. Both cultivars reduced the
lipid polar fraction, albeit this decrease was more dramatic in Flega. This reduction of polar
lipids was compensated by an increase of monoacylglycerols (MAG) and DAG in Patones and of
triacylglycerols (TAG) in Flega. Detailed analysis of fatty acid composition showed an increase
of saturated fatty acids in Flega, in particular the 16:0 in the DAG and TAG fraction at the latest
time point of the time course. This led to significant lower values of the double bond index and
polyunsaturated/saturated ratio in Flega compared with Patones. This could be related with
the lower cell membrane stability observed in Flega under drought. By contrary, Patones
showed an early increase in linolenic acid (18:3) content, mainly in the MAG and DAG fraction.
This fatty acid is a precursor of jasmonate, so we investigated the changes of this signaling
molecule in both cultivars under drought stress. Preliminary non-targeted metabolomic assays
showed a significantly higher increase of m/z associated with jasmonate in Patones under
drought compared with Flega. Currently, targeted studies are under way to determinate
changes in different jasmonate derivatives pursuing the elucidation of their role in drought
tolerance.
Sánchez-Martín et al. (2015). Plant Cell & Environ, DOI: 10.1111/pce.12501.
This work was supported by the Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitivity [AGL2013-48687-R], the
European Regional Development Funds, a FPU fellowship to JSM and FPI fellowship to FJC .
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Molecular basis of K+/Na+ homeostasis in arbuscular mycorrhizal plants
under saline conditions
Jacob Pérez-Tienda, Cristina Curado, Rocío Sánchez-Gallardo, Gloria González-Cañas,
Noelia Jaime-Pérez, Jose Angel Traverso1, Custodia Cano, Alberto Bago and Andrés
Belver
Estación Experimental del Zaidín, EEZ-CSIC Profesor Albareda, 1 – 18008 GRANADA
1
Facultad de Ciencias, Universidad de Granada, 18001 GRANADA
alberto.bago@eez.csic.es
Soil salinity is one of the most important abiotic stresses that limit crop yield and agricultural
sustainability in most of the arid and semi-arid regions of the world. Biological remediation
such as the application of arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi (AMF) to saline soils, which establish
mutualistic symbioses with the majority of higher plants, can improve plant mineral nutrition
and the salt tolerance of their host plants. Nevertheless, we are far from understanding the
key molecular determinants of promoting plant resilience to salt stress in this symbiosis. This
may be the result of a more efficient mineral uptake, ion balance, protection of enzymatic
activities, increase in photosynthetic ability and/or facilitation of water uptake. Transporters
involved in K+/Na+ homeostasis could play an important role in mediating salt tolerance in AM
plants. To gain an insight into these mechanisms, a genome-wide analysis of K+/Na+
transporters was undertaken, making use of the recently published whole genome of the AMF
Rhizophagus irregularis. This in silico analysis allowed identification of 6 open reading frames
in the R. irregularis genome, which putatively encode K+/Na+ transporters. Phylogenetic
comparisons with the genomes of a set of 38 reference fungi showed an expansion of some
K+/Na+ transporter families. Gene expression analysis revealed that some of these transporterencoding genes were regulated in salt-treated as compared to non-treated mycorrhizal roots,
which suggests that these genes could play an important role in K+/Na+ homeostasis in AM
plants.
Funded by ERDF-cofinanced grant AGL2013-41733-R (AB) and FPI fellowships from MINECO (NJP)
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Natural variation for polyamine levels in Arabidopsis reveals novel genes
involved in polyamine homeostasis
Kostadin E. Evgeniev1, Rubén Alcázar1 and Antonio F. Tiburcio1
1
Department of Natural Products, Plant Biology and Soil Science. Faculty of Pharmacy.
University of Barcelona, Spain.
afernandez@ub.edu
Polyamines (PAs) are small protonated compounds present in all living organisms. Most abundant PAs in
plants are putrescine, spermidine and spermine. PAs play important roles in stress tolerance and
promotion of PA biosynthesis enhances tolerance against abiotic and biotic stresses in several species.
Despite genetic engineering of PA biosynthesis has successfully been applied to modify PA levels in
plants, such approaches exhibit some limitations. PA homeostasis is not only regulated by its
biosynthesis, but also conjugation to hydroxycinnamic acids, complex interactions with other metabolic
pathways, and transport. We’re making use of the naturally occurring variation of PA levels to identify
novel genes involved in their homeostasis modulation. Using Arabidopsis thaliana, we’re undertaking
genome-wide association studies (GWAS) of PA levels under normal and stress conditions. So far, we
have identified that several members of the S-adenosylmethionine (SAM)-dependent methyltransferase
(SAMMT) superfamily contribute to the naturally occurring natural variation of Put levels in Arabidopsis
under normal growth conditions (no stress). 8 % of accessions in a diverse global sample contain
deletions in the promoter of several SAMMT superfamily members, which might condition their
expression. We’re currently further characterizing these genes at molecular level. In addition, we’re
performing GWAS under different abiotic stresses.
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New Regulatory Mechanisms of the SOS Pathway for Salt Tolerance.
José Ramón Moreno, Elena García, Irene Villalta, José M. Pardo, Francisco J. Quintero
Instituto de Recursos Naturales y Agrobiología de Sevilla (CSIC)
Avda. Reina Mercedes 10, 41012 SEVILLA
jrmoreno@irnase.csic.es
The SOS signaling pathway has emerged as an essential mechanism for salt-tolerance in plants
(Ji et al 2013). The cytosolic Ca2+ rise triggered by Na+ accumulation is sensed by the Ca2+
binding protein SOS3 that interacts with and activates the protein kinase SOS2. The SOS3/SOS2
complex phosphorylates and upregulates the final target SOS1, the plasma membrane Na+/H+
antiporter (Quintero et al, 2011).
Here, we present evidence that, at least, two additional mechanisms of regulation of the SOS
pathway exist. One involves MPK6, a mitogen activated protein kinase that also
phosphorylates SOS1 and enhances its transport activity. Another regulation layer is the direct
interaction of SOS3 and SOS1. This binding of SOS3 is independent of SOS2 and probably
controls both the targeting of SOS1 to the plasma membrane and the Na+ efflux mediated by
the antiporter.
Quintero, FJ et al (2011) Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A. 108: 2611-6.
Ji et al (2013) Mol Plant. 6: 275-86.
This work was funded by grants from MINECO BFU2011-25384 and BIO2012-36533 cofinanced by the
European Regional Development Fund.
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Photoprotective and antioxidant protection capacity of pioneer and nonpioneer species used in rain forest restoration
Daniele Ribeiro Contin and Sergi Munné-Bosch
Universitat de Barcelona, Facultat de Biologia, Departament de Biologia Vegetal,
Avinguda Diagonal 645, 08028 Barcelona, Spain
danicontin@yahoo.com.br
Reforestation projects have been gaining significance in the last years due to the lost of biodiversity in
tropical regions caused by excessive deforestation by human actions. But these plant recovery projects
bring to light the lack of knowledge about which plants have the potential to be used on them. For
reforestation to succeed, it is necessary to get to know the sensitivity or tolerance to photoinhibition of
pioneer and non-pioneer plants. Here, we evaluate the behavior in terms of photoprotective and
antioxidant capacity related to photoinhibition and lipid peroxidaton of species from different
successional groups, in a reforestation project in Brazil. Species which were classified as pioneers and
non-pioneers were transferred at the same time in the field, and samples were taken during 2013 when
plants were between 10 and 13 years old. Ten species were selected, five of them pioneers or early
secondary: Platypodium elegans, Schinus terebinthifolius, Lafoensia pacari, Cecropia pachystachya, and
Aegiphila sellowiana; and five late secondary or climax: Myracrodruon urundeuva, Cedrela fissilis,
Genipa americana, Copaifera langsdorffii, and Hymenaea courbaril. We randomly chose 10 trees from
each species, and from each tree we collected upper leaves which were exposed to high solar radiation
(1605.47 ± 13.55 μmol m-2s-1) and lower leaves which received 8% in average of incident solar radiation
(131.98 ± 19.68 μmol m-2s-1). Lipid peroxidation was estimated by measuring lipid hydroperoxyde
(LOOH) and malondialdehyde (MDA) levels. LOOH concentration, a primary product of lipid
peroxidation, was 23% in average higher in the non-pioneer group than in the pioneer one. In contrast,
MDA, a final product of lipid peroxidation, showed higher concentrations in the pioneer group (32%
higher compared to non-pioneer species). The concentration of chlorophyll and photoprotective
molecules, including carotenoids and tocopherols (both  and homologues) did not differ between
pioneers and non-pioneers. Within each group, an extremely high interspecific and intraspecific
variability occurred, which might explain lack of differences between successional groups. Although it is
generally hypothesized that the non-pioneer species are less tolerant to abiotic stress, than the pioneer
ones, the non-pioneer studied species showed high phenotypic plasticity, being able to coexist with
pioneer species presenting a similar level of photo- and antioxidant protection with no signs of
increased oxidative damage. It is concluded that the non-pioneer species can be safely used in
restoration projects presenting a high degree of tolerance to photoinhibition and photo-oxidative stress.
Acknowledgments: Ciência sem Fronteiras, CsF-CAPES, Brazil
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Procera, a SlDELLA tomato mutant, shows increased sensitivity to salt
stress.
Nieves Fernandez-Garcia1, Enas Bardisi1, Jose Salvador Rubio-Asensio, Adriana Soto1,
Maria del Carmen Gomez-Jimenez2 and Enrique Olmos1
1
CEBAS-CSIC, Dept Abiotic Stress and Plant Pathology, Campus Universitario de
Espinardo, Murcia, P.O. Box 164, 30100, Murcia. SPAIN.
2
University of Extremadure, Dept Plant Physiology, Avda de Elvas S/n 06006 Badajoz,
SPAIN.
e-mail: nieves@cebas.csic.es
The gibberellins (GAs) are plant hormones that regulate growth and elongation of plant cells.
Recent studies show evidence of the association between GAs and plant tolerance to salinity
conditions (Achard et al. 2006). In this work, we investigated the influence of GAs on the plant
adaptation to salinity stress. This study was carried out in tomato (Solanum lycopersicum L. cv
MicroTom) using tomato mutants with altered gibberellin metabolism and signalling (gib3, a
mutant of the ent-kaurene synthase that produces low amounts of gibberellins and procera, a
SlDELLA mutant that shows a constitutive GA response due to a point mutation in the VHV (I/V)D
motif; Carvalho et al, 2011). Plants were grown hydroponically and salt treatment was applied
for one week (75 and 150 mM of NaCl). We profit from the affymetrix microarray chip
developed for tomato to characterize the transcriptome of salt-stressed tomato mutant plants.
The concentrations of the following phytohormones have been quantified: gibberellins, abscisic
acid, salicylic acid, jasmonic acid, cytokinins and indolacetic acid using LC-MS/MS analysis.
Physiological parameters such as photosynthesis (Pn), fluorescence of the photosystems and
chloroplast ultrastructure analysis were also employed to study if the mutants have different
structural strategies to cope with a stress.
Salt stress treatments resulted in marked changes in plant physiology with growth-associated
traits among the first affected, the most rapid response being a decline in the rate of plant
growth followed by a reduction in photosynthetic performance. These parameters showed the
major negative effect of salinity in procera mutant. Consistently, the transcriptome analysis
showed that photosynthesis and photosystem II genes were most strongly overrepresented
among the down-regulated genes in response to salt stress in procera mutant. The
phytohormone analysis showed that jasmonic acid, salicylic acid and indolacetic acid
concentrations were significantly altered in salt-stressed plants. Interestingly, the concentration
of the bioactive gibberellin GA4 was highly decreased in the wild type but increased in procera
and gib3. Strikingly, chloroplast ultrastructure showed that plastoglobuli size was highly
increased in procera mutant.
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Regulation of Phaseolus vulgaris (common bean) ureide metabolism
under drought stress
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Drought is the main factor limiting the production of common bean and other leguminous crop
worldwide. Particularly, nitrogen fixation is strongly inhibited under water deficit, so that the
amount of nitrogen compounds required for biomass and seed production is seriously
compromised.
Nonetheless, accumulation of the ureides allantoin and allantoate occurs in aerial tissues
under drought stress in common bean, being this accumulation higher in the most sensitive
cultivars (Coleto et al., 2014). The synthesis of ureides from fixed nitrogen implies the
oxidation of purine nucleotides previously formed either by the de novo synthesis from
glutamine and phosphoribosylpyrophosphate or by the recycling of the purine nucleotides
pool already existing in plant tissues. In this work we have done a molecular and physiological
analysis of the synthesis of ureides under drought stress conditions. We have focused in the
analysis of phosphoribosylpyrophosphate amidotransferase (PRAT) and xanthine
dehydrogenase (XDH), which are key enzymes in the regulation of the de novo purine synthesis
and purine nucleotides catabolism, respectively (Zrenner, 2006). Our results indicate that the
increment in ureide synthesis observed under drought conditions in the drought-sensitive
cultivars occurs mainly through the recycling of the purine nucleotides and not by the de novo
purine synthesis which could be activated by the glutamine released from the protein
degradation occurring in the senescent tissues.
Coleto et al. (2014). Ann Bot (Lond), 113 (6): 1071-82
Zrenner (2006). Annu Rev Plant Biol, 57: 805-36
Project funding by grants AGL2009-11290, AGL2012-34230 (MINECO, Spain), BIO-115, P07-RNM-03307
(CICE, Junta de Andalucía, Spain). IC was supported by a FPU fellowship (MEC, Spain).
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Response of rocket plants (Eruca sativa) to abiotic stress induced by As,
Cu, Cd and NaCl
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In this work, we studied the effect of Cd (50 μM), Cu (100 μM), As (50 μM) and NaCl (25 mM)
in rocket plants (Eruca sativa), growing in nutrient solution. Samples were harvested at four
time periods: 21, 28, 35 and 39 days after contamination.
The biomass of plants contaminated with As and NaCl was affected, with less 9,0% and 19,5%,
respectively, compared to control plants, on the 39th day of the experiment.
The results of dry matter showed no significant differences, compared with the control,
indicating that water uptake was not significantly affected by the contamination.
A significant decrease in the chlorophyll content was observed in the plants contaminated by
Cd and Cu, with less 55.7% and 72.4%, respectively, compared to control, evidenced by the
detection of chlorosis, mostly in younger leaves. Leaves contaminated with NaCl showed a
significantly higher chlorophyll content (31.8%), probably due to the lower leaf area.
The concentration of MDA and H2O2 increased during the experiment for all contaminants as a
consequence of intracellular oxidative stress. For MDA, a more pronounced effect was
detected in plants contaminated with Cd, Cu and As, with more 35.7%, 54.8% and 61.9%,
respectively, compared to control on the last day of the experiment. In the case of H2O2, in
plants growing under Cd and Cu toxicity, initially its concentration is lower than the control,
with less 25.9% and 34.8%, respectively, but on the 39th day a greater production of H2O2 was
detected. In the case of the As and NaCl experiments, H2O2 concentration is higher than the
control, during all the evaluated periods.
The proline levels also increased in all experiments, but especially, in plants growing under Cd
and Cu toxicity, with an increase of 104.8% and 197.4%, respectively, compared with to
control, confirming that proline has a role in the response to these heavy metals toxicity.
Although ascorbate is an important non-enzymatic antioxidant we observed a general
decrease in its content mainly for Cu and NaCl, compared to the control.
The tolerance mechanisms of the rocket plants to the applied metals was also evaluated by the
enzymatic activity of APX, CAT, GPOD, SOD, GPX and GR, and we observed different behaviors
for different metals, particularly the activation of the antioxidant enzyme system of APX, SOD
and CAT, with NaCl.
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Role of a Heat Stress transcription factor in regulation of stomatal
opening in Arabidopsis
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The regulation of stomatal pore aperture conveys into a single organ the response to a broad
range of environmental conditions. This mechanism aims to achieve the optimal balance
between survival (water retention, resistance to foliar pathogens) and growth (CO2
assimilation, photosynthesis) in leaf tissue. The phytohormone abscisic acid (ABA) is described
as the main inductor of stomatal closure, though several other factors compete to determine
the status of these pivotal organs; i.e. bacteria and fungi are also capable of triggering stomatal
closure through pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs), which prevents penetration
through these pores. Therefore, the stomata can be considered part of the plant innate
immune response. It is known that the circadian clock modulates plant sensitivity to ABA
throughout the day, as well as controls of different immune responses at distinct times of the
day.
It has been described that stomatal closure mechanisms partially rely on transcriptional
regulation. Furthermore several transcription factors (TFs) have been characterized for their
influence on plant capability to retain water and survive to water deprivation. In these work
we have screened several hundreds of lines of the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana expressing
individually a wide range of TFs through a ß-estradiol inducible system in order to find and
characterise TFs specifically implied in the stomatal closure process. The biologic material for
our work was wide a collection of Arabidopsis lines provided by the Transplanta consortium
(1).
Our approach to identify TFs involved in stomatal closure was based on the detection of leaf
temperature by infrared imaging, since this parameter is related to the water content of the
tissue. Among the TFs we detected the Heat Stress Factor HSFA8 (At1g67970), whose “cold”
phenotype was confirmed by direct stomatal measurement also in presence of ABA. Our
results show that the induction of HSFA8 expression opens stomata and reduces their
sensitivity to ABA. Its natural expression is driven by the circadian clock, displaying a typical
“evening gene” pattern and suggesting that it accomplishes its biological function around the
day-night transition. Interestingly, the overexpression of HSFA8 alters the stomatal closure
response associated to bacterial attack, suggesting that HSFA8 can have a role in plant innate
immune response.
(1)

Coego A et al. (2014) Plant J. 77, 944-953.
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Salinity increases calcium-dependent protein kinase gene expression in
sorghum leaves
José A Monreal1, Clara de la Osa1, Juliana Marcolino1, Cirenia Arias-Baldrich1, Ana
Isabel Ingelmo-Nieto1, Guillermo Baena1 and Sofía García-Mauriño1
1
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Salinity increases PEPCK activity in sorghum leaves, and this effect is due mainly to a decreased
rate of protein degradation. Recombinant PEPCK proteins (PEPCK1-3) were phosphorylated by
mammalian PKA in a conserved phosphorylation motif, which can be also recognized by plant
calcium-dependent protein kinases (CDPKs) (1). Phosphorylation is known to regulate the
degradation of proteins (2); thus, it was possible that a CDPK was implied in the regulation of
PEPCK stability in salinity.
The aim of this work was to identify CDPKs isoenzymes that respond to salinity in sorghum
leaves. Using AtCPK1 as bait, 32 putative CDPKs were identified by BLASTp (NCBI) in sorghum.
Among them, several sorghum proteins had an evolutionary relationship with rice or
Arabidopsis proteins that have been associated to salt or drought stress. We selected five
proteins that were labeled following the rice protein names: CPK1 (Sb03g028340), CPK7
(Sb01g048570), CPK11 (Sb01g005750), CPK12 (Sb06g02522079), and CPK15 (Sb09g029950).
Salinity increased by 30, 10 and 5-fold the transcript level of CPK1, CPK7 and CPK15 in sorghum
leaves. The transcript level of CPK11 and CPK12 was very low and it was not changed by salt
stress.
Sorghum CPK1 has 73 % identity to AtCPK3, a CDPK which is essential for salt stress acclimation
in Arabidopsis. The complete coding sequence for CPK1 from sorghum leaf cDNA was cloned
into pDONOR221 plasmid (Invitrogen) using BP clonase (Invitrogen). The vector obtained was
subjected to LR reaction with PET42 plasmid (6xHis, Invitrogen) for obtaining a plasmid
containing CPK1 with a 6His tail at C-terminus. After transforming E. coli with this construction,
the production of the recombinant protein was induced by addition of 1 mM IPTG. The protein
was purified from bacterial extract by affinity chromatography using a nickel - sepharose resin
6 Fast Flow (GE Healthcare) and then eluted by competition with 1 M imidazole. The
recombinant protein is at present being characterized and it will be used to phosphorylate
recombinant PEPC-Ks proteins
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2. Kamiyoshihara et al (2010). Plant J, 64: 140-150
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SEED GERMINATION IN COMMON BEAN (Phaseolus vulgaris L.)
LANDRACES AND IMPROVED CULTIVARS AT DIFFERENT WATER STRESS
LEVELS
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Common bean is the second most important crop in Mexico by the cultivated area, and it is
cultivated in a broad variety of environments in terms of altitude, temperature, soil type, and
moisture regime since it is mainly grown in dryland and rainfed conditions. Then, the
intermittent periods of drought at any moment of germination or their growing cycle is the
main factor limiting yields. Breeding for tolerance to drought is an important tool for high
input farmers, but it is useless for low input farmers. The aim of this study was to relate the
seed size and proportion of seed structures with germination of bean landraces and improved
cultivars in moisture deficit, and determine the most tolerant cultivars to water stress in
germination stage. Using a completely random design and factorial treatment array, four
cultivars of Mesoamerica landraces (black and small seeds) and Durango improved cultivars
(medium-sized and light colored seeds) and three osmotic potentials (Ψo: 0, -0.5 and -1.1
MPa) were assessed, in a laboratory test in 2014. The standard germination was greater than
80% for all cultivars without significant differences. Although the improved cultivars had the
biggest seeds (P ≤ 0.05), they had lower (P ≤ 0.05) biomass of seed coat and embryonic axis;
however, there are no differences among all of cultivars on biomass of cotyledons. In water
stress levels, landraces germinated with 5 ml of solution, while improved only germinated
when added 10 ml of solution. Maximum accumulated germination time was significantly
increased (P ≤ 0.05) with Ψo = -0.5 MPa, mainly in improved cultivars. Maximum accumulated
germination with -0.5 MPa decreased (P ≤ 0.05) more drastically in improved cultivars.
Significant differences were observed for cultivar effect on the landraces, the cultivar with
larger seeds presented lower germination at lower osmotic potential. There is no enough
information to conclude that the proportion of seed structures influences germination under
water stress, but it was observed that larger seeds germination is affected under this
condition.
References
Gholami et al., 2009. Pinto bean seed reserve utilization and seedling growth as affected by seed size,
salinity and drought stress. Journal of Food, Agriculture & Environment 7(2): 411-414.
Soltani et al., 2002. Germination, seed reserve utilization and seedling growth of chickpea as affected by
salinity and seed size. Seed Science and Technology 30: 51-60.
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SUMO, high temperature stress responsive protein modifier, localizes to
nucleus in rice.
Mamiko Fukushima1, Takuya Kushioka2 , Kotb Attia2, Kentaro Kaneko2, Natsuki
Noguchi1, Toshiaki Mitsui2, Kimiko Itoh2
1
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SUMO (small-ubiquitin-related modifier) is a post-translational modification factor, which
regulates expression and activity of proteins, and it is known that the SUMO modification to a
substrate protein is enhanced by high temperature response. Rice genome encodes five
putative SUMOs and OsSUMO1/2/3 formed the speckle-like structure in the nucleus in the
presence of E2 enzymes, OsSCE1a/b/c.
In this study, we obtained DsRed:SUMO1/2/3 and GFP:SUMO1/2/3 expressing rice calli and
analyzed the cellular localization of the DsRed/GFP:SUMO by confocal laser microscope.
SUMO1/2/3 localize to nucleus that coincident to the result in onion epidermal cell.
To identify the target proteins of SUMO paralogs, extracted and immunoprecipitated
DsRed:SUMO binding/ interacting proteins were size fractionated by SDS-PAGE. the gels were
treated by trypsin and extracted peptides were analyzed by LC-MS/MS. We identified 705
SUMO binding/interacting proteins and 16% of the proteins presumably localize to nucleus.
Fund. A Grant for Promotion of KAAB Projects (Niigata University), Grant-in-Aid for Scientific Research,
No.22.00113, JSPS to K.I. and Research Grant, Sasaki Environment Technology Fundation.
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THE EFFECT OF ELICITORS ON THE GROW AND DEVELOPMENT OF
TOMATO CROWING In Vitro and In Vivo UNDER SALT STRESS
Fernando J. Toro, Ángel Llerena y Darwin Lainez.
Universidad Estatal Península de Santa Elena-UPSE. La Libertad - Ecuador.
Empresa Smart Agro, S.L. Balaguer - España
E. mail: Fernando@smartagro.es
Plants are exposed to abiotic stress: oxidative, drought, salinity, temperature, toxicity, lead
causes of production loss. In recent decades elicitors, have helped to reduce the adverse effects
of salt stress. Elicitors increase the production of flavonoids pigments, phytoalexins and
compounds related to the defence system. Foliar applications of Ascorbic Acid (A.As) under
stress conditions of drought and salinity, increase growth, fresh weight, dry, photosynthesis,
carbohydrates, proteins, prolines, amino acids (SAEIDI et al 2013; SHAFIQ S. et al 2014). This
research paper aims to analyse the effect of ascorbic acid on the growth and development of
tomato grown in vitro and in vivo, subjected to salt stress.
In vitro growing: Tomato seeds were grown on MS medium modified at 50% with doses of 0,
100, 175 and 250 mg.l-1 and salinity A.As 2.5; 5 to 7.5 mS, 16 hours light, temperature 20 ± 2 ºC
for 28 days.
In vivo growing: Treated seeds (imbibition 24h) with 0; 100 and 250 mg.l-1 A.As, were planted in
substrate (perlite 75%+peat 25%) with salinity of 0; 2.5 to 5 mS in a greenhouse (20 to 30 ºC) for
28 days.
Applications of 100, 175 and 250 mg.l-1 A.As in tomato crop grown in vitro in M. MS 50%
modified, with 2.5; 5 salinity and 7.5 mS, promote germination. The A.As in doses of 100 and
175 mg.l-1 increase the length of the stem and roots, number of leaves, chlorophyll, leaf area,
fresh and dry weight of leaves, stems and roots. Obtaining the best results with 100 mg.l-1
applications. While doses of 250 mg.l-1 of A.As as in vitro system decrease the growth and
development of plants.
In vivo conditions, tomato seeds pretreated with 0; 100 and 250 mg.l-1 A.As and planted in
substrate with 0; 2.5 to 5 mS salinity, advanced germination. A.As sprays at concentrations of
100 and 250 mg.l-1 resulted in growth and development of plants, in relation to control,
obtaining better results with doses of 250 mg.l-1 in the increased number of leaves, the length
stem and roots, chlorophyll, leaf area, fresh and dry leaves, stem and root weight, reducing the
adverse effects of salinity.
The research results allow to confirm that the A.As applied as in vitro as well as in vivo system
produces effects on plant growth and development, under salt stress conditions.
SAEIDI. et al (2013). Acta Physiol Plant. 35:667–677.
SHAFIQ S. et al (2014). Acta Physiol Plant. 36:1539–1553.
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The importance of studying cold stress tolerance in natural conditions in
tomato
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In recent years, a need for a change in the focus on plant abiotic stress research has become
apparent. Currently, it is assumed that among the hundreds or even thousands of cold stressresponsive genes only a very small proportion actually have any real significance towards
stress response in terms of whole-plant growth and productivity, critical agronomic traits. For
that reason, studies about plant stress responses should be carried out in conditions that
closely relate to natural ones in the field. In this context, three cold-sensitive tomato (Solanum
lycopersicum) mutants, named cos1 to cos3 (cold-sensitive1-3), were firstly characterized in
control cultured conditions at 4ºC for 7 days (short-term assay). Afterwards, the mutants were
characterized in field conditions in greenhouse cultivation, where minimum temperatures
were 4-6ºC during more than one month. Under controlled culture conditions, cos1 and cos2
mutants did not showed differences with respect to wild type (WT) at the phenotypic and
physiological level in cold condition, while cos3 exhibited even higher tolerance than WT in
terms of lower dehydration degree. On the contrary, when the three mutants were grown in
greenhouse in long-term assays, adult plants exhibited high susceptibility to low temperatures,
with clear symptoms of chlorophyll degradation and anthocyanosis. Moreover, the mutant
plants showed lower growth rate than WT and, especially, significant reductions in their fruit
yields. In case of cos3, which showed apparently higher tolerance than WT in the cold shortterm assay, the chlorophyll was even completely degraded and the size of the few harvested
fruits was very small, so no production was possible to determine. These results suggest that
for the identification of cold tolerance mechanisms as well as the key genes involved in this
process the stress response must be analysed in whole-plant in long-term assays scenarios,
closely related to realistic agricultural conditions.

This research work was financed by Fundación Séneca (Science and Technology Agency of the Region of
Murcia, Spain) (Ref. 1897/JLI/13)
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The role of gibberellin metabolism in tobacco mutants under salt stress
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3
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Salinity is a severe abiotic stress especially in the Mediterranean region. Salts inhibit plant
growth, have a negative effect on crop productivity and may induce cell death. Therefore,
plant adaptation or tolerance to salinity stress involves modifications in plant metabolism,
cellular structure and gene expression to cope the stress conditions. It is now generally
accepted that gibberellin metabolism and DELLA proteins play a key role in the regulation and
the response to different abiotic stresses (Colebrook et al. 2014). In the present work, we
investigated the role of gibberellins in salt stress adaptation using tobacco mutants with
altered gibberellin metabolism (L-41, a transgenic tobacco plant over-expressing a
35S:NoGA2ox3, plants produced a dwarf phenotype; Ubeda-Tomas et al. 2006). Plants were
grown hydroponically and salt treatment was applied for one week (150 mM of NaCl). We
have analyzed the concentration of different phytohormones such as gibberellins, abscisic
acid, salicylic acid, jasmonic acid, cytokinins and indolacetic acid using LC-MS/MS analysis.
Physiological parameters such as photosynthesis (Pn), fluorescence of the photosystems, ion
contents and chloroplast ultrastructure analysis were also developed.
After seven days of salinity treatments, high salinity restricted plant growth in both WT and L41, compared with plants grown without salt. The net photosynthesis was similarly reduced in
both WT and L-41 mutant. However, the analysis of the fluorescence parameters showed a
significantly major resistance of L-41 mutant. Interestingly, the content of bioctive gibberillin
GA1 and GA4 were significantly increased by the salt treatments in WT. However, L-41 showed
a much lower content of GA4 in control conditions in comparison with WT that was not altered
by the salt treatment.
The chloroplast ultrastructure was similar in both WT and L-41 mutant under control
conditions. However, salt treatment showed a differential response in L-41. Plastoglobuli size
was highly increased in L-41 in comparison with WT. Strikingly, in many cases the plastoglobule
was excreted from the chloroplast to the cytosol. Moreover, salt treated chloroplasts of L-41
mutant showed a high developed peripheral reticulum. Actually, we are developing different
studies to evaluate the role of these ultrastructural modifications in the salt response
mediated by gibberellins.
References
Colebrook et al. (2014) J Exp Biol 217: 67-75.
Ubeda-Tomas et al. (2006). J Plant Growth Regul 25: 52-68.
Acknowledgements. This work was supported by the project AGL-2012-33696 from the Spanish Ministry
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The role of the root on drought tolerance of Medicago plants.
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The typical root of dicotyledonous plants is characterized for being comprised of a main root,
from which several lateral ones emerge. Although the structure and function of the different
root types have been investigated, little attention has been given in order to determine their
different physiological and metabolic characteristics. In this regard, Waisel et al. (1996) suggest
that under different internal and environmental conditions, the individual parts of a root
system develop at different micro-sites, leading to differences in growth and physiological
characteristics between them. Among legumes, it is widely described that the forage plant,
alfalfa (Medicago sativa), exhibits a typical dicotyledonous taproot which can go as deep as 1
to 8 meters. However different root morphologies can be observed in other species of the
Medicago genus. In some species, like M. falcata, the main root is rapidly divided into several
secondary roots from which abundant and very thin lateral roots emerge. This is also the case
of M. truncatula, the model plant for temperate legumes. This model legume is a close relative
of the crop forage plant alfalfa.
M. truncatula is currently cultivated as annual forage, especially in Australia whilst alfalfa is
cultivated worldwide on around 32 Mha, mostly within the temperate regions of both the
Northern and Southern Hemispheres. The wide distribution of alfalfa in the world indicates a
remarkable adaptability to various climates and soils. However, although it exhibits a higher
tolerance to heat and cold extremes than other perennials, alfalfa has a relatively high water
requirement. Therefore, the improvement of drought tolerance and water-use efficiency of
alfalfa crop is a key goal for legume researchers. In this regard, Zhang et al. (2005) increased
lucerne’s ability to be productive after periods of limited water in transgenic plants increasing
cuticle wax accumulation. The present study compares the root development of these two
forage legumes during the vegetative stage (0-7 weeks) in order to determine the differences
at root level between them. The balance between the taproot and the fibrous root, comprised
of very thin roots of several orders, may have a role on Medicago drought tolerance.
Waisel et al. (1996) Plant roots: the hidden half. Marcel Dekker, Inc.: New York..
Zhang et al. (2005). Plant J 42: 689-707.
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TRANSCRIPTIONAL REGULATION OF ETHANOL FERMENTATION IN THE
TOXICITY OF AMINO ACID BIOSYNTHESIS INHIBITING HERBICIDES
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Herbicide application is the main method for weed control used worldwide and herbicides
inhibiting amino acid biosynthesis, such as Glyphosate (GLP) and Imazamox (IMX), are among
the most widely used ones. Despite GLP and IMX target different enzymes (EPSPS and ALS,
respectively) they provoke some common physiological effects in plants, such as, an induction
of ethanol fermentation.
Although fermentation is usually related to low-oxygen conditions, ethanol fermentation has
been described to be induced in plants exposed to several stresses (salinity, dehydration…).
Under hypoxia, ethylene-responsive factor group VII (ERF-VII) transcription factors (TFs)
regulate the expression of hypoxia-induced genes. These TFs are stable in low-oxygen
conditions, but destabilized during normoxia. The destabilization is achieved by an oxygendependent N-terminal arginylation that turns ERF-VII TFs into substrates of the proteolytic Nend rule pathway (Gibbs et al. 2011; Licausi et al. 2011). In Arabidopsis thaliana the TF
RAP2.12 regulates the expression of hypoxic-genes. While the anaerobic response of the
plants to low-oxygen conditions has been widely studied, little is known about the regulation
of ethanol fermentation in response to other stresses.
The aim of the present work was to identify whether the induction of ethanol fermentation in
plants after herbicide treatment is transcriptionally regulated, and if so, whether the TF
RAP2.12 regulates this response.
A. thaliana seedlings were axenically cultured and treated with IMX (1.5 mg L-1) or GLP (20 mg
L-1) for 5 days. The expression pattern of the genes involved in ethanol fermentation (PDC1,
PDC2 and ADH1) and other RAP2.12 up-regulated genes (PCO2, LBD41, HRA1 and HUP7) was
measured by RT-qPCR. In parallel, the stability of R-proteins after herbicide treatment was
analyzed in A. thaliana containing artificial N-end substrates reporter (R-GUS or M-GUS
reporter constructs) by the GUS histochemical staining method.
An increase in the mRNA levels of PDC1 and ADH1 was found, showing that their expression
after IMX and GLP treatment was transcriptionally regulated. No increase in the mRNA levels
of LBD41, HRA1 and HUP7 was detected and the stability of the R-GUS reporter did not change
after herbicide application. These results suggest that, unlike under low-oxygen conditions, the
TF RAP2.12 does not regulate the expression of the genes involved in ethanol fermentation in
plants after herbicide treatment. Thus, other mechanisms should be responsible for the
transcriptional regulation of this pathway in response to herbicides.
Gibbs, D.J. et al. (2011).Nature, 479:415–418.
Licausi, F. et al. (2011).Nature, 479:419–422.
Project funding: MINECO (AGL-2013-40567R).
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TRX f and m1, m2, and m4 isoforms are important in the protection
against high-light intensity and salinity in Arabidopsis thaliana
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Plants are sessile eukaryotic photosynthetic organisms that have colonized multitude of
terrestrial environments with fluctuating environmental factors continuously challenging plant
life. Success of this adaptation lies partially in the versatile redox signaling and regulation
exerted by thioredoxins (TRXs). Some studies have experimentally proved the response of TRX
m to NaCl-induced stress in root pea seedlings (Fernández-Trijueque et al., 2012). TRXs are
classified, according to their subcellular location and sequence similarity, into 15 subgroups.
While classical TRX h and o are located in cytosol/nucleus and mitochondria, respectively, five
typical TRXs exist in plastids, namely, TRX f, m, x, y, and z. In Arabidopsis thaliana, two f and
four m TRX isoforms have been described (Serrato et al., 2013). This multiplicity has raised the
question of functional redundancy or a specific role for each isoform. Both TRX f and m are
able to in vivo inactivate LHC kinase in response to high light intensities, controlling the
relocation of LHC between PSI and PSII under this condition and the redox regulation of all
Calvin cycle (CC) enzymes exerted by plastid TRXs is widely acknowledged. Concerning redox
regulation, one of the most intensely studied CC enzymes has been the chloroplast fructose1,6-bisphosphatase (cFBP1), whose redox activation mechanism is a classical model in enzyme
post-translational regulation.
We have analyzed TRXs f and m loss-of-function mutants of A. thaliana in order to gain insight
into the role of each TRX f and m isoform in the response to two main abiotic-stress sources:
high-light intensity and salinity. Our results have shown that, excepting the trxm3 line, all TRXmutant lines are more high-light sensitive than wild-type plants. When analyzing the growth
ability in the presence of increasing NaCl concentrations, we have observed an induction of all
TRX f and m isoforms and a dramatic sensitivity to salt (again with the exception of trxm3) in
the presence of BSO, a GSH-inhibitor biosynthesis. This last result suggests a cross-talk
between the glutaredoxin and the thioredoxin systems in the response to salinity of A.
thaliana.
·Fernández-Trijueque et al. (2012). Plant Sci., 188-189: Page 82-8
·Serrato et al. (2013). Front Plant Sci., 4: Page 463-73
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Unraveling the root response to drought: functional analysis of the
taproot and fibrous roots of M. truncatula
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Root systems consist of different types of roots, and the understanding of the role and
contribution of each root type to the whole root system is essential for explaining its
functioning. Comparative physiological, enzymatic, respiratory and amino acid composition
studies of the Medicago truncatula taproot and fibrous roots revealed physiological and
metabolic differences between both root types and in their respective response to drought. In
all parameters determined the response of the taproot was less pronounced than that of the
fibrous root, with faster and steeper changes in response to drought stress. Water deficit led
to a general decline in respiration rate for the whole root. The cytochrome pathway capacity
was the most affected, whilst the residual respiration was the least affected in the fibrous
roots and even increased under moderate drought in the taproot. In all cases, under control
conditions, the respiration was higher in the fibrous root. While the total protein content
declined in response to drought, the total amino acid content increased. The content of both
was higher in the taproot and both the amino acid composition and its response to water
deficit stress differed from that observed in the fibrous root. Out of the 23 measured
enzymatic activities 14 had a different activity under control conditions, being the
fermentative alcohol dehydrogenase the most active in the taproot and the ammonia
assimilation-related glutamate dehydrogenase the most active in the fibrous root, respectively.
Some of these activities were not affected by drought stress, such as malate dehydrogenase,
hexokinase, malic enzyme or both acid and alkaline invertases. Other activities were affected
under drought, but actually a distinct response depending on the root type was observed,
being the most common trait the alteration of the activity in the fibrous root while lacking any
response in the taproot. This was the case for aspartate and alanine aminotransferases. On the
other hand, an important decrease in sucrose synthase was observed for both root types,
allowing for a sucrose buildup in these tissues in response to drought.
Taking all together these results indicate a more resistant nature of the taproot under drought
conditions. These data provide new information on the different role, physiology and
metabolism of the taproot and fibrous root and in their distinct performance upon drought
stress, which can be used to improve breeding programs for increasing root efficiency.

Funding acknowledgements: Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitiveness (AGL2011-23738) and
Basque Government.
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Water and potassium transport in sunflower plants: water-stress
recovery responses
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Climate change is threatening the Mediterranean-type ecosystems. Warmer and drier summers,
interrupted by very intensive rain events are expected in this region. Plant morphological and
physiological adaptive responses to drought are well documented. However, little is known
about the physiological mechanisms underlying plant responses to recover from water stress.
Potassium is the main solute involved in cell osmotic water absorption, in maintaining cell turgor
pressure and cell elongation (Hsiao and Läuchli 1986). Potassium has been observed to improved
water relations in many crops (Sangakkara et al. 2000).
The aim of this study was to determine how plants regulate water and potassium transport from
root to shoot to recover from water stress. To accomplish this goal sunflower (Helianthus
annuus L.) plants were grown in pots with perlite substrate in a growth chamber. 16-day-old
plants were subjected to a water stress period by deficit irrigation (12 days) and thereafter to a
recovery period from water stress (48 h). Water stressed plants were irrigated with 70 % of the
dose used to water control plants while control plants were irrigated daily until field capacity.
Exudates from excised roots were collected immediately after water stress (T0), and 48 h after
water recovery from water stress (T48) and K+ and water flows were determined. K+ content in
the xylem sap and in the epicotyl were analyzed by atomic absorption spectrophotometry. Total
osmotic solute concentration was also determined in this organ using a thermocouple
psychrometer. Water stress reduced growth in all plant organs. After 48 h of water stress
recovery, only epicotyl growth was restored. While water stress had a positive effect on xylem
water and K+ flows in excised roots, this effect disappeared after 48 h of recovery from water
stress. During the recovery period, K+ accumulation was promoted only in the apical zone of the
epicotyl having any effect of total solute accumulation. This could be considered a specific effect
of K+ in plant recovery. According to these results, potassium is implies in restoring rapidly cell
turgidity and plant growth during recovery after a water stress period.
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Hsiao TC, Läuchli A (1986). In: Tinker B, Läuchli A (ed) Advances in Plant Nutrition (2.) Praeger Scientific,
New York. 281-312
Sangakkara et al. (2000). J Agron Crop Sci, 185: 201-207
Project funding by Proyecto de Excelencia de la Junta de Andalucía AGR/ 7152
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Nitric oxide (NO), phytohormones and the control of early plant
development
Luis Sanz, Pablo Albertos, Isabel Mateos, Inmaculada Sánchez-Vicente, Tamara
Lechón, Guadalupe Fernández-Espinosa, Dolores Rodríguez and Óscar Lorenzo
Dpto. de Microbiología y Genética, Instituto Hispano-Luso de Investigaciones Agrarias
(CIALE). Facultad de Biología, Universidad de Salamanca. C/Río Duero, 37185 Villamayor
Salamanca, Spain.
oslo@usal.es
Nitric oxide (NO) is a versatile free radical that mediates numerous biological functions within
early plant development. It is an excellent signalling molecule and acts in plant developmental
processes through a complex pathway that includes the cellular redox levels, the Snitrosylation of specific proteins and the interaction with other plant growth regulators (i.e.
phytohormones) using similar molecular components (1).
In our group, a phenotypic, molecular, and genetic characterization in Arabidopsis is carried
out in order to further understand the mechanisms by which NO acts during early growth and
development, studying NO involvement in hormonal signal transduction pathways and gene
expression regulation during these processes.
We establish a mechanism of NO and ABA molecular antagonism in the regulation of seed
germination by the identification of several new loci (GERMINATION IN ABA AND cPTIO, GAP)
encoding a basic leucine zipper (bZIP) transcriptional activator and a NAC transcriptional
repressor (2,3). The identification of the bZIP as a real NO target in plant growth and
developmental processes establish a molecular framework for NO function during seed
germination. ANAC089 transcription factor integrates ABA and stresses signalling and
modulates redox homeostasis as a novel master regulator during seed germination in
Arabidopsis.
Additionally, we uncovered a role of NO on primary root growth in Arabidopsis at the cellular
and genetic levels. We found that NO levels as well as NO overaccumulator (cue1/nox1) and
NO deficient (nia1 nia2 noa1) mutants affect the primary root meristem (4,5). Concomitantly,
auxin biosynthesis, transport and/or signalling are perturbed. We further show that NO
accumulates in cortex/endodermis stem cells and their immediate progeny, generating
endodermal and cortical tissues. In these cells, noa1 mutant acts synergistically to the effect of
the wox5-1 mutation on the proximal meristem, suggesting that NO could play an important
role in regulating stem cell decisions, as has been reported in animals (5).

10
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Dynamics of strigolactone perception and signaling
during Arabidopsis development
Elena Sanchez Fontecha1, Florian Chevalier1, Elisa Iniesto Sánchez1, Vicente Rubio1
and Pilar Cubas1
1
Centro Nacional de Biotecnología-CSIC, Campus UAM, Cantoblanco, 28049, Madrid
pcubas@cnb.csic.es
Strigolactones (SL) are newly discovered hormones that play a central role in the control of
shoot branching. DWARF14 (D14), an  hydrolase, is proposed to be the SL receptor. Upon
SL-D14 interaction, hormone-receptor complex interacts with an ubiquitin-ligase SCFMAX2
protein complex, which in turn targets D53-like proteins for degradation by the proteasome.
D14 is subsequently degraded, which ensures SL signalling termination. We have identified a
strong point mutant, d14-seto, which displays lack of SL response, and whose predicted
protein is probably unaffected in SL perception.
We are now investigating in vivo several open questions regarding D14 dynamics. Are D14 and
d14-seto homogeneously degraded in all the tissues? Is this process SL, MAX2 and proteasome
dependent? Can other hormones modulate SL-dependent signalling? Does D14 degradation
take place in the nucleus or the cytoplasm? In which tissues and subcellular compartments do
D14 and MAX2 interact? Does the D14 protein move across cells? Where is D14 required to
perform its functions? We will present our most recent results and models concerning these
issues.
Chevalier et al. (2014) Plant Cell Vol. 26: 1134–1150.
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Down-regulation of a pectin acetylesterase gene modifies strawberry
fruit cell wall pectin structure and increases fruit firmness
Antonio J Matas1,2, Virginia Rodríguez1*, Luis Sánchez1*, Candelas Paniagua1,2, Sara
Posé3, Juan A García-Gago1, Rosario Blanco-Portales4, Juan Muñoz-Blanco4 and José
A. Mercado1,2
*

These two authors contributed equally to this work
Departamento de Biología Vegetal, Campus de Teatinos, Universidad de Málaga,
29071 Málaga, Spain
2
Instituto de Hortofruticultura Subtropical y Mediterránea ‘La Mayora’ (IHSM-UMACSIC), Departamento de Biología Vegetal, Universidad de Málaga, 29071 Málaga,
Spain
3
Centre for Plant Sciences, Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Leeds, Leeds,
United Kingdom
4
Departamento de Bioquímica y Biología Molecular, Universidad de Córdoba, 14071,
Córdoba, Spain
antoniojmatas@uma.es
1
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Antisense-mediated down-regulation of several fruit-specific genes has previously
demonstrated how the cell wall disassembly in strawberry fruit is mediated by a series of
enzymes that act sequentially (Posé et al. 2011). An interesting example, the silencing of the
polygalacturonase gene FaPG1, was also related with a significant increase of the post-harvest
strawberry fruit firmness (Posé et al. 2013). Our research group has isolated a pectin
acetylesterase gene, FaPAE1, which expression is enhanced during strawberry ripening. The
main goal of this work was to elucidate the role of the degree of acetylation in cell wall
integrity and fruit firmness trough the antisense-mediated down-regulation of FaPAE1 in
strawberry plants. Several transgenic lines were generated and 5 of them produced fruits 515% firmer than controls. Cell wall from ripe fruits was isolated from two independent
transgenic lines and a control line, and sequentially extracted with different solvents (PAW,
H2O, CDTA, Na2CO3). Modifications in fraction yield, its sugar composition and the degree of
acetylation in each fraction were determined. Higher amounts of CDTA and Na2CO3 fractions
were obtained in transgenic fruits, suggesting a decreased pectin solubilization as result of
FaPAE1 silencing. Accordingly, the degree of acetylation of the Na2CO3-soluble pectins was
greater in the transgenic lines than the control, but the opposite result was found in pectins
from the CDTA fraction. These results suggest that PAE is preferentially active in pectins that
are tightly bound to the cellulose-hemicellulose network and its activity could reduce the
complexity of the cell wall structure, allowing that other hydrolytic enzymes could access the
pectin chains. Thus, the increased fruit firmness observed in the transgenic FaPAE1 lines could
be attributed to the direct effect of the silencing of the PAE enzyme and also to the indirect
effect that the increase of the degree of acetylation of pectins has on the activity of other
enzymes involved in the cell wall degradation.
Posé et al. (2011). Genes, Genomes and Genomics, 5 (Special Issue 1): 40-48
Posé et al. (2013). Plant Physiology, 150: 1022-1032
We acknowledge support from the Spanish Ministry of Economy and Competitivity and Feder EU Funds
(grant reference AGL2011-24814), FPI fellowships support for SP (BES-2006-13626) and CP (BES-2009027985), and grant "Ramón y Cajal" support for AJMA (RYC-2011-08839).
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Novel gene functions required for adventitious root development
Ana Belén Sánchez-García, Joan Villanova, Helena Ruiz, Sergio Ibáñez, María Salud
Justamante, José Manuel Pérez-Pérez
Instituto de Bioingeniería, Universidad Miguel Hernández, Avda. de la Universidad s/n,
03202 Elche, Spain
ana.sanchezg@umh.es
Adventitious roots (ARs) are ectopic roots that arise either naturally or in response to stressful
environmental conditions from various plant tissues, such as stems and leaves; they may also
be induced by mechanical damage or following in vitro tissue culture regeneration. The
formation of ARs is a complex genetic process regulated by both environmental and
endogenous factors, among which the plant hormone auxin plays a central role (Bellini et al.
2014).
By combining physiological, genetic, and histological techniques, we intend to identify the
molecular networks that participate in the formation of ARs of the model plant Arabidopsis
thaliana. In the basic side, our results will contribute to determine whether the genetic
circuitries of de novo root formation are conserved among species, as well as to shed some
light on the molecular basis of the hormonal crosstalk observed during plant regeneration. In
the applied side, the molecular tools and the protocols developed in our group will help either
to the optimization or to the design of new strategies aimed to increase the success rate in the
vegetative propagation of tissue-culture recalcitrant plant species and cultivars.
To identify additional gene functions required for AR development we are screening the
Arabidopsis thaliana unimutant collection with a visible leaf phenotype (Wilson-Sánchez et al.
2014). We will present our preliminary results on a series of novel AR formation mutants that
suggest a prominent role for protein biosynthesis in the regulation of pre-meristematic cell
formation during de novo organogenesis.
Bellini et al. (2014). Annu. Rev. Plant Biol., 65: 639-66
Wilson-Sánchez et al. (2014). Plant J., 79: 878-91
Work funded by Eurostars-EUREKA (CARNOMICS E!6834) and MINECO/FEDER (AGL2012-33610)
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Potent is a regulator of postembryonic organogenesis in Arabidopsis
thaliana
Juan Periáñez-Rodríguez, Alvaro Pun and Miguel A. Moreno-Risueno
Centro de Biotecnología y Genómica de Plantas. Departamento de Biotecnología.
Universidad Politécnica de Madrid.
juan.perianez@upm.es
Formation of organs is crucial for organism development. Organogenesis starts with the
formation of organ founder cells. These cells have the developmental potential –pluripotencyof giving rise to all distinct tissues which make up an organ; and are, therefore at the basis of
multicellularity. Pluripotency normally associates with embryonic and/or stem cells, and thus it
appears limited at adult developmental stages; but not in plants. In fact, plants form organs
continuously and have enormous regenerative capacities. Strikingly, in Arabidopsis thaliana
postembryonic root organogenesis and callus formation share the same developmental
pathway; and in addition, both require the morphogenetic hormone auxin and the
specification of lateral root founder cells (LRFC)1.
To decipher molecular cues regulating postembryonic organogenesis in Arabidopsis, we
screened for ethyl methanesulfonate (EMS) mutants impaired in lateral root development. We
identified a heritable mutation with altered pluripotency affecting postembryonic
organogenesis, which was named potent. Carrying this mutation prevents formation of lateral
roots because new stem cells are not specified, as indicated by lineage analyses and the stem
cell specification markers WOX and SCR. Interestingly, stem cell and tissue specification is not
affected in the main root of potent. Likewise, roots of potent form pericycle, which is the tissue
in which LRFCs are specified. However, pericycle in potent quickly changes identity during
development and most cells became LRFCs as indicated by the J0121, J2661 and SKP2B
markers. Furthermore, these LRFCs, although normally arrested in subsequent development,
could be stimulated to undergo organogenesis by auxin treatment. This resulted in
overproduction of lateral roots. Next, we analyzed the effect of this mutation during
organogenesis of roots from leaves, and found abnormal over-reprograming of cells which
were, in turn, arrested in subsequent development. This indicates a conserved functionality of
potent in postembryonic development. Finally, we mapped potent through next generation
sequencing and bioinformatic analysis of heterozygosity ratios. This analysis related potent
function to auxin signaling.
1

10

Perianez-Rodriguez J. et al (2014). Front Plant Sci. 26; 5:219

Research is funded by FP7 Marie Curie Career Integration Grant (PCIG11-GA-2012-322082), Plan Estatal
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The hypomorphic spch-5 allele reveals novel features of a master
positive regulator of stomatal development in Arabidopsis
Alberto de Marcos, Magdalena Triviño, Carmen Fenoll and Montaña Mena
Facultad de Ciencias Ambientales y Bioquímica, Universidad de Castilla-la Mancha,
Toledo 45071, Spain
Albertode.Marcos@uclm.es
Stomata development takes place gradually during organ development. The interplay of
environmental and physiological factors with a genetically determined program -that involves
several characterized genes in Arabidopsis- determines stomatal abundance and pattern in the
mature organs, thus impinging on plant performance through processes such as
photosynthesis or transpiration. The initiation of stomata development involves the
commitment of some protodermal cells as founders of stomatal lineages. Lineage progress
takes place under the control of positive and negative regulators that, respectively, promote
specific cell divisions and differentiation events and ensure a correct pattern where stomata
are never in contact with each other. Loss-of-function of positive factors reduce or abolish
stomata formation, while lack of negative regulator functions induce higher stomata numbers
and often stomatal clusters.
We isolated an EMS mutant, low density and clustering (ldc), with the unexpected combination
of low stomatal density plus stomatal clusters. Molecular and genetic analyses determined
that this unusual phenotype is due to one amino acid substitution in the SPEECHLESS (SPCH)
protein, prompting us to rename ldc as spch-5. SPCH is the first of three related bHLH
transcription factors that positively drive stomatal lineage progression. Its activity is essential
for producing stomatal lineages and loss-of-function mutations render stomataless, pavement
cell-only epidermis. Thus, spch-5 is a hypomorphic allele with striking features. We have
studied the developmental basis of the spch-5 phenotype through serial epidermal imprints,
establishing the cell division histories of the mutant stomatal lineages. Genetic analysis of a
panel of double and triple mutants rendered both expected and transgressive phenotypes,
suggestive of novel SPCH functions and genetic interactions with crucial stomatal development
players, which we are exploring further. We have also identified gene expression patterns
using qPCR and promoter::GFP reporters and studied the phenotypes resulting from targeted
overexpression or conditional (-estradiol-dependent) expression of various stomatal
development regulators in a range of genetic backgrounds involving spch-5. Pharmacological
treatments were able to complement the phenotypes of only a subset of the genotypes. Y1H,
Y2H and BiFC in Nicotiana benthamiana were used to interrogate SPCH-5 DNA-binding or
interaction capacity, and new SPCH versions were engineered and transformed in SPCH-null
lines to further investigate the functions suggested by these experiments. At the protein level,
SPCH-5 is being used to identify direct in vivo interactors in pull-down assays using SPCH-5-GFP
expressing lines.
This work was supported by grants BIO2012-33952, CSD2007-00057 from the Spanish Government and
PPII10-0194-4164 from Junta de Comunidades de Castilla-la Mancha
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TISSUE-SPECIFIC MOLECULAR MECHANISMS OF GIBBERELLIN
SIGNALLING DURING SEED GERMINATION.
Belén Rombolá-Caldentey, Paloma Rueda-Romero, Raquel Iglesias-Fernández, Rocío
Sánchez-Montesino, Laura Bouza-Morcillo, Pilar Carbonero and Luis Oñate-Sánchez*.
Centro de Biotecnología y Genómica de Plantas (CBGP), Escuela Técnica Superior de
Ingenieros Agrónomos, Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, Campus de Montegancedo,
Pozuelo de Alarcón, 28223, Madrid, Spain. *(luis.onate@upm.es)
ABSTRACT
Mechanistically, the ability of the seed to germinate results from a balance between a physical
restriction imposed by the embryo surrounding tissues and the ability of the embryo to grow
and protrude. In germinating seeds, the softening of the endosperm cell walls facilitates the
emergence of the elongating radicle. It is also known that GAs stimulates this weakening as
well as embryo expansion. We have found that GA-signalling in the Arabidopsis embryo
epidermis is required for proper germination and uncovered the underlying molecular
mechanism, which is likely to participate in the regulation of the elongation of the embryo,
coordinating growth of the epidermis with that of inner tissues (Castrillo et al., 2011; RomboláCaldentey et al., 2014). We have also obtained evidence pointing to the existence of a
different molecular mechanism involved in the regulation of gene expression upon GA
perception and DELLA degradation in the endosperm. Our results provide molecular, genetic
and physiological evidence highlighting the importance of tissue specific GA signalling for
proper development while generating a useful toolbox to analyse hormonal crosstalk between
embryo and endosperm.
REFERENCES
Castrillo G et al. (2011) PLoS ONE, 6(6): e21524
Rombolá-Caldentey et al. (2014) Plant Cell, 26: 2905-2919.
FUNDING ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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ABA-induced expression of SoDOG1 is inhibited by after-ripening in
Sisymbrium officinale seeds
Angel Matilla, Cristina García-Ramas, Nestor Carrillo-Barral and Mari Carmen
Rodríguez-Gacio
Department of Plant Physiology, Faculty of Pharmacy, University of Santiago de
Compostela, 15782-Santiago de Compostela, Spain
mdelcarmen.rodriguez.gacio@usc.es
The ABA-dependent DOG1 gene was the first locus characterized in Arabidopsis
controlling quantitative variation in seed dormancy (Bentsink et al., 2006). Thus, dog1
mutants show a non-dormant phenotype and partial ABA insensitivity (Barrero et al.,
2010). DOG1 abundance acts as a timer for dormancy release (Nakabayashi et al., 2012).
DOG1 gene is conserved through evolution (Graeber et al., 2010). Recently, it was
showed that DOG1 regulates Brassicaceae coat-dormancy by repressing the GAinduced expression of cell wall remodelling proteins required for micropylar
endosperm weakening (Graeber et al., 2014).
The dormancy of some seeds including Sisymbrium officinale can be relieved through
after-ripening (AR), a highly regulated process that occurs in the dry seed (IglesiasFernández et al., 2011). AR up-regulates the germination modulating the sensitivity and
metabolism of ABA (Matilla et al., 2015). Although DOG1 seems dormancy-associated, its
role in germination is far from being understood.
From a phylogenetic point of view, SoDOG1 gene is clustered into dicotyledonous group
such as DOG1 from Arabidopsis thaliana, Brassica rapa and Lepidium. In addition to
seeds, SoDOG1 transcripts were also found in flowers, roots and stems. In dry seeds,
the SoDOG1 mRNA level was AR0 ≈ AR7 (optimal AR) < AR27 (optimal AR was almost
lost). At the early AR0 seed imbibition, ABA provoked a strong stimulation of the SoDOG1
expression. AR7 inhibited this stimulation and gibberellins (GA) could partially mimic this
AR effect.
Bentsink et al. (2006) PNAS, 103: 17042-17047.
Barrero et al. (2010) Plant J, 61: 611-622.
Graeber et al. (2010) Plant Mol Biol, 73: 67-87.
Graeber et al. (2014) PNAS, E3571–E3580
Iglesias et al. (2011) Seed Sci Res, 21: 69-80.
Matilla et al. (2015) JPGR (in press).
Nakabayashi et al. (2012) Plant Cell, 24: 2826-2838.
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Arabidopsis DESIGUAL genes are required for leaf bilateral symmetry
David Wilson Sánchez, Sebastián Martínez López, Fernando Gual Barroso, Sara Jover
Gil and José Luis Micol
Instituto de Bioingeniería, Universidad Miguel Hernández, 03202 Elche, Alicante, Spain.
jlmicol@umh.es
Symmetry is an important but poorly understood property of many biological systems1. We
performed a large-scale search for leaf mutants among 15,000 Arabidopsis lines from the Salk
homozygous T-DNA collection, and found only one exhibiting leaf bilateral symmetry breaking
with incomplete penetrance. We dubbed desigual1-1 (deal1-1) this mutant, which also shows
defects in flower and silique organogenesis. Bilateral symmetry is altered in all these organs of
deal1-1 in a random fashion, as a consequence of the presence of both outgrowths and
invaginations, phenotypes that are more severe in adult rosette leaves. Asymmetry is apparent
in leaf primordia, where cell expansion has not yet started, suggesting impaired cell
proliferation. There are three DEAL redundant paralogs in the Arabidopsis genome: the deal1
deal2 deal3 triple mutants exhibit leaf bilateral symmetry breaking with complete penetrance.
We are examining the action of the DEAL genes and in particular their interactions with auxinrelated genes.
Muñoz-Nortes et al. (2014). J Exp Bot 65, 2645-2655.
This work was supported by grants from the Ministerio de Ciencia e Innovación of Spain (BFU201122825) and the Generalitat Valenciana (PROMETEOII/2014/006), awarded to José Luis Micol.
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Arabidopsis thaliana double knockout mutant bgal1/bgal3 shows
altered growth and cell wall composition
Ignacio Martín(1), María Moneo-Sánchez(1), J. Paul Knox(2), Berta Dopico(1) , Emilia
Labrador(1) .
1
Instituto Hispano-Luso de Investigaciones Agrarias (CIALE). Área de Fisiología Vegetal.
Facultad de Biología. Universidad de Salamanca. Campus Miguel de Unamuno. 37007Salamanca (Spain).
2
Centre for Plant Sciences, Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Leeds,
LS2 9JT (United Kingdom).
a56562@usal.es
The GH35 family of Arabidopsis thaliana β-galactosidases has been divided in two groups and
seven subfamilies [1]. The largest subfamily, a1, comprises six cell wall proteins: BGAL1, -2, -3, 4, -5 and -12. Our aim is to study the function of these cell wall β-galactosidases, by using
knockout mutants in genes encoding these β-galactosidases. We have previously obtained
homozygous lines of the corresponding six mutants, namely bgal1, bgal2, bgal3, bgal4, bgal5
and bgal12. Since no evident phenotype was found in these single mutants, we have obtained
a double bgal1/bgal3 mutant (loci At3g1375 and At4g36360). Preliminary results obtained
with this mutant are presented in this work.
Phenotypic analysis of bgal1/bgal3 showed a slight reduction in floral stem length when
compared to wild type plants. For a deeper characterization, we analyzed cross sections of the
different stem internodes, as well as cross sections from rosette leaves. No anatomical
differences were found, although, inmunolabelling with anti-galactan (LM5) and antihomogalacturonan (LM18) antibodies showed altered labelling patterns. Galactan levels were
highly increased in rosette leaves and to a lesser extend in floral stem internodes in all tissues,
whereas homogalacturonan levels were slightly reduced, mainly in rosette leaves, suggesting a
possible compensation mechanism in these organs.
Analysis of cell wall composition in double mutant plants was conducted by extracting the AIR
(alcohol insoluble residue) from rosette leaves and stem internodes. Three different fractions
(water, CDTA and KOH soluble fractions) were obtained and analyzed by ELISA using a set of
antibodies against different cell wall epitopes (both pectic and hemicellulosic). Our results
confirm the galactan increase in rosette leaves of the double mutant (both in water and CDTA
soluble fractions), and very slight variations in stem internodes. Despite the minor galactan
variations, stem internodes showed altered cell wall composition with changes in xyloglucan
and homogalacturonan levels, which may be responsible for the reduced length of the floral
stem and evidence a complex regulatory mechanism to maintain cell wall homeostasis.
[1] Ahn et al. (2007). Phytochem, 68: 1510-1520.
This work was funded by the Ministerio de Economía y Competitividad (MINECO) (BFU2013-44793-P).
María Moneo-Sánchez was supported by a FPI Grant from the Basque Governement.
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Assessing functional orthology between Arabidopsis and tomato genes
that regulate stomata development
Alberto de Marcos*, Alfonso Ortega*, Carmen Fenoll and Montaña Mena
Facultad de Ciencias Ambientales y Bioquímica, Universidad de Castilla-la Mancha,
Toledo 45071, Spain
* Both authors have contributed equally to this work
Alfonso.Ortega@uclm.es
The components of the gene circuitry involved in stomata development has been established
in the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana. For some genes, in silico identification of putative
orthologs has been performed in selected species as a proof of concept of the pathway
conservation during the evolution of land plants; the evolutionary footprint could be easily
tracked back to mosses, which have only one of the three related bHLH transcription factors
(SPCH, MUTE and FAMA) that positively drive this process in higher plants. Functional studies
for the Physcomitrella patens and Oryza sativa putative orthologs determined the partial
conservation of their functions in Arabidopsis. The focus of these studies was on phylogeny,
and to date, information on the genes that determine stomatal development in crop species is
lacking. Because such genes are key to establishing stomatal abundance in the mature plants,
alleles with modified activity have a great potential to modify stomatal numbers and thence
plant performance under different growth conditions. For instance, higher stomatal
abundance is related to higher transpiration and photosynthesis, improving cooling and
productivity under heat in irrigated crops; lower stomatal abundance, in contrast, optimizes
water use efficiency during water shortage.
We identified the putative orthologs of the three Arabidopsis bHLH-coding genes in Solanum
lycopersicon, using the SGN network (http://www.solgenomics.net) and the PLAZA
(http://bioinformatics.psb.ugent.be/plaza/) database. We also described the developmental
history of stomatal lineages in tomato cotyledons and young leaves by anatomical inspection
and in vivo serial epidermal imprints. Using cotyledon stages that exhibit developing stomatal
lineages, we cloned the full length cDNAs corresponding to the predicted orthologs for
Arabidopsis SPCH, MUTE and FAMA (with 2 candidates as the result of a recent segmental
duplication in the Solanaceae). These coding regions have been cloned under the control of
their corresponding Arabidopsis promoters, as well as under a constitutive promoter in a
system for conditional, -estradiol inducible expression. The constructs have been mobilized to
Arabidopsis to determine both phenotypic complementation of the corresponding loss-offunction mutants, and the phenotypes resulting from overexpression in different genotypes
and developmental stages. These experiments will provide information on the tomato gene
functions and open the possibility for identifying in TILLING collections mutant alleles with
altered properties useful for breeding.
This work was supported by grants BIO2012-33952, CSD2007-00057 from the Spanish Government and
PPII10-0194-4164 and a predoctoral contract to AA from Junta de Comunidades de Castilla-la Mancha.
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Auxin-induced maize primary root inhibition is not mediated by ethylene
Alarcón MV1, Lloret PG2, and Salguero J3
1
Hortofruticultura, Centro de Investigación La Orden, CICYTEX. 06187 Badajoz, Spain.
2
Biología Celular, Facultad de Ciencias, UEX. 06071 Badajoz, Spain.
3
Fisiología Vegetal, Escuela de Ingenierías Agrarias, UEX. 06007 Badajoz, Spain.
salguero@unex.es
Auxin and ethylene regulate several processes in root growth and development. It has been
shown that the application of 1-naphthaleneacetic acid (NAA) and 1-aminocyclopropane-1carboxylic acid (ACC) inhibited root elongation and increase ethylene levels. Because of auxin
specifically stimulates ethylene biosynthesis, it has been often discussed if the auxin-induced
root inhibition is produced directly by auxin or through an increase on ethylene levels.
In order to know whether root elongation inhibition by auxin is mediated by an increased of
ethylene or not, we compared root elongation with ethylene production in roots treated with
NAA and ACC.
Roots grew in hydroponic medium (HEPES 1 mM, CaCl2 1mM KCl 10 mM) at 30C in darkness.
NAA and ACC were applied to 60-80 length roots and elongation was measured after 24h.
Ethylene was quantified by gas chromatography after 2 4, 8 and 24 h of treatment. The total
amount of ethylene was calculated using ethylene production rates at different times.
NAA and ACC inhibited primary root elongation dependent on concentration. However, the
inhibitory effect by NAA was greater than those by ACC; NAA inhibited completely root
elongation, but ACC did not. Maximal inhibition was achieved by 50% in roots treated with 5
µM ACC. Ethylene levels were also increased by both NAA and ACC. Ethylene production
increased as NAA and ACC concentrations were augmented. Nevertheless, ACC was more
effective in stimulating ethylene production.
Comparative analysis of elongation and ethylene reveals differences between NAA and ACC.
Firstly, low NAA concentrations (0.01 µM), which did not increased ethylene production,
reduced root elongation by 20%. Secondly, NAA at 0.01 µM and ACC 1 µM inhibited similarly
root elongation. However, at these concentrations, NAA did not increased ethylene
production, but ACC increased ethylene by 280%. Moreover, treatments with NAA 0.1 µM,
which increased ethylene by 40%, and ACC 5 µM that caused an increase by 710%, caused the
same inhibition on root elongation. Finally, similar ethylene productions were achieved by NAA
at 0.5 µM and ACC at 1 µM, but NAA reduced elongation by 75 % whereas 1 µM ACC only
inhibited by 25%.
These results suggest that inhibition of primary root elongation by auxin is not mediated by the
increased ethylene biosynthesis auxin-induced.
Alarcón, M.V. et al. (2013). Botany, 9: 680-685.
Alarcón, M.V. et al. (2014). Plant Signaling & Behavior, 9, e28361.
Funding by Gobierno de Extremadura, Spain. Grupos de Investigación 10130 y BBB016.
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BRASSINOSTEROIDS AT THE STEM CELL NICHE: MOLECULAR DISSECTION
OF THE BRAVO PATHWAY
Nadja Bosch, Josep Vilarrasa Blasi, Isabel Betegón and Ana I. Caño-Delgado
Department of Molecular Genetics, Centre for Research in Agricultural Genomics (CRAG)
nadja.bosch@cragenomica.es

Brassinosteroid hormones (BRs) are essential regulators of plant growth and development. In
Arabidopsis, BR signaling has been widely investigated by genetic and biochemical approaches
that led to the identification of central BR signaling components ubiquitously expressed in the
plant, from the BRI1 receptor at the plasma membrane to downstream acting BR-regulated
BES1 and BZR1 transcription factors in the nuclei.
Our laboratory has pioneered the identification of BR signaling components with
spatiotemporal resolution in Arabidopsis. In the primary root, BRs control cell cycle
progression in the meristem, as well as the transition of these cells to differentiation1. In the
root stem cell niche, BRs promote the renewal of the quiescent centre (QC) cells and the
differentiation of distal stem cells, suggesting that counteracting BR signaling is a mechanism
to preserve the low rates of cell division in the QC. Using cell-specific transcriptomics we have
identified BRAVO as the first QC-specific repressor, preserving the root quiescence2. BRAVO
encodes a MYB transcription factor that is recruited by the BR-activated form of the
transcription factor BES1, creating a bistable switch that modulates QC divisions at the root
stem cell niche. Our findings unveil the existence of a QC cell-specific pathway to control stem
cell division and renewal, which is necessary for plant development and adaptation to
environmental stresses.
Currently, we aim to identify the native BRAVO protein complex in the stem cell niche
by using in vivo immunoprecipitation. We will present our current understanding of BRAVO
pathway and its functional relevance for stem cell development in plants.
1
González-García M-P, Vilarrasa-Blasi J, Zhiponova M, Divol F, Mora-García S, Russinova E, CañoDelgado AI (2011). Brassinosteroids control meristem size by promoting cell cycle progression in
Arabidopsis roots. Development ,138: 849-859.
2
Vilarrasa-Blasi J, González-García MP, Frigola D, Fàbregas N, Alexiou KG, López-Bigas N, Rivas S,
Jauneau A, Lohmann JU, Benfey PN, Ibañes M, Caño-Delgado AI (2014). Regulation of plant stem cell
quiescence by a brassinosteroid signaling module. Dev Cell, 30(1): 36-47.

Research in ACD laboratory is funded by BIO2013-43873-P from the Ministry of Economy and
Competitiveness.
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Comparative transcriptional profiling analysis of olive ripe-fruit pericarp
and abscission zone tissues shows distinct patterns of transcriptional
regulation
Ruben Parra1, Jorge Corbacho1, Miguel A Paredes1, Mercedes Gallardo2 and Maria C
Gomez-Jimenez1
1
Plant Physiology, University of Extremadura, Avda de Elvas s/n, 06006 Badajoz, Spain
2
Plant Physiology, University of Vigo, Campus Lagoas-Marcosende s/n, 36200, Vigo,
Spain
Email: mcgomez@unex.es
In fleshy fruit, abscission of fully ripe fruit is a process intimately linked to the ripening process.
In many fruit-tree species, such as olive (Olea europaea L. cv. Picual), there is a coupling of the
full ripening and the activation of the abscission-zone (AZ). Although fully ripe fruit have marked
physiological differences with respect to their AZs, dissimilarities in gene expression have not
been thoroughly investigated. The present study examines the transcriptome of olive fruit and
their AZ tissues at the last stage of ripening, monitored using mRNA-Seq. Roche-454 massive
parallel pyrosequencing enabled us to generate 397,457 high-quality EST sequences, among
which 199,075 were from ripe-fruit pericarp and 198,382 from AZ tissues. We assembled these
sequences into 19,062 contigs, grouped as 17,048 isotigs. Using the read amounts for each
annotated isotig (from a total of 15,671), we identified 7,756 transcripts. A comparative analysis
of the transcription profiles conducted in ripe-fruit pericarp and AZ evidenced that 4,391 genes
were differentially expressed genes (DEGs) in fruit and AZ. Functional categorization of the DEGs
revealed that AZ tissue has an apparently higher response to external stimuli than does that of
ripe fruit, revealing a higher expression of auxin-signaling genes, as well as lignin catabolic and
biosynthetic pathway, aromatic amino acid biosynthetic pathway, isoprenoid biosynthetic
pathway, protein amino acid dephosphorylation, amino acid transport, and photosynthesis. By
contrast, fruit-enriched transcripts are involved in ATP synthesis coupled proton transport,
glycolysis, and cell-wall organization. Furthermore, over 150 transcripts encoding putative
transcription-factors (TFs) were identified (37 fruit TFs and 113 AZ TFs), of which we randomly
selected eight genes and we confirmed their expression patterns using quantitative RT-PCR. We
generated a set of EST sequences from olive fruit at full ripening, and DEGs between two
different olive tissues, ripe fruit and their AZ, were also identified. Regarding the cross-talk
between fruit and AZ, using qRT-PCR, we confirmed a set of TF genes that were differentially
expressed, revealing profiles of expression that have not previously been reported, this offering
a promising beginning for studies on the different transcription regulation in such tissues.
Project funding by ‘Ministerio de Ciencia e Innovación’, Spain (BFU2010-18116)
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Chestnut and poplar RAV genes in tree seasonal dormancy
Tamara Hernández-Verdeja1, Alicia Moreno-Cortés1, Judith Lucia Gomez-Porras1,
Chris Dervinis 3,4,5, José Manuel Franco-Zorrilla2, Matias Kirst3,4,5, Isabel Allona1
1

Centro de Biotecnología y Genómica de Plantas (CBGP, UPM-INIA). Departamento de
Biotecnología-Biología Vegetal. Universidad Politécnica de Madrid. Campus de
Montegancedo, 28223-Pozuelo de Alarcón (Madrid), España
2
Centro Nacional de Biotecnología, Spanish National Research Council (CSIC), Madrid,
Spain.
3
Plant Molecular and Cellular Biology Program, University of Florida, Gainesville, USA
4
School of Forest Resources and Conservation, University of Florida, Gainesville, USA 5
Genetics Institute, University of Florida, Gainesville, USA.
isabel.allona@upm.es
Plants from temperate regions adapt to changing environmental conditions along the year.
Trees have evolved mechanisms that allow them to monitor and anticipate the seasons, and
cycle between growth and winter dormancy states. Dormancy is initiated by shortening of
photoperiod, and afterwards, as a result of a drop in temperature, trees reach a state of
endodormancy, the inability of resume growth in response to inductive conditions. Chilling
requirement needs to be fulfilled in order to release from endodormancy and gain the ability
to resume growth in response to good conditions.
The signalling networks that regulate dormancy in perennials are poorly understood. We had
previously shown that CsRAV1, a chestnut homolog of Arabidopsis TEM1 and TEM2, induced
sylleptic branching in poplar [1]. In this work we characterize the role of chestnut and poplar
RAV genes in dormancy.
The expression profile of CsRAV1, PtaRAV1 and PtaRAV2 along the year showed that all three
genes were induced during winter and maintained high expression levels until early spring.
These data suggested that CsRAV1, PtaRAV1 and PtaRAV2 were involved in the regulation of
winter dormancy in trees. To test this hypothesis we have used over-expressing CsRAV1, and
knock-down PtaRAV1 and PtaRAV2 transgenic poplars. The phenology of the transgenic lines
will be discussed.
It has been reported that Arabidopsis TEM1 binds to the FT promoter. An in silico screening of
TEM1 DNA recognition sites in the promoter region of the Populus trichocarpa homologous FT
genes revealed that the RAV1 motif was not conserved. Moreover, the over-expression of
CsRAV1 in Arabidopsis did not phenocopy the over-expression of AtTEM1 and AtTEM2,
suggesting a functional divergence of RAV family members. To gain insight on the molecular
function of tree RAV genes, we performed a transcriptomic analysis with RNA from the poplar
transgenic lines, and protein-binding microarrays to identify the cis-acting elements for
CsRAV1, PtaRAV1 and PtaRAV2. The identification of the binding elements and their
occurrence in the genes differentially expressed will be presented.
In conclusion, our study reveals a possible function of RAV transcriptional regulators in the
control of winter dormancy in trees.
References
1- Moreno-Cortes A., et al. (2012). New Phytol, 194:83-90
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Development of buds in roots of Tabebuia roseoalba a woody tree
species in Neotropical savannas.
Jales Teixeira Chaves Filho1, Jácomo Divino Borges2
1
Pontifícia Universidade Católica de Goiás/Universidade Estadual de Goiás, Morrinhos,
Goiás, Brasil.
2
Escola de Agronomia/Universidade Federal de Goiás, Goiânia, Goiás, Brasil.
jaleschaves@yahoo.com.br
The species Tabebuia roseoalba is a tree of Bignoniaceae family, present in natural flora of
Cerrado vegetation, a type of Neotropical savannas. The Cerrado is a floristically diverse
savanna that covers than two million km2 of Central Brazil and parts of Bolívia and Paraguay.
This region has been recognized as a global biodiversity hotspot with more than 10,000 plant
species; of wich 44% are endemic. Many plants produce adventitious buds (buds appearing in
places other than stems) along the roots grow near the surface of the ground and occur
naturally on roots of certain plants. Tabebuia roseoalba exhibits clonal propagation in natural
environment, but the origin of buds is unknown. The presence of underground systems that
produce buds in woody tree species is related with survival under environmental stress such as
fire. Thus, the aim of this work was analyze and to characterize the development of
adventitious buds in the roots of T. roseoalba species. The material used in the investigation
(plagiotropic underground system) was obtained in the area of campus of Pontifícia
Universidade Católica de Goiás, Goiânia, Goiás. The selected material were cut into 10 cm long
segments, rinsed with tap water and planted in plastic pot with vermiculite. The segments
were keeping in thermostatic chamber for shoot-buds induced during 60 days. After, the
material was hand sectioned and then stained with safranin and methylene blue for the
microscopic examination. The initial development of these adventitious buds always starts
within small groups of parenchyma cells in the cortex or the dilated phloem rays, which
dedifferentiate and become meristematic again by repeated subdivisions. The results indicates
that the underground system analyzed have an arrangement characteristic of roots with the
protoxylem poles to the outer side (exarch) and the center of the structure is made up entirely
of xylem. The characteristics observed in this work lead to propose that the buds are
reparative type in which your formation is linked with injury in the underground system.
Project funding at Fundação de Amparo à Pesquisa do Estado de Goiás (FAPEG).
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Differential expression of ATP-binding cassette transporters during
melon ripening
Jorge Corbacho and Maria C. Gomez-Jimenez
Plant Physiology, University of Extremadura, Avda de Elvas s/n, 06006 Badajoz, Spain
Email: mcgomez@unex.es
The ATP-binding cassette (ABC) transporter superfamily is the largest transporter gene family
responsible for transporting specific molecules across lipid membranes in all living organisms.
Although the superfamily of ABC proteins plays key roles in the physiology and development of
plants, the functions of members of this family mostly remain to be clarified, especially in crop
plants. Thus, analysis of this family in melon (Cucumis melo L.) will be helpful in the design of
strategies for functional analysis. Here, we identified 14 putative ABC genes from charentais
melon fruit and analyzed their phylogenetic relationships. Gene expression analysis revealed
that they are differentially regulated dependent on tissue and developmental stage. Moreover,
we have investigated their temporal expression patterns during melon ripening using
quantitative real-time PCR. Our results indicate that 4 ABC genes (CM-ABCF1, CM-ABCF4, CMABCG23 and CM-ABCE2) were up-regulated during melon ripening. Of these, the expression of
one ABC gene, CM-ABCG23, was reduced in ethylene-suppressed antisense ACC oxidase fruit,
suggesting that this gene is potentially regulated by ethylene. Our analysis provides novel
information for the ABC genes during ripening and lays a foundation for future analysis of their
hormonal regulation.
Project funding by ‘Ministerio de Ciencia e Innovación’, Spain (BFU2010-18116)
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Genetic variation in fruiting efficiency among modern wheat cultivars

Mónica Elía1,2, Francisco Batlle2, Roxana Savin1, Gustavo A. Slafer1,3
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Department of Crop and Forest Sciences and AGROTECNIO, (Center for Research in
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2
Semillas Batlle S.A., Josep Pané, 14, 25220 Bell-lloc d'Urgell, Lleida, Spain
3
ICREA (Catalonian Institution for Research and Advanced Studies), Spain
monica.elia@pvcf.udl.cat

Grain number (GN) must be increased to further improve yield. An alternative trait which
could be exploited is the fruiting efficiency (FE, the efficiency with which spike dry weight at
anthesis-SDWa is converted in GN). It is relevant to identify genotypic variation within elite
material, as it is more useful in breeding. We aimed to quantify the degree of variation in FE
among modern wheat cultivars (Nogal, Califa Sur, Ingenio, Arthur Nick, Sensas, Atae, Rodolfo
413MO, García, and SARINAxFW32), determining its physiological bases of the existing
variation. Experiments were carried out at Lleida during 2012/13 (EXP1) under high nitrogen
(N) availability and 2013/14 (EXP2) under both low (N0 unfertilised) and high N availability (N1;
fertilised with 200 Kg N ha-1). Yield was strongly related to GN at the time that GN was
positively and significantly associated with SDWa. Genotypic differences in GN were due to
differences in FE, which did not respond noticeably to environmental conditions. Increased FE
was brought about by a generalised improved fertility across all spikelets of all spikes.
Genotypic differences in FE were related to differences in grain weight in some cases but not in
others. Thus, genetic variation in FE may be independent of changes in potential grain size
avoiding a trade-off in average weight grain, and therefore it was confirmed as a promising
trait to further improve yield in wheat.

Funding was provided by ADAPTAWHEAT (7th FP of the EU).
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HGA and XG compensate the loss of galactan in arabidopsis plants
overexpressing chickpea βI-Gal and βV-Gal
María Moneo-Sánchez(1), Josefina Hernández-Nistal(2), J. Paul Knox(3), Emilia
Labrador(1), Berta Dopico(1), Ignacio Martín(1) .
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2
Departamento de Fisiología Vegetal, Universidad de Santiago de Compostela.
Campus de Lugo. 27002-Lugo (Spain).
3
Centre for Plant Sciences, Faculty of Biological Sciences, University of Leeds,
LS2 9JT (United Kingdom).
moneosm@usal.es
Previous studies on the chickpea (Cicer arietinum) β-galactosidase family point to specific roles
of these enzymes in different tissues and developmental stages. Thus, βV-Gal seems to be
involved in the final stage of cell proliferation and the subsequent establishment of a cell wall
with elongation capacity, and it’s mainly associated to meristematic tissues [1], whereas βI-Gal
has been related to the stiffening of the cell wall and the cease of elongation during vascular
tissues and fibres differentiation [2]. In the present work, transgenic Arabidopsis thaliana
plants overexpressing βI-Gal and βV-Gal under the control of 35S CaMV promoter have been
generated as an approach to gain insight into the function of this protein.
Cross sections of rosette leaves and floral stem internodes from transgenic plants showed no
anatomical differences when compared to the wild type. Nevertheless, inmunolabelling of
these sections with anti-galactan antibody (LM5) showed different labelling patterns. Both
transgenic plants have reduced galactan levels, which become more evident in fibres near the
vascular bundles of the most basal floral stem internode, with low elongation rate.
Immunolabelling of the same sections with anti-homogalacturonan antibodies (LM18) points
to a possible compensation mechanism, since homogalacturonan levels are slightly increased
in these fibres.
A more detailed analysis of cell wall composition of transformed plants was conducted by
extracting the AIR (alcohol insoluble residue) from rosette leaves and internodes. Three
different fractions were obtained (water, CDTA and KOH soluble fractions) and analyzed by
ELISA using a set of antibodies against different call wall epitopes (both pectic and
hemicellulosic). Our results confirm the galactan reduction in the transgenic plants (both in
water and CDTA soluble fractions), although to different extents depending on the organ
analyzed. Reduction was stronger in p35S::βI-Gal than in p35S::βV-Gal plants. Surprisingly, not
only variations in other pectic polysaccharides, such as homogalacturonan or arabinan, seems
to compensate this galactan reduction, but also xyloglucan from the KOH soluble fraction
showed reduced levels, especially in p35S::βI-Gal plants. These results point to the existence of
a strong compensatory mechanism that ensures cell wall stability.
[1] Martín et al. (2009). J. Plant Growth Regul. 28: 1-11.
[2] Martín et al. (2011). Plant Biol. 13: 777-783.
This work was funded by the Ministerio de Economía y Competitividad (MINECO) (BFU2013-44793-P).
María Moneo-Sánchez was supported by a FPI Grant from the Basque Governement.
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Hormonal genetics of adventitious organogenesis in tomato (S.
lycopersicum cv. Micro-Tom)
Joan Villanova1, Ana Belén Sánchez-García1, Antonio Cano2, Manuel Acosta2, José
Manuel Pérez-Pérez1
1
Instituto de Bioingeniería, Universidad Miguel Hernández, Avda. de la Universidad s/n,
03202 Elche
2
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jvillanova@umh.es
Tomato is an attractive model to study the genetic basis of de novo adventitious organ
formation, since there is a considerable natural genetic variation for this trait among wild
relatives (Arikita et al. 2013). Although it is assumed that all plant cells are totipotent, recent
studies suggest that only some of them are kept in a pluripotent state throughout the lifecycle
of the plant and it is these cells that initiate the process of de novo organ formation either by
in vitro culture or after wound-induction (Sugimoto et al. 2011).
To contribute to a better understanding of the molecular mechanisms that regulate plant
regeneration in tomato, we are conducting a multidisciplinary approach including molecular,
cellular, genetic and plant physiology techniques.
We found that active polar auxin transport through the hypocotyl leads to a defined auxin
gradient required for adventitious root formation in the hypocotyl base. Subsequently,
cytokinin accumulation in the hypocotyl apex leads to de novo shoot organogenesis. Additional
experiments using several tomato mutants affected in hormonal signalling are being
performed to validate our model for wound-induced organ regeneration from hypocotyl
explants in this species.

Arikita et al. (2013). Plant Sci., 199-200: 121-130
Sugimoto et al. (2011). Trends Cell Biol., 21: 212-218
Work funded by Eurostars-EUREKA (CARNOMICS E!6834) and MINECO/FEDER (AGL2012-33610)
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Mannans and endo-β-mannanases (MAN) in germinating seeds: from
Arabidopsis thaliana to Hordeum vulgare
Raquel Iglesias-Fernández1, Néstor Carrillo-Barral2, Ángel Matilla2
and Pilar Carbonero1
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2
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de Compostela, 15782, Santiago de Compostela (Spain)
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In endospermic eudicot seeds, germination sensu stricto occurs in two sequential steps where
seed coat rupture is followed by the endosperm layer breakage. The endosperm cells of these
seeds have cell walls (CWs) frequently rich in mannans that contribute to strong mechanical
resistance for the radicle protrusion. Endo-β–mannanases (MAN; EC. 3.2.1.78) are hydrolytic
enzymes that catalyze cleavage of β-1,4 bonds in the mannan-polymer. In Arabidopsis thaliana
seeds, the AtMAN7 gene is the most highly expressed in seeds upon germination and their
transcripts are restricted to the micropylar endosperm and to the radicle. Interestingly,
mutants with a T-DNA insertion in this gene (K.O. AtMAN7) have a slower germination rate
than controls. AtMAN7 is transcriptionally activated by AtbZIP44. Exploring the transcription
factor (TF) AtbZIP44 interactome, by screening an arrayed yeast library of circa 1,200 TFs from
A. thaliana (Y-2H assays), the AtbZIP9 has been identified and its physiological implication in
the combinatorial transcriptional regulation of AtMAN7 established.
The Triticeae sensu stricto seed germination also occurs in two steps: the coleorhiza
emergence (CE) occurs after pericarp and testa rupture, followed by the root emergence (RE).
Mannan content in the coleorhiza and root of these seeds decrease upon imbibition (from 1230 h), while the MAN activity increases concurrently. In the genome of Hordeum vulgare, the
MAN family is represented by six members, but only three HvMAN genes are highly expressed
upon germination. Molecular characterization of these genes (i.e., RT-qPCR analyses and
mRNA in situ localizations), together with data on mannans and MAN activity, suggest that the
coleorhiza in the Triticeae and the micropylar endosperm in eudicots germinating seeds may
have similar functions.
Iglesias-Fernández et al. (2011) Planta 233, 25–36.
Iglesias-Fernández et al. (2013) Plant J. 74: 767–780.
Financial support from MINECO, Spain (Project BFU2009-11809; PI: Pilar Carbonero)
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Mexican pepper seed quality and LEA-protein activity in relation to fruit
maturation and post-harvest storage
Óscar J. Ayala-Garay1, Marcelo Martínez-Muñoz2, Víctor H. Aguilar-Rincón1, Tarsicio
Corona-Torres1, Víctor F. Conde-Martínez3
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Mexico is one of the most important diversification center of Capsicum (Ayala-Villegas et al.,
2014). Obtaining high seed quality is necessary for modern agriculture and germplasm
conservation. There are few studies on the seed development of the Mexican types of C.
annuum L., which ones usually have a lot of different physiological characteristics in
comparison to traditional sweet pepper (Vidigal et al., 2009). During development the seed
becomes maximum quality attributes; some practices can reduce the process time without
compromising quality. This study was conducted to evaluate the influence of fruit maturity and
its post-harvest storage on physiological quality and LEA proteins activity of chili pepper seeds
during development. Two types of Mexican chili pepper (Ancho and Guajillo) were sown under
greenhouse conditions in Texcoco, central Mexico. Fruits were harvested at 40, 60, 80, 100,
120 and 140 days after anthesis (DAA) and stored during 0, 7 and 14 days before seed
extraction. Seeds were evaluated by moisture content, weight (1000 seeds), germination with
and without accelerated aging (EA), speed emergence, electrical conductivity and
eletrophoretical analysis for proteins LEA. Moisture content of Guajillo seeds (extracted from
fruits of 0 days post-harvest storage) throughout development decreases from 86 to 17 %, and
Ancho maintaining at 47 % from 80 DDA. It was verified that precocious harvest (40 DAA) was
not beneficial to physiological quality of chili pepper seeds even when associated to 14 days
post-harvest storage. Germinability was correlated with weight and electrical conductivity,
Ancho seeds germinate starting from 8.2 g and 472.5 μS cm1 g-1 and Guajillo seeds from 5.3 g y
679.3 μS cm1 g-1, respectively. In fruits harvested at 80 DAA, 14 days post-harvest storage was
indispensable to assure the physiological quality of seeds in both types of chili pepper: the
germination mean was better than 93 % and seeds vigor was higher (germination after EA and
speed emergence mean were superior to 90 % and 5.6 radicle d-1, respectively). Seeds
harvested from 120 DAA presented high quality, not being necessary the post-harvest storage
of fruits. The activity of two LEA proteins was detected. For first LEA protein (65 kDa) synthesis
occurred at 80 DAA, second LEA protein (50 kDa) synthesis occurred at 120 DAA, being directly
related to maximal physiological quality of chili pepper seeds.
Ayala-Villegas et al. (2014). Rev. Fitotec. Mex. 37: 79-87.
Vidigal et al. (2009). Seed Sci. & Technol. 37: 192-201.
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MtST3, a constitutive member of Medicago truncatula ST gene family
highly expressed in seed development
Lucía Albornos, Ignacio Martín, Emilia Labrador and Berta Dopico
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The ST gene family is unique to several dicot species and encodes a group of proteins
characterized by a signal peptide, a non-repeated sequence and a 25-26 amino acids sequence
repeated consecutively in tandem. ST repeats have an hexapeptide (E/DFEPRP), followed by 4
partially conserved amino acids and a fully conserved Tyr which are the core sequence of
DUF2775 domain that share all ST proteins [1]. Up to now no role in plant physiology has been
assigned to this protein family although its involvement in plant elongation, germination, fruit
development as well as plant-mycorrhiza interaction has been pointed out.
M. truncatula ST family is the largest one [1] and has 6 members named MtST1 to MtST6 with
different transcript accumulation. In this abstract we will focus on MtST3 (AC LN827609).
MtST3 gene (ST3) encodes a 430 amino acid protein with 15 repeats of 26 amino acids that
belongs to type IIa group [1]. Its transcripts have been found in cDNA libraries of roots and
immature seeds [1].
Our results indicated that the ST3 gene promoter (pST3) presented several cis-acting
regulatory elements (CREs) related to spatio-temporal expression, being the most abundant
those related to seeds (47), of which 33 were from seed storage protein gene promoters,
flowers (16) and leaves (15). M. truncatula pST3::GUS transgenic plants showed a high but
differential activity through seedlings and plants development, being particularly high in the
vasculature. It is noteworthy the activity appearing both, in mature pollen and anthers as well
as in the ovules, that was maintained all over seed development. During seedling development
both, in etiolated and green plants, it is possible to detect ST3 transcripts by sqRT-PCR,
although at different level in roots and aerial parts. The maximum amount of mRNA was found
in the last stage of fruit development and in green seeds, followed by roots.
Finally, the presence of a signal peptide indicates that ST3 protein enters the secretory
pathway and our results pointed to a double location in the cell both, in the cell wall and in the
cytoplasm.
These results indicated that ST3 might participate in seed development apart from having a
more general role in roots.
[1] Albornos et al. (2012). BMC Plant Biol., vol: 12 Page 207.
This work was funded by the MINECO (BFU2013-44793-P) and the JCYL (SA023A10-2) (Spain). L.
Albornos was supported by FPU grant from the Spanish MECD.
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MtST4, a specific member of Medicago truncatula ST gene family barely
present during vegetative plant development
Berta Dopico, Lucía Albornos, Emilia Labrador and Ignacio Martín
Instituto Hispano-Luso de Investigaciones Agrarias (CIALE). Área de Fisiología Vegetal.
Facultad de Biología. Universidad de Salamanca. Campus Miguel de Unamuno.37007Salamanca (Spain).
bdr@usal.es
The ST gene family is unique to several dicot species and encodes a group of proteins
characterized by a signal peptide, a non-repeated sequence and a 25-26 amino acids sequence
repeated consecutively in tandem. ST repeats have an hexapeptide (E/DFEPRP), followed by 4
partially conserved amino acids and a fully conserved Tyr which are the core sequence of
DUF2775 domain that share all ST proteins [1]. Up to now no role in plant physiology has been
assigned to this protein family although its involvement in plant elongation, germination, fruit
development as well as plant-mycorrhiza interaction has been pointed out.
M. truncatula ST family is the largest one [1] and has 6 members named MtST1 to MtST6 with
different transcript accumulation. In this abstract we will focus on MtST4 (AC LN827610).
MtST4 gene (ST4) encodes a 493 amino acid protein with 17 repeats of 26 amino acids that
belongs to type IIa group [1]. Its transcripts have been previously found in cDNA libraries of
roots and leaves under optimal growth conditions [1].
Last results in our group indicated that the ST4 gene promoter (pST4) presented several cisacting regulatory elements (CREs) related to spatio-temporal expression being more abundant
those related to seed (56), of which 29 were from seed storage protein gene promoters,
flowers (17), leaves (13) and roots (13). M. truncatula pST4::GUS transgenic plants showed a
general faint activity that was higher in early stages of development in organs such as leaves,
roots and flowers, being also active in root vasculature. It is noteworthy that blue colour
appeared both, in funiculus and in pod vasculature. ST4 transcripts were not found by sqRTPCR through seedling development neither in etiolated nor in green plants, in roots or aerial
parts. Solely, transcripts were representative in the two first stages of flower development and
were hardly detected in roots of adult plants.
Finally, the presence of a signal peptide indicated that ST4 protein enters the secretory
pathway and our results, in Arabidopsis thaliana p35S::ST4-GFP transgenic plants, showed that
it was clearly located just in the cell wall.
[1] Albornos et al. (2014). BMC Plant Biol., vol: 12 Page 207
This work was funded by the MINECO (BFU2013-44793-P) and the JCYL (SA023A10-2) (Spain). L.
Albornos was supported by FPU grant from the Spanish MECD.
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Nanostructural changes in cell wall pectins during strawberry fruit
ripening assessed by atomic force microscopy
C. Paniagua1, A.R. Kirby2, A.P. Gunning2, V. Morris2, A.J. Matas1, M.A. Quesada3, J.A
Mercado1
1
Instituto de Hortofruticultura Subtropical y Mediterránea “La Mayora” (IHSM-UMA-CSIC),
Departamento de Biología Vegetal, Universidad de Málaga, 29071 Málaga, Spain
2
Institute of Food Research, Norwich Research Park, Colney, Norwich NR4 7UA, UK
3
Departamento de Biología Vegetal, Universidad de Málaga, 29071 Málaga, Spain

candelaspc@uma.es
Rapid loss of firmness occurs during strawberry (Fragaria × ananassa Duch) ripening, resulting
in a short shelf life and high economic losses. The disassembly of cell walls is considered the
main responsible for fruit softening, being pectins extensively modified during strawberry
ripening (Paniagua et al. 2014). Atomic force microscopy allows the analysis of individual
polymer chains at nanostructural level with a minimal sample preparation (Morris et al., 2001).
The main objective of this research was to compare pectins of green and red ripe strawberry
fruits at the nanostructural level to shed light on structural changes that could be related to
softening.
Cell walls from strawberry fruits were extracted and fractionated with different solvents
to obtain fractions enriched in a specific component. The yield of cell wall material, as well as
the amount of the different fractions, decreased in ripe fruits. CDTA and Na2CO3 fractions
underwent the largest decrements, being these fractions enriched in pectins supposedly
located in the middle lamella and primary cell wall, respectively. Uronic acid content also
decreased significantly during ripening in both pectin fractions, but the amount of soluble
pectins, those extracted with phenol:acetic acid:water (PAW) and water increased in ripe
fruits. Monosaccharide composition in CDTA and Na2CO3 fractions was determined by gas
chromatography. In both pectin fractions, the amount of Ara and Gal, the two most abundant
carbohydrates, decreased in ripe fruits. The nanostructural characteristics of CDTA and Na2CO3
pectins were analyzed by AFM. Isolated pectic chains present in the CDTA fraction were
significantly longer and more branched in samples from green fruits than those present in
samples obtained from red fruit. In spite of slight differences in length distributions, Na2CO3
samples from unripe fruits displayed some longer chains at low frequency that were not
detected in ripe fruits. Pectin aggregates were more frequently observed in green fruit
samples from both fractions. These results support that pectic chain length and the
nanostructural complexity of the pectins present in CDTA and Na2CO3 fractions diminish during
strawberry fruit development, and these changes, jointly with the loss of neutral sugars, could
contribute to the solubilization of pectins and fruit softening.
Paniagua et al. (2014). Ann Bot, 114: 1375-1383
Morris et al. (2001). Food Sci Tech 34: 3-10
This research was supported by FEDER EU Funds and the Ministerio de Educación y Ciencia of Spain
(grant reference AGL2011-24814)
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New insights on winter-associated regulators of the circadian clock in
poplar.
José M. Ramos-Sánchez, Alicia Moreno-Cortés, Daniel Conde, Tamara HernándezVerdeja, Mariano Perales, Isabel Allona
Centro de Biotecnología y Genómica de Plantas (CBGP, UPM-INIA). Departamento de
Biotecnología-Biología Vegetal. Universidad Politécnica de Madrid. Campus de
Montegancedo, 28223-Pozuelo de Alarcón (Madrid), España
jm.ramos@upm.es
Winter dormancy is an adaptive mechanism that allows trees from temperate and cold regions
to survive the harsh conditions of this season. This process is strongly influenced by daylength
and temperature, which are signals that are integrated by the circadian clock. Low temperatures
cause the disruption of the circadian clock in trees, which consists in a transcriptional activation
followed by an arrhythmic expression. In this work we uncover winter-associated regulators of
the circadian clock in poplar. We generated transgenic poplars that express a transcriptional
fusion between the promoter of a circadian clock gene and the luciferase gene. Setting up a
circadian luminiscence assay by which we register the luciferase activity from leaf discs with a
luminometer, we have characterized the expression of this promoter under different
photoperiods. Then, we carried out a Yeast One Hybrid (Y1H) screening with a library enriched
in winter-associated factors using this promoter as bait. Candidate regulators are tested in vivo
by transient assays in poplar, overexpressing and silencing the candidate genes. Our results
indicate the selected promoter region contains the circadian elements as well as the luciferase
activity shows the expected expression under both long and short days. In the Y1H screening,
we found several candidates that are classified either as transcription factors or chromatin
remodelers. We discuss the putative role of these proteins as regulators of the poplar circadian
clock.
Funding
This work was funded by the Spanish Ministerio de Ciencia e Innovación AGL2011-22625/FOR and by the
European KBBE Tree for Joules PIM2010PKB-00702. JM.R-S. is recipient of a predoctoral fellowship from
the Spanish Ministerio de Educación, Cultura y Deporte (FPU12/01648). A.M-C. was partly supported by
the JC postdoctoral program from the Universidad Politécnica de Madrid (JC/03/2010). M.P is recipient
of Ramon y Cajal fellowship from the Spanish Ministerio de Economía y Competitividad (RYC-201210194).
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Nitric oxide modifies endocytosis and polar distribution of PIN1 auxin
efflux carrier
Tamara Lechón1, Luis Sanz1, Stephan Pollmann2, Michael Sauer3, Luisa Sandalio4 and
Oscar Lorenzo1
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Pozuelo de Alarcón, 28223, Madrid, España
3
Pflanzenphysiologie, Institut für Biochemie und Biologie, Universität Potsdam, Karl
Liebknecht Strasse 24-25, Haus 20, 14476, Potsdam-Golm, Deutschland
4
Departamento de Bioquímica, Biología Celular y Molecular de Plantas, Estación
Experimental del Zaidín, CSIC, C/ Profesor Albareda 1, 18008, Granada, España
tlg@usal.es
Nitric oxide (NO) is a unique reactive nitrogen species with an array of signaling functions in
several plant developmental processes and stress responses. This remarkable range of effects
stems from NO ability to modulate phytohormones at multiple levels through transcriptional
or post-translational modifications, and can even lead to the onset of opposite effects on the
same signaling cascade. Indeed, previous works show that NO-mediated auxin regulation
seems to follow this pattern. While Terrile et al. (2012) have proven that NO enhances auxin
response through the S-nitrosylation of auxin receptor protein TIR1, our group has
demonstrated that it also impairs acropetal auxin transport by a PIN1-dependent mechanism,
thus reducing the expression of the auxin-response reporter DR5pro:GFP/GUS (FernándezMarcos et al., 2011).
Both auxin and NO are well-established regulators of root morphogenesis. Our work addresses
the role of the NO/auxin interaction in this physiological process and seeks to integrate both
seemingly opposite NO-mediated effects on auxin signaling on an encompassing model of root
development. We followed pharmacological and genetic approaches to unravel the role of NO
in establishing auxin distribution patterns necessary for stem cell niche homeostasis and root
meristem organization (Sanz et al., 2014), and carried out careful GFP and immunolocalization
analyses in order to deepen our understanding of auxin transport regulation. Our results reveal
that NO-mediated alterations in root development cannot be ascribed solely to a reduction in
acropetal auxin transport and point to cytoskeleton and cytoskeleton-controlled processes
such as endocytosis as key modulators of root growth and development.
Fernández-Marcos et al. (2011). PNAS, 108: 18506-18511
Sanz et al. (2014). Plant Physiol, 166(4): 1972-1984
Terrile et al. (2012). Plant J, 70(3): 492-500
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Olive pollen oil body-associated proteins and their functions in storage
lipid mobilization during pollen tube growth
Antonio Jesús Castro1, Krzysztof Zienkiewicz1,2, Juan de Dios Alché1, María Isabel
Rodriguez-García1, Agnieszka Zienkiewicz1,3
1
Department of Biochemistry, Cell and Molecular Biology of Plants, Estación
Experimental del Zaidín, Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas (CSIC), Profesor
Albareda 1, 18008, Granada, Spain
2
Department of Cell Biology and 3 Department of Physiology and Molecular Biology of
Plants, Institute of General and Molecular Biology, Nicolaus Copernicus University,
Gargarina 9, 87-100, Toruń, Poland
antoniojesus.castro@eez.csic.es
The mature pollen of many plant species stores large amounts of neutral lipids (e.g.
triacylglycerides, TAGs) in the cytoplasm of the vegetative cell, being confined in specialized
organelles called oil bodies (OBs). It has been suggested that this carbon source might support
pollen tube growth at the early stages of pollen germination. Therefore, it is expected that
storage lipids have a decisive role in the success of fertilization. This fact contrasts with the
lack of information regarding the fate of these compounds as well as the molecular
mechanisms that regulate its degradation during the germination process of the male
gametophyte. We first identified several oil body (OB)-associated proteins in the olive pollen
transcriptome. A caleosin that showed peroxygenase activity was early incorporated during OB
biogenesis, while a phospholipase A was targeted to these organelles during pollen
maturation. In addition, an acyl esterase, namely a patatin-like TAG lipase, and a lipoxygenase
were later recruited after pollen hydration and germination. These enzymes significantly
increased their activity levels and OB mobilization occurred more rapidly under sugardeprivation conditions. However, the absence of a carbon source in the culture medium did
not significantly influence pollen tube performance. Therefore, extracellular sugars may
modulate the mobilization rate of storage lipids. Chemical inhibition of these enzymes
decreased pollen germination values in all cases. Overall, our data support the idea that two
independent pathways act synergistically to mobilize TAGs during pollen germination. Thus,
the process might be initiated by the breakdown of the phospholipid coating through a
phospholipase A to promote the access of degrading enzymes to the TAG matrix. Fatty acids
might be released from TAGs by the action of a patatin-like TAG lipase. In parallel, some
linoleate moieties (18:2) might be first oxygenated by a lipoxygenase and further reduced by
the peroxygenase activity of a caleosin before entering the β-oxidation spiral.
This work was supported by ERDF-cofinanced grants from MICINN (AGL2008-00517AGR, AGL201343042-P, BFU2011-22779) and Junta de Andalucía (P10-CVI-5767, P2010-AGR6274, P2011-CVI7487). KZ
and AZ thank the CSIC for providing JAE-DOC funding.
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Overexpression of ZePrx in Arabidopsis thaliana L. causes minor changes
in total peroxidase activity and lignin.
Alba García-Ulloa 1, Francisco Fernández-Pérez2, Jorge Gutiérrez1, Federico Pomar1
and Esther Novo-Uzal2
1
Department of Animal Biology, Plant Biology and Ecology, University of A Coruña,
Campus da Zapateira, 15071, A Coruña, Spain.
2
Department of Plant Biology, University of Murcia, Campus de Espinardo, 30100,
Murcia, Spain.
alba.gulloa@udc.es
Lignin is a polymer that results from the oxidative coupling of three hidroxycinnamyl (pcoumaryl, coniferyl and sinapyl) alcohols. These monolignols are oxidized by cell wall
peroxidases, yielding H, G and S units. Lignification is one of the basic steps for xylem elements
formation. This process has been studied, among other systems, in Zinnia elegans, whose basic
peroxidase is considered to present all the characteristics needed to be responsible for lignin
biosynthesis (Gabaldón et al. 2005). The aim of this study is to confirm the role of the basic
peroxidase of Z. elegans (ZePrx) in lignification. Arabidopsis thaliana Col0 ecotype plants were
transformed by floral dip with an overexpression vector carrying ZePrx under the control of
CaMV 35S promoter. Four independent lines that showed a high expression of ZePrx were
selected. Biometric analysis suggests a slower development of transformed plants than col0
plants. Total peroxidase activity assays, using coniferyl alcohol and syringaldazine as
substrates, showed minor changes between col0 and transformed plants. Also we studied the
peroxidase activity distribution on mature stem sections and no changes were found. Weisner
and Mäule stainings were used to determine the distribution of lignins and S units,
respectively, in the floral stems of mature plants. The latter showed that lignin composition
differs between xylem vessels and intefascicular fibers in both col0 and transformed plants.
Lignin was quantified using acetyl bromide and its monomeric composition was analyzed by
thioacidolysis coupled to GC-MS. Both techniques showed a minor increase in lignin content in
transformed plants. These results may suggest a strong control of the lignin biosynthesis at
previous steps.

Gabaldón et al. (2005). Plant Physiol., 139: Page 1138-1154
AGU and FFP hold FPU grants from MECD, Spain. ENU holds a JdC grant from MICINN, Spain.
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Photoperiodic signaling: Acclimatization and induction of dormancy in
Vitis vinifera buds grown in the Tropics
Ricardo Bressan-Smith1, Debora Jesus Dantas1, Leandro Hespanhol-Viana1, Francisco
Perez2
1
Plant Physiology Laboratory, North Fluminense State University, Campos dos
Goytacazes, RJ, Brazil
2
Lab. Bioquímica Vegetal, Facultad de Ciencias, Universidad de Chile, Santiago, Chile
bressan@uenf.br
Evidences suggest that induction and output of bud dormancy in temperate climates is mostly
regulated by photoperiod and low temperature. However, in tropical environments,
characterized by the absence of low temperatures, the dynamics of dormancy in axillary buds
of Vitis vinifera acquires a fundamental and different aspect. This study aimed to verify the
adaptive performance of V. vinifera buds under controlled photoperiod conditions in a lowlatitude condition (5o12'16"S), exposed to natural high temperature range (32,1 and 34,5oC)
and minimum average (21,3 and 23,7oC). We used plants of var. 'Italia' that underwent the
treatments ND (Natural Day: natural photoperiod: 12 hours of light), SD (Short Day: short
photoperiod: 10 hours of light) and LD (Long Day: long photoperiod: 14 hours of light, which
were evaluated for eight weeks for growth, number of nodes, cytological changes, water
content in tissues and mRNA levels of VvPHYA, VvPHYB and VvFT in leaves and buds (genes
associated with acclimatization and endodormancy of buds). We observed the development of
acclimatization over eight weeks under the photoperiodic treatments. While no significant
changes between treatments SD, ND and LD were observed for the branch length, LD had a
higher number of nodes than SD and ND. The SD and ND treatments did not differ in number
of nodes and branch length, and both tissues had lower water content than LD. In SD, the
thickness of the cell wall in the meristem underwent a thickening after eight weeks, while ND
and LD exhibited thin walls. We observed cell wall thickening in the meristem cells and
increased formation of periderm when VvPHYA and FT transcripts were less expressed (SD
condition). When these transcripts were highly expressed in the buds (LD condition), we
observed anatomical characteristics inherent to cold acclimation. Such modifications related to
photoperiod occurred at higher temperatures (29/31°C) so these results suggest that SD
induces endodormancy and acclimatization by a pathway independent of low temperature.
Pérez FJ, Kühn N , R. Vergara. (2011) J Plant Physiol 168: 1659-1666.
Pérez FJ, Kühn N, Ormeño-Nuñez J, Rubio S. (2009) Plant Signal Behav 4: 614-6.
Project funding by Faperj and Cnpq (Brazil)
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PLANT HORMONES IN THE CONTROL OF SHOOT BRANCHING IN TOMATO
Carrera E1,2, López-Díaz I1,2, Ruíz-Rivero O1, García-Martínez JL1, Martínez-Bello L1,
Sabater T1, Montoya M1, García-Acero P1
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The formation of axillary buds in tomato plants depends of environmental and developmental
factors. The role of hormones in the formation of axillary buds is crucial and so far classical
hormones, such as auxins, CKs or more recently strigolactones, have been implicated in
branching regulation through the protein BRC1. Although gibberellins (GAs) have a wellknown role in several developmental processes such as stem elongation and germination, their
involvement in the formation of lateral shoots has not been adequately studied.
Increase of endogens GA levels in transgenic tomato plants, by over-expressing the GA20ox1
biosynthetic gene or GA2-oxidase genes silencing, also negate the formation of axillary buds.
This is also the case of the tomato procera mutant -caused by a point mutation in the VHIID
motif of the SlDELLA protein, the repressor of GA signalling pathway. All these results support
the pivotal role play by GAs in the control of shoot branching in tomato. Despite these
evidences, little information is available about the interaction of GAs with IAA (indole-3-acetic
acid), strigolactones (SL), cytokinins (CKs), salycilic acid (SA) and brassinoesteroids (BR)
regarding this phenotype in particular. In order to assess the possible hormone cross-talk, pro
mutant and transgenic tomato plants with increased GAs levels were crossed with mutants
exhibiting different shoot branching patters: entire (increased auxin response), 35S::asccd7
(reduced SLs levels); 35S::nahG (reduced SA levels), 35S::CKX2 (reduced CKs levels), and Dwarf
plants (recovered BRs biosynthesis). In order to investigate the changes in the endogenous
hormones content in the organs of tomato where shoot branching will appear, we have
accurately quantify the content of bioactive GAs (GA1 and GA4) and GA intermediaries from
both early 13-hydroxylation and non 13-hydroxylation pathyway, as well as ABA (abscisic acid),
IAA, SA, JA (jasmonic acid) and CKs from tissue samples as small as 100 mg fresh weight. These
hormones have been quantified using a Q-Exactive spectrometer (Orbitrap detector;
ThermoFisher Scientific). [17,17-2H] labeled hormones were added to the extracts as internal
standards for quantification.
Possible role and cross-talks of different plant hormones in regulation of shoot branching in
tomato will be discussed.
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Programmed cell death of tapetum during pollen development is
accompanied by autophagy features and epigenetic changes
María-Teresa Solís1, Ivett Bárány1, José Luis Crespo2, María C. Risueño1, Pilar S.
Testillano1
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The tapetum, nursing tissue inside anthers undergoes cellular degradation by programmed cell
death (PCD) during late stages of pollen differentiation. Despite the key function of tapetum,
little is known about the molecular mechanisms regulating this cell death process.. Several
pathways of PCD can be found in plants, some of them showing apoptotic-like and/or
autophagic features. Increasing evidences indicate that autophagy plays critical roles in plant
PCD processes. Epigenetic marks, such as DNA methylation, have been revealed as hallmarks
that establish the functional status of chromatin domains, but no evidences on the epigenetic
regulation of PCD have been reported
In this work we studied the changes in DNA methylation and expression of MET1 DNA
methyltransferase, as well as the existence of autophagy features and expression of
autophagy-related genes during the PCD of tapetal cells of Brassica napus, by a
multidisciplinary approach. Results showed that tapetum PCD progresses with high chromatin
condensation, increase of global DNA methylation and DNA methyl transferase MET1
expression, high activity of caspase 3-like proteases and cytochrome C release.
Immunofluorescence assays and confocal microscopy analysis revealed labelling of autophagy
proteins Atg5 and Atg8 on vacuolar-like cytoplasmic compartments of tapetal cells at the stage
of early PCD. Ultrastructural analysis by transmission electron microscopy showed an increase
of vesicles, vacuoles and different autophagic-like structures in the cytoplasms of tapetal cells
at PCD initiation, some of these structures were immunogold-labelled by Atg5 antibodies.
Moreover, RT-qPCR assays showed expression of Atg5 and Atg8 genes during tapetum PCD.
Taken together, these findings suggest that autophagy accompanies PCD initiation of tapetal
cells.
Solís et al. (2014) Plant Cell Phys. 55, 16-29.
Work supported by projects (BFU2011-23752 and AGL2014-52028-R) funded by the Spanish Ministry of
Economy and Competitiveness (MINECO) and the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF/FEDER)
of the European Commission. Thanks are due to Mª Fernanda Suárez (Dept. Biología Molecular y
Bioquímica, Univ. Málaga, Spain) for kindly providing us with the anti-Atg5 antibody.
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Role of poplar DNA demethylases in controlling winter dormancy
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Mariano Perales, Pablo González-Melendi and Isabel Allona.
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Montegancedo, 28223-Pozuelo de Alarcón (Madrid), España
daniel.conde@upm.es
Trees have developed the mechanism of winter dormancy to survive the harsh conditions of winter
in temperate and cold regions. It determines the geographical distribution of tree species and the
long of the growing period. Epigenetic control of winter dormancy in woody plants is barely known.
5-methyl cytosine (5mC) is an important epigenetic mark that regulates gene expression in animals
and plants. The profile of DNA methylation changes in the transition of developmental stages in
plants such as chestnut bud set and burst, flowering in azalea, aging in pine trees among other. So
far, the enzymes involved in the modification of the methylome and the molecular mechanism
behind the control over those development processes remain to be understood. Our previous results
showed higher DNA methylation and less acetylated Lys 8 of histone H4 global levels in poplar stem
during winter dormancy compared to active growing season. Analysis of the 5-methyl cytosine levels
by the application of the immunofluorescence-based method set up in our lab showed that global
DNA methylation decrease significantly when trees are near to restore the growing season after the
winter dormancy. We have identified two poplar homologs to Arabidopsis DME gene:
PtaDML8/PtaDML10. DME protein promotes global DNA demethylation along the genome during
the endosperm development. Our RT-PCR analyses indicate that the expression of
PtaDML8/PtaDML10 genes increases significantly when trees are near to restart growing after the
winter. Functional characterization showed that PtaDML8/PtaDML10 knockdown plants have a
delayed in resuming of growth after dormancy.
Taken together, we hypothesize that an active control of the 5mC DNA methylation play a key role in
winter dormancy and that 5mC demethylases would be crucial for poplar dormant-growth transition.
Acknowledgements
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SoACO2 expression during development and imbibition of dormant and
after-ripened Sisymbrium officinale L. seeds
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Germination is a complex process during which the seed must quickly recover physically from
maturation drying, allowing the emergence of the embryo and the subsequent seedling
growth (Nonogaki et al., 2010). The potential germination of seeds depends of two
mechanisms, the dormancy and the after-ripening (AR), which has been demonstrated to be
independents.
It is important the involvement of the hormonal balance between abscisic acid and gibberellins
in the regulation of seed germination and dormancy. In addition to these hormones, ethylene
(ET) also plays an important control of seed germination (Miransari and Smith, 2014).
Therefore, numerous data show and interaction among ABA, GAs and ethylene metabolism
and signalling pathway. ET is an important component of the gaseous environment and
regulates numerous plant developmental processes including germination, seedling
establishment and dormancy release in numerous species.
ET is produced in higher plants from methionine by a well-defined pathway, the last two steps
involving: (i) the conversion of S-adenosyl-Met (SAM) to 1-aminocyclopropane- 1-carboxylicacid (ACC), catalysed by ACC synthase; and (ii) subsequent oxidation of ACC to ET, catalysed by
ACC-oxidase (ACO) (Matilla and Matilla-Vazquez 2008).
To gain insight into ethylene control in germination, we used Sisymbrium officinale seeds
which germination is dependent on nitrate and these seeds are highly dependent on a long
after-ripening. We isolated SoACO2 and evaluated its temporal and spatial expression
throughout zygotic embryogenesis and seed germination.
The SoACO2 expression is higher in the early embryogenesis decreasing during the
development. All values of SoACO2 expression obtained in the six embryogenic studied stages
were higher than those found in dry seed.
On the other hand, the SoACO2 transcript levels were also quantified during imbibition of S.
officinale seeds. We used dormant seeds (AR0) and seeds with a supraoptimal AR (AR32) (AR7
is the optimum) germinated in the presence and absence of nitrate, exogenous ethephon and
inhibitors of ethylene synthesis and signalling (IESS). Dormant seeds imbibed in nitrate have a
higher SoACO2 expression that AR32 seeds. However, the absence of nitrate in the
germination medium modifies the SoACO2 expression, being much higher in AR32 seed at the
onset of imbibition than in dormant seed. Moreover, the SoACO2 expression was strongly
stimulated by exogenous ethephon but not affected by exogenous IESS.
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STUDYING GA-SIGNALLING IN THE SEED ENDOSPERM.
Rocío Sánchez-Montesino, Laura Bouza-Morcillo and Luis Oñate-Sánchez*.
Centro de Biotecnología y Genómica de Plantas (CBGP), Escuela Técnica Superior de
Ingenieros Agrónomos, Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, Campus de Montegancedo,
Pozuelo de Alarcón, 28223, Madrid, Spain. *(luis.onate@upm.es)

Gibberellins (GAs) are plant hormones that control plant growth and development by
regulating gene expression differentially accros tissues and their levels can be altered in
response to developmental and environmental cues. In Arabidopsis, the seed endosperm play
a major role in the control of seed germination and endosperm weakening by cell wall
remodelling enzymes (CWREs) positively regulated by GAs is a prerequisite for germination
(Holdsworth et al., 2008). To gain insight into GA-signalling in the endosperm, we are studying
the molecular mechanisms controlling the GA-responsive expression of a CWRE gene
specifically expressed in the endosperm. We have identified a GA-responsive sequence in the
CWRE promoter that is bound by two proteins that belong to the same family of TFs (TF1 and
TF2). Although TF1 and TF2 are able to form homo and heterodimers, only TF1 is able to
interact with DELLA proteins in yeast, suggesting that a given combination of partners in a
ternary complex may regulate gene expression differentially. The role of these TFs is not
completely overlapping since single loss of funtion (KOs) mutants have altered germination
kinetics. Despite that we are still generating double KOs and gain of funtion mutants to
complete our functional analysis of these TFs, it is clear that this mechanism is different to that
regulating GA-signalling in the embryo epidermis (Rombolá-Caldentey et al., 2014).

REFERENCES
Holdsworth et al. (2008) New Phytol 179, 33-54.
Rombolá-Caldentey et al. (2014) Plant Cell, 26: 2905-2919.
FUNDING ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
This work is being supported with a grant to L.O.-S. by the Spanish Ministry of Economy and
Competitiveness (BIO2013-46076-R).
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The essential role of TAGL1/ALQ MADS-box factor in regulating cuticle
development of tomato fruit
Estela Giménez1, Eva Domínguez2, Benito Pineda3, Antonio Heredia2, Vicente
Moreno3, Rafael Lozano1 and Trinidad Angosto1
1

Centro de Investigación en Biotecnología Agroalimentaria (BITAL). Campus de
Excelencia Internacional Agroalimentario, CeiA3. Dpto. Biología y Geología.
Universidad de Almería. 04120 Almería, Spain
2
Instituto de Hortofruticultura Subtropical Mediterránea La Mayora. CSIC-UMA. 29750
Algarrobo-Costa, Málaga, Spain
3
Instituto de Biología Molecular y Celular de Plantas (Universidad Politécnica de
Valencia-CSIC). 46022 Valencia, Spain
estela@ual.es
Fruit development and ripening entail key biological and agronomic events such as cell division
and expansion, chlorophyll degradation and carotene synthesis, acid and glucose production,
cell wall degradation. All these processes not only ensure the appropriate formation and
dispersal of seeds but also determine productivity and yield quality traits. In addition, cuticle
development has been recently considered as an integral part of the fruit ripening program,
whose completion depends in part on composition and biomechanical properties of cuticle
(Dominguez et al., 2012). In agreement, significant changes affecting cuticle development were
observed in fruits overexpressing and silencing TOMATO AGAMOUS LIKE 1/ARLEQUÍN
(TAGL1/ALQ), a tomato MADS-box key regulator of reproductive development, mainly involved
in early fruit development and ripening (Giménez et al., 2010). TAGL1/ALQ repressing fruits
showed a reduction of cuticle thickness and a significant decrease in the content of cuticle
components i.e., cutin, waxes, polysaccharides and phenolic compounds. Likewise, such
differences made TAGL1/ALQ silencing cuticles less resistant despite their biomechanical
properties were comparable to wild-type. Accordingly, mechanical differences shown by
cuticles overexpressing TAGL1/ALQ are compensated by their higher thickness and increased
cuticle compound levels. Expression changes of genes involved in cuticle biosynthesis agreed
with alterations of biochemical and biomechanical features of cuticles isolated from silencing
and overexpressing TAGL1/ALQ fruits. Furthermore, cuticle formation largely depends on the
activity of fruit epidermal cell layers, whose morphology and arrangement were altered when
TAGL1/ALQ is either silenced or constitutively expressed. Together, these results indicate that
TAGL1/ALQ participates in the transcriptional control of cuticle development likely through the
biosynthesis of cuticle components, which in turn would be influenced by epidermal cell
patterning. Results also support cuticle development as an integrated event in the fruit
expansion and ripening processes which characterize fleshy-fruited species as tomato.
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Tomato ede1 mutant shows pleiotropic defects in vegetative and
reproductive development
Laura Castañeda1, Estela Giménez1, Benito Pineda2, Vicente Moreno2, Rafael Lozano1,
Trinidad Angosto1
1
Centro de Investigación en Biotecnología Agroalimentaria (BITAL). Campus de
Excelencia Internacional Agroalimentario, CeiA3. Dpto. Biología y Geología.
Universidad de Almería. 04120 Almería, Spain
2
Instituto de Biología Molecular y Celular de Plantas (Universidad Politécnica de
Valencia-CSIC). 46022 Valencia, Spain
tangosto@ual.es
Plant hormones have been extensively studied because of their roles in the regulation of
diverse aspects of plant growth and development, including cell division, stem elongation, leaf
expansion, root formation, pollen development, embryogenesis, fruit set and development,
and stress tolerance. The exiguous development1 (ede1) mutant line was selected from a
collection of insertional T-DNA mutants generated in tomato (Solanum lycopersicum L.) given
its pleiotropic phenotype, which affected to both vegetative and reproductive developmental
patterns. Respect to wild-type plants, ede1 mutant plants showed scarce growth, thinner and
elongated internodes, smaller leaves and lack of trichomes. Root development was also
affected in ede1 plants as they showed reduced growth of root hairs. Regarding reproductive
development, flowers were smaller and exhibited a higher number of floral organs respect the
wild-type ones. Microscopy analyses revealed that mutation at the EDE1 locus leads to
alterations in carpel development, which take place at early developmental stages and
resulted in a gynoecium of greater size than wild-type. Moreover, ede1 flowers displayed male
and female sterility, which resulted in the formation of small, parthenocarpic and multilocular
fruits. Mutant phenotype was inherited as monogenic and recessive, and its pleiotropic nature
suggested that hormonal balance could be affected in mutant plants. In addition, cosegregation analysis indicated that the ede1 mutant phenotype was likely due to a somaclonal
variation as no correlation between phenotype and T-DNA insertion was found. Therefore,
NGS and positional mapping approaches are being developed to isolate the gene responsible
for the ede1. With the aim to analyze whether the EDE1 gene was involved in hormonal
regulatory pathways, exogenous hormonal treatments were carried out in wild-type and
mutant gynoecia. Results showed that wild-type emasculated ovaries grew only after
treatments with gibberellins (GAs) and/or auxins, while parthenocarpic growth of mutant
ovaries occurred in the absence of pollination and hormone treatments, suggesting that
hormone response was affected in the ede1 mutant. Likewise, expression analyses of GAs and
auxin related genes showed alterations in their transcriptional levels, which suggest that EDE1
gene could be involved in hormone signaling pathways.

This work was partially funded by the Spanish Ministerio de Economía y Competitividad (grant AGL201240150) and Junta de Andalucía (grant P10-AGR-06931).
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Towards understanding RAV1 transcriptional network during the growthdormancy cycle in poplar
Paolo M. Triozzi, José M. Ramos-Sánchez, Alicia Moreno-Cortés, Daniel Conde, Pablo
Gonzalez-Melendi, Isabel Allona and Mariano Perales
Centro de Biotecnología y Genómica de Plantas (CBGP, UPM-INIA). Departamento de
Biotecnología-Biología Vegetal. Universidad Politécnica de Madrid. Campus de Montegancedo,
28223-Pozuelo de Alarcón (Madrid), España
paolo.triozzi@upm.es
As plants are sessile organisms, the decision to grow or to stop growing is fundamental for their
survival. To survive to the harsh condition of the winter, temperate and boreal trees undergo a
self-protective developmental reprograming known as winter dormancy. Its mechanism involves
an intricate interplay between endogenous growth regulators and the winter external signal,
such as shortening of photoperiod and cold temperatures. Currently, only few factors including
circadian and developmental transcription factors and hormonal signaling molecules have been
shown to modulate the extension of the dormancy period in woody plants. In our laboratory,
the circadian controlled transcription factor RAV promotes sylleptic branching and reduces
dormancy length when RAV is ectopic overexpressed in poplar (1). Comparative mRNA profiling
of RAV overexpressing versus wild type revealed a transcriptional rearrangement happens as
effect of constitutive high level of RAV, giving rise to phenology. However, to define RAV mode
of action as a transcriptional regulator and how RAV activity trigger a modification of dormancygrowth cycle, its primary targets genes should be investigated. At this particular, the
translational fusion of a given transcription factor to the rat glucorticoid receptor domain (GR)
have been widely used in Arabidopsis and recently in poplar (2). In this work we show the
standardization of a methodology required to identify primary target genes for a transcription
factor in poplar. This will be useful to future exploration of RAV1 gene network and its mode of
action in spatio-temporal studies at tissue level during growth-dormancy cycle in poplar.
References
1- Moreno-Cortés A, Hernández-Verdeja T, Sánchez-Jiménez P, Gonzalez-Melendi P, Aragoncillo C and
Allona I (2012) CsRAV1 induces sylleptic branching in hybrid poplar. New Phytologist 194:83–90.
2- Yadav R, Perales M, Gruel J, Ohno C, Heisler M, Girke T, Jönsson H, and Reddy GV (2013). Plant stem cell
maintenance involves direct transcriptional repression of differentiation program. Molecular System
Biology. 9: 654.
Funding
This work is funded by the Spanish Ministerio de Ciencia e Innovación AGL2011-22625/FOR for I.A. Marie
Curie Actions - Support for training and career development of researcher (CIG) (PCIG13-GA-2013631630) and Ramon y Cajal fellowship from the Spanish Ministerio de Economía y Competitividad (RYC2012-10194) for M.P.
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Mujeres en la Escuela Técnica Superior de Ingenieros Agrónomos de la
Universidad Politécnica de Madrid: Una Experiencia Personal
Pilar Carbonero Zalduegui, Profesora Emérita UPM
Centro de Biotecnología y Genómica de Plantas (UPM-INIA), ETSI Agrónomos,
Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, Campus de Montegancedo, 28223, Pozuelo de
Alarcón, Madrid (Spain)
e-mail presenting author: p.carbonero@upm.es

En esta ponencia se pretende dar una visión de la situación de las mujeres que
iniciando sus estudios universitarios en la Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, y en concreto en
la E.T.S.I. Agrónomos han proseguido su carrera profesional en esta universidad, desde la
figura de Ayudante hasta Catedrática pasando por todos los estadios intermedios. Se constata
que a pesar del progreso indudable comparado con los lejanos tiempos en los que yo inicié mi
carrera de Agronomía cuando sólo éramos un 3% de los estudiantes, sigue sin romperse el
techo de cristal.

Un estudio muy detallado de la situación de la UPM en los últimos 10 años ha sido
realizado recientemente por la Prof. Inés Sánchez de Madariaga de la E.T.S. de Arquitectura y
se comentarán parte de estos datos junto con datos más concretos del momento actual tanto
en la E.T.S.I. Agrónomos en general como en el Centro de Biotecnología y Genómica de
Plantas (Campus de Montegancedo) donde realizo mis investigaciones desde 2008.
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Reflections of a woman scientist. A career in Plant Physiology and
Biochemistry
M. Barón
Estación Experimental del Zaidín, Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas.
Profesor Albareda 1. 18008 Granada

mbaron@eez.csic.es
I will summarize my career as a plant physiologist and biochemist combining research,
outreach activities and research management in the CSIC (the Spanish Research Council). From
my early years as a Ph.D student working in photosynthesis and carrying out a thesis on
herbicides being photosystem II-inhibitors to mypost-doc stay in Germany to investigate
copper toxicity in plants. From the study of abiotic stress factors (heavy metals) to the
investigation of plant pathogens but always focusing on plant stress, working on the border
with Biophysics.
I will describe my recent years, devoted to early plant stress detection using imaging
techniques and the first steps in the phenotyping world.
My passion for science divulgation has been mainly dedicated to the fields of plant stress and
women scientists.
Research management is nowadays one of my main activities as Director of a CSIC Institute
and also as a member of a Bioethics Committee, of evaluation panels and Executive
Committee of Science Museum.
Besides the description of my career, I will discuss different aspects of the history of the
women scientists and their present situation in CSIC, Spain and Europe.
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Scientific Divulgation in CEBAS-CSIC
José Antonio Hernández
Group of Fruit Trees Biotechnology, Dept. Plant Breeding, CEBAS-CSIC, Campus
Universitario de Espinardo, Murcia, P.O. Box 164, E-30100, Spain.
Scientific Divulgation in CEBAS-CSIC begun first in the 80s when one-two “Open Days” were
held with the attendance of about 150-200 students per visit. However, this activity was
resumed and strengthened years later. At the new Institute, we organise and participate in
different divulgation tasks, including the open days, the European Researchers’ Night, the
Science Week, the management of a divulgation Blog, and the coordination of Research
Projects in secondary schools (IDIES Project). Regarding the “Open Days” about 1000 students
visited our Institute during the period 2011-2015. In relation to our Divulgation Blog
“Cienciacebas” about 55000 visits has been received last year (2014). We participate in the
two last Editions of the European Researchers’ Night with the topics “Chlorophyll
Fluorescence” (2013) and “Transgenic Trees, the future of food?” (2014). We have actively
participated in the Science Week held in Murcia, and last year we were involved in topics
related with Food Technology, Irrigation Abiotic stress and the International Year of the Soil.
Finally, in 2013 CEBAS-CSIC organised a Research Project in Secondary School (IDIES). IDIES is
an educational project of initiation to research, and its main objectives are to show scientific
research to the high school students, and to participate and to collaborate on projects lead by
researchers of national and international prestige. In the academic course 2013-2014, 6
projects were developed by 14 students from two different secondary schools and the I IDIES
Congress was celebrated in 2014. The works were showed as oral presentations as well as
posters. In the last academic course (2014-2015), 13 projects are being carried out by 31
students of 4 different Secondary Schools, and the II Congress will be celebrating next 22nd
June 2015.
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Science dissemination accessible to everyone. Case of floradeiberia.com
Joaquín Herrero1
1
Department of Life Sciences. Faculty of Biology. University of Alcalá (UAH). Crta. de
Madrid-Barcelona, Km. 33,600, E-28871. Alcalá de Henares (Madrid), Spain.
joaquinherrero@floradeiberia.com
With the widespread use of the Internet and social networking it is easier than ever before to
make your accumulated scientific knowledge and questions accessible to everyone.
Nowadays, every scientist can materialize the desire of transmitting knowledge to society,
interacting with other authors and readers, and sharing ideas and impressions; all of which can
become an addictive hobby.
The emergence of web platforms such as WordPress help us in this task because advanced
computer skills are not required to create a website dedicated to the dissemination of
scientific knowledge. Furthermore, social networks play a key role as tools that can reach a
wide audience.
The key lies in providing high-quality and varied content in order to attract a diverse audience.
This is the case of Flora de Iberia (http://floradeiberia.com/), a site dedicated to the study and
dissemination of information about the flora and vegetation of the Iberian Peninsula, plant
biology and agriculture. The site began as a hobby at the beginning of the author’s university
studies and is now a continually growing scientific dissemination project. In fact, it has allowed
the author to collaborate through other online media on a variety of current issues. This is just
one example of how one’s personal interests can be beneficial to a particular interest group or
the whole of society, and how the generosity of a few can enrich the lives of many.
Herrero, J. (2005 onwards). Flora de Iberia. http://floradeiberia.com/
This site is not funded or subsidized by any public or private entity, it contains no advertising, and
maintained exclusively by the efforts of the author.
Joaquín Herrero currently holds a postdoctoral fellowship from the University of Alcalá.
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High School Students for Agricultural Science Research
José Manuel Palma1, Francisco Martínez-Abarca2, Francisco Javier Pérez-Cáceres3,
Antonio Quesada-Ramos4
1
Group of Antioxidants, Free Radicals and Nitric Oxide in Biotechnology, Food and
Agriculture, Department of Biochemistry, Cell and Molecular Biology of Plants, Estación
Experimental del Zaidín, CSIC, Apartado 419, Granada, Spain
2
Department of Soil Microbiology and Symbiotic Systems, Estación Experimental del
Zaidín, CSIC, Apartado 419, Granada, Spain
3
High School Camilo José Cela, Campillos, Málaga
4
High School Zaidín-Vergeles, Granada
josemanuel.palma@eez.csic.es
Innovative ideas are always welcomed to improve learning in educational environments,
mainly in those areas/spaces where limitations due to financing, inappropriate facilities, and
even staff are common signs of handicapped policies of public administration. Going to basic
proposals coined by renowned educational leaders, learning is a process of peripheral
participation in communities of practice (Lave and Wenger, 2011). Thus, new formulas to allow
students from High Schools practising what they learn at classrooms, awakening their hidden
skills and letting them know that Science is closer than what they could imagine, have to be
issued to gain a future inhabited by educated citizens.
Under these premises, the Project for Initiation to Research and Innovation at High School in
Andalucía (PIIISA, from its Spanish acronym) was run last years as the collaboration among
different centers of the Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas (CSIC) in Granada, the
University of Granada (UGR) and the Education Department of Junta de Andalucía. The PIIISA
brought High School Students to laboratories of the CSIC and UGR to develop research projects
designed ad hoc, thus allowing the interrelationship among several social groups (students,
teachers, scientists) to work “hand in hand” in the same subjects. Results were diverse
depending on the laboratories and the synergy among the team’s members. In one of the CSIC
centers, the Estación Experimental del Zaidín (EEZ-CSIC), the collaboration was highly fruitful.
Besides the noteworthy results obtained, some of them published in journals within the SCI,
the EEZ holds one congress per year since 2012, where works carried out by the different
teams are displayed publicly to a forum composed by the scientific and educational
communities from the province of Granada. Students present orally their own communications
using English as the lingua franca. Besides, all works are published in the yearly issued journal
HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS FOR AGRICULTURAL SCIENCE RESEARCH (ISSN: 2340-9746) whose
volume III has been issued in 2014. Accordingly, this journal compiles all the results obtained
on the Plant Biology projects within the EEZ-PIIISA framework.
This model has created a new manner to built science, with very profitable results in
laboratories, but, as the most prominent consequence, it has proposed a new way to
understand how to teach/learn science at schools, and has shown to students that research is
not reserved to gifted elite but to anyone aware in Science.
Lave J, Wenger E (2011) Situated Learning. Legitimate Peripheral Participation. Cambridge University
Press.

XXI REUNIÓN DE LA SOCIEDAD ESPAÑOLA DE FISIOLOGÍA VEGETAL/XIV CONGRESO
HISPANO-LUSO DE FISIOLOGÍA VEGETAL. Toledo, 14-17 de junio de 2015
Mesa Redonda Divulgación y Educación
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